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Abstract 
This objective of this thesis is to investigate the problem of quality of service (QoS) support in 
mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs) -a class of network architecture that is characterised by its 
dynamic topology and scarce resources. Given that quality of service (QoS) provisioning in 
MANETs is extremely challenging and is modelled as a multi-layer problem, the thesis takes a 
holistic view to this issue by identifying the required components of an overall MANET QoS 
framework. In this context, it mainly looks at the problem of QoS provisioning not only from the 
perspective of the network layer but also from the perspective of the medium access control 
(MAC) sub-layer. 
The thesis first proposes a QoS-aware MAC. This is followed by a justification for the use and 
proposal of sclable schemes of a hierarchical clustering and a location-management strategy in an 
attempt to devise a scalable routing protocol. The above aspect is necessary for the proposed QoS 
architecture that is developed subsequently. It attempts to support a stronger notion of per-class 
service guarantees in terms of packet loss and delay in ad hoc networks. Since one of the key 
issues in providing QoS guarantees is how to determine paths that satisfy QoS constraints, the 
thesis finally studies the NP-hard delay-constrained least-cost path problem and presents a more 
distributed on-line heuristic solution that utilises only local information. 
In this way, the thesis contributes in a number of vital areas spanning the MAC and network 
layers. The key outputs of this research work are: 
i) A QoS-aware MAC 
ii) A novel clustering algorithm and protocol 
iii) A scalable location service 
iv) A new scheduling and buffer management strategy, 
v) An effective strategy for QoS routing and load balancing 
These collectively constitute a scalable QoS framework for ad hoc networks. The effectiveness of 
all the proposed mechanisms is evaluated through mathematical analysis, simulation or both. 
Key words: Mobile ad hoc networks, Quality of Service, Hierarchical Clustering, Proportional 
Service Differentiation, QoS-aware Medium Access Control, QoS Routing. 
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Chapter 1 
1 Introduction 
1.1 Background and Motivation 
1.1.1 Mobile Ad Hoc Networks (MANETs) 
The ability to communicate with anyone from anywhere on the planet has been mankind's dream 
for a long time. Wireless is the only medium that can enable such untethered communication. 
However, with the recent technological advances, coupled with the demand for flexibility and 
mobility of wireless systems, the development of an emerging "anyone, anywhere, anytime" 
paradigm of mobile ad hoc networking becomes a reality. Mobile ad hoc networks (MANETS) 
have the potential to serve as the basic building blocks of the future "ubiquitous communication 
and computing" systems, capable of interconnecting thousands of heterogeneous devices. Given 
that their popularity increases day-by-day, the mobile ad hoc network (MANET) working group 
was charted in 1997 in order to discuss and develop solutions in this area. The MANET working 
group defines a mobile ad hoc network as an "autonomous system of mobile routers (and 
associated hosts) connected by wireless links - the union of which form an arbitrary graph" [1]. 
The nodes in an ad hoc network can dynamically join and leave the network frequently - often 
without warning and possibly with(out) disruption to other nodes' communications. Typically, 
this type of networks may operate in standalone fashion without necessitating any fixed 
infrastructure, or may be connected to the global Internet. 
The absence of fixed infrastructure in MANETS requires individual nodes be responsible for 
dynamically discovering which other mobile nodes they can directly communicate with. In this 
respect, an ad hoc network can be considered to be a peer-to-peer network allowing direct 
communication between any two nodes as long as they are within the transmission range of each 
other - provided that adequate transmission energy and desired radio propagation conditions exist 
at and between the considered node-pair. Such communication between arbitrary end-points often 
requires routing over multiple-hop (multihop) wireless paths. In this context, since each mobile 
end terminal acts as a node (router), each terminal is referred to as terminode. However, 
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throughout this thesis each mobile end point is also referred to by such terms as mobile node 
(MN), mobile host (MII), mobile station, and terminode interchangeably [2]. 
Ad hoc networks are thus self-creating, self-organising and self-administrating. They hence offer 
unique benefits and versatility for a variety of situations and applications. Because of the above- 
mentioned reasons, this kind of networks is expected to play an important role in future 
commercial and military settings, where mobile access to wired network is either ineffective or 
impossible. A few potential examples include: military soldiers in a hostile environment; fast 
establishment of communication infrastructure during law enforcement operations; setting up 
communication in exhibitions, conferences, or sales presentations; operation of wall-free (virtual) 
classrooms; connecting sensors scattered for biological detection; rare animal tracking; space 
exploration; undersea operations; and temporary offices such as campaign headquarters. In 
addition, home or small-office networking and collaborative computing with laptop computers in 
small area have recently emerged as other major areas of potential commercial applications. 
However, despite their uniqueness, ad hoc networks pose numerous challenges and generate new 
research problems when compared to fixed wireless networks. Section 1.1.2 underneath discusses 
briefly the possible causes of such new problems and open challenges, and distinguishes wireless 
network in general but mobile ad hoc networks in particular from wired brethren [3]. 
1.1.2 New Research Problems and Open Challenges 
f Mobility: Each node in MANETs tends to have a random mobility pattern with varying 
velocities and accelerations. This phenomenon adds another dimension to the problems, 
namely, of addressing, routing and supporting quality of service (QoS). 
f Time-varying topology: given that links are formed between end points that are likely to 
be moving independently of each other, the network topology can change randomly and 
rapidly. This may be exacerbated by node failures either due to depletion of energy or 
enemy attack, poor channel conditions, and interferences. As a result, each node of such 
time-varying network may face/experience a change of topology during a session. 
f Imprecise state information: the link state information needed for of ective (QoS) routing 
is subject to change mainly due to user mobility and unpredictable channel conditions. 
f Bandwidth-constrained, variable capacity, possibly asymmetric links: wireless links will 
continue to have significantly lower capacity than the wired brethren and hence 
congestion is more problematic. 
f Energy-constrained operation: since mobile nodes in MANETs rely on batteries for 
energy, power conservation is a critical design criterion. 
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f Scalability: this issue in MANETs can be broadly defined as whether the network is able 
to provide an acceptable level of service to packets even in the presence of a larger 
number of mobile nodes in the network. As in wired networks, this capability is closely 
related to how quickly network protocol control cost increases as a function of increase in 
the number of nodes and link changes. This issue is more challenging in MANETs than in 
fixed IP wired networks namely due to time-varying topology, bandwidth- and energy- 
constrained operations. 
Due to the above-mentioned challenges, there are still quite a number of problems that are 
open - despite the relatively long history of ad hoc networking concept. These include 
effective routing, medium access control (MAC), mobility management, power management, 
and, of principal interest here, quality of service (QoS) issues. The higher the number of MNs 
in a particular region, the more aggravate the scenario is. Because of the possibly rapid 
movement of the nodes and variable propagation conditions, network information such as 
route states being maintained in routing tables becomes obsolete quickly. Frequent network 
reconfiguration may trigger frequent exchanges of control information to reflect the current 
state of the network. However, the short lifetime of this information means that a large 
portion of it may never be used. Thus, the bandwidth used for distribution of the routing 
update information is wasted. In spite of these attributes, the design of MANETs still needs to 
allow for a high degree of network reliability, survivability, availability, and manageability. 
Based on the above discussion, the following features are required in MANETS: 
f Since routing is the key to efficient operation in MANETs, cost-effective scalable 
routing which is robust and resilient to nodes' random mobility patterns needs to be 
developed. This is to increase the network's reliability and availability; e. g., to 
reduce the chances that any network node is isolated from the rest of the network. 
f Adaptive algorithms and protocols to adjust to frequently changing radio 
propagation, network and traffic conditions. 
f Low-overhead algorithms and protocols to conserve scarce resources 
f Robust network architecture to avoid susceptibility to network failures, congestion 
around critical nodes and penalties due to inefficient routing. 
Tackling each of these issues of ad hoc networking is a multi-layer problem [3][69][77]. In 
general, it is inadequate to consider QoS merely at the network layer without considering higher 
and underlying layers. Overall, in order to support QoS for multimedia applications in mobile ad 
hoc networks, each layer should provide appropriate QoS support [5]. At their core, cross-layer 
protocols identify performance information at each layer of the communication stack. This 
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information is then made available for exploitation by other layers as needed. Direct interaction is 
allowed between layers regardless of their logical proximity. The goal is to retain the benefits of 
the layered approach to system design while eliminating the potential rigidity. Accordingly, the 
physical layer must adapt to rapid changes in link characteristics, the MAC sub-layer should 
provide performance guarantee about bandwidth and time-bounded transmission delay by 
minimising collisions and allowing fair access. At the network layer, QoS routing is needed, and 
reservation and control mechanisms should be deployed to manage the network resources [5][69]. 
Hence, a promising method for satisfying QoS requirements is a more unified approach of cross- 
layer or vertical-layer integration. The idea is to violate many of the traditional layering styles to 
allow different parts of the stack to adapt to the environment in a way that takes into account the 
adaptation and available information at other layers. However, this thesis is mainly confined to 
the network-layer and the MAC sub-layer interactions. 
1.1.3 Implicit Assumptions 
The following are a number of assumptions made in this work regarding the communication 
parameters, the network architecture, node capability and the network traffic of the considered ad 
hoc network: 
f Nodes are equipped with portable communication devices. Lightweight batteries may 
power these devices. Limited battery life can impose restrictions on the communication 
activity (both transmitting and receiving) and the computational power of these devices. 
f Connectivity between nodes is not a transitive relation; i. e., if node A can communicate 
directly with node B and node B can communicate directly with node C, then node A may 
not, necessarily, be able to communicate directly with node C. 
f It is assumed that nodes are identified by fixed IDs (based on IP addresses, for example). 
f All the network nodes have equal capabilities. This means that all nodes are equipped 
with identical communication devices and are capable of performing functions from a 
common set of networking services. However, all nodes do not necessarily perform the 
same functions at the same time. In particular, nodes may be assigned specific functions 
in the network, and these roles may change over time. 
f Large-scale standalone ad hoc networks are envisaged. 
f Nodes are location-aware either through a GPS device - if outdoors - or through 
techniques such as GPS-free positioning - if indoors [95]. 
f Limited physical layer impairments are taken into consideration. However, an accurate 
channel modelling is beyond the scope of this thesis. 
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Since absolute QoS provisioning is an extremely difficult task as far as mobile ad hoc networks 
are concerned, the next subsection introduces what Quality of Service means in general, different 
QoS frameworks proposed for IP networks, and then identifies the important building blocks of 
any meaningful QoS architecture. 
1.2 Quality of Service -Hard vs. Soft 
Quality of Service (QoS) is characterised in RFC 2386 [67] as a set of service requirements to be 
met by the network while transporting a packet stream between a given source-destination pair. 
Intuitively, by the notion of QoS, it is meant that there is an agreement or a guarantee by the 
network to provide a set of measurable pre-specified service attributes to the user in terms of 
delay, jitter (delay variation), available bandwidth and probability of packet loss [3]. Since it is a 
subjective measure, the term quality of service has lots of ambiguities. As a result there exist 
wildly varying definitions. However, throughout this thesis, we consider the following definition. 
The telecommunication standardisation unit of the international telecommunication union (ITU-T) 
defines QoS in recommendation E. 800 as "the collective effect of service performance which 
determines the degree of satisfaction of a user of the service". This is the notion of hard (absolute) 
QoS guarantee. Since it is extremely difficult to achieve hard QoS in MANETs as mentioned 
before, the notion of soft QoS comes into the picture of the MANET domain. Soft QoS means that 
there may exist transient time periods when the required absolute QoS guarantee is not possible 
due to non-availability of suitable forwarding nodes or network partition or physical channel 
(especially wireless) impairments [3][38][129]. 
It may, however, arise intuitively in any mind why there is a demand or what technological 
changes have dramatically increased the demand for QoS (soft or hard) provisioning, and how it 
can be addressed. The main technology driver to date has been converged networking. Converged 
networking is the idea that one infrastructure (data network) should be used to transport voice, 
video, and data. In previous times, this was the task of potentially three different infrastructures: a 
voice infrastructure for telephony services, a video infrastructure for video services, and a data 
infrastructure to carry data. Packet streams by voice and video applications are very delay and 
jitter sensitive, while most data applications are not delay sensitive. Hence, QoS provisioning can 
be understood as a way of prioritising certain types of traffic over the other. 
On the other hand, the present Internet has adopted a best-effort data transfer with no guarantees. 
There is neither differentiation among various types of traffic, nor guarantee of in-sequence 
packet deliveries, nor guarantee of the arrival of each packet. As the load generated by the active 
traffic flows within the network varies, the network's best-effort service response will also vary. 
With the inherently connectionless and stateless nature, guaranteeing service or network 
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performance in an IP networks is a much more complex task. This partly explains why IP QoS 
remains a subject of intense research and ongoing standardisation effort of several bodies such as 
ITU-T and the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF). 
Efforts have thus been made over the years to augment the base best-effort service with a number 
of higher-level service classes. These may be distinguished from the best-effort service by some 
form of superior service level, or they may be distinguished by providing a predictable service 
response which is unaffected by external conditions, such as the number of concurrent traffic 
flows. The notable achievements during the last fifteen years have been the IETF proposals of two 
main QoS architectures. They are the intergraded services (IntServ) [81] and differentiated 
services (DiffServ) [82] arcitectures. 
1.2.1 Integrated Services and Resource Reservation Protocol 
The integrated services (IntServ) architecture promises precise per-flow service provisioning, and 
hence requires resources such as bandwidth and buffer spaces to be explicitly reserved and related 
flow state information to be installed in the routers for a given traffic flow to ensure that the 
applications receive their required QoS [81]. An application can request a reservation for a now 
through the resource reservation (RSVP) signalling protocol, and hence RSVP plays a vital role in 
this model. The integrated services model proposes two service classes in addition to best-effort 
service. They are guaranteed service for applications requiring a fixed delay bound and 
controlled-load service for applications requiring reliable and enhanced best-effort service. The 
implementation of this model often requires four components: admission control, packet 
classifier, packet scheduler and a signalling protocol (e. g. RSVP). In this model, a flow descriptor 
is used to describe the traffic and QoS requirements of a flow, and it consists of two parts: filter 
specification (filterSpec) and flow specification (flowSpec). 
However, the acceptance of IntServ from network providers and router vendors has been quite 
limited, mainly due to following problems [66][89]: 
f Its scalability and manageability problems. This mainly arises because the amount of state 
information increases proportionally with the number of flows. This places a huge storage 
and processing overhead on the routers. Therefore, this architecture does not scale well in 
the Internet core. 
f This model puts huge burden on each router, as each router is often expected to support 
an admission control unit, packet forwarding mechanisms and the resource reservation 
protocol. 
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f Guaranteed service support is only possible through ubiquitous deployment of IntServ- 
capable routers, whereas incremental deployment is possible for the controlled-load 
service. 
f IntServ is impractical for short-lived flows since the connection setup cost is often greater 
than the transmission of all the actual packets in the flow. 
Consequently, the differentiated services (DiffServ) model was proposed as an alternate model for 
providing QoS -a brief description of which follows in the next subsection. 
1.2.2 Differentiated Services 
The differentiated services (DiffServ) model was proposed as an alternative model for providing 
QoS [82][83][84][85][86]. In this case, packets are classified into a small number of service 
classes at the edge routers according to their service requirements. The core router is thus required 
to differentiate between packets on a class-by-class rather than flow-by-flow basis, and hence 
remains relatively simple. In other words, with the introduction of DiftServ, the scalability is 
achieved in two ways; i) per-flow service is replaced with per aggregate service, and ii) complex 
processing is moved from the core of a network to the edge. DiffServ uses the type-of-service 
(tos) field of an IPv4 header to define and hence differentiate a set of packet forwarding 
treatments (per-hop behaviours or PHBs) [83]. For this purpose a 6-bit differentiated services 
code point (DSCP) is used. PHBs may be specified individually or as a group, and may be 
specified in terms of their resource (for example buffer, bandwidth) priority relative to other 
PHBs or in terms of their relative observable traffic characteristics (for example delay, loss etc. ). 
After having selected a packet based on the value of the DSCP, a node uses buffer management 
and scheduling mechanisms to deliver the specific PHB. DiffServ currently offers two main types 
of service in addition to best-effort: assured forwarding (AF) [84] and expedited forwarding (EF) 
[85]. 
EF-PHB provides a low-loss, low-latency, low jitter, assured bandwidth end-to-end service. In 
essence, the EF service provisioning to a flow is equivalent to setting up a virtual leased line to 
this flow. To ensure very low latency and assured bandwidth, the aggregate arrival rate of packets 
with EF-PHB at every node should be less than the aggregate minimum allowed departure rate. 
When EF packets enter a DiffServ node, they are placed in a queue that is expected to be short 
and served quickly so that EF traffic will maintain significantly lower levels of latency, packet 
loss and jitter. Several types of queue scheduling mechanisms such as priority queuing and 
weighted fair queuing may be adopted to implement the expedited forwarding per-hop behaviour. 
Assured forwarding (AF), on the other hand, delivers aggregate traffic from a particular 
subscriber with high assurance (i. e., high probability of the traffic being delivered to the 
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destinations) as long as the aggregate traffic does not exceed the traffic profile. The subscriber, 
however, is allowed to send his traffic beyond the traffic profile while bearing in mind that the 
excess traffic may not be given high assurance. Unlike EF-PHB, AF-PHB is not intended for low- 
latency and low jitter applications. So far four independent AF classes in the AF-PHB group have 
been defined to offer several levels of forwarding assurances [84]. 
Service level agreements (SLAs) are required for any subscriber of an Internet service provider 
(ISP) to receive differentiated services. An SLA includes a traffic conditioning agreement (TCA) 
that gives detailed service parameters such as service level, traffic profile, marking and shaping. 
An SLA can be static or dynamic, where dynamic SLAs change more frequently and thus must 
use a mechanism such as a "bandwidth broker" to effect SLA changes [88]. To ensure that the 
traffic entering the service provider network conforms to the rules specified in the TCA, the 
service provider performs traffic classification and traffic conditioning at its ingress router. The 
traffic conditioner often comprises metering, marking, shaping and dropping components. 
1.2.3 Scalable CORE (SCORE) Architecture 
The quest for a need to devise a QoS service framework that has the best of two main 
architectures as explained in sections 1.2.1 and 1.2.2 resulted in an architecture which is very 
much similar to that of DiffServ. It is called scalable core (SCORE) [66]. Hence, it attempts to 
provide services as powerful as those implemented by stateful architectures such as IntServ, while = 
utilising algorithms as scalable and robust as those used in stateless frameworks like DiffServ. 
Unlike in InServ, in order to eliminate the need for core nodes to maintain both forwarding-state 
and QoS-state, SCORE uses two algorithms - one for the data plane to schedule packets and the 
other for the control plane to perform admission control. On the data plane, the proposed 
algorithm aims to approximate a network with every node implementing the delay-jitter- 
controlled virtual clock (Jitter-VC) algorithm. Other key technique used to implement a SCORE 
network is dynamic packet state (DPS). With DPS each packet carries in its header some state that 
is initialised by the ingress router. Core routers process each incoming packet based on the state 
carried in the packet's header and updates both its internal state and the state of the packet header 
before forwarding it to the next hop. At core nodes, packet classification is no longer needed and 
packet scheduling is based on the state carried in the packet headers rather than per-flow states 
stored locally at each node. However, the main challenge in implementing this architecture is to 
, 
find space in the packet (IP) header for storing DPS variables in such a way that it remains fully 
compatible with the current standards and protocols. There are four pieces of state that needs to be 
encoded in each packet - three for scheduling purposes and one for admission control purposes. 
This is a per-packet processing framework. 
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1.3 Important Quality of Service Building Blocks 
This section mainly concentrates on the building blocks that are vital to any QoS architectural 
framework. The challenge facing any QoS architecture lies in integrating the various elements of 
the architecture into a cohesive whole that is capable of sustaining end-to-end service models 
across a wide diversity of Internet platforms. The immediate intention for such QoS architecture 
can be the following [64][65]: 
f To control the network service response such that the response to a specific service 
element is consistent and predictable. 
f To control the network service response such that a service element is provided with a 
level of response equal to or above a guaranteed minimum. 
f To allow a service element to establish in advance the service response that can or will be 
obtained from the network. 
f To control the contention for network resources such that a service element is provided 
with a superior level of network resource. 
f To control the contention for network resources such that a service element does not 
obtain an unfair allocation of resources. 
f To allow for efficient total utilisation of network resources while servicing a spectrum of 
directed network service outcomes. 
It is critical to bear in mind that none of these responses can be addressed in isolation within any 
effective QoS architecture. Keeping this basic fact in mind, an initial set of QoS architectural 
components being organised in three logical planes have been identified - as depicted in Figure 
1-1[64][65]. 
Figure 1-1: Quality of Service Building Block 
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The control plane contains mechanisms dealing with the pathways through which user data traffic 
travels, while the data plane embraces mechanisms dealing with the user data traffic directly. The 
management plane, on the other hand, consists of mechanisms associated with operation, 
administration, and management aspects of the user data traffic. Any QoS building block of 
Figure 1-1 may be specific to a network node (for example buffer management) or applicable to a 
network segment (for example QoS routing). The building blocks relevant to the IntServ 
architecture are admission control, resource reservation, queuing, traffic classification and traffic 
policing. On the other hand, the DiffServ architecture deals with such building blocks as buffer 
management, packet marking, SLA, traffic metering and recording, traffic policing, traffic 
shaping and scheduling. 
As it can be learnt later, in an effort to realise our QoS architecture suitable for mobile ad hoc 
networks, the above have been taken into consideration. However, our research was primarily 
concentrated on the control and data planes in order to address issues associated with such 
building blocks as admission control, QoS routing, resource reservation, buffer management, 
queuing and scheduling. The following subsections explain the significance of these modules 
from the perspective of their role in supporting QoS. 
1.3.1 Admission Control 
This is used to throttle the traffic in such a way that newly admitted traffic does not lead to 
network overload or service degradation to existing traffic. Admission control in general is based 
on some policies or sets of rules that can be specific to an ISP or an SLA between a subscriber 
and the ISP. An admission control decision can also depend on the availability of adequate 
network resources in an attempt to meet the performance objectives of a particular service request. 
It is often realised either through parameter-based approach or measurement-based approach. 
While the parameter-based is more applicable for hard QoS guarantees, the measurement-based 
approach is more suitable to provide soft or relative service guarantees. 
1.3.2 QoS Routing 
This concerns the selection of a path satisfying the given QoS requirements of a flow. The path 
selection process involves the knowledge of the flow's QoS requirements and characteristics and 
information on the availability of network resources. 
1.3.3 Resource Reservation 
Through this mechanism, the network sets aside the required resources on demand for delivering 
the desired network performance. This is in general closely associated with admission control. 
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Since charges are normally based on the use of reserved resources, resource reservation 
necessitates the support of authentication, authorisation and accounting and settlement between 
different ISPs. Resource reservation is typically performed with a signalling mechanism such as 
RSVP. 
1.3.4 Buffer Management 
It deals with the task of either storing or dropping a packet awaiting transmission. The key 
mechanisms of buffer management are the backlog controller and the dropper. The backlog 
controller specifies the time instances when traffic should be dropped, and the dropper specifies 
the traffic to be dropped. Buffer management is often associated with congestion control. 
1.3.5 Queuing and Scheduling 
It is the mechanism that selects a packet for transmission from the packets waiting in the 
transmission queue. Hence, the desired service guarantees are realised independently at each 
router by scheduling. Scheduling is based on a service rate allocation to classes of traffic that 
share a common buffer. Packet scheduling thus controls bandwidth allocation to different nodes 
or classes or applications. As seen above, this module plays an important role in realising different 
PHBs in the case of DiffServ. 
1.4 QoS in wired vs. QoS in wireless Networks 
One of the most obvious and the simplest QoS solution which is plausible in a wired network is to 
over-engineer the network by deploying ample of bandwidth to stay ahead of the demand curve. 
Although this fat-dump-pipe model approach is not cost effective, where all traffic receives the 
same - normally high - quality of service even when not necessary, this enables the Internet to 
remain a relatively simple infrastructure. In addition, over-provisioning is commonly adopted by 
ISPs for another major reason: the lack of a reliable Internet traffic model to correctly estimate 
link utilisation. Since the Internet traffic exhibits a large variation, over-provisioning to keep the 
average link utilisation low is the widely used design solution at the moment to handle traffic 
variability incurred by the absence of access control and to protect the network against multiple 
failures. On the other hand, in wireless networks, this luxury does not exist as wireless bandwidth 
is scarce and expensive. This is further exacerbated by unpredictable wireless link properties, as 
wireless media are very unpredictable. Packet collision is intrinsic to wireless networks. Signal 
propagation faces difficulties such as signal fading, interference, and multipath cancellation. All 
these properties make bandwidth of a wireless link unpredictable. Due to this reason, research on 
a QoS provisioning mechanism is vital in the case of wireless networks. 
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1.5 Performance Considerations for Different Multimedia Applications 
Since this thesis is much focused on supporting QoS for multimedia applications, it is appropriate 
to include the end to end performance requirements for different multimedia applications from a 
user perspective, irrespective of the type of network (wired or wireless network) used. This 
implies that performance should be expressed by parameters that: i) focus on user-perceivable 
effects, rather than their causes within the network, and ii) are independent of the specific network 
architecture or technology. In this respect, users' requirements form the basis of network QoS 
classes, and accordingly different multimedia applications have different stringent requirements as 
specified below [156]: 
f Audio 
0 Conversational voice 
  Heavily influenced by one-way delay, which may result in echo and impact 
conversational dynamics. 
  Very intolerant to delay variation. 
  Human ear is tolerant to a certain amount of information loss. 
Q Voice messaging 
  Requirements for information loss are similar to conversational voice. 
  More tolerance for delay since there is no direct conversation involved. 
Q Streaming audio 
  Expected to provide better quality than conventional telephony, so requirements for 
information loss in terms of packet loss will be tighter. 
  No conversational element involved, and delay requirements for the audio stream 
itself can be relaxed, even more so than for voice-messaging. 
f Video 
Q Videophone 
  Implies a full-duplex system, carrying both video and audio and intended for use in a 
conversational environment. 
  Same delay requirements as for conversational voice, i. e. no echo and minimal effect 
on conversational dynamics. 
  Human eye is tolerant to a certain amount of information loss. 
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  Added requirement that the audio and video must be synchronised within certain 
limits to provide "lip-synch". 
Q One-way video 
" No conversational element involved, meaning that the delay requirement will not be 
so stringent, and can follow that of streaming audio. 
f Data 
  From a user point of view, the prime requirement for any data transfer application is 
to guarantee zero loss of information. Delay variation is not generally noticeable to 
the user, although there needs to be a limit on synchronisation between media streams 
in a multimedia session (e. g. audio in conjunction with a white-board presentation). 
  Different applications distinguish themselves on the basis of the delay which can be 
tolerated by the end-user from the time the source content is requested until it is 
presented to the user. 
iev Performance Parameters aad Teraet ý'aiues' 
Inltimedia Ap'plic'ation' Degree of Typical Oae-way-ý ' `Delay' Information Other 
Spnmetry Data D(--las-0 Variation ' Loss** 
Rates 
Audio Conversational Two-way 4-64 < 150 ms <1 ms < 3: 0 packet 
voice kbps preferred loss ratio 
<400 ms (PLR) 
limit* 
Aucäo Voice Primarily 4-32 <1 sfort <lms <3%PLR 
messaging one-way kbps playback 
<2sfor 
record 
Audio High quality Primarily 16- <10S <Im; < 116 PLR 
streaming one-way 128 
audio ktn)s 
Video Videophone Two-way 16- <1S0ms <1 %PLR Lip- 
384 preferred sync 
kbps < 400 ms <80 
limit ms 
Video One-way Ute-way 16- <105 <1%PLR 
384 
kbps 
Data e owsmg primarily -10 kB Preferred of Zero 
-HTML one-way <2 sper Applicable 
page 
Acceptable 
<4sper 
vage 
Data Telnet Two-way <1 kB < 200 ms Not Zero 
(asymmetric) Applicable 
_ *Assumes adequate echo aatrol 
"Exact sauna depeaa ea tped& csite, but assures sie of a packet lots ceaceahaeat alperkhia to eskhnse effat otpacketlos 
a 
Table 1-1: ITU-T Study Group 12 - Performance Targets for Key Multimedia Applications. 
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Based on the above argument, different performance targets for different multimedia applications 
have been recommended by the ITU-T study group 12 - some key applications are listed on Table 
1-1. 
1.6 Thesis Contributions 
Given that quality of service (QoS) provisioning is extremely challenging and is modelled as a 
multi-layer problem in mobile ad hoc networks, the thesis looks at the problem of QoS 
provisioning not only from the perspective of network layer but also from the perspective of 
medium access control (MAC) sub-layer. In this process, some relaxation to the protocol stack - 
which would otherwise be rigid - is made in order to enable cross-layer interaction, and hence to 
devise a meaningful QoS provisioning framework. This has been achieved in a systematic way 
such that each contribution being made at each stage was used as a building block to arrive at the 
final QoS provisioning mechanism. A brief outline of each contribution is given below - 
however, the detailed description of each of them will be given later in individual chapters. 
fA QoS-Aware MAC: When I started my PhD research, a MAC based on the distributed 
coordination function (DCF) of IEEE 802.11 a/b was mostly prevalent in MANETs. This 
is not QoS-aware and in fact poses as the key problem to any QoS mechanism. Although 
the available MAC mechanisms in the case of fixed IP networks are also not QoS-aware, 
their impact/effect is not perceivable/significant due to the fact that the capacity/speed of 
wired links are tremendous. On the other hand, despite significant advances in physical 
layer technologies, today's IEEE 802.11 still cannot offer the same level of sustained 
bandwidth as their wired brethren. More over, the advertised 54 Mbps bandwidth for 
IEEE 802.11 a/g is the peak link-layer data rate. When all the overheads - MAC 
contention, handshake packets such as request-to-send (RTS), clear-to-send (CTS) and 
ACK, packet errors etc. - are considered, the actual net bandwidth available to 
applications is almost halved [79]. Hence, there was a need to make the MAC QoS-aware 
before devising any QoS provisioning mechanism at network-layer or above. Keeping 
this aspect in mind, we proposed a QoS-aware MAC based on the present IEEE 802.11. 
Chapter 3 deals with this issue. 
fA Novel Mobility-based Clustering Algorithm and Protocol: The effectiveness of any 
routing algorithm or QoS provisioning mechanism depends on the timeliness and detail of 
the topology and state information available to them. Due to the nature of MANETS, it is 
very important that this task needs to be performed in a scalable way. In addition, it is 
highly probable that MANETs in the future would be composed of a large number of 
mobile nodes. Hence, it is highly scalable to adopt a hierarchical rather than a flat 
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structure. Due to these benefits, a novel mobility-based clustering algorithm and protocol 
was proposed. This considers the dynamic way of organising mobile nodes into clusters 
and electing a dominating-set in a multihop large-scale MANET environment. Chapter 4 
concentrates on this issue. 
fA Scalable Routing Protocol: Since the routing protocol is the key to efficient operation 
in multihop mobile ad hoc networks, a scalable routing mechanism needs to be devised as 
the next fundamental building block in the attempt towards realising a scalable QoS 
provisioning mechanism. This routing is built on our mobility-based clustering 
mechanism that provides the basis for the former to be adaptive and scalable so as to 
dynamically balance routing responsiveness and efficiency according to localised 
mobility characteristics, at the same time without compromising the route computation 
accuracy. Chapter 5 delves into the problem of devising a scalable routing protocol for 
mobile ad hoc networks. 
fA Viable QoS Framework: There are two QoS framework proposed in the case of wired 
fixed IP networks; integrated services (IntServ) and differentiated services (DiffServ). 
After having analysed their suitability in MANETs, we introduced a service architecture 
that attempts to support stronger notion of per-class service guarantees in terms of packet 
loss and delay in ad hoc networks. The architecture relies on distributed priority 
scheduling enabled proportional service differentiation (PSD). However, it does not 
involve explicit admission control, traffic policing or maintenance of per-flow state 
information in any intermediate nodes. Chapter 6 deals with this issue. 
fA QoS Routing Algorithm: Since one of the key issues in providing QoS guarantees is 
how to determine paths that satisfy QoS constraints, our final effort was to propose a 
practically efficient solution for the constrained path computation problem. Accordingly, 
we studied the NP-hard delay-constrained least-cost path problem and presented a more 
distributed on-line heuristic solution that utilises only local information. The heuristic was 
termed stabilised on-line constraint-based unicast routing (SOCUR). SOCUR is 
motivated by the fact that there is need for fast deployment of delay-guaranteed services 
with a consideration that there is no a priori knowledge regarding future traffic demands. 
Chapter 7 is devoted partly to this aspect. Being one of the objectives of QoS routing, 
traffic optimisation or traffic engineering (TO/TE) is essential in any network due to 
increasing requirements for service quality, reliability and efficiency. Hence, this aspect is 
partly addressed in SOCUR. 
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1.7 Outline of the Thesis 
The remaining chapters of this thesis are organised as follows. The outline of the thesis indicating 
the relationships between different chapters is schematically depicted on Figure 1-2. Chapter 2 
looks into the quality of service aspects in MANETs from the perspective of a medium access 
control (MAC). It first reviews the current state of the art as far as MAC in MANET is concerned, 
and then presents the justification of our reasoning behind the need for a research on QoS-aware 
MAC. This is then followed by the detailed proposal of our QoS-aware MAC framework, which 
interacts with a number of network-layer components. 
Introduction (Chapter 1) Location Service Conclusion 
(Chapter 41) (Chapter 7) 
Clustering QoS Routing with 
(Chapter 3) Traffic Optimisation 
(Chapter 6) 
Figure 1-2: Schematic Overview of Thesis Outline 
Chapter 3 delves into the problem of hierarchical clustering in a large-scale mobile ad hoc 
network. It first reviews the current literature on various clustering mechanisms being applicable 
to MANETs. It then identifies the main drawbacks of existing mechanisms and proposes a novel 
solution for clustering that attempts to address the main drawbacks of other similar mechanisms. 
This chapter presents a novel clustering algorithm and protocol for multihop mobile ad hoc 
networks. Chapter 4 deals with another contribution of this thesis. It introduces a scalable routing 
mechanism based on our novel location service strategy. This chapter justifies the use of location 
information in packet forwarding as part of our effort to devise a scalable routing strategy for 
large scale mobile ad hoc networks. It reviews the state of the art in the field of location 
management in MANETs, and then proposes our location service. Chapter 5 opens up the core 
part of our research activities as it starts to delve into the problem of devising a scalable QoS 
provisioning mechanism in multihop mobile ad hoc networks. This work is based on proportional 
service differentiation, and hence this chapter first reviews the related literature. This is then 
followed by the full description of our QoS provisioning proposal with clear justification as to 
why such solutions have to be adopted. Chapter 6 touches another core research area - QoS 
routing in MANETs. It first reviews the typical routing algorithms appearing in MANETs and 
fixed IP networks, and identifies that the problem of multi-constrained path computation in 
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MANETs is still in its infancy in terms of relevant solutions. It then delves into this problem for 
the first time in a scalable fashion utilising local information through a use of a novel heuristic. 
Finally, chapter 7 provides the conclusion and points towards future research directions. 
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Chapter 2 
2 Medium Access Control 
This chapter deals with one of the core areas of our research activities. It basically looks into the 
quality of service aspects in MANETs from the perspective of medium access control (MAC). 
This chapter first identifies under section 2.1 the unique aspects of ad hoc networks that 
necessitate MAC-related research. This is then followed by a review of state of the art in section 
2.2. Section 2.3 presents a basic description on our motivation behind the effort to make the MAC 
QoS-aware by identifying the major drawbacks of related works found in the literature. This is 
then followed by the detailed description of our proposed QoS-aware MAC framework in section 
2.4. Section 2.5 concludes this chapter with a chapter-summary that highlights the unique aspects 
of our MAC protocol and provides a discussion on possible future work related to this research 
area. 
2.1 Introduction 
The basic challenge to overcome when dealing with a shared transmission medium is how to 
control access to the communication channel. Medium access control (MAC) provides this 
functionality, and therefore, define rules for orderly access to the shared medium. In this process, 
MAC plays a crucial role in the efficient and fair sharing of the common communication medium 
and hence in the QoS provisioning. The importance for a QoS-based operation of MAC in the 
case of wired IP networks is not felt due to the nature of abundant bandwidth being available in 
such networks. As a result, although the available MAC mechanisms in the fixed IP wired 
brethren networks are not QoS-aware, their impact/effect is not perceivable/significant due to the 
fact that the capacity/speed of wired links is tremendous with the advent of optical fibre. 
On the other hand, as discussed in section 1.4, in addition to the normal wireless channel 
characteristics such as time-varying nature of the channel and bursty channel errors, the following 
unique properties of the wireless medium make the design of MAC protocols very different from, 
and more challenging than, wireline networks. They are [3][6]: 
i). Half duplex mode operation: unlike in wired networks, in wireless systems it is very 
difficult for any node to listen to the common communication medium while making a 
transmission attempt. Due to the nature of transmission power being much greater than 
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the received signal power, if a node tries to listen to the channel while transmitting, it may 
tend to receive what is being transmitted by itself. This phenomenon is referred to as self- 
interference. As a result, collision detection mechanisms as applicable to Ethernet-like, 
e. g., Carrier Sense Multiple Access - Collision Detection (CSMA-CD), protocols cannot 
be used. As collisions cannot be detected by the sender, all proposed protocols attempt to 
decrease the probability of a collision using collision avoidance mechanisms, and hence 
inherently bringing in inefficiency. Hence, in this respect, it is very difficult to design a 
wireless MAC which is as efficient as wireline MAC protocols. 
ii). Proximity-dependent carrier sensing: under free space conditions, the received signal 
strength decays with the square of the distance from the transmitter. As a result, carrier 
sensing is a function of a relative location of a receiver with respect to a transmitter. Since 
signal strength decays according to a power law with distance in the wireless medium, 
only nodes that are within a specific radius of the transmitter are able to listen to the 
channel. This location-dependent carrier sensing results in three types of problems in 
protocols that use carrier sensing: 
f Hidden-terminal problem: A hidden node is one that is within the range of the 
intended destination but out of range of the sender. Consider the case shown in Figure 
2-1. Node A is transmitting to node B. Node C cannot hear the transmission from A. 
During this transmission when C senses the channel, it falsely thinks that the channel 
is idle. If node C starts a transmission, it interferes with the data reception at B. In this 
case node C is a hidden to node A. Hence, hidden nodes can cause collisions on data 
reception. 
f Exposed-terminal problem: Exposed nodes are complementary to hidden nodes. An 
exposed node is one that is within the range of the sender but out of the range of the 
destination. In Figure 2-1, consider the case that node B is attempting to transmit to 
A. Node C can hear the transmission from B. When it senses the channel, it thinks 
that the channel is busy. However, any transmission by node C does not reach node 
A, and hence does not interfere with data reception at node A. In theory, C can 
therefore have a parallel conversation with another terminal out of the range of B and 
in the range of C. In this case, node C is an exposed node to node B. If the exposed 
nodes are not minimised, the bandwidth is under-utilised. 
f Capture-effect: Capture is said to occur when a receiver can cleanly receive a 
transmission from one of two simultaneous transmissions, both within its range 
[6][9]. In Figure 2-1, when nodes A and D transmit simultaneously to B, the signal 
strength received from D is much higher than that from A, and D's transmission can 
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be decoded without errors in the presence of transmission from A. Capture can 
improve protocol performance, but it results in unfair sharing of bandwidth with 
preference given to nodes closer to the tagged node. Wireless MAC protocols need to 
ensure fairness under such conditions. 
On the other hand, as discussed in section 1.1.2, because of several unique characteristics that 
well distinguish multihop mobile ad hoc networks from their infrastructure-based wired and 
wireless counterparts, the MAC design in the case of MANETs becomes even more complicated. 
The first and most serious challenge is the absence of any centralised controller in MANETs due 
to the lack of infrastructure support. Without perfect coordination, collisions could take place 
when several nodes simultaneously access the shared medium. They may also result from 
transmissions that are multiple hops away. Secondly, due to hardware constraints, a node can not 
immediately detect collisions during its transmission, which leads to channel inefficiency. 
Thirdly, as every node in the network is mobile, the network topology may change from time to 
time. Accordingly, each node may experience different degrees of channel contention and 
collision. As a result, the selection of MAC protocol has a serious impact on even the best-effort 
routing protocols as identified in [12]. On the other hand, addressing these problems while 
ensuring predictable network resources to support time-sensitive multimedia applications in 
MANETs requires acceptable channel conditions, QoS-aware mechanisms for channel access, 
identification of proper forwarding (transit) nodes, as well as measures for congestion prevention 
and management in those nodes [69]. 
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Figure 2-1: Effects of Location-Dependent Sensing: Hidden-terminal, Exposed-terminal, and 
Capture-effect problems 
Given that MAC plays an important role in QoS provisioning while supporting QoS is a multi- 
layer problem, there have been increased research interests in the design of cross-layer optimised 
MAC protocols that attempt to relax the traditional rigid layered architecture. However, until now, 
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a MAC based on the distributed coordination function (DCF) of IEEE 802.11 alb is mostly 
prevalent in MANETs. Although multiple non-overlapping channels exist in the 2.4 GHz and 5 
GHz spectrum, most IEEE 802.11 based MANETs today use only a single channel [51]. In 
addition, despite significant advances in physical layer technologies, today's IEEE 802.11 still 
cannot offer the same level of sustained bandwidth as their wired brethren. More over, the 
advertised 54 Mbps bandwidth for IEEE 802.11 a/g is the peak link-layer data rate. When all the 
overheads - MAC contention, handshake packets such as request-to-send (RTS), clear-to-send 
(CTS) and ACK, packet errors etc. - are considered, the actual net bandwidth available to 
applications is almost halved. In addition, the DCF of IEEE 802.11 a/b/g has been primarily 
designed to support asynchronous best-effort traffic [51][79]. Since this MAC is based on random 
access method of carrier sense multiple access with collision avoidance (CSMA-CA), its ability to 
support QoS especially when the contention is high is very small. The contention from multiple 
users to access the common medium using a random access technique often results in unavoidable 
packet collisions, unbounded delay, and increased jitter. The time required to resolve collisions is 
a function of the network load [69][79]. In addition, the DCF's "capture-effect", extensive use of 
control frames, the use of a binary exponential backoff scheme, and the time-varying nature of the 
bandwidth often results in the provision of insufficient bandwidth for time-sensitive applications 
[68][69]. In other words, due to interference from adjacent hops and problems due to hidden and 
exposed nodes, a bandwidth loss of up to 50% per hop is possible depending on the network 
topology [79]. 
Because of these reasons, a number of research works have questioned the suitability of DCF- 
based MAC for QoS support [15][16][18][70][71][72][73] in single radio multihop ad hoc 
networks. The following section provides a comprehensive survey of these schemes - after giving 
a general description on different classification of wireless MAC protocols. 
2.2 State of the Art 
It is difficult to compare different MAC protocols, as each has been developed with a different 
architecture and application in mind. There are different metrics available to compare the vast 
amount of MAC protocols proposed in the literature. Delay, throughput, fairness, support for 
multimedia, and stability are the widely used metrics to compare MAC protocols. Given that there 
exists a vast amount of work on MAC and this thesis is mainly interested in the MAC's ability to 
support QoS, it is appropriate to review the related work first in a high-level perspective before 
moving to have a closer look at individual approaches. In this respect, section 2.2.1 provides a 
macro-level review, while section 2.2.2 presents a micro-level review. 
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2.2.1 Classification of Wireless MAC Protocols 
MAC protocols can be broadly classified into two main categories; distributed and centralised, 
according to the type of network architecture for which they are designed. Protocols can be 
further classified based on the mode of operation into random access protocols (contention- 
based), guaranteed access protocols (allocation-based), and hybrid access protocols as shown in 
Figure 2-2 [6]. 
Wireless MAC Protocols 
Distributed MAC Centralised MAC 
Protocols 
Random II Random 
Access Access 
Polling- 
Based 
Guaranteed Access 
Token- Fixed 
Based (static 
Demand 
Assignmei 
............................................................................................................................ 
Figure 2-2: Classification of Wireless MAC Protocols. 
In a random access protocol, nodes contend for access to the medium. When only one node makes 
a transmission attempt, the packet is delivered successfully. On the other hand, simultaneous 
transmission attempts by multiple nodes often result in a collision. Nodes resolve the collisions in 
an orderly manner according to rules defined by the contention resolution algorithm. In a 
guaranteed access protocol, nodes access the medium in an orderly manner, usually in a round- 
robin fashion. There are two ways to implement these protocols. One is to use a master-slave 
configuration, where the master polls each node and the node sends data in response to the poll. 
These protocols are called polling protocols. The second is to operate in a distributed manner by 
exchanging tokens. The primary advantage of the contention-based protocol is that it is mobility 
transparent. However, contention-based protocol cannot provide deterministic delay bounds as 
discussed above under section 2.1. On the other hand, allocation-based protocols have bounded 
delay. Hybrid access protocols blend the best qualities of the above two protocols to derive more 
efficient MAC protocols. Most hybrid access protocols are based on request-grant mechanisms. 
Hybrid access protocols can be further classified into Random Reservation Access (RRA) 
protocols and Demand Assignment (DA) protocols. In an RRA protocol, a base station (BS) or an 
Hybrid Access 
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access point (AP) has implicit rules for reserving upstream bandwidth. An example of a rule is: a 
successful request results in a periodic reservation of an upstream slot. On the other hand, in a DA 
protocol the BS/AP controls upstream data transmissions according to their QoS requirements. It 
collects all the requests from the nodes and uses scheduling algorithms to make bandwidth 
allocations. Hybrid access protocols and polling protocols by their mode of operation require a 
central node. Therefore they fall into the category of centralised MAC protocols. Random access 
protocols can operate in either architecture. Although token passing protocols could be used as 
distributed protocols, due to the time varying nature of the wireless channel, token loss would be 
common and token recovery would incur a huge overhead. As a result, all proposed distributed 
MAC protocols are random access protocols. 
With the exception of ALOHA, all distributed MAC protocols are based on principles of carrier 
sensing and collision avoidance. Carrier sensing refers to listening to the physical medium to 
detect any ongoing transmissions. As mentioned earlier, the location-dependent carrier sensing 
results in hidden- and exposed-node problems. Such nodes play a dominant role in carrier sense 
multiple access (CSMA) protocols. The sender does not necessarily hear collisions that occur at 
the destination node, so the destination needs to relay feedback to the sender. However, because 
wireless transceivers operate in half-duplex mode, nodes cannot listen while transmitting and the 
feedback information has to be sent using out of band signals or the node has to stop and listen for 
feedback. As a result most distributed MAC protocols use collision avoidance techniques wherein 
mechanisms are built into the protocol to minimise the probability of a collision. There are two 
mechanisms that can be used: the out-of-band approach [10] and the handshaking approach [51]. 
On the other hand, in the case of centralised MAC protocols, the arbitration and complexity are 
passed to the base station or to the access point. The BS/AP has explicit control over who can 
access the medium and when. Because of the central location of the BS/AP, it is assumed that all 
nodes can talk to and hear from the BS. Hence, the likelihood for hidden- and exposed-terminal 
problems to occur is little. In addition, all communications must go through the base station. The 
polling protocol is the only class of guaranteed access protocol that has been studied in the 
context of wireless networks. 
In order to support multimedia traffic, two different approaches have been followed. In the first 
case, traffic is separated into classes and each class of traffic is treated separately by assigning 
different priorities. In the second approach, which is applicable to only centralised networks 
which have a controlling node such as a base station, QoS guarantees are given by careful 
admission control and scheduling of uplink transmissions. Demand assignment protocols are best 
suited for supporting multimedia with QoS. These protocols have the overhead of connection 
establishment and call admission. Random access protocols are robust and can multiplex a large 
number of nodes. With access priorities, partial QoS can be given, which might be acceptable for 
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many multimedia applications. However, unbounded delay and jitter might prohibit some 
applications. Polling protocols are efficient when the size of the network is small. These protocols 
have additional advantages when used with smart antenna arrays. Also, based on who - either the 
sender or the receiver - actually initiates a communication request, the MAC protocols can be 
categorised further as either receiver-initiated (RI) or sender-initiated (SI). 
2.2.2 Medium Access Control for Mobile Ad hoc Networks 
As mentioned above it is the distributed and hence random-access approach which is well suited 
to MANETs. There are several variations to IEEE 802.11 protocols that also make use of the 
CSMA technique with some addendums. The following subsections briefly explain the main QoS- 
aware MAC protocols proposed for MANETs. They are classified based on the underlying 
technology on which they are built. 
2.2.2.1 Schemes that use Simple Random Access Only 
Although these schemes are not QoS-aware and hence support only best-effort traffic, the purpose 
of this subsection is to shed a light on how progression/evolution has been made in the MAC 
protocol design for MANETs. Each one builds upon the previous one through the addition of 
either control overhead or carrier sensing in order to mitigate the effects of the hidden terminal 
problem and to achieve better network throughput. 
2.2.2.1.1 Carrier Sense Multiple Access (CSMA) 
The most primitive and simplest of the MAC protocols is the carrier sense multiple access 
(CSMA) protocol. Under this scheme, whenever a node makes an attempt to initiate a 
transmission it needs to sense the channel for any ongoing transmission. If the channel is not 
currently in use, the node begins transmission. On the other hand, in the event of channel being in 
use already, the node will set a random timer and then waits this period of time before sending 
any packet. 
2.2.2.1.2 Multiple Access with Collision A voidance (MA CA) 
The multiple access with collision avoidance (MACA) protocol attempts to improve the CSMA 
by taking steps towards the minimisation of hidden-terminal problem [6]. However, unlike the 
CSMA, the MACA protocol employs packet sensing as opposed to carrier sensing prior to any 
transmission attempt. This has introduced the concept of exchanging control frames by both a 
sender and a receiver before an actual data transmission takes place. Accordingly, two control 
frames such as request-to-send (RTS) and clear-to-send (CTS) have been defined. A node 
(sender) wishing to send any data broadcasts a RTS frame containing the length of time the sender 
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is going to hold the medium. Upon receiving the RTS, the receiver responds with a CTS frame 
broadcast that echoes the length field back to the sender and anyone else who receives it. Any 
node hearing either of these two control frames must back off long enough to facilitate the 
successful data transmission. This minimises the number of collisions and interference by 
preventing the neighbouring nodes from transmitting during the announced interval. If any 
neighbouring node sees the CTS frame only, it must not transmit during the time interval 
indicated in the length field (partly solving the hidden node problem). If a node sees the RTS 
frame but not the CTS frame, it is free to transmit (solving the exposed node problem). 
In the event that two nodes send simultaneous RTS frames to the same node, the RTS 
transmissions collide and are lost. Although collisions cannot be detected, but since the RTS 
frames are destroyed no CTS frames will ever be sent. The sender will time-out while awaiting 
the CTS frames, and must retransmit. However, the sender that sent the unsuccessful RTS packets 
sets a random timer utilising the binary exponential backoff (BEB) algorithm, before making any 
subsequent transmission attempt, which is again subject to a maximum transmission attempt. 
MACA uses a three-way handshake, RTS-CTS-DATA. In addition, MACA has power control 
features incorporated. 
2.2.2.1.3 Multiple Access with Collision Avoidance By Invitation (MACA-BI) 
Multiple access with collision avoidance by invitation (MACA-BI) is a receiver-initiated (RI) 
MAC protocol [7]. It uses only a two-way handshake instead of a three-way handshake normally 
employed by MACA. Since there does not exist an RTS frame, the CTS frame is renamed as 
ready-to-receive (RTR) in this scheme. Under this scheme, any node cannot arbitrarily initiate 
transmission, unless it has received an invitation from a receiver. In this respect, although MACA- 
BI tries to minimise the control overhead incurred as part of the handshake process, the main 
drawback of this scheme is associated to the question of how accurately a receiver knows that a 
particular source has data to be transmitted to it. Hence, this requires that the receiver predict 
whether a sender has data to transmit to it. The timeliness of the invitation will, therefore, affect 
communication performance. For constant bit rate (CBR) traffic, the efficiency of MACA-BI will 
be high provided the prediction scheme works fine. However, for bursty traffic, MACA-BI 
performance will be no better than MACA. In addition, MACA-BI is less likely to suffer from 
control packet collision and results in reduced turn-around-time, since it uses half as many control 
packets as MACA. 
2.2.2.1.4 Floor Acquisition Multiple Access (FAMA) 
In floor acquisition multiple access (FAMA) scheme, any node that attempts to initiate 
transmission has to acquire the channel (the "floor") before it can use the channel [6][12]. FAMA 
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uses both carrier sensing and control frames such as RTS and CTS to ensure the acquisition of the 
"floor" and the successful transmission of the data packets. The performance of FAMA is as good 
as MACA, whenever there does not exist any hidden-terminal, but on the other hand, as bad as 
CSMA in the presence of hidden-terminals. FAMA has a number of extensions, namely FAMA- 
non-persistent packet sensing (FAMA-NPS) and FAMA-non-persistent carrier sensing (FAMA- 
NCS). FAMA-NPS requires nodes sensing packets to back off. FAMA-NCS employs carrier 
sensing to prevent neighbouring nodes from transmitting whenever the channel is sensed busy. 
FAMA-NPS does not perform well in the presence of hidden-terminals, unless CTS frames are 
transmitted multiple times. On the other hand, FAMA-NCS outperforms non-persistent CSMA 
and FAMA in multihop environments due to its in-built carrier sensing and floor acquisition 
mechanisms. 
2.2.2.1.5 The IEEE 802.11 
The IEEE 802.11 [51][52] standard defines a MAC layer and a physical layer for WLAN as 
shown in Figure 2-3. A. The basic access method in the IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol is the 
distributed coordination function (DCF) which is based on CSMA-CA MAC protocol. Besides the 
DCF, the IEEE 802.11 also incorporates an alternative access method known as the point 
coordination function (PCF) - an access method that is similar to a polling system and uses a 
point coordinator (PC) to determine which station has the right to transmit. In the IEEE 802.11, an 
ad hoc network is named "Independent Basic Service Set" (IBSS). Given that our proposed QoS- 
aware MAC is based on IEEE 802.11 a/b, a basic description of its working mechanism is 
provided here. Since the main focus of our work on the MAC sub-layer is on PCF, we review the 
IEEE 802.11 with a greater emphasis on the PCF mode. 
Contention- 
free Contention- 
based 
' PCF 
DCF 
(A) IEEE 802.11 Architecture 
SUPERFRAME SUPERFRAME 
11 
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(B) Timing Diagram for IEEE 802.11 MAC Operation 
Figure 2-3: IEEE 802.11 MAC Architecture and its Working Mechanism. 
The DCF mode is the fundamental access method of the IEEE 802.11 a/b/g MAC [50][511. The 
time-period during which the network operates in the DCF mode is known as the contention- 
period (CP). Access priority to the medium is controlled through the use of inter frame spaces 
(IFS). There exit four types of IFS: the Short IFS (SIFS), the Point coordination function IFS 
(PIFS), the Distributed coordination function IFS (DIFS), and the Extended IFS (EIFS). The SIFS 
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is the shortest interval, and is used for the transmission of acknowledgements (ACKs), for stations 
responding to polls from the PC, and between fragments. As such, transmissions that are required 
to wait only for SIFS have the highest priority over the medium. The access point uses PIFS (> 
SIFS) to initiate the contention free period. The DIFS (> PIFS) is used by ordinary nodes during 
the contention period. The shorter the period a transmission has to wait, the greater the access 
priority it has over the medium. The DCF mode consists of a four way exchange: RTS-CTS- 
DATA-ACK. An RTS frame is used for a node to acquire the medium after waiting for a 
minimum period of DIFS. The receiving node (destination) responds with CTS after a SIFS, 
indicating that it is ready to receive data. The sender then completes the packet transmission. On 
the other hand, in case the sender cannot access the medium after DIFS due to the medium not 
being idle, the transmission is deferred until the end of the current transmission. A random 
interval in the range of zero to Contention Window (CW) is then computed by the node to 
initialise its backoff timer. In addition to physical medium sensing, virtual medium sensing is 
achieved by using time fields in the packets, which indicate to the other nodes the duration of the 
current transmission. 
The PCF mode provides contention-free frame transfer and the time-period in which the network 
(WLAN) operates in the PCF mode is known as the Contention-Free Period (CFP) [51]. The AP 
performs the function of the point coordinator by gaining control of the medium in the beginning 
of the CFP, after sensing it to be idle for PIFS. During the CFP, nodes that are CF-pollable are 
polled by the AP. On receiving a poll, a node transmits its data after a SIFS. In order to poll the 
nodes, an AP must maintain a polling-list. The CFP must alternate with the CP. The sum of the 
two periods is called the "super-frame" and is shown in Figure 2-3. B. The AP initiates the CFP by 
transmitting a Beacon frame, and ends it by transmitting a CF-End frame. The contention-free 
repetition interval is the reciprocal of the rate at which the AP initiates the CFP. To support error 
correction, positive ACKs are used in both the DCF and PCF modes. 
2.2.2.1.6 Dual Busy Tone Multiple Access (DBTMA) 
In DBTMA [10], two out-of-band busy tones such as the transmit-busy-tone and the receive-busy- 
tone are used to notify neighbouring nodes of any on-going transmission. In this scheme, a single 
shared channel is split into two sub-channels: the data channel and the control channel. Data 
packets are transmitted on the data channel, and control packets on the control channel. As in 
IEEE 802.11, RTS and CTS packets are used to initialise a data packet transmission. Before a 
node starts to transmit a data packet, it sets up the transmit-busy-tone signal until the transmission 
is completed. Before a node replies to the initiator with a CTS packet, it sets up the receive-busy- 
tone signal until the reception is completed. These two tones serve as notification for all nodes in 
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the transmission range and in the reception range of a node in question, in order to minimise 
collisions. 
2.2.2.1.7 Medium Access with ReduCed Handshake (MARCH) 
The MARCH [11] scheme exploits the broadcasting nature of an omni-directional antenna to 
reduce the number of control messages required to transmit a data packet in multihop ad hoc 
networks. Since in receiver-initiated MAC protocols such as MACA-BI, the receivers are 
supposed to make prediction as to whether any sender has data to transmit to the former, 
performance depends heavily on the receiver's ability to make accurate predictions. Although the 
receiver-initiated MAC protocol has its own advantages, its requirement to make prediction make 
it difficult to implement in practice. The MARCH protocol takes this into account and tries to 
combine the positive features of SI and RI protocols. In MARCH, the RTS-CTS handshake is 
required only by the first hop of a route to forward data packets while the rest utilises a new CTS- 
only handshake. As a result, for an n-hop route, the number of handshakes needed to transmit a 
data packet from a source to a destination is (n+1) in MARCH, whereas it is 2n in MACA and n 
in MACA-BI. However, MARCH achieves this at the expense of inserting an additional field for 
route identification number in RTS and CTS control frames. Unlike other RI protocols, MARCH 
hence operates without resorting to any traffic prediction. 
2.2.2.1.8 Elimination Yield - Non-Preemptive Priority Multiple Access 
Elimination yield - non-preemptive priority multiple access (EY-NPMA) is the channel access 
protocol employed initially by the HIPERLAN [53] system developed in Europe in parallel to the 
IEEE 802.11 standard. EY-NPMA is a contention-based protocol. Essentially, EY-NPMA has 
been designed to be used when heavy load is present, while simple carrier sensing is employed in 
cases of light traffic. Nodes switch to EY-NPMA as soon as contention begins to build up. When 
EY-NPMA is used, the channel is divided into cycles. Each cycle begins immediately after the 
ACK frame of the previous data transmission and ends with the ACK frame of the data 
transmission that will take place in the current cycle. Even if an ACK frame is missing due to 
channel errors or collisions, a timer is used to announce the end of a cycle. Each cycle is further 
divided into four different phases, namely prioritisation, elimination, yield and data transmission. 
Each of the first three phases aims at reducing the number of nodes that are contenting for channel 
access. EY-NPMA recognises five levels of priority ranging from 0 to 4, with 0 being the highest 
priority. 
The multi-phase structure of the access cycles employed by EY-NPMA enables this protocol to 
scale very well to large number of simultaneously contending nodes while providing acceptable 
rate of collisions. However, even though this performance is impressive, the cost of this virtual 
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elimination of collisions is the increased overhead that accompanies this protocol. Its impact 
becomes more intense when shorter data packets are served in a high-speed system. Also, this 
protocol has not taken any measures to address the hidden- and exposed-terminal problems. 
2.2.2.2 Schemes Facilitating Fairness 
Due to the existence of the hidden-terminal problem, partially connected network topology and 
the absence of any central administration, existing popular MAC protocols like IEEE 802.11 DCF 
may lead to a "capture" effect, which means that some mobile nodes grab the shared channel and 
other nodes suffer from starvation. This is also known as the "fairness problem" [20][21]. The 
Pa-persistent carrier sense multiple access-based algorithm has been proposed in [20], in which a 
fair wireless access for each user is accomplished using a pre-calculated link access probability. 
The probability P, B is referred to as link access probability from node A to node B. Link access 
probabilities are calculated at the source node in two ways using contention-based and time-based 
media access methods. Each active user broadcasts information on either the number of logical 
connections or average contention time to the nodes within its communication reach. Based on 
this information, each node can have a fair share. The proposal in [21] tries to conserve bandwidth 
by not broadcasting any information regarding fairness to others. According to [21], c'A is a 
predefined fair share that node A should receive, and it is dertermined at admission control. It is 
determined when a node joins the ad hoc network (i. e., at admission control). WA and LA are 
defined as the actual throughput achieved and the offered load by node A respectively. With this 
approach, when a given node's offered load to the channel is much lower than the channel 
capacity, each node's request for transmission should be met. On the other hand, when a node's 
offered load exceeds the channel capacity, each node should be able to get its fair share of the 
channel, i. e., proportionally to ip. This means that for any two nodes A and B, ideally 
wA 
= 
we 
(DA (I)B 
To achieve the fairness goal, a different backoll scheme has been proposed in [21]. In this 
scheme, each node estimates its share and other nodes' share of the channel and then adjusts the 
contention window accordingly. In this algorithm, RTS and CTS packet transmissions are counted 
towards the estimated share because RTS and CTS packets are used as a channel reservation 
scheme. In other words, the contention window is adjusted in order to equalise the throughput 
obtained by different nodes. Accordingly, if a node estimates that it has got more share than it 
should get, it will double its contention window size until it reaches CWT so that its neighbours 
can have more chances to have fair share. These fairness schemes are based on the working 
mechanism of the DCF of IEEE 802.11, and hence consider only the MAC protocol aspects - not 
the underlying channel impairments (e. g. fading) into account. 
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2.2.2.3 Protocols Enabling MAC-Level Service Differentiation 
The basic idea of this DiffServ enabled MAC based on the IEEE 802.11 DCF [51] or enhanced 
DCF (EDCF) [90] is to provide service differentiation by allowing faster access to the common 
medium to traffic classes with higher priority or to certain nodes. In the case of either the DCF or 
the EDCF of IEEE 802.11, priority treatment at MAC-level can be introduced with a use of 
several parameters, namely (as depicted in Figure 2-4) [17][18][19][20][51][75][90]: 
i). Different inter frame spaces (IFSs) for different priority classes/nodes/flows 
ii). Different values for the lower and upper bounds of the contention window (CW) 
depending on priority 
iii). Different maximum frame size for different priority classes/nodes/flows 
iv). Different scheduling policies for different priority classes/nodes/flows 
There is, however, no explicit guarantee of the level of service differentiation under each of these 
schemes, and the following subsection briefly explores the possible causes of such uncertainties in 
each category. 
Based on I 
02.11 DCF 
Fair Scheduling I Maximum 
Size 
Interframe Space Contention 
Window 
Contention 
Window 
Figure 2-4: Distributed MAC-level Service Differentiation. 
2.2.2.3.1 Binding Channel Access to Different Priority Classes 
As shown in Figure 2-4, service differentiation through priority-based channel access is possible 
by allocating either a smaller waiting time (IFS) or a smaller CW that results in a smaller backoff 
interval for higher priority classes. In either case binding the priority to channel access makes 
these differentiation mechanisms unfair. This is due to the fact that as the number of nodes 
generating higher priority traffic increases, they tend to grab the channel and thus starving or 
preventing fair access for lower priority traffic classes. 
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2.2.23.1.1 Employing Different IFSs for Different Priority Classes 
The possible way of facilitating service differentiation by adopting different IFSs for different 
priority classes is to assign a smaller IFS value to higher priority classes. This would enable a 
frame belonging to a higher priority class to wait for a shorter duration than a lower priority frame 
when the channel is idle. If it is the case, the higher priority frame can access the channel sooner. 
For this purpose, either existing IFSs in the IEEE 802.11 standard can be exploited or new IFSs 
can be introduced. The latter is possible in the EDCF of IEEE 802.11 e, where a new type of IFS 
named arbitrary IFS (AIFS) has been introduced [90]. As mentioned before, this mechanism may 
lead to serious fairness problems. Also if this mechanism is used in conjunction with a normal 
backoff mechanism as adopted in DCF, the desired differentiation will not be achieved - as the 
backoff mechanism would eliminate the priority provided by different IFS values. Also, it has 
been shown quantitatively that different transport protocols react differently to this mechanism, 
and as such the user datagram protocol (UDP) shows more priority effect than TCP [19][75]. 
2.2.2.3.1.2 Employing Different CWs for Different Priority Classes 
This is the mostly adopted mechanism for achieving MAC-level service differentiation, and it is 
possible by having different backoff times for different priority classes [17][18][90]. There exist 
at least two ways in which it can be devised. In the first method - termed contention window 
differentiation (CWD) - service differentiation is achieved by setting different values for the 
lower (CWu) and upper bounds (CWT) of the contention window (CW) for different priority 
classes. Let backoff interval (BI) denote the number of slots that a node in contention waits 
beyond a DIFS period before initiating its transmission. This BI is calculated using the following 
equation. 
BI = int(randomO* CW(k)) 2.1 
CW(k) = min(2k-t C Worin, CWn 
) 2.2 
In equation (2.1) randomO function returns a pseudo-random number uniformly distributed in [0, 
1] and CW(k) represents the contention window after k unsuccessful transmission attempts and is 
given by equation (2.2). Accordingly, given two priority classes A and B there exist two ranges of 
the CW: CWA (between CWI I, A and CW. x, A) and CWB (between CWm;,, B and CWT). Since 
BI is a random number uniformly distributed between CWa,;,, and CW,. as given in equation 
(2.1), the two traffic classes are differentiated by the average BI values. These CWs could, 
however, overlap [17][18][90]. 
In the second method - termed contention window separation (CWS) - higher priority classes 
receive shorter CWs that result in smaller BIs, whereas lower priority classes receive higher CWs 
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and hence longer BIs. For this purpose, a modified equation to calculate CW(k) as given by 
equation (2.3) is used: 
CW(k) = 
Lp, Z+k * randomo 
J 2.3 
In equation (2.3) p; is the priority factor of either a traffic class-i or node i. The priority factor for 
each class is selected such that the higher the priority factor (for lower-priority classes or nodes), 
the larger the backoff interval, the lower the chance to first access the channel, and hence the 
lower the throughput. However, this scheme is not efficient in the case of TCP traffic. Also both 
the CWD and CWS may lead to high variability of throughput and delay. As a result, any QoS 
enabling mechanism employing different CWs for different priority classes tends to develop 
inconsistencies in desired behaviour over time [20][75]. 
2.2.2.3.2 Fair Scheduling 
The basic idea of this type of schemes is to partition the network resources fairly among 
flows/node/class in proportion to a given flow/node/class weight. Wait time is regulated such that 
traffic in each flow/node/class has a fair opportunity to be sent - this concept is different from the 
schemes that bind channel access to priority. 
2.2.2.3.2.1 Adapting Contention Windows 
Given that the length of CW actually decides the throughput and delay performances, this scheme 
adapts the value of the CW based on the differences between the experienced (actual) throughput 
and desirable (expected) throughput of a given flow/node/class. If the actual throughput is lower 
than the expected throughput, CW will be decreased. On the other hand, when the experienced 
throughput is greater than expected, CW will be increased to reduce the priority. Since this 
scheme makes use of CWs, the randomness associated with using the CW remains, hence 
increasing the variability of throughput and delay [75]. 
2.2.2.3.2.2 Employing Different IFSs for Different Priority Classes 
This mechanism makes use of fair queuing with the different IFS values to improve absolute as 
well as relative QoS guarantees. In this scheme, each traffic class has its own allotted service 
quantum rate that represents its expected throughput requirement. Accordingly, each traffic class 
maintains a deficit counter of accumulated quanta and can transmit only when the deficit counter 
is positive. The deficit counter is reduced by the size of the transmitted frame. The deficit counter 
value is mapped to an appropriate IFS value (a larger deficit counter results in smaller IFS value). 
In this scheme, no backoll mechanism is employed, and hence each node waits for the assigned 
IFS period. 
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2.2.2.3.3 Maximum Frame Size 
Another possible mechanism that can be used to facilitate service differentiation is to limit the 
maximum frame size used by different priority classes/nodes/flows. This scheme gives rise to two 
possibilities for handling the packets that exceed their maximum limit: 
i). Drop packets that exceed the maximum frame size assigned to a given flow/class/node. 
ii). Fragment the packets - here after a successful access to the channel with the first 
fragment, the subsequent fragments of a packet can be sent without requiring any 
additional RTS-CTS handshake as long as corresponding ACKs are received. 
It has been quantitatively shown - as expected - that under perfect channel conditions where 
there is no fragment loss, throughput share is directly proportional to the maximum frame size 
allowed for each flow/class/node [20]. However, perfect channel conditions cannot be assumed 
always. As a result, long packets are more likely to be corrupted than short ones. This contradicts 
the basic tenet on which this approach is built upon. 
2.2.2.3.4 Useful summary on MAC-Level Service Differentiation 
Although the above mechanisms attempt to provide service differentiation at MAC-level, it is 
important to be noted here that no guarantee of QoS levels can be made without admission control 
and resource allocation. As addressed above, most priority-based mechanisms cannot address 
fairness. In addition, these distributed mechanisms have an overhead created by different waiting 
period (for example IFSs and BIs) used to differentiate different priority classes/flows/nodes. The 
use of binary exponential backoff and a random BI value often increases the variation in 
throughput and delay especially under different network load conditions. 
2.2.2.4 Other MANET QoS-Aware MAC Mechanisms 
2.2.2.4.1 Hybrid Schemes Combining Guaranteed Access with Random Access 
in a Distributed Environment 
2.2.2.4.1.1 A Dynamically Self-adjusting Media Access Control Protocol for Ad Hoc 
Networks (ADAPT) 
The ADAPT scheme, which has been developed for MANETs, combines in a novel way a 
collision-free allocation based protocol (TDMA) and a contention based protocol (CSMA-CA) 
while retaining the advantages of each [15]. This protocol dynamically adapts its behaviour 
according to the prevailing traffic loads and node densities. In this scheme, each node-i has a 
corresponding TDMA slot-i assigned permanently to it, and accordingly the TDMA frame is as 
long as the size of the network (N). Each slot has a sensing period, in which all nodes determine 
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whether or not a node-i is using its slot-i or not as shown in Figure 2-5. If node-i has a packet to 
transmit, it will immediately contend for its slot using the RTS-CTS handshake mechanism of 
CSMA-CA. If node-i does not have any packet to transmit, after a sensing period other nodes 
would determine that node-i is not using the slot-i. In this case, other nodes having packets to 
transmit can contend for the slot-i. A random backoff scheme is used here to resolve collisions, if 
more than one node contends for the same slot. In this way, at low loads, ADAPT uses its 
contention mechanism to reclaim/reuse bandwidth that would otherwise be wasted by a pure 
allocation based protocol. At high loads, ADAPT provides bounded delay guarantees by 
dynamically changing its operation to that of its allocation based protocol, avoiding the 
fundamental problem of instability associated with pure contention based protocols. This 
mechanism thus helps each node to dynamically self-adjust its contention for slots based on load. 
Hence, at low loads or density, ADAPT behaves as well as CSMA-CA with similar performance. 
As the load or density increases, ADAPT changes its operation to TDMA, where each node uses 
its dedicated slot. This hybrid protocol has been claimed to remain stable at high loads and 
provides a higher degree of spatial reuse. 
TDMA Frame 
TS-1 j TS-2 TS-3 -- TS-i -- TS- 
a 
RTS II CTS I RTS II CTS I Data 
Sensing Period 
Figure 2-5: MAC Frame Structure of the ADAPT Scheme. 
2.2.2.4.1.2 Reservation CSMA-CA (R-CSMA-CA) 
Reference [16] proposes a novel MAC protocol for multimedia traffic including asynchronous 
data traffic and real-time periodic traffic over MANETS. Instead of PCF, the reservation 
coordination function (RCF) is developed on top of DCF to support real-time traffic. Hence, each 
frame consists of both contention period and contention free period (CFP). The DCF operates in 
the contention mode, in which mobile nodes (MNs) contend for channel access. The channel 
bandwidth is time-slotted during the CFP, and time slots are grouped into frame cycles with 
duration matched to the basic rate of periodic voice packets. Each slot is recognised as either 
"reserved" or "available" in the slot table being maintained by each MN. For real-time periodic 
traffic, the node attempts to make a slot reservation dynamically by using a three-way handshake. 
If the reservation is made successfully, it continues to reserve the same slots in the future frame 
cycles without any contentions, until the transmission of this traffic is complete. This approach is 
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very similar to ADAPT [15] - explained before - in that under heavy load conditions the R- 
CSMA-CA resembles TDMA, and under low load asynchronous traffic conditions, its behaviour 
is closer to that of a pure CSMA-CA. The RCF introduces three control frames to make a slot 
reservation by a three-way handshake: RFS (Request for Slot Reservation) frame, RAK 
(Reservation Acknowledgement) frame, and RAN (Reservation Announcement) frame. When a 
MN wants to transmit real-time periodic traffic, it first sends an RFS frame to make a reservation 
for an available slot. If the RFS frame is received correctly the receiver will search for an 
available slot in the slot table. If there is any available slot found, the receiver grants the 
1,1ý' AN 
-- 
_ .,,,: 
reservation by marking it as "reserved" in the slot table and by responding with an RAIL frame. 
The RAK frame informs the sender of a reserved slot number for this particular traffic so that the 
sender can continue to use the corresponding slots in future frame cycles without any contentions, 
until the transmission of this traffic is complete. 
2.2.2.4.1.3 Soft Reservation Multiple Access with Priority Assignment (SRMA-PA) 
L 
-1 TDMA Frame 
TS-1 I TS-2 I TS-3 -- TS-i -- TS- 
SYN SR RR RC Data Sending ACK T; I 
Figure 2-6: Frame Structure of the SRMA-PA MAC Scheme. 
The objective of this MAC scheme is to support integrated services of real-time as well as non- 
real-time applications in mobile ad hoc networks [72]. It is a TDMA frame-based MAC protocol 
that allocates different time-slots to different nodes. Within each time-slot, it uses a contention- 
based access scheme with a basic frame structure as depicted in Figure 2-6. A time-slot in this 
scheme is divided into six different fields, which are synchronisation (SYNC), soft-reservation 
(SR), reservation-request (RR), reservation-confirm (RC), data sending (DS) and ACK. Signalling 
in the SR field plays a role of setting busy tone to clear up the neighbour nodes. This serves the 
purpose of collision avoidance, and this is analogous to RTS frame transmission in the DCF-mode 
operation of IEEE 802.11. In addition, SR carries the value of access priority assigned to the 
reserved node. Access priorities assigned to nodes are determined based on the traffic classes 
nodes are handling. When any idle node becomes active, it attempts to transmit the RR control 
packet for reservation-request over any idle slot. Any node can determine whether a slot is idle or 
reserved by any other node by examining the SR field. In SRMA-PA scheme, "soft reservation' is 
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considered to be unique whereby any node initiating a real-time traffic can snap (confiscate) the 
time-slot reserved by other nodes of non-real-time traffic on a demand basis with a use of the RR 
field. Once the reservation-request has been successfully received over the RR filed, the intended 
receiver will transmit the reservation confirmation over the RC filed - this is analogous to CTS 
frame transmission in the DCF-mode operation. This is then followed by data transmission with a 
corresponding ACK being sent by the receiver in case of successful reception. 
2.2.2.4.1.4 Distributed Bandwidth Allocation, Sharing and Extension (DBASE) 
This scheme was proposed for single-hop IEEE 802.11 based ad hoc wireless LANs [76]. In the 
proposed protocol, non-real-time nodes (nrt-nodes) regulate their channel access according to the 
standard CSMA-CA protocol. On the contrary, nodes with real-time applications (rt-nodes) 
reserve their bandwidth and transmit their packets without contention after the first channel 
access. Accordingly, rt-nodes contend for the medium using request packets (RTSs) to join the 
ReSerVation Table (RSVT) and reserve the needed bandwidth. The RSVT is a virtual table built 
and maintained by each rt-node, and it records the information of all rt-nodes that have finished 
the reservation procedure successfully. The information includes the access sequence, MAC 
address, packet length, service type and required bandwidth of each rt-node. After an rt-node has 
successfully joined (i. e., made an entry in RSVT), it does not have to contend the medium any 
longer during the whole session. In order to maintain the correct access sequence, each rt-node 
needs to be equipped with a sequence ID (SID) register and an active counter (AC). The SID is 
used to record the access order among all active rt-nodes, while AC is used to record the total 
number of active rt-nodes at any moment. 
As in IEEE 802.11, in DBASE a superframe consists of contention period (CP) and contention 
free period (CFP). Any rt-node that attempts to initiate a transmission needs first to monitor for 
the presence of reservation frame (RF) in a predefined interval. RF is sent by the first rt-node (i. e. 
SID = 1) of the RSVT, and this represents the beginning of a contention free period. In case it 
detects an RF frame, the rt-node needs to wait until the present CFP has finished for it to contend 
for reservation. On the other hand, in the absence of an RF frame, again the rt-node has to wait for 
a suitable time period (IFS + BI if any) before it can contend for reservation. When updating the 
RSVT each rt-node should calculate the demanded bandwidth in the next cycle and make this 
information available to other nodes. The demanded bandwidth is subject to a limit imposed by an 
average bandwidth requirement (AVD) parameter at the initial reservation instance. However, 
there is a coordinated way for bandwidth greedy rt-nodes to extend their demand and share the 
unused bandwidth of other rt-nodes during the CFP. 
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2.2.2.4.2 Schemes Employing Directional Antennas 
Smart (directional) antenna technology offers a variety of potential benefits for wireless 
communication systems. In particular, it can improve spatial reuse, transmission range and hence 
network capacity. Bearing these advantages in mind, new MACs suitable for directional antennas 
have been proposed in [13] and [14]. Both schemes are similar to each other. The argument 
behind these proposals is that the current protocols using omni-directional RTS and CTS can 
waste wireless bandwidth by reserving the wireless medium over a larger area than actually 
needed. The authors of [13] assume that transmission could be omni-directional or directional 
while reception is omni-directional only. CTS frames are always transmitted omni-directionally, 
while RTS control frames are transmitted directionally or omni-directionally. Using directional 
RTS has potential to increase spatial reuse while using omni-directional RTS can reduce the 
collision of CTS and/or ACK. So there is trade-off between spatial reuse and collision. But in 
general, using directional antennas can lead to high spatial reuse since DATA and ACK are 
transmitted directionally, thus reducing interference region. One strong assumption in [13] is that 
each node knows exact locations of other nodes by means of additional hardware such as GPS, 
and each node transmits signals based on the direction derived from such physical location 
information. Considering the problem of locating and tracking down nodes in mobile ad hoc 
networks, [14] proposed another MAC protocol that does not require additional hardware to 
identify the directions to specific nodes. 
2.2.2.4.3 Schemes Employing Multiple Channels for Data Transmission 
The pieces of work presented in this section require each node to be assigned dynamically a 
channel in a conflict-free manner. These works, however, have not considered the problem of 
channel assignment within their scope. On the other hand, [68] considers this problem and 
provides a solution that does not require modification to IEEE 802.11 standards. 
2.2.2.4.3.1 A Scheme Employing Spread Spectrum Technology with MACA 
A scheme that makes use of code division multiple access (CDMA) technique and collision 
avoidance contention-based multiple access in order to form a new set of MAC protocols for 
MANETs was proposed in [70]. The contention-based MAC is based on MACA as described in 
section 2.2.2.1.2. It argues that MACA alone does not address the issues that arise due to node 
mobility. For instance, assume that a source A has successfully accessed the channel with the 
RTS-CTS handshake to initiate a data transmission to its intended receiver D. If another new node 
I that has not heard any RTS-CTS dialogue moves into the communication range of an occupied 
receiver D, any transmission of the intruding node I may cause a collision with the ongoing 
transmission between the tagged nodes A and D- thus affecting the channel throughput. This 
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intruder problem may be mitigated with the use of multiple channels. In this work, the authors try 
to combine the advantages of both MACA and spread spectrum techniques. For this purpose, two 
spread spectrum protocols are adopted. 
i). Receiver-Transmitter (RT) based protocol: In this approach, whenever a transmitter 
initiates a data transmission, it first has to transmit a control packet on the receiver's own 
spreading code, and then to send the data packet on its own spreading code. For this 
purpose, each node is assigned a unique spreading code, and hence has a unique channel. 
ii). Common transmitter (CT) based protocol: In this approach, control packets are sent on a 
common code and data packets are sent in the same way as in RT. 
Accordingly, this paper proposed two techniques namely MACA-CT and MACA-RT. As 
expected in MACA-CT, since RTS-CTS are exchanged using the common channel, collisions of 
control packets might occur if more pairs try to initiate data transmission within the same region. 
However, no collisions of data transmission may occur. On the other hand, in MACA-RT 
collision of control packets would not occur, unless more than one transmitter tries to 
communicate with the same receiver. Performance of MACA-RT is shown to have better 
performance than that of the MACA-CT - as anyone intuitively expects. 
2.2.2.4.3.2 Sequenced Neighbour Double Reservation (SNDR) 
TDMA Frame 
Upstream Downstream Upstream Variable Length 
Reserve Reserve I Data Slot 
Reply 
Part A Part BIVI Part D 
Figure 2-7: Frame Structure of the SNDR MAC Scheme. 
This is a multi-channel MAC protocol that makes use of CDMA, TDMA and frequency division 
multiple access (FDMA) technologies [73]. The SNDR uses the receiver-based data transmission 
strategy, based on which two methods are proposed. One is contention-based and the other is 
contention-free, although much emphasis is put on the contention-free type. In the contention-free 
type, SNDR does not require any handshake process such as RTS-CTS, nor does it employ any 
carrier sensing. Each node is assumed to have one antenna, and hence is subject to half-duplex 
operation. The neighbourhood of each node is defined as follows. For a given node A, A's 
neighbourhood includes A and all of its one-hop neighbours. Every node has its own 
neighbourhood. Node A is termed neighbourhood centre (NC). Suppose there are M nodes in an 
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ad hoc network, the ad hoc network is composed of M overlapped neighbourhoods. In the SNDR, 
every neighbourhood centre is assigned a unique channel in a conflict-free manner. This paper 
does not delve into the problem of assigning channels to nodes; instead, it assumes that the 
channels have been successfully pre-assigned in the considered ad hoc network. The data 
transmission strategy adopted in this work is as follows. For a given node A. which is A's 
neighbourhood centre (NC), if one of its neighbours, say B, wants to send data to A, B must use 
the channel pre-assigned to A. In a given neighbourhood with centre A, node A mainly receives 
data transmission initiated by its one-hop neighbours. In addition, A uses its own channel to send 
certain control information and start signal to its neighbours. 
The main idea of the SNDR is to index the neighbours of a given node (from I to K), which, in 
fact, can be completed together with the neighbour-finding process. For a given node A, every 
neighbour of A knows its index number with respect to A's channel. Based on this, each node 
builds a complete neighbour-table consisting of such information as its own index number with 
respect to each neighbour's channel and the corresponding channel numbers. TDMA is used when 
multiple neighbour nodes attempt to transmit to a given node simultaneously. The format of frame 
on each channel is as shown in Figure 2-7. Each channel is separated into two main parts using 
TDMA principles. One is from the neighbours to the centre - termed "upstream channel" - and 
the other is from the centre to its neighbours - termed "downstream channel". The upstream 
channel plays a major role in the contention-free data transmission process. 
In the SNDR, Time Division Duplex (TDD) is assumed for the upstream and the downstream 
channel. Rather than assigning data slots to each neighbour node arbitrarily, SNDR employs a 
method called "double reserved" (DR) in order to avoid the waste of slots while retaining the 
collision-free properties. Part A is the upstream reserve field which reserves one bit for each 
neighbour, from 1 to N. This part is of fixed length (N bits). N is the maximum number of 
neighbours that a node can have in the ad hoc network. A neighbour having sequence number m, 
is assigned the mth bit of the upstream reserve field. When a neighbour has data to send, it will set 
its reservation bit to 1. If no data is to be sent, no operation is needed since the original value was 
0. Part B is the downstream reserve reply field which is replicated from the upstream reserve 
field. Because of this feature, the hidden terminal problem can be easily avoided. Every neighbour 
can obtain the reservation information (from the downstream reserve reply field) about the current 
upstream sub-frame, through which one can calculate which slot it should occupy. Part C is the 
control field which is used by the centre to send the control information and start signal to its 
neighbours. Part D is the upstream data field. For Part D, every data slot is followed by a tag of 
one bit. If the tag of a certain slot is 1, it means that the corresponding neighbour has not finished 
its current data transmission. Otherwise, the data transmission is completed. The centre will 
decide whether it should enter the receiving state or the sending state partially based on these tags. 
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Since half-duplex operation is assumed in SNDR, each NC can be in either a receiving state or 
sending state. The control field of every frame is used by a NC to inform its one-hop neighbours 
as to when the NC would switch to receiving state for others to initiate data transmission. 
Table 2-1 classifies the above-mentioned MAC protocols briefly as follows. 
Prototot: "': Gea. *el Single imultiplr. " 
Trars.. ý;.; Fairness Aiddee/Exposed QoS.,. ComplcatTinii 
hop and;. `. 'i" ; ::; -'`';: Initiation 
Problem Terminal Aware Svachcosisation 
flat Hierarchical Exists? Problems " ; ýeedeýl? . 1. CSMA Single Multi e and Flat SI No High No No 
2. MACH Single Multiple and Flat Si Yes Minimal No No 
3. MACA- Single Multiple and Flat RI Yes Minimal No No 
BI 
4. FAMA single Multi e and Flat SI Yes Minimal No No 
5. IEEE Multiple Multiple and Flat SI Yes Minimal No No 
802.11 HSS/DSSS 
6. DBTMA Two cliannels Multi e and Flat St Yes Less No No 
7. MARCH Single Multi eand Flat Sl+RI Yes Minimal No No 
8. EY- Single Multiple end Flat SI Yes Very High PartieI 
IPMA NO 
of 
HIPERLAN 
4. ADAPT Single, but Single and Flat SI Yes at No Yes Yes 
TDMA-based low-load 
10. R- Single Single and Flat SI Yes at No Yes Yes 
MMA- low-load 
CA 
11. SRMA- Single Single and Flat SI Yes No Yes Yes 
PA 
12. DBASE Sin le Single and Flat SI Yes No Yes Yes 
13. SIOR Multi e Single and Flat SI Less Less Yes Yes 
Table 2-1: Comparison of the Considered MAC-Protocols. 
2.3 Research Motivation behind Our Proposal 
As presented earlier in this chapter, there have been some initial efforts to make the MAC based 
on the DCF of the IEEE 802.11 DiffServ-aware. The possible mechanisms in which it has been 
achieved were also discussed [17][18][19][20]. As it has been mentioned in section 2.2.2.3, each 
mechanism has its own drawback(s). The first kind of such mechanisms as discussed in section 
2.2.2.2.1 binds priority to channel access. This scheme leads to unfairness, and sometimes leads to 
starvation being caused by higher priority traffic classes to lower priority ones. Moreover, 
different transport protocols behave differently to this mechanism. Another undesirable 
characteristic is its susceptibility to bring in high variability in throughput and delay, and as a 
result the service differentiation tends to develop inconsistencies over time and depends heavily 
on the offered load of each traffic class. It further leads to unnecessary waste of scarce bandwidth 
as it introduces increased waiting time for lower priority classes - this is noticeable especially in 
the absence of any higher priority traffic class. The service differentiation achieved through the 
fair scheduling mechanism also incorporates some of the above-mentioned drawbacks, as it also 
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makes use of either a contention window (CW) or an IFS in the service differentiation process. 
The service differentiation mechanism enabled through the use of employing different maximum 
frame sizes for different priority classes also has serious flaws that become noticeable in the 
presence of channel errors as discussed in 2.2.2.2.2. In essence, it is very difficult to provide 
explicit differentiated service guarantees with these mechanisms. The other main drawbacks have 
been identified and discussed briefly in section 2.2.2.2.4. 
There have also been some proposals to make the DCF "per-stream-fair", as the DCF of the 
legacy IEEE 802.11 tends to be unfair due to the "capture-effect" [20][21]. Fairness is achieved 
by dynamically modifying the CW of each traffic type by the source. The fairness approach does 
not, however, guarantee QoS support. 
On the other extreme - as discussed in section 2.2.2.4 - some schemes tend to use multiple access 
mechanisms based on time division duplexing (TDD) in an effort to provide absolute QoS 
guarantees (especially in single-hop MANETs) [15][16][71][72][73][76]. In this type of approach, 
the channel is time-slotted, and a slotted system requires network-wide time synchronisation, 
which is relatively easy to achieve in infrastructure-based networks by using the base station as a 
time reference. This task becomes extremely difficult in distributed networks such as multihop 
MANETs [6]. Some of the relevant works -a typical example of this kind is [71] - consider a 
single-hop ad hoc network, where all the nodes are assumed to be within radio range of each 
other. Such schemes support only a limited number (for example a maximum of 12 in [71]) of 
simultaneous multimedia sessions. This is unrealistic, as MANETS tend to be multihop, and 
should support as many sessions as possible. On the other hand, if the frame size is allowed to be 
arbitrarily large depending on the size of the network - as adopted in [72][73] - other undesirable 
effects will be introduced. For instance, the larger the network, the longer the MAC superframe 
would be, and hence the longer the delay - this leads to unbounded delay for time-sensitive 
applications. Moreover, the schemes which are based on time division multiple access (TDMA) 
do not take asynchronous data traffic into consideration, as all data transmissions are required to 
reserve slots irrespective of whether they are real-time or best-effort traffic. In a similar scheme as 
presented in section 2.2.2.4.1.3 [72], there is a possibility for higher priority traffic to starve lower 
priority traffic by "confiscating" the slots already reserved by the latter. This scheme in this 
respect has inherited an unfairness problem. A similar approach of using TDMA time slots is 
followed in reservation CSMA-CA [16]. In this scheme, CP and CFP alternate, and the CFP is 
based on TDMA. Since there is no node to regulate the common medium, this scheme may lead to 
a "stretching" problem [52]. It also requires proper time-synchronisation, and each node is 
supposed to maintain a "slot-table" that indicates whether each slot is "reserved" or "available". 
As discussed in section 2.2.2.4.3, there have been increasing efforts to employing multiple 
channels for data transmission in multihop mobile ad hoc networks. A piece of work that belongs 
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to this category is proposed in [73]. It combines code division multiple access (CDMA) or 
frequency division multiple access (FDMA), and TDMA to create a contention-free MAC, termed 
the sequenced neighbour double reservation (SNDR). Since it mainly considers time-slot 
allocation to make it contention-free, it fails to support asynchronous data traffic and requires 
complex slot-synchronisation. 
Although the proposals discussed in sections 2.2.2.4.1 and 2.2.2.4.3 have been developed to 
support multimedia traffic over mobile ad hoc networks, there is, however, no clear demarcations 
whether such mechanisms could provide soft or hard QoS guarantee. In addition, almost all 
schemes tend to not take mobility of nodes into consideration. Without considering mobility - 
which is the main source of uncertainty in MANETs - the applicability of these schemes in 
relatively volatile multihop ad hoc networks is questionable. 
In summary, each work presented above has its own drawback(s), and does not have the 
capability to provide MAC-level QoS for multimedia traffic in moderately volatile multihop 
mobile ad hoc networks. This provides enough motivation for us to delve into the problem of 
MAC-level QoS. 
2.4 Our Proposed QoS-Aware MAC Protocol 
Quality of Service (QoS) support for real-time multimedia applications in mobile ad hoc networks 
(MANETs) requires acceptable channel conditions, QoS-aware mechanisms for channel access, 
identification of proper forwarding (transit) nodes, as well as measures for congestion prevention 
and management in those nodes [69][77]. We propose a new QoS-aware medium access control 
(MAC) protocol that takes the above requirements into consideration, and works in conjunction 
with the location-based forwarding strategy for this purpose [78]. This novel protocol is based on 
the legacy IEEE 802.11, and thus can be relatively easily integrated into existing systems. It is 
adaptive and network-aware depending on the type and intensity of traffic, and relative mobility 
patterns of nodes. In addition, it does not necessitate network-wide clock synchronisation. Our 
strategy enables two-way admission control for improved performance, whereby the next-hop 
selection algorithm allows previous hop nodes to perform implicit admission control using locally 
available information, while a selected next-hop performs explicit admission control depending 
on its current load. Simulation and analytical results confirm the performance improvement of our 
strategy. 
In order to support both asynchronous and time-sensitive multimedia traffic, our MAC approach 
is based on a hierarchical strategy that utilises the DCF- and PCF-based operations of the IEEE 
802.11 for the first time in multihop MANETs after being modified to accommodate MAC-level 
service differentiation. There have been several research works that show the importance of 
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constant cross-layer interaction between the MAC and network-level in wireless networks 
[69][77]. This paper shows how constant MAC- and network-level interactions bring in several 
mutual benefits. Due to the fact that both the proposed MAC and location-based forwarding 
strategy work on the same principles (i. e., both use the local behaviour to achieve a global 
objective), in this paper we combine our MAC scheme with a location-based forwarding strategy 
[78]. We then show how our MAC protocol enables two-way admission control facilitated 
through localised promiscuous listening, and localised mobility and load predictions. 
The proposed protocols are targeted for an unslotted multihop system, which is typical for mobile 
ad hoc wireless networks. As mentioned before, in our scheme, both the DCF and PCF of IEEE 
802.11 are used for the first time in multihop MANETs. Although the PCF does require a 
centralised node, we describe next how this can be achieved in multihop MANETs using a novel 
strategy. The motivation for this work comes from the observation that the PCF-based operation 
offers a "packet-switched connection-oriented" service which is well suited for voice as well as 
multimedia traffic. The "connection-oriented" aspect of the PCF would allow the network to 
provide throughput, delay, and possibly jitter guarantees [52]. 
2.4.1 Need for the Creation Multiple Parallel Channels 
Multihop mobile ad hoc networks have typically used a single common wireless channel for the 
whole network. However, as explained in section 2.1, although relatively simple, the use of single 
radio based on 802.11 DCF is not suitable for multimedia traffic in multihop MANETs 
[15][16][18][70][71][72][73]. In other words, the use of single channel degrades network 
performance when the network size increases, and fails to meet the increased throughput and 
delay requirements of new applications [69][70][73][79]. On the other hand, supporting real-time 
applications in any network necessitates the availability of predictable resources. This is simply 
possible - especially in wireless networks where 
bandwidth is not abundant - with a central 
agency, which can have a control over the scarce channel resources for efficient and fait sharing. 
On the other hand, the very basic requitement of an ad hoc network is that it should not rely on 
any central node. However, some form of an agency to manage the channel resources is still 
required for QoS support. In order to accommodate the above mentioned mutually conflicting 
requirements, multiple parallel channels (multiple radios) are used in our scheme in order to 
improve capacity and scalability [68][70][73]. Accordingly, each node is assigned a unique 
receiver-based channel [70], and each node behaves as a central node (AP) with respect to its own 
unique channel (medium). In this receiver-based channel-assignment scheme, any sender has to 
transmit data using the receiver's unique channel, and hence, under normal circumstances each 
node uses its own channel to receive data from other nodes [70]. In addition, there is a common 
channel, which all nodes can use to disseminate and acquire mostly neighbour and routing related 
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control messages. Accordingly, under normal circumstances each node in our scheme has to 
monitor its own unique channel and common channel for the reception of data and control frames 
respectively. However, there may be an exceptional case, where any node may be required to 
transmit data on the common channel as it will be explained later. These channels are assigned to 
nodes dynamically in a conflict-free manner using the common channel [68]. Since the unlicensed 
spectrum using IEEE 802.11 is extremely limited, an intelligent channel assignment scheme can 
lead to a proper coordination of the spectrum utilisation which in turn mitigates 
coexistencelinterference problem and increases the spectral efficiency [68]. 
In order to accommodate the situation in which any node can receive multiple transmissions 
initiated by different sources, IEEE 802.11 (both DCF and PCF) is used on top of each unique 
channel as depicted in Figure 2-8. Although the use of multiple receiver-based channels in 
MANETs has already been proposed in [70][73] and references therein (some of them use the 
circuit-switching concept), the way the DCF and PCF co-exist on each unique channel (packet- 
switching concept) makes our strategy unique and different from previous approaches. Due to 
statistical multiplexing, our strategy improves the utilisation of wireless bandwidth without 
compromising QoS support. The common channel, however, can support only the DCF of IEEE 
802.11. Each node is expected to regulate and schedule its own unique channel. As it will be 
explained below, the duration of CP and CFP on each unique channel is variable and adaptive 
depending on the traffic type and intensity of traffic within each type. This technique is to 
conserve the bandwidth available on each unique channel. Hence, with the use of multiple parallel 
channels, the PCF-based operation of the legacy IEEE 802.11 is adopted on each channel in order 
to support QoS in multihop mobile ad hoc networks. In our strategy, transmission by any node A 
to another node B has to be on the receiver's (B's) unique channel (see Figure 2-9). This requires 
that each node maintain a channel-assignment table mainly for its one-hop neighbours, so that it 
can find out the channel associated with its intended next-hop node (receiver) at the time of 
transmission. 
2.4.2 Protocol Description 
As depicted in Figure 2-8, our QoS-aware MAC protocol is based on a hierarchical approach 
consisting of two sub-layers on each unique channel (i. e., this is not the case for the common 
channel). Like in the IEEE 802.11 standard, the lower sub-layer of the MAC protocol is called the 
DCF. This is to provide the fundamental access method in order to support asynchronous data 
traffic. The upper sub-layer (called PCF) is implemented on top of DCF to support real-time 
traffic through the "association process" [51][52]. Once a node A becomes "associated" with its 
next-hop B, the node A would not need to contend the unique medium (channel) of B any more 
during the whole session as long as B is within the transmission range of A. Our MAC protocol 
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has the following three components on each unique channel in order to support QoS for real-time 
traffic as depicted in Figure 2-8: i) Admission control, ii) QoS-mapping, and iii) Resource 
reservation. In this work, two different service classes - high-priority (e. g. voice) and best-effort - 
are considered. 
Real-Time Normal Data 
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Figure 2-8: High-Level Functional Model of Our QoS-Aware MAC Framework. 
The mode of operation of the proposed MAC on any unique channel switches between pure DCF- 
mode and combined (DCF+PCF)-mode depending on the traffic types the channel handles. On the 
other hand, the common channel always supports only the pure DCF-mode irrespective of the 
traffic type. At bootstrap, our MAC on any unique channel sticks to pure DCF-mode by default as 
long as the traffic types the channel supports are all best-effort. On the other hand, whenever a 
node A that is to initiate or relay high-priority data traffic has become associated with another 
node B, then the unique channel associated with B has to switch to the combined (DCF+PCF)- 
mode. We try to demonstrate the working mechanism of our MAC-protocol using a simple 
example. In Figure 2-9, suppose that node A initiates a high-priority data transmission to 
destination C via an intermediate node B. Since source node A needs to transmit data of high- 
priority type, it has to send an "Association Request" (AReq) frame to the forwarder (transit or 
next-hop) node B selected by our next-hop (forwarder-node) selection algorithm that will be 
described in section 2.4.4. This AReq frame is normally sent during the CP of a transit node's 
(B's) own unique channel, and hence uses the DCF-based access technique (see Figure 2-9). As 
soon as node B receives the AReq frame, it has to send an "Association Response" (ARes) frame 
to the requesting node A during the CP of the latter's (A's) own channel. However, the AReq or 
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the ARes frames can be transmitted as a piggyback to a DATA-frame during the CFP of a unique 
channel, if the sending node has already been associated with the other node. 
ARes (2) : 1Req (3) 
1 Mobile B ý. 1 
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Figure 2-9: An Example Illustrating the Working Mechanism of Our MAC. 
The transmission of ARes is, however, subject to our MAC-level admission control and QoS- 
mapping process as explained later in section 2.4.2. At the same time, node B has to create a 
polling-list and include node A in it. At the start of CFP on B's channel, node B has to begin 
polling node A. In this way, any node (B) should be able to emulate the functionality of PC, and 
in our approach such a node is referred to as a Virtual Point Coordinator (VPC). Since node B is 
an intermediate node, it has to forward the packet to its destination or the next forwarding node. 
Accordingly, it would soon send the AReq frame to node C, which is here assumed to be the 
destination, on C's own channel. After sending the ARes frame on node B's channel, node C will 
act as a VPC for node B, and has to be ready to poll node B at the start of CFP on C's unique 
channel. If node C were to send packets back to node A, then it would follow the same process as 
node A, but in the opposite direction. 
In this way, nodes along a particular path (or route) become polling-list members and VPCs of 
each other. This demonstrates as to how PCF-based operation is supported in a distributed manner 
in a multihop MANET. It is thus important that whenever a node (A) initiates or relays data traffic 
to another node (B), it has to be on the latter's (B's) unique channel. If the traffic type is of high- 
priority, the source (A) can transmit when the node (B) polls, provided A is associated with the 
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unique channel of B. This is the case even when a node transmits an ACK for the high-priority 
packets it has received correctly on its own channel. The next-hop selection and hence the channel 
selection is determined by the next-hop selection algorithm that will be described in section 2.4.4. 
In case the algorithm of node A is unable to find a suitable next-hop, then node A has to rely on 
the common channel for data transmission irrespective of its type. 
NO I 
Has Data to 
Transmit? 
Yes 
Next-hop node 
No selected 
successfully 
Yes 
Use the 
common- 
channel The unique channel of 
the selected next-hop is 
chosen 
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Transmit Data (Best- 
effort or High-priority. No 
Send AReq on the 
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Can transmit without 
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Received ARes 
No within a timeo! ý 
Defer until 
the next 
Yes 
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Superframe. Ready for Transmit the Transmission when best-effort 
polled. traffic. 
No 
Figure 2-10: Flowchart for the Operations Performed by any Sender A of Figure 2-9. 
Figure 2-10 illustrates the operations performed by any typical transmitter (node A of Figure 2-9) 
in the form of a flowchart. Although the basic operations of IEEE 802.11 a/b/g standard is 
expected as part of our protocol suite, the above flowchart, however, does not accommodate such 
operations as access, backoff procedure and fragmentation. Similarly, the flowchart in Figure 2-11 
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provides a useful description of the operations that are performed by any selected forwarder (next- 
hop). 
No 
No jý`Received AReq? 
ceived best-effort 
data correctly? / ý-ý 
RAC on the node's uni 
Yes channel «Nmax? 
Send "ACK" on the 
sender's unique channel. Yes 
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polling-list & send ARes. 
Time for PCF- }ý No 
Yý 
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rrecd 
Send "ACK" on the 
Remove the stale nodes from the list, No sender's unique 
free slots, and hence free bandwidth. channel. 
Yes I 
Has any member in the 
oiling-list become stale 
No 
Figure 2-11: Flowchart for the Operations Performed by any Selected Next-hop Node B of Figure 2-9. 
In this way, only the high-priority traffic is allowed to use the CFP for data and ACK 
transmissions, and CP for the "association" process (i. e., AReq and ARes transmissions). On the 
other hand, best-effort traffic can only use the CP for data transmissions. Hence, provisioning 
network resources in our scheme uses two techniques, i) resource reservation during CFP (using 
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PCF-functionality), and ii) prioritisation during the CP. Since AReq, ARes and best-effort data 
traffic share the contention-period (CP) of any unique channel in most cases, the objective of the 
priority-based technique is to provide service-differentiation by allowing faster access to the 
medium to high-priority traffic classes [17][20]. As in the IEEE 802.11 DCF, priority access to 
the wireless medium is controlled through the use of an IFS. A new IFS termed Reservation IFS 
(RIFS) is defined, and its value is selected such that SIFS < PIFS < RIFS < DIFS. To initiate new 
data transmission, RIFS or DIFS is used to contend for access to the medium during CP, 
depending on the traffic type. High-priority traffic uses RIFS before sending the AReq, while 
DIFS is used to gain access right for best-effort asynchronous traffic as in the IEEE 802.11 DCF. 
Since RIFS is smaller than DIFS, the high-priority traffic class has priority over the best-effort 
traffic that uses DIFS. An ARes frame is sent by any VPC node B (refer to Figure 2-9Figure 2-9), 
after SIFS during the CP of the unique channel of the requesting node A. When a collision 
happens or the unique medium associated to any node is sensed busy in the "association" process, 
the back-off time is calculated using the following modified equation [ 17][20]. 
Back-off-time = 
L2 `+' * random(]* Slot_time 2.4 
The constant c of equation (2.4) takes two different values depending on the traffic class, the 
parameter i is the transmission attempt number, and random() is a random function with a uniform 
distribution in [0,1]. For the high-priority class, constant c takes the value 3, and the parameter i 
will be in the range of (1, MAX_ASSO_REQ_RETRY_LINHT). For best-effort, the constant c 
takes the value 6 and the parameter i ranges from I to 4. This ensures that the high-priority class 
still enjoys priority over best-effort traffic even during the collision-resolution period [20][51 J. 
The system constant MAX_ASSO_REQ_RETRY_LIMIT depends strongly on the characteristics 
of the real-time applications the ad hoc network supports and the extent of node mobility. 
Contention Free Repetition Interval (CFPRate) 
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Figure 2-12: Frame transfers during the PCF period of a Superframe. 
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Whenever a node B becomes a VPC, the duration of CP and CFP on its unique channel is variable 
and adaptive depending on the intensity of traffic in each class. This is to conserve bandwidth 
available on the unique channel of any VPC. The presence of variable length CP and CFP should 
not, however, adversely affect jitter experienced especially by real-time applications. For this 
purpose, each node maintains a real-time active counter (RAC), which is associated with its own 
unique channel and each of the unique channels of its one-hop neighbours. This RAC is used to 
record the total number of active real-time sessions that are associated to a unique channel of a 
particular node at a point in time. When a node becomes a VPC for the first time, its channel 
switches from pure DCF-mode to the combined (DCF+PCF)-mode as soon as possible, i. e., such 
a new VPC initiates the CFP in its own unique channel by broadcasting a beacon frame. On the 
other hand, if a node has been a VPC for more than a superframe period, then it should initiate the 
CFP every CFP Repetition interval (CFPRate) in order to minimise delay jitter [51][52]. In this 
process, a VPC uses the RAC associated with its own channel in order to calculate the time 
required to support real-time traffic, and to allow sufficient time for the complete polling 
operation. Suppose each polling operation by a VPC takes TAU seconds for a complete data 
transfer (in Figure 2-12, T p, 11 includes two SIFS, transmission times for a POLL and a 
DATA 
frames, and it does not include a transmission time for an ACK frame as it should be on a 
different channel), and a VPC supports n number of voice-sessions, then the total time required to 
support n number of sessions during the CFP is given by equation (2.5) as follows: 
TR,. =n*Tpoll +PIFS+TBeacon + SIFS + TCF-End 2.5 
In equation (2.5), TB., 0 and TC: Ed are the time needed for beacon frame transmission and time 
needed for CF-End frame transmission respectively. Hence, exactly TRTseconds before the end of 
the current superframe, a VPC that requires supporting n real-time sessions will initiate a beacon- 
frame in its own medium. 
The RAC associated with a unique channel of a specific VPC is broadcast as part of its beacon- 
frame, so that its one-hop neighbours that are interested in that particular node's unique medium 
can become aware of the RAC, and hence the CFP and CP. Also, with the RAC any node 
becomes aware of the current load of a unique channel associated with a given one-hop neighbour 
node, and it is important in forwarding-node (next-hop) selection and implicit admission control 
processes as it will be explained in section 2.4.4. The VPC finishes the CFP with CF-End frame 
broadcasting. Also when a VPC node operates in its contention period, other one-hop neighbour 
nodes have to make sure that their transmissions (best-effort data or AReq or ARes) will not 
extend the CP period of that VPC (otherwise it will cause a "stretching" effect [52]). For this 
purpose each neighbour that is interested in a particular VPC has to monitor the current RAC, 
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beacon-frame and CF-End frame transmissions of the latter in order to locally maintain the CFP 
and CP of that VPC's unique channel. Once each neighbour has become aware of the CFP and CP 
of a VPC's own unique medium (for this purpose each neighbour has to use equation (2.5)), the 
former has to determine whether its pending transmission can be achieved well before the end of 
the current contention-period. In case the time needed for any neighbouring node to make its 
transmission attempt is not enough in the current DCF period, then it has to defer its transmission 
and wait for the next CP. 
Because of the way in which transmissions take place, our strategy can completely eliminate the 
exposed-terminal problem on unique channels. However, such a problem is minimal as far as the 
common channel is concerned. On the other hand, the hidden-node problem is completely avoided 
when a unique channel operates in PCF, however, its effect is minimal when the channel operates 
in CP (when compared to the single radio DCF-based operation of IEEE 802.11 a/b) [6]. In 
MANETs, due to mobility a node that has become associated with another may move out of its 
transmission range at any time. In order to maintain this situation, each VPC dynamically 
maintains its polling-list as follows. If a polling-node (VPC) finds that it has not received (i. e. not 
heard) any transmission from one of its polling-list members for time period greater than 
POLLING LIST TIME OUT, then that node address will be deleted from the former's polling- 
list immediately. This is how a "disassociation" process is performed in our scheme [51]. This 
strategy leads to efficient bandwidth management, and this occurs whenever nodes move out of 
each other's range or have finished their data transmissions. In our scheme, however, the next-hop 
selection algorithm tries to ensure that the forwarding-node to be selected will remain connected 
with the requester for a longer period as will be explained in section 2.4.4. Also, each node is 
expected to monitor its own unique channel and common channel constantly for data and routing 
related information. As long as any node does not intend to initiate data transmission, there is no 
need for it to monitor the unique channels belonging to its one-hop neighbours. On the other hand, 
any node should start monitoring channels (media) belonging to its one-hop neighbours, whenever 
the former intends to transmit data, and the next-hop selection algorithm is used in this process. 
The number of channels any node should monitor for data transmission depends on the type and 
intensity of the traffic it needs to handle, and its relative velocity with respect to its one-hop 
neighbours. There should be, however, a proper trade off between the number of channels a node 
can monitor simultaneously and the complexity of its receiver circuitry. For simulation purposes, 
we assume that each node can monitor simultaneously a number of channels which is subject to a 
maximum of the one-hop neighbours it has at any moment. 
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2.4.3 MAC-Level Admission Control and QoS-Mapping 
Traffic regulation is essential in networks that need to satisfy absolute QoS guarantees. This is 
achieved in our scheme with a two-way admission control mechanism. The explicit admission 
control is explained in this section, while the implicit admission control will be explained as part 
of the next-hop selection process to be described in section 2.4.4. Network congestion is difficult 
to resolve when real-time traffic - sensitive to both latency and packet loss - is present, without 
jeopardising the QoS expected by the users of that traffic. Call Admission Control (CAC) is a 
strategy used to limit the number of callers into the network in order to reduce network 
congestion, therefore enabling the system to provide the desired QoS to incoming as well as 
existing calls. Since the PCF is utilised in our scheme to support real-time traffic, it has to limit 
the number of voice calls it can support when any unique channel operates in PCF. The maximum 
number (N,,,.,,, ) of high-priority traffic sessions that can be supported in the longest CFP, given a 
constant superframe size TSF, is given by equation (2.6) [51][52]. Although in our mechanism, the 
durations of CP and CFP are variable, the CFP can grow up to a maximum value in order to 
safeguard the best-effort traffic. On the other hand, if CFP were allowed to increase arbitrarily up 
to the length of a superframe, the high-priority traffic would starve the best-effort traffic and lead 
to "unfairness". For this purpose, each superframe in any unique channel of a VPC should contain 
the minimum CP given by T, o_m; n . The 
high-priority traffic in our approach is assumed to be a 
time-sensitive periodic interactive voice service, which is generated using a constant bit rate 
(CBR) source for convenience. 
TSF -T, -min -Tovhd Nm°ý 
T 
, 
2.6 
In equation (2.6), TP_mj,,, T0 M, and T,, are the minimum duration of CP, overhead involved for 
beacon and CF END transmissions, and time to send a voice packet generated over a Ts 
respectively [51]. For a particular high-priority application type, the above parameters are 
constant, and hence N,,..... tends to be constant in every node. In other words, the VPC can poll to a 
maximum of N,,. number of times (or nodes) within a CFP on its own channel. Depending on the 
intensity of the high-priority traffic load, any node can request a VPC to poll it for more than once 
within each superframe period (Tm) of VPC. The MAC-level QoS-mapping module of a 
particular node calculates the number of times it has to be polled by any VPC. This calculation is 
based on the bandwidth requested by the network-level QoS mechanism, and the latter should 
pass this information to the MAC for this purpose. Any node can inform any VPC as to how many 
times it has to be polled by it during each TsF of the latter through the AReq frame - the AReq 
frame format is modified in order to accommodate this in our scheme. Whenever a VPC receives 
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an AReq frame from any of its one-hop neighbours, its admission control module will check 
whether its CFP period is fully utilised (i. e. whether the RAC of its own channel has already 
reached N.. ). If not, the VPC is required to send the ARes frame, and allocates the required 
bandwidth; here allocation means adding to the polling-list and this implies how many times the 
requesting node has to be polled within each T5p of a VPC. This information is conveyed to the 
requesting node by the VPC through the ARes frame - the ARes frame format is modified for this 
purpose. If the maximum number has already been reached, then the VPC should not respond to 
any AReq. In this case, the requesting node should look for another appropriate forwarding node, 
after having tried for MAX ASSO REQRETRY LIMIT. If, on the other hand, only part of the 
requested bandwidth can be supported by any VPC, it has to inform this to the requesting node 
through the ARes frame. The requesting node, in this case, has to look for another appropriate 
forwarding node for the unsupported bandwidth. 
2.4.4 Forwarding-node (Next-Hop) Selection Algorithm and MAC 
Functionality Adaptation Based on Mobility 
This section explains as to how our scheme enables previous hop nodes to perform implicit 
admission control and how the MAC functionality adapts depending on relative mobility 
predictions. This hop-by-hop strategy in mobile ad hoc networks is simple, scalable and effective 
with location-based forwarding mechanism - hence the adoption of location-based forwarding 
with our MAC [78]. However, it is the next-hop (next-hop) selection criteria, as formulated by 
equation (2.7) that play a major role in the efficient operation of our MAC. The MAC and the 
routing algorithm interact to find a neighbour as a next-hop (forwarder-node) as follows. 
[LET,, - LETrff 
]* [Nmax - RAC, ] for high -priority during CFP d 
[LET,,, MLET, 
N 
] 
for best-effort during CP 2.7 
d,,,, + d1, 
Let N(M) be the one-hop neighbour set of node M, and M currently have a packet to be 
forwarded, dMl be the distance from node M to any of its one-hop neighbours I (I e N(A)), d2 be 
the distance from any node I (I e N(AO) to the packet's destination B, LETAu, be link expiration 
time of M with respect to I (I e N(om), and RACI be the current load (number of voice calls) of a 
unique channel belonging to node I (I e N(AB). LETm is a system parameter - the minimum 
allowed value that LET can take for a successful data transfer and is equivalent to T of equation 
2.12 defined later in this section. The criterion used in the forwarder selection algorithm is given 
by equation (2.7). The geographical distances can be determined from the location information of 
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every node. The selection algorithm considers the currently available bandwidth during the CP 
(for best-effort) or CFP (for high-priority) of the unique channel belonging to a one-hop 
neighbour, link expiration time (LET) and relative locations of the node-pair under consideration. 
Any one-hop neighbour I of node M that has the highest value for . CMI of equation (2.7) can 
be 
chosen as a forwarding-node. In other words, any one-hop neighbour that has enough bandwidth, 
higher probability to stay connected with the requesting node, and that lies very near to the 
destination would be chosen by the forwarder selection algorithm. This strategy enables a 
previous hop node M to perform implicit admission control for the forwarder I (I e N(M)), as 
node M prefers a node I having lower value for RAC on I's unique channel. In addition, this 
strategy enables a proactive way of traffic regulation, as M always tries to avoid an overloaded 
neighbour I. Since a location-based forwarding mechanism is adopted, there needs to be a 
recovery mechanism to resolve the "local-maximum" problem. As governed by the denominator 
of equation (2.7), in case of a "local-maximum" problem, forwarding would follow the least- 
backward-progression technique (LBP) and hence will tackle this problem [78]. If, the previous 
hop node M's speed with respect to any I (e N(AB) is so high that 'bw is less than . Q, N (. fir 
is a 
system parameter and it takes a value of zero in our work), then M should not rely on the unique 
channel belonging to any I. Instead, M has to rely on the common channel for data transmission 
irrespective of the traffic type. This is the only exception where any node uses the common 
channel for data transmission, as the common channel is normally intended for the dissemination 
of routing related control information. 
In order to determine the LET, each node is equipped with a mobility prediction module. This 
collects the motion parameters (e. g. velocity, radio propagation range) of two neighbour nodes M 
and I (E N(M)), and uses them to determine the time duration these two nodes will remain 
connected [57]. The predicted time is the link expiration time (LET) between two nodes, and this 
is used in equation (2.7) (a detailed description on how to determine LET is provided in chapter 
5). 
2.4.5 Channel Assignment 
In our protocol, each node needs to be assigned dynamically a receiver-based channel in a 
conflict-free manner [68][70]. This in turn requires that each node maintain a channel-assignment 
table, so that it can find out the channel of its intended one-hop node at the time of transmission. 
The maximum number of nodes that a node can simultaneously communicate with is bounded by 
the number of network interface cards it possesses. After finding the channel of its intended one- 
hop recipient, the node should use one of its free interface cards to communicate with it (after 
binding the required channel to one of its free interface cards). However, there should be a proper 
tradeoff between the number of channels a node can use/monitor simultaneously and the 
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complexity of its receiver circuitry. Multiple parallel channels can be created using spread 
spectrum techniques or time-division multiplexing or frequency-division multiplexing or space- 
division multiplexing with the use of smart antennas. However, in order to enable easily 
practicable, deployable, and low-cost mobile ad hoc networks, we assume the use of multiple non- 
overlapping frequency channels being available with IEEE 802.11 standards as mentioned above 
[51]. Channel-assignment, which is a typical example of graph-colouring problem, however, is 
not within the scope of our work. However, it can be similar to the one proposed in [68]. This new 
assignment approach does not require modifications to IEEE 802.11. In addition, this work 
considers a scenario in which each node possesses multiple interfaces, but the number of available 
interfaces is less than the number of available channels - and hence leads to reduced complexity 
[68]. 
2.4.6 Evaluation of Our Proposed QoS-Aware MAC Framework 
2.4.6.1 Capacity Analysis of the Proposed MAC 
This section presents an analytical model that derives the saturation throughput of our QoS-aware 
MAC protocol in multihop mobile ad hoc networks. The obtained result is then compared against 
that of the DCF-based operation of the legacy IEEE 802.11 [511. This analysis demonstrates the 
capacity (throughput) increase of our proposed MAC scheme. This increase is important in a 
network where almost every node at a moment has high-priority packets for transmission, and 
hence affects QoS, for example in real battle-field scenarios or rescue operations. 
Although the proposed QoS-aware MAC protocol is targeted for an unslotted and multihop 
system - which is typical for mobile ad hoc wireless networks - we assume that nodes operate in 
time-slotted mode in order to simplify our analysis. Prior studies in the literature show that the 
performance of MAC protocols based on carrier sensing is much the same as the performance of 
their time-slotted counterparts [74]. In these studies, it is assumed that the length of a time-slot 
equals one propagation delay and the propagation delay is much smaller than the transmission 
time of data packets. In our analysis, the length of each time-slot is denoted by r. However, r is 
not just the propagation delay, because it also includes the overhead due to transmit-to-receive 
turn-around time, carrier sensing delay and processing time. Hence, r in effect represents the time 
required to know the event that occurred z seconds ago. The transmission times of AReq, ARes, 
RTS, CTS, DATA and ACK frames are normalised with respect toi, and are denoted by l «,, 
lARe,, 1Rrs, lczs, 'DATA and lACK respectively. In deriving the throughput of our protocol, it is assumed 
that nodes always have packets in their buffers to be sent, and the destinations are chosen 
randomly from their neighbours: i. e., the analysis is based on the heavy traffic assumption. The 
network model envisaged here is, thus, one where nodes are involved with multiple parallel real- 
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time traffic transmissions. In addition, in our network model, the nodes are Poisson distributed 
over a plane with density A such that the probability p(i, A) of finding i nodes in an area A is: 
p(i, A)= 
2.8 
Assuming that each node has the same transmission and receiving range of R, the average number 
of nodes (represented by Iv) within a circular region of radius R is equal to 2, _. 
i. e., 5 =AmR2 
2.9 
In our network model, since nodes are distributed over a plane according to Poisson distribution, 
e-ivNN 
, where the probability of having N nodes within the receiving range R of a node X is ]VI 
N= AlrRZ 
. We consider this N later in our analysis. Let p be the probability that a silent node 
is 
ready to transmit in each time-slot, where the parameter p is slot independent. Although a node 
may have packets ready for transmission, its actual transmission attempt in a particular slot 
depends on the collision avoidance and resolution schemes used as well as the channel's current 
state. In order to take this fact into consideration, the probability - denoted by p' - that a node 
actually transmits in a slot is defined in (2.10). Here it is assumed that p' is independent of any 
time-slot in order to make the analysis tractable. 
p' =p* Pr( At least one channel is sensed idle in a slot) = p1I, 2.10 
Since we consider N number of nodes for our analysis, the total number of channels available in 
our scheme for any node to communicate with its one-hop neighbours are (N-1) unique-channels 
plus one common-channel. Therefore, the total number of channels available to any node X to 
communicate with its one-hop neighbours are N. Hence, 
II, _ 
[1_(1 
- ri, ýý . 
)"-IJ prý, (f2(t)<i2,,, + ri Sgt Z)r, 
2.11 
Y. 1 ,,, m, 
[pr, ( () 
IZr is the probability that the common-channel is idle in a time-slot, II, is the probability 
that a unique-channel is idle in a time-slot, Pr, (. fl(t) < t, ) is the probability that the next-hop 
selection criterion as given by equation (2.7) of node X with respect to its one-hop neighbour Y is 
less than the threshold value, where X0Y and X, YE N-1 and Pry (. f2(0 >_ Drid is the 
probability that an instantaneous criterion value Dxi of node X with respect to its one-hop 
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neighbour Y is greater than or equal to a threshold value D. The limiting probability II, will be 
derived shortly after considering the common-channel and unique-channel cases. To simplify the 
channel model, two key assumptions are made [74]. 
i). The channel is considered perfect and is modelled as a circular region, in which nodes can 
communicate with each other, while they have weak interactions with nodes outside the 
region. By weak-interaction, it is meant that the decision of inner nodes to transmit, defer 
and backoff is almost unaffected by that of outer nodes and vice-versa. Thus, the 
channel's status is only decided by the failed and successful transmissions within the 
region. 
ii). Failed handshakes initiated by nodes within the region to outside nodes are also 
considered here, as this has a direct effect on the channel's usability to other nodes within 
the region. For this purpose, a new circular region is defined with a radius R' which falls 
between R12 and 2R. When R' = R/2, all nodes are guaranteed to hear each other within 
the circular region, and all the direct neighbours and hidden nodes are included when R' 
2R. Thus R' can be expressed R' = aR where 0. S Sa S2, and a needs to be estimated. 
With these assumptions, the unique-channel or the common-channel of a node can be modelled by 
a four-state Markov chain when it uses the DCF-based operation. Since only a unique-channel 
uses the PCF-based operation, it can be modelled by a two-state Markov chain during the 
contention-free-period (CFP) as depicted in Figure 2-13 and Figure 2-14 [63]. 
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Figure 2-13: Markov Chain Model for a Channel during the DCF Period of a Superframe. 
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"Idle" is the state when any channel around node X is sensed idle, and its duration is r in the case 
of DCF-based operation of the channel (i. e. Td1e., =z), and can be either 0 or r depending on the 
intensity of the high-priority traffic that a neighbour node handles during the CFP of its own 
channel (Tidle, _ 10, r)) "Long" is the state referring to a successful two-way handshake (RTS- 
DATA or CTS-ACK) being taking place for the best-effort traffic during the contention-period. 
During the CFP, the "long" for the high-priority traffic is represented by a two-way handshake 
(POLL-DATA). In our approach, we consider a two-way handshake (RTS-DATA or CTS-ACK) 
during the CP for best-effort traffic for complete data transfer, as opposed to the conventional 
four-way handshake (RTS-CTS-DATA-ACK) [51]. The reason is that if any node X tries to 
transmit best-effort DATA to another node Y, the former has to send RTS and the subsequent 
DATA on Y's unique-channel, while the receiver Y has to send CTS and ACK on X's unique- 
channel. For simplicity, we assume that the channel is in effect busy for the duration of the whole 
handshake, thus the busy time T, og is: 
11R, ' +r+l., s +r+IDATA +z+'ACK +r for best-effort traffic during CP TI-g= 2 
IPOIL +r + IDATA +r for high-priority traffic during CFP 
1,7, s +lcrs +'DATA +IACK +4z for best-effort traffic during CP Tong =2 
1POLL +'DMA + 2r for high-priority traffic during CFP 
Assuming Ims w1, and 1D, 4TA w ZACK the maximum value that Tmg can take is given by the 
following equation. 
__ 
1RTS +'DATA +2r for best-effort traffic during CP T`°"g 
1POLL + 1DATA+ 2r for high-priority traf c during CFP 
This can be approximated further to the following value by assuming 1R7s alporc. 
Tlong (max= (IR7 + `DATA + 2r) 2.12 
"Short! " is the state when multiple nodes transmit RTS or AReq frames at the same time-slot on a 
particular unique-channel during the time the channel uses the DCF-based operation, and their 
transmissions collide (in the case of the common-channel this occurs due to multiple simultaneous 
RTS transmissions). The busy time of the channel is therefore T,,,,,, = (1Rrs + z) 
(IAReq + r), assuming IRS l, Jeq. "Short2" is defined as a state when one node initiates a failed 
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handshake with another node outside the region on a particular channel (unique or common) 
during the time the channel uses the DCF-based operation [74]. Even though a CTS packet may 
not be sent due to the collision of the sending node's RTS frame with other frames originated 
from nodes outside the region or due to the deferring of the receiving node to other nodes. those 
nodes overhearing the RTS as well as the sending node do not know whether the handshake is 
successfully continued, until the time required for receiving a CTS frame elapses. Therefore - 
during the T,, 2, the channel is in effect busy and unusable by other neighbouring nodes` The - 
Tfhot2D, is here taken as: 
Tihoa2Da =(1Rn+r+lcn +r)=. (I=+lc+2r) 2.13 
The transition probabilities of the above Markov chains need to be calculated in order to derive 
the saturation throughput. During the DCF-based operation, no node is allowed to transmit 
continuously, and thus any channel needs to be idle between subsequent transmissions [51]. 
Therefore, the transition probabilities from state "long" to "idle" or from state "shortl" to "idle" 
or from state "short2" to "idle" are all 1. However, obviously this is not the case during the PCF- 
based operation. During the CFP, each node takes control of its unique-channel and tries to 
resemble the functionalities of a point-coordinator. Since the neighbouring nodes are accessing 
the unique-channel of a particular node in an organised way using the polling-based scheme, no 
simultaneous transmissions by nodes are allowed in a time-slot of a particular unique-channel. 
Therefore, during the PCF, the Markov chain model for any unique-channel consists of two states 
"idle" and "long" as shown in Figure 2-13 (i. e. no "short! " or "short2" states during the PCF- 
based operation of a channel). In our scheme, only the neighbouring nodes (one-hop neighbours) 
that are within a receiving range R of a particular node X can use the unique-channel of node X. 
Therefore, the transition probability p,,, of any node X from "idle" to "idle" state in the case of 
the contention-period is the probability that none of the neighbouring nodes of X transmits in a 
particular time-slot on the channel (it can be the unique-channel of X or the common-channel), 
and is given by: 
1=o 1. 
2.14 
Now the transition probability Pu DCF 
from "idle" to "long" during the DCF-based operation needs 
to be calculated. For such a transition to happen, one and only one node should be able to 
complete one successful two-way handshake while other nodes do not transmit. Assuming i 
number of nodes around node X, and let p, be the probability that a node begins a successful 
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two-way handshake at each time-slot, the p,,,,,,, during the contention-period can be given by the 
following equation: 
PrrD, = Zip, (1-P`)1-' 
Nr 
e-N=P. Ne-pN 
2.15 
r=, i! 
The transition probability pisl,,,, from state "idle" to "shortl" during the contention-period is the 
probability that more than one node transmit RTS or AReq frames in the same time-slot. It can be 
derived as follows: 
2.16 
Pisia, - 
Ni 
i'''1 ] -N =1- -p'N 
:Z 
p'(1 - p) e (1 + Np')e 
The transition probability from state "idle" to "short2", ASZ., , for the DCF case can 
be 
calculated as follows. Let it , it ,; rsl, and)TSZDOW be the steady-state probabilities of states 
"idle", "long", "shortl" and "short2" respectively during the DCF-based operation. From Figure 
2-13, it can be deduced that, 
"Incr piixr ; rlocv + 7CSlDcr + 9r. Zocr = ; rlncr 
pia, Pilaf + 1-, r =1r, 
2.17 ýrDC, F -2- pug 2- e-°'rv 
PiS2Dcp = [i - Puy,, - Pua,, - Prsl 
I 
Now the transitional probabilities associated in the case of PCF-based operation of any unique- 
channel need to be calculated. In Figure 2-14, the unique channel of a particular node remains 
idle under two circumstances only, when it uses the PCF-based operation. 
i). All the one-hop neighbours of the node under consideration have finished their high- 
priority traffic. (i. e., have nothing to transmit). 
ii). The next-hop selection criterion ll, m given by equation (2.7) of any one-hop neighbour 
node I with respect to the node M that is under consideration is greater than the threshold 
Dr. 
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With these facts, the transition probability pter from state "idle" to "idle" when the channel uses 
the PCF is given by, 
N-1 
PuPCF 
ý 
ý`VCý`S%(t)Z iL 
)-1 
`N-1J 
2.1% 
Also, the transition from state "idle" to "long" when a unique channel uses the PCF-based 
operation can happen only when, 
i). Exactly one node uses that channel while other one-hop neighbours do not make 
transmission attempts. 
ii). The f2-value of the node that owns the unique-channel under consideration with respect to 
the transmitting node is below the threshold value. 
Hence, the transition probability pm, from state "idle" to "long" during the contention-free- 
period of the unique-channel which is owned by node X is given by: 
pug =N 1[l-pJ"-2EPr, 
(c(t)<cr") 
Y. 1 . 
2.19 
It can be further shown that the transition probability pupcj, from state "long" to "idle" when the 
channel uses PCF-based operation is equal top., . Also, the probability for the channel to 
remain in the "long" state - i. e., transition from state "long" to "long" - can also be shown to be 
equal to p,, ,. 
Let /cýýr and n,,, be the steady-state probabilities of states "idle" and "long" respectively during 
the PCF-based operation. From Figure 2-14, it can be deduced that: 
2riFCr Pnprr + 9, XP plix, _ IT, a 
1tt Pup, + (1-111F )P11 - ; r,,,,, 
iTtr - Pu, 
Z, " =1- 7r,,, 
2.20 
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Figure 2-15: Markov Chain Model for a Node during the DCF-based Operation. 
WBFt 
UCC'" 
Figure 2-16: Markov Chain Model for a Node during the PCF-based Operation. 
The limiting probability 111 that the common-channel around any node is found idle has been 
derived in [74] as follows. Since the common-channel uses only the DCF-based operation, there is 
no contention-free-period in the common-channel. 
ri 
, 
`°""°" 
- 
mal, T..., 
ZT +; r T+ Ir T+rT loci kºýxý ixr im8ncr Slar sWtilwp S2ar darr2pcp 2.21 
The limiting probability 11, that the unique-channel of node X is found idle can be derived by 
the following equation, where we need to consider both the DCF and the PCF-based operations: 
TDCF 
= 
[TDCF 
+ Tpý 
ZIncr TWlrar 
2.2 
ýixrTw1ýDC +U1arTI-9 
. 
+7IS1xrTdo, r1ar +*TS2arTiharsDcr 2 
7'PCF ]XI. 
Tidk,. 
+ 
7DCF + 7'PCF 
7r,,, Ta7e" +71tßTlong, 
, 
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Tom. of a unique channel refers to the contention-period while TpcF refers to the contention-free- 
period. In equations (2.21) and (2.22), TbgDc, and 7»., can be approximated to Ti., w(max) as 
given by equation (2.12). In order to calculate the probability ps that a node X starts successfully 
a two-way handshake in a time-slot, the state of a node X is modelled by a three-state Markov 
chain in the case of DCF-based operation, and by a two-state Markov chain in the case of PCF- 
based operation, as shown in figures 2-14 and 2-15. "Wait" is the state when a node has no 
packets to transmit or defers for other nodes or backs off, "fail" is the state when a node initiates 
an unsuccessful handshake, and "succeed" is the state when a node completes a successful two- 
way handshake with other nodes. For analytical purposes, "succeed" and "fail" are regarded as the 
states in which two different kinds of virtual frames are transmitted and their durations are as 
follows: 
Tiucceed - 
Tiucceedrc, 
TsucceedpC3, 
= T, ot(max) =1= +ID,,. A+2s 
2.23 
Traf = Tfa! DCF = 
T, ho, t2 =1R, s Icrs +2r 2.24 
Since only one node is expected to transmit in a given time-slot, there is no phenomenon of 
"failure" during the PCF-based operation; hence, T111 = 0. Also, it is obvious that the duration 
of a node in "wait" state T,, ait is either zero or r depending on the intensity of high-priority traffic 
that it handles, and which is assumed to be equally probable when a node is subject to the PCF- 
based operation by a channel. During the contention-period, no node is allowed to transmit data 
packets continuously. Hence, the transition probabilities from state "succeed" to "wait" and from 
state "fail" to "wait" are both 1. However, this is not the case, when a channel uses the PCF-based 
operation, as any node can transmit continuously depending on the intensity of high-priority 
traffic that it handles. In [74] it has been shown that p., D. can 
be derived from the following 
equation, for the case a node is subject to the DCF-based operation: 
p= 
[2 
p'(1- p')e-°'N 
lrt 
re-PN(1-29(r/2)/xx2/pm+1)Cý7' wry, Jý 2.25 
0 
In equation (2.25), r is the distance between two communicating nodes, and q(t) = arcos(t) - t(J- 
. 2)"2. From the Markov chain shown in Figure 2-15, the transition probability that node X 
continues to stay in "wait" state in a time-slot, when it is under the DCF-based operation, is equal 
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to (1- p')e-°N . Here it is assumed that the node does not initiate any transmission, and there 
is 
no node around it initiating a transmission. Let rsýý, , ; rw , and 
is f be the steady-state 
probabilities of states "succeed", "wait" and "fail" respectively during the time the node is subject 
to the DCF-based operation by a channel. The parameter r, during the time any node is 
subject to the DCF-based operation can be determined from Figure 2-15 as follows: 
9itiy ý7x 
µ, Dc 
+ 7t' 
Dcp 
+ ýIDQQ -T Worn 
7rwDCP 
C wwDCJ, 
+I- ; rwDCF = ;r 
wDCA 
i 1 
2.26 
ir 
w2- pwwncp 2- (1- p')e-pN 
In order to derive the saturation throughput of our MAC scheme, it is important in our analysis to 
determine the steady-state probability of state "succeed" zs . During contention-period of a 
channel, the steady-state probability of state "succeed" 2rs can be calculated from Figure 2-15 
as: 
_ 
Pw-Incr 
ýSncr = ýx'ocr P"" 
2_ /1 
- p')e 
"1 2.27 
Now, r fva of Figure 2-15 can be determined by deducting 'r5 and 'rx, Dcj, 
from one. Any unique 
channel has a maximum of (N-1) number of one-hop neighbour nodes that can use the channel. In 
other words, any node can use (N-1) number of unique-channels. Therefore, the Markov chain 
model for a unique channel during the CFP can be approximated to the Markov chain model for a 
node during the PCF-based operation. Now let; rs,, and irk,,, be the steady-state probabilities of 
states "succeed" and "wait" respectively during the PCF-based operation of a channel. Therefore, 
from (2.20) and Figure 2-16, 
N-1 
ir ,_ ; rim, =Ip1+ 
[Prry (S2(t) Z SZ )ý'-ý 
it =1-, z SPCF WACF 
2.28 
2.29 
The overall steady-state probability "succeed" 2rs of a node can be calculated from the following 
equation: 
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NT" Tom. 
ýs ýsoaI + Rs v 
2.30 
n_1 TDCF"+TFC. " 
T . "+T .n" 
N is the maximum number of channels that any node can use at a time, Tom, is the time period 
during which the n« channel uses the DCF-based operation, Tom,. is the contention-free-period of 
nth channel, Irs is the steady-state probability for state "succeed" of a node in the nth channel 
when it uses the DCF-based operation, and nsc,, is the steady-state probability for state 
"succeed" of a node in the Wh channel when it uses the PCF-based operation. The ors", and 
; ts. C., 
for n`" channel can be calculated from equations (2.27) and (2.29) respectively. Similarly, 
we can determine the net value for r,, and qtr of a particular channel by considering both the 
DCF and PCF-based operations. It is important here to note that although any node can have a 
maximum number of N channels, i. e., (N-1) unique-channels plus the common-channel, it may 
not use all the N channels at a moment. In addition, in the case of common-channel TpcF = 0, as it 
operates only on the DCF-mode. 
It can be noted here that the parameter irs is in fact synonymous to the previous parameter pS of 
equation (2.15), and both of them can be computed easily with numerical methods. Accordingly, 
the throughput, Ths; gle , on a single channel can 
be deduced using the following equation. 
ýS'DATA 
Single =T+ 
fc T+ 2c T wSSff2.31 
where T,, = TW, A, Tf = Tfaii and Ts =T 
Therefore, the total throughput, when considering a particular node and its (N-1) neighbours, can 
be computed from the following equation: 
N -I ThToiai =Z Thsingle k+ 
Thcommon 
2.32 
Thcomnwn denotes the throughput on the common-channel, and which can be approximated to that 
of equation (2.31) although the common-channel does not use PCF-based operation. i. e., 
Thsr,, 
gr, " 
With this approximation, the total throughput in the neighbourhood of a 
particular node is given by: 
N 
ThTotal 
-1 
Th 
Single k 2.33 
k=1 
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Our mathematical analysis demonstrates the increase in the saturation throughput (and hence the 
capacity) of our proposed MAC scheme as given by equation (2.33), when compared to that of the 
single radio DCF-based operation of legacy IEEE 802.11 that is approximately given by equation 
(2.31) [74]. This increase is nearly N times as high as the throughput of the single radio DCF- 
based operation of the legacy IEEE 802.11 MAC, where the N is defined appropriately under 
equation (2.9). Although this increase is shown to be nearly N-times higher, it would be even 
substantially higher due to the following two reasons: i) in the case of state "long" in our 
approach, we consider two-way handshake as opposed to the four-way handshake of the typical 
single radio DCF-based operation of the legacy IEEE 802.11 MAC scheme. As a result, the T, of 
equation (2.31) for the original IEEE 802.11 MAC would be higher than (nearly twice) that of our 
scheme, and ii) the longer each unique channel uses the PCF-based operation, the greater the 
utilisation of channel bandwidth would be. As a result the net value (considering both PCF and 
DCF-based operations) for the T, and Tr of equation (2.31) for our scheme would be much lower 
than those for the DCF-based operation of the original IEEE 802.11 scheme [51] [74]. Also, due to 
less likelihood for contention, the steady-state probability for state "succeed" (ors of equation 
(2.30)) in our scheme would take a higher value than that of the original IEEE 802.11. As a result, 
the Ths,,, gre as given by equation (2.31) for the legacy IEEE 802.11 would be much lower than that 
of our scheme for the single-channel case. 
On the other hand, as mentioned before, perfect channel condition (no channel impairments) was 
assumed in the derivation of our two-state and four-state Markov chains. In other words, only the 
working mechanism of the IEEE 802.11 MAC was considered in modelling the channel with the 
Markov chains. In the presence of channel errors, correct channel modelling is needed in order to 
estimate the important state probabilities - this aspect is, however, beyond the scope of this thesis. 
2.4.6.2 Evaluation through Simulation 
Parameter Value 
Duration of the Superframe (TsF) 70,000 microseconds 
Value of the CFP (T, 1) 50,000 microseconds 
The SIFS interval 10 microseconds 
The PIFS interval 30 microseconds 
The RIFS interval 40 microseconds 
The DIFS interval 50 microseconds 
A Slot time 20 microseconds 
Table 2-2: Important Simulation Parameters. 
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In this evaluation, we considered two performance metrics: throughput and MAC-delay. We 
performed our simulations using the GloMoSim [62] simulation package. Each run is executed for 
300 seconds of simulation time, and models a network of 50 nodes placed randomly in a 2000m X 
2000m area. Each node has a transmission range of 250m, and has the ability to listen to as many 
channels as it likes depending on the traffic intensity. The propagation model is the free space 
model. The channel bandwidth is 2 Mbps on each unique channel. The high-priority voice traffic 
is generated at a rate of 32 kbps using a constant bit rate (CBR) source. Since the superframe 
length of each medium in our scheme is fixed and is 70ms, the size of a voice packet here takes 
the value of 280 bytes. This is to make sure that if a node generates single high-priority traffic, it 
can be polled by any VPC at least once per superframe. However, when a node relays more than a 
single high-priority voice stream, it can use its QoS-mapping unit to determine as to how many 
times it needs to be polled by any VPC, and inform the latter in the "association" process, as 
explained in section 2.4.2. The best-effort traffic is modelled using a FTP source. Other important 
simulation parameters related to the MAC sub-layer are listed in Table 2-2Table 2-2. However, 
the simulation parameters related to next-hop selection are the same as those provided in chapter 
5. 
IVA /-- 
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Figure 2-17: Throughput as a function of Offered Load. 
In order to demonstrate the fact that the present single-channel IEEE DCF-based MAC cannot 
support QoS, especially in a network where heavy traffic is expected, we compare our MAC 
against the single-channel DCF-based MAC. Although the comparison may appear to be 
inappropriate due to the fact that nodes in our scheme can use more than one channel, this is to 
show i) how QoS degrades in the case of single-channel IEEE 802.11 DCF-based MAC due to the 
hidden and exposed-node problems and its inherent binary exponential backoff scheme, and ii) 
how the capacity/throughput and MAC-delay can be improved for a given offered load, if 
multiple channels are used. Figure 2-17 shows the total throughput as a function of offered load 
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for both our scheme and the single-channel DCF of IEEE 802.11. The total throughput/capacity is 
defined here as the total number of packets actually delivered to their respective destinations in 
the whole network for a given load. From Figure 2-17, it becomes clear that our scheme leads to 
better throughput and hence results in increased capacity. The throughput of single-channel IEEE 
802.11 DCF-based MAC continues to drop after a slight initial increase, due to increased 
collisions and the resulting binary exponential backoff (BEB) scheme. As it can be seen, the 
throughput in our scheme tends to increase and soon reaches a saturation point. This point is 
dependent on N,,,. of equation (2.6), which again depends on the link bandwidth and the CFP 
repetition interval, which here takes the value of 70 milliseconds. 
Figure 2-18 depicts the average MAC-delay incurred for a high-priority packet for both schemes. 
The MAC-delay of a node is the latency involved between the instance at which a packet comes 
to the head of the node's transmission queue and the end of the packet transmission. As load 
increases, there would be increased contention, and hence MAC-delay tends to increase in any 
MAC scheme. However, as shown in Figure 2-18, in our scheme this increase is only slight 
compared to the original single-channel DCF, and is again dependent upon the link bandwidth and 
the CFP repetition interval. Since each node receives high-priority voice traffic using its own 
receiver-based unique channel, and it tries to control the number of voice streams it can support 
using its own admission-control unit, the MAC-delay tends to be low and relatively constant, after 
a slight increase. Reducing the inter-polling period or TSF can further reduce the delay in our 
scheme [51 ][52]. On the other hand, in the case of the single-channel IEEE 802.11 DCF-based 
MAC, the MAC-delay tends to increase significantly with the number of sessions. This can be 
attributed to such factors as increased collision rate, and hence increased retransmission attempts 
and extended BEB delay. 
. -. zoo 
468 10 12 14 16 18 20 
Number of Sessions 
Figure 2-18: MAC Delay as a function of Number of Sessions 
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2.5 Chapter Summary 
The main objective of this chapter is to design and validate a QoS-aware MAC in an effort to 
supporting quality of service in mobile ad hoc networks. In this respect, this chapter first 
examined MAC design in wireless networks in general and mobile ad hoc networks in particular, 
and discussed how this differs from that of fixed wireline IP networks. With the reasons put 
forward in section 2.1, the need for research on QoS-aware MAC was justified. It then reviewed 
the state of the art in section 2.2 in great detail. As it has been discussed in section 2.3, each of the 
related works found in the literature has serious flaws, and hence cannot provide even statistical 
QoS guarantees. This provided us with enough motivation and justification for our effort to make 
the MAC in mobile ad hoc networks QoS-aware. 
This difficult task began first by acquiring a clear understanding of the difficulties/challenges and 
relevant issues related to QoS provisioning in MANETs. In the absence of any proposal that can 
guarantee predictable network resources, our strategy strives to improve this aspect with the 
creation of multiple channels. Although the justification for this strategy was clearly presented in 
section 2.4.1, the motive behind this idea in essence is twofold: i) it enables capacity increase - 
which is important for any network to provide predictable resources to time-sensitive and 
bandwidth-demanding applications, and ii) it enables a centralised body to regulate the channel - 
each node behaves as a central controller/regulator as far its unique channel is concerned - and 
this is important for the efficient and fair sharing of resources. The whole MAC-framework can 
be regarded as providing the basic ground on which a mechanism to achieve end-to-end (soft) 
QoS guarantees can be easily built. This strategy thus falls under the general category of hybrid 
access MAC protocol as discussed in section 2.2.1, but, it operates in a more distributed and 
scalable manner. 
The detailed description of our MAC protocol was presented in section 2.4. The proposed 
protocol makes use of the packet-switching concept based on the PCF for the first time in 
multihop MANETs. This mechanism enables cross-layer optimisations by working in conjunction 
with a location-based forwarding strategy, i. e., constant network- (especially routing) and MAC- 
level interactions. In addition, our strategy allows two-way admission control, which is partly 
enabled through our next-hop selection algorithm. The next-hop selection uses relatively more 
accurate local information in its decision making process - this aspect improves scalability and is 
more suitable for a resource-constrained environment like MANETs. Both the mathematical 
analysis and some of the simulation results confirm the performance (throughput/capacity, delay) 
improvements of our scheme. In addition, our proposed approach leads to fewer collisions and 
hence minimises the need for re-transmissions. This fact will in turn conserve scarce resources 
such as battery power and bandwidth. As explained before, the MAC functionality of a node is 
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adaptive and network-aware depending on the type of traffic and relative mobility patterns of 
mobile nodes. Since this work is mainly based on the IEEE 802.11 standard, it can be relatively 
easily integrated into existing systems. Although conceptually similar, we plan to extend this 
work in the future with the use of the recent IEEE 802.11e standard. 
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Chapter 3 
3 Topology Control and Hierarchical 
Clustering 
Another prime area of our research is dealt with in this chapter. The objective of this chapter is to 
identify the reasons as to why hierarchical clustering needs to be adopted in mobile ad hoc 
networks (MANETs) and how such strategy will help us building our QoS framework. Section 
3.1 thus explores the unique characteristics of mobile ad hoc networks that may require clustering 
for other algorithms and protocols - especially routing - to work efficiently. After having 
recognised and justified the need for research on clustering in MANETs, section 3.2 reviews the 
state of the art in this field. In a MANET that uses cluster-based services, network performance 
metrics such as throughput and delay are tightly coupled with the frequency of cluster 
reorganisation. Therefore, stable cluster formation is essential for scalable routing and even for 
better QoS. Therefore, section 3.3 presents our research motivation in the form of identifying the 
main drawbacks and shortcomings of other related works - i. e., much emphasis is given on their 
ability to create stable clusters while being mobility-adaptive. Section 3.4 provides a detailed 
description of our proposed clustering algorithm and protocol and a comprehensive evaluation 
that analyses its scalability in terms of a number of parameters. Section 3.5 concludes this chapter 
with a summary that highlights the unique aspects of our clustering strategy and provides a 
discussion on possible future work related to clustering. 
3.1 Introduction 
The fundamental property that distinguishes mobile ad hoc networks from other network 
architectures is that node mobility causes the network topology to be continuously reconfigurable. 
In the light of such constantly varying network dynamics, let us explore how a routing mechanism 
- which is the key to the efficient operation of multihop MANETs - would react. As it would be 
stated succinctly, the routing problem in MANETs presents a distinctive and unique set of 
challenges to the system design and management. These challenges can be well understood in 
terms of four basic attributes, namely, the routers are mobile, the routers themselves are the end- 
points (hence the use of the term terminodes), the links are wireless, and the resources are scarce 
[44]. On the other hand, in general, the effectiveness of any routing scheme depends on the 
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timeliness and detail of the topology information available to it. However, in MANETs, the node 
mobility causes the frequent failure and re-activation of links, effecting a reaction from the 
network's routing protocol to the changes in topology, thus increasing network control traffic and 
contributing to congestion. In other words, in ad hoc networks, significant rates of topological 
change are expected; consequently, the distribution of up-to-date information can easily saturate 
the network. In addition, convergence to new stable routes after dynamic changes in network 
topology may be slow due to lower bandwidth availability. Hence, there is a possibility for the 
state/topology information to arrive late due to increased latency, and this aspect can drive 
network routing into instability. Since the rate of link failure is directly related to node mobility, 
greater mobility increases both the volume of control traffic required to maintain routes and the 
congestion due to traffic backlogs. Thus, a crucial algorithm design objective to achieve routing 
responsiveness and efficiency whilst being parsimonious of communication and processing 
resources is the minimisation of reaction to mobility. It therefore appears that new strategies are 
required for MANETS that are capable of effectively managing the tradeoff between optimality 
and efficiency. This is applicable to any networking operation, namely configuration, routing, 
addressing, administration, and security and QoS provisioning schemes. 
Owing to these reasons, any MANET routing mechanism is expected to face a highly dynamic 
environment along several orthogonal dimensions. On the contrary, if conventional routing 
protocols are used in an environment like MANETs, the protocol overhead can easily overwhelm 
network resources. This routing task becomes extremely challenging when the network grows in 
size, and where two additional problems such as increasing node-density and large number of 
nodes have to be faced and tackled [61 ]. High node-density, where a node is within a radio-range 
of a large number of neighbours, often leads to superfluous forwarding of routing related control 
traffic, and large network size necessitates the maintenance of large routing tables. These two 
features are inter-related and often affect the scalability of routing protocols. 
Considering all the above arguments together with a fact that future MANETs are more likely to 
be composed of a large number of mobile nodes (MOTs), it is highly scalable to adopt a 
hierarchical rather than a flat structure [42][43][44][48][93][94]. Even in fixed infrastructure 
networks, hierarchical aggregation achieves the effect of making a large network appear much 
smaller from the perspective of the routing algorithm. Cluster-based mechanisms in ad hoc 
networks can also make a large network appear smaller, but more importantly, they can make a 
highly dynamic topology appear much less dynamic. Hence, such a technique is very useful for 
limiting the scope of routing protocol's/algorithm's response to node-mobility. Moreover, since 
the mobile telephony system (MTS) has been a greatly successful venture, and there has been lot 
of research work on it to make it widely used all over the world, it is highly beneficial if we can 
somehow resemble the ad hoc architecture to that of MTS and apply some of the techniques found 
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in MTS without impairing the ad hoc notion. This fact makes researchers to focus their attention 
on partitioning the multihop network into clusters, and electing cluster heads (CH). 
Clustering in MANETs can be used to achieve several different objectives. This comes in the light 
of a general fact that a hierarchical clustering technique will bring in three main benefits [44]: 
First, it facilitates the spatial reuse of resources in order to increase the system capacity in the case 
of a multihop environment. Secondly, it requires only the hierarchical topology localised-update, 
whereby it is sufficient only for the MNs to update whenever any event occurs within the same 
cluster, and thirdly with clustering, generation and propagation of routing information can be 
minimised within bounds. Also the task of mobility management becomes easy. In other words, in 
any complex distributed system, clustering of nodes into groups results in simplification of 
addressing and management and also yields better performance since details about the remote 
portions of the network can be handled in an aggregate and scalable manner. Therefore, in order 
to create a hierarchical control structure, it is desirable for any effective clustering algorithm to 
make sure that [44][93]: first, each cluster has to be connected, and second, a MN in any level of 
the hierarchy should belong to a constant number of clusters in that layer, and finally clusters 
should be stable across node-mobility. Although clustering is used for several purposes, the main 
purpose for which clustering is adopted in our work is to realise a scalable routing mechanism that 
is robust and efficient subject to a range of dynamically changing network conditions, as it will be 
explained in chapter 4. 
The primary step in clustering is the election of cluster heads (CH) and the formation of clusters 
around them. However, it is worthy to be noted that unlike in fixed networks, in multihop mobile 
ad hoc networks, the assignment of nodes to clusters is a highly dynamic process, as node 
mobility continuously alters connectivity and spatial relationships among nodes. Hence, any 
complete clustering framework in MANETs should specify an algorithm for dynamically 
assigning nodes to clusters, and for responding to node mobility. Although clustering brings in 
lots of benefits it also incurs an overhead, hence, it may intuitively arise in any mind whether such 
moderately expensive process is needed, and if yes, how it needs to be performed. Many 
researchers initially believed that clustering and dynamic hierarchical routing was too complex 
and cumbersome to be effective in ad hoc networks. However, as new techniques have evolved, 
and the efficiencies of hybrid routing strategies that can capture the benefits of different routing 
categories (proactive and reactive of topology-based and location-based - as it will be seen in 
chapter 4) become more apparent, the literature on this topic has become increasingly rich. On the 
other hand, clustering in essence requires the exchange of "HELLO" packets among neighbours 
within a limited scope. Even some existing protocols make use of such control packet 
dissemination for their effective operation. In this respect, clustering does not introduce great 
extra cost in terms of bandwidth usage (i. e., the dissemination of extra control packets). Even if it 
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does, we need to find an optimal balance. However, it may require some distributed computations 
to be performed at each node. There exists a number of different such techniques, and the 
following section reviews clustering mechanisms with a significant attention being given to those 
that deal with the routing problem in MANETs. 
3.2 State of the Art in the field of Clustering in MANETs 
3.2.1 An Overview to Clustering 
There has been much research on clustering in the recent past. However, it is more relevant to be 
noted here is that there are two schools of thought when it comes to clustering. The first one 
argues that the election of either a set of cluster heads (CHs) or dominating set is not needed in 
clustering as it may incur some overhead. The second one favours CHs on the basis that it can 
facilitate the creation of a hierarchical structure. References [40], [41] and [42] favour the first, 
while related works in [43], [44], [45], [46], [47], [48], [50], [54], [93] and [94] favour the second 
notion with an understanding that it is scalable to use clustering with CHs. This section, however, 
is more inclined to the second school of thought, and hence reviews related literature that 
considers the use of either a dominating set or a set of CHs. Since choosing cluster heads 
optimally is an NP-hard problem [94], the existing solutions to this problem are based on heuristic 
(mostly greedy) approaches. 
There have been some routing protocols in the literature that can work closely in conjunction with 
clustering principles. The main ones are Clustering Based Routing Protocol (CBRP) [50] and 
Zone Routing Protocol (ZRP) [31 ]. 
The following subsection briefly explains the most popular and relevant clustering algorithms, 
together with their main deficiencies in their effort to build a scalable routing mechanism in 
MANETs. 
3.2.1.1 Lowest-ID Clustering Mechanism 
Lowest-ID clustering is one of the most popular clustering schemes used in the old as well as 
recent ad hoc network literature [50]. This scheme considers the election of CHs, and this 
selection depends on node identifier. The Lowest-ID algorithm proceeds as follows and results in 
the formation of clusters which are at most two hops in diameter: 
i). Each node is given a distinct identifier (ID). With this, it periodically broadcasts the list of 
its neighbours (including itself) to other nodes. 
ii). A node that only hears nodes with IDs higher than itself is a CH. 
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iii). The Lowest-ID node that a node hears is its CH, unless the Lowest-ID specifically gives 
up its role as a CH (deferring to a yet lower ID node). 
iv). A node that can hear two or more CHs is a "gateway"; otherwise, a node is an ordinary 
node. 
The Lowest-ID clustering algorithm was further improved by its variant referred to as "Least 
Cluster-head Change" (LCC) by imposing an additional rule on the clustering process [47]. In this 
approach, if a CH of a cluster C1 moves within a range of another cluster C2, the visiting node 
would not trigger re-clustering as long as the visiting node is not the CH of Cl. Although this may 
result in the reduction of the number of CH changes that would be caused otherwise by 
unnecessary re-clustering processes, it would not still solve the problem completely: for instance, 
a highly mobile lowest ID CH will cause severe re-clustering to occur while if this CH moves into 
another region it may pose danger to the stability of an existing cluster. In addition, it does not 
take mobility into account, and mobility is the main cause of uncertainty in ad hoc networks. 
Hence, this Lowest-ID clustering algorithm does not result in stable clusters. 
A similar approach that bases its cluster head election criterion on node identifiers is proposed in 
[94]. It is called max-min d-cluster formation, where d represents the number of hops any node is 
away at most from its cluster head. This heuristic has four logical stages: i) the propagation of 
larger node ids in d rounds and this process is called "floodmax", ii) propagation of smaller node 
ids again in d rounds through the process called "floodmin", iii) determination of cluster heads 
based on the outcome of these two processes, iv) linking of clusters through special gateways. 
Since this does not take mobility into consideration, it may have the same uncertainty as in the 
case of Lowest-ID clustering process in the face of node mobility. In addition, given that this 
max-min clustering process undergoes a number of stages, there is uncertainty with respect to the 
latency involved. 
3.2.1.2 Maximum Connectivity (Max-Connect) Clustering Mechanism 
This is based on the number of nodes that a node is able to hear. Each node can calculate this 
number, based on the beacons received from its neighbour, and broadcasts this to its neighbours. 
Like in the Lowest-ID algorithm, every node then compares its connectivity value with those of 
its neighbours. The node that has the highest connectivity becomes the CH. 
It has however been quantitatively shown that in addition to being very simple, the Lowest-ID 
algorithm performs better than this max-connect algorithm in terms of stability of clusters being 
formed [45][47]. Although this is partly true in the case of Lowest-ID due to nodes' mobility, the 
possible reason for the above result is that in max-connect scheme, the criterion value to be used 
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in the CH determination process keeps on varying, and hence, it would not lead to the formation 
of stable clusters. 
3.2.1.3 Clustering for Multimedia Support in Wireless Network System 
(MMWN) 
The MMWN system enables the network nodes to organise themselves into a hierarchical control 
structure that combines characteristics of both ad hoc and cellular networks [48]. This system 
consists of three components namely, clustering procedures for defining a virtual, hierarchical 
control structures superimposed on a large network of mobile nodes, the location management 
procedures for determining the current locations of mobile nodes relative to the hierarchical 
control structure, and a set of virtual circuit management procedures for setting up and repairing 
virtual circuits as mobile end-points move. This is to enable a multihop mobile wireless network 
to support multimedia applications. Heterogeneous aspect of nodes in terms of their capabilities is 
taken into consideration, and accordingly two sets of nodes are identified and used in this work. 
They are end-points and switches. The switches are actually the routers themselves, and hence 
they act as base stations for end-points, while the end-points do not have such capabilities. 
Switches and end-points are grouped for the purpose of routing and location management, 
forming a hierarchical control structure consisting of nested clusters. Any cluster can have any 
number of children clusters, but can only have only one parent cluster. Each cluster has a cluster 
leader assigned using the Lowest-ID clustering algorithm. Each cluster contains a location 
manager (LM), which is used for location updating and node tracking purposes, and a QoS 
manager, which is responsible for distributing link-state advertisements about the cluster. Two 
clusters are inter-connected by "virtual gateways". Cluster formation involves a type of handshake 
mechanism (affiliation) among nodes and CHs. The proposed clustering algorithm takes the 
following into consideration: i) imposing a size-bound on each cluster, ii) imposing a minimum 
number of levels in each hierarchy within the constraints of (i), and iii) minimisation of volatility 
in terms of inter-cluster connectivity. Cluster dynamics are governed due to such events as node- 
movement, node-deaths and node-births. The algorithm reacts to those dynamics by creating, 
splitting, merging clusters and changing the membership status of nodes. MMWN system uses 
either a simple datagram forwarding or setting up of virtual circuits (VCs). VCs are set up using a 
cluster-by-cluster source routed connection setup messages. 
Although MMWN is a comprehensive architecture that attempts to address a number of issues in 
MANETs, the use of link-state routing protocol to proactively maintain routes and the use of VCs 
increase the complexity and control overhead of the system. The use of node ids in the cluster 
head election process is not economical and efficient, as described in section 3.2.1.1. 
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3.2.1.4 Cluster-Based Routing Protocol (CBRP) 
The major components of the cluster-based routing protocol (CBRP) are cluster formation, 
adjacent cluster discovery and routing. It uses the Lowest-ID clustering algorithm to first 
dynamically partition a network into multiple clusters where any cluster member is connected to 
its respective CH via a two-hop path on average [50]. Each cluster thus consists of a CH, member 
nodes and set of gateway nodes that are responsible for inter-cluster communications. Source 
routes are constructed on-demand and the inter-cluster routes often consist of a set of CHs and 
gateways. The routing mechanism that adopts a simple dynamic source routing has three main 
features, namely, route shortening, route error, and local repair. 
Since this scheme depends heavily on the Lowest-ID algorithm for cluster formation and source 
routing which is very much similar to dynamic source routing (to be discussed in chapter 4), the 
applicability of CBRP to a moderately large highly volatile mobile ad hoc network is 
questionable. In addition, all the multi-cluster communications use CHs as one of the intermediate 
nodes - this feature overburdens the already loaded CHs. 
3.2.1.5 Clustering and HiperLAN 
HiperLAN2 [53], a standard developed by the European Telecommunication Standard Institute 
(ETSI), also uses CH principles, although it refers it to as Central Controller (CC). It is specified 
as Home Environment Extension (HEE). Within this HEE profile, a one-hop ad hoc network 
configuration - referred to as single subnet - is provided, and within it the channel access is 
coordinated by a CC. Here, however, the selection does not take into account the best position or 
the best capabilities of a CC-capable device, because the specification [53] says that the necessary 
measurements are not available at this stage. Hence the selection is at random based on a 
contention based. Two methods of CC selection in HiperLAN2 network are proposed in [54]. 
They are Lowest Distance Value (LDV) and the Highest In-Cluster Traffic (ICT) - they are 
briefly described below. 
3.2.1.5.1 Lowest-Distance Value (LDV) Clustering Mechanism 
The Lowest Distance Value (LDV) [54] algorithm bases the decision on the Received Signal 
Strength (RSS) with which a node receives packets from all its neighbours. Each node first sums 
up all RSS values to its direct neighbours. This sum is to be divided by the number of one-hop 
neighbours. The resulting value is going to be used as the main criterion value in the cluster head 
(CH) election process. The node with the lowest criterion value becomes the CH. All one-hop 
neighbours join this sub-net, as long as enough capacity is available. There exist two distinct LDV 
deployment strategies that inherently affect the way LDV will behave. This depends on how the 
decision (criterion) values of individual nodes are compared against one another. One possibility 
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would be that all nodes broadcast their own decision values to their neighbours, and make their 
decisions collectively in a more distributed manner - in the same way as in Lowest-ID and max- 
connect algorithms. The second possibility is to temporary elect a CH so that it would make a 
decision as to the new and more appropriate CH based on the RSS-matrix it constructs. 
Accordingly, each node is supposed to broadcast its RSS and Data Rate (DR) it has with another 
node to the temporarily selected cluster head. Once the temporary CH has acquired these two 
values for every pair of nodes, it can construct the RSS-matrix for it to make centralised decision. 
Another possibility as far as the second option is concerned is to get the temporary CH to 
broadcast the RSS-matrix it has constructed to all of its neighbour nodes. In this latter case, each 
node decides whether to become the CH or not, based on the received RSS-matrix from the 
temporary CH in the same distributed way as in the Lowest-ID clustering mechanism. 
Although this method seems to base its decision on RSS and the number of one-hop neighbours, 
this algorithm is in fact very similar to the max-connect method. As a result, this algorithm again 
would not result in stable clusters, as the decision values tend to vary all the time. This algorithm 
would be improved, if the decision value were calculated in each node by multiplying the RSS 
sum by its one-hop neighbours. The reason is that it is better to elect a node as the CH, if it has the 
highest RSS-sum and one-hop neighbours. 
3.2.1.5.2 Highest In-Cluster Traffic (ICT) Clustering Mechanism 
The highest In-Cluster Traffic (ICT) [54] algorithm builds clusters based on the traffic of each 
node that it has with its direct neighbours. This is to minimise the forwarding traffic between 
clusters. Every node in this scheme is expected to know its one-hop neighbours and to calculate 
its intended total traffic with each of them. The node with the highest direct neighbour traffic is 
selected as CH. There are again two options being available in that either each node broadcasts its 
total data rate to its neighbours or that a temporary CH decides based on the global traffic matrix. 
Again this method does not result in stable clusters, as the traffic of each node tends to vary. 
3.2.1.6 A Core Extraction Distributed Ad hoc Routing (CEDAR) 
Algorithm 
The basic objective of CEDAR and its predecessors [91][92] is to construct dynamically 
organisable virtual backbone infrastructure called core or spine for performing route computations 
and topology management in ad hoc networks. CEDAR and its variations thus involve 
dynamically establishing a core of the network, and then incrementally propagating the link-state 
of stable high-bandwidth links to the core nodes. Accordingly, core extraction, whereby a set of 
nodes is dynamically elected/selected in a more distributed way to form the virtual backbone of 
the network, is playing a vital role in the execution of CEDAR - and this is the part of CEDAR 
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that is more relevant to this section. The reasons behind this core extraction (CEDAR) approach 
in essence are: 
i). Rather than requiring every node in the ad hoc network perform route computations, it is 
beneficial to have as few nodes in the network performing state management and path 
computations. 
ii). The above aspect does not rely much on broadcasting, and hence reliance on flooding can 
be minimised. This is due to the reason that as arbitrary flooding may lead to broadcast- 
storm problem and on the other hand, flooding may not work properly in the presence of 
hidden- and exposed-terminals. 
In order to keep the virtual backbone as small as possible, CEDAR and spine use an 
approximation of the minimum connected dominating set (MCDS) of the ad hoc network 
topology as the virtual backbone. The hosts in the MCDS maintain local copies of the global 
topology of the network along with shortest paths between all pairs of nodes. Since finding the 
MCDS is a NP-complete problem, the spine work proposes three polynomial-time approximation 
algorithms - two for general graphs and one for bounded degree graphs. Each node which is not 
the member of the virtual backbone has to be assigned a dominator node that belongs to the 
backbone. The dominator acts as route server for its dominated nodes, and when computing routes 
each dominator makes sure that the computed paths do not take the virtual backbone. Given that 
this virtual backbone scheme demands tremendous amount of traffic incurred as part of an effort 
to maintain up-to-date global topology and state information, the spine work tries to address this 
issue in two ways. The first approach being relevant here makes use of two-level hierarchical 
routing called clustered spine routing (CSR). Although this work does not specify any detailed 
clustering algorithms, its objective is to maintain basic spine routing within the clusters and a 
hybrid scheme within inter-clusters. Each cluster has a root node, which is actually a CH, for 
maintaining the cluster topology and cluster member details, and for facilitating coordination 
among clusters. On the other hand, the CEDAR work does not assume the use of clustering, as it 
is meant for a medium-sized network. 
Although these two pieces of work introduce the idea of maintaining a virtual backbone dedicated 
for control plane tasks in mobile ad hoc networks, the sheer amount of updates (in the form of 
flooding) it needs to maintain a global topology and state information makes this approach 
undesirable, especially in the light of nodes' random mobility patterns. It is not still clear how 
adaptive the virtual backbone mechanism to node-mobility and whether the clustering approach 
takes mobility into consideration. In addition, it can be learnt from the CEDAR work that the 
nodes that have higher connectivity to other nodes are likely to be elected/selected as dominator 
nodes, and since this criterion varies mainly due to node mobility in the same way as in the max- 
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connect algorithm, this may trigger the election all the time - this control traffic may not be 
preferable. 
A similar work based on dominating set routing, which has been extended to networks with 
unidirectional links, is presented in [93]. Since it adopts the same strategy as those of CEDAR and 
spine (although the dominating set in [93] is derived by applying an extended version of the 
marking process), and uses proactive routing as opposed to reactive routing, its applicability is 
again questionable if we consider the volatile nature of mobile ad hoc networks. 
3.2.1.7 (oc, t)-Clustering Mechanism 
Routing Protocol 
(a, t)-Clustering Algorithm and 
Protocol 
Network-Layer N twor - u° MANET Encapsulation 
Logical Entities Iiit rfa ,, 
yer r Protocol 
Internet Protocol 
Figure 3-1: Logical Relationship of (a, t)-Cluster Protocol to Other Network-Layer Entities. 
The basic idea of the (a, t)-cluster [44] strategy is to partition the network into clusters of nodes 
that are mutually reachable along cluster internal paths that are expected to be available for a 
period of time t with a probability of at least a. Figure 3-1 depicts the logical relationship between 
the (a, t)-cluster algorithm and protocol, the routing protocol, and other network-layer entities. 
The cluster algorithm presents a logical topology to the routing algorithm, and it accepts feedback 
from the routing algorithm in order to adjust that logical topology and make clustering decisions. 
The cluster-based routing approach adopted here divides routing into two components: i) intra- 
cluster routing for maintaining routes between destinations that reside within the same cluster, and 
ii) inter-cluster routing for establishing routes between destinations that reside in different 
clusters. According to this cluster framework, the routing strategy consists of proactive intra- 
cluster routing approach and a reactive inter-cluster routing approach. The basic idea is for the 
clustering algorithm to dynamically balance the contribution of these two components according 
to node-mobility. 
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The algorithm is event-driven, and its actions depend upon the nodes' ability to satisfy the (a, t) 
criteria with respect to their current cluster or the cluster they are attempting to join. This cluster 
algorithm is driven by both hard-state and soft-state events. Hard-state events include node 
activation, node deactivation, link activation, and link failure. Soft-state is maintained at each 
node through the use of a timer referred to as the a-timer. This timer determines the maximum 
time t for which the node can guarantee path availability to each cluster destination with 
probability greater than or equal to a. The expiration of the a-timer is treated by the algorithm as 
a topological change requiring the node to re-evaluate the (a, t) criteria with respect to its cluster. 
Again it has two variations; one assumes the use of CH and other does not. In the first case, each 
cluster contains one leader or parent node and zero or more children nodes which can 
asynchronously join, leave, or create clusters. The basic idea in this case is that a node without a 
cluster affiliation can join a cluster subject to the requirement that it can establish a path to the 
parent of the cluster that meets a lower bound on the probability of availability over a specified 
interval of time. In the second variant, since there is no CH involved, the primary objective of an 
activating node is to discover an adjacent node and join its cluster. In order to accomplish this, it 
must be able to obtain topology information for the cluster from its neighbour and execute its 
routing algorithm to determine the (a, t) availability of all the destination nodes in that cluster. 
The source node can join a cluster if and only if all the destinations are reachable via (a, t) paths. 
Such a cluster is referred to as a feasible cluster. In both cases, in the event of any node being 
unable to find a feasible cluster to join, it will create its own cluster - referred to as orphan cluster 
- and wait for another opportunity to cluster with other nodes. Hence, the determination and 
prediction of accurate values for the parameters a and t is more important in the clustering 
process, as their accuracies govern the performance improvement of this clustering mechanism 
and its associated routing approach. 
In this model, it is considered that a link is an active link between two mobile nodes at time ti + to 
(to > 0) given that there is an active link between them at time ti. In this case there is an ambiguity 
as to how bigger to, and also it does not consider the events that might have taken place in the time 
period to. If this time period is too big, the clustering process will take longer to converge, while 
on the other hand if it is too small, the resulting clusters will not be effective. Ignoring the effects 
of shadowing, fading and interference losses, there will be two cases for this to happen: first when 
both mobile nodes are physically stationary, and secondly when their relative velocities with 
respect to each other are infinitesimally small (ideally zero). The latter case is problematic, if a 
cluster together with CH travels along an existing cluster area. In this case, it will pose danger and 
interference to an existing cluster in the area along which it travels. Also it is very difficult to 
perform mobility management or routing. In this scheme, there is a zero overlap between adjacent 
clusters and hence there will not be "gateway" nodes - this aspect may affect inter-cluster routing. 
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3.2.1.8 Mobility-Based Metric for Clustering (MOBIC) 
The basic tenet on which MOBIC [47] is built on is that any clustering process in MANETS 
should take into account the mobility of individual nodes with respect to their neighbouring 
nodes. In this algorithm, in order to model mobility, it is argued that the signal power detected at 
the receiving node is indicative of the distance between the transmitting and receiving node pairs. 
In ideal free space conditions, the received power (RP) and transmitted power (TP) are related to 
the square of the physical distance (d) between the transmitter-receiver pair as follows: 
Received Power 1 
Transmitted Power wd23.1 
In real life, owing to the difficulties in measuring the exact distance between node pairs, a good 
knowledge about the relative mobility between a given node-pair can be obtained from the ratio of 
received signal power between two successive packet transmissions made between each other. 
Based on this fact, a relative mobility metricM71(X), at a node Y with respect to X is defined as 
follows: 
RP" 
MY 1(X) =101oglo äýY RPx-ºr 3.2 
Based on equation (3.2), a negative value of the relative mobility metric (i. e., when MY `(X) < 
0) between any two nodes will indicate that the two nodes are moving away with respect to each 
other. On the other hand, a positive value indicates that the nodes are moving closer to each other. 
For a node with m number of neighbours, there will exist m such values for Mp The decision 
value is determined by aggregating such local mobility values (My) at any node Y and then by 
calculating the variance (with respect to 0) of the entire set of relative mobility samples 
MT ' (X, ), where X, is a neighbour of Y, as follows: 
My = var'o 
{Myer (X )}m = F3 
[(MY !)2 
3.3 
The rationale behind this calculation is that a low value of My indicates that Y is relatively less 
mobile with respect to its neighbours. On the other hand, a high value of My indicates that Y is 
highly mobile with respect to its neighbours. The node that has the lowest value for Mý, when 
compared to its neighbours, is favoured for becoming the CH. 
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In MOBIC, the relative mobility metric is determined based on the received power level. 
However, the channel conditions vary all the time, and hence, this algorithm's accuracy depends 
heavily on how well a channel is modelled - which is difficult in practice. 
3.3 Research Motivation 
Clustering in mobile ad hoc is adopted mainly for localising the topology updates and for 
scalability reasons. However, we need to understand that such a process should not lead to 
increased control overhead. In order to achieve this, we need to make sure that maintaining cluster 
stability amidst nodes' random mobility patterns is paramount. Hence, for any clustering 
mechanism in mobile ad hoc networks to work economically and efficiently, it needs to consider 
node-mobility. In a MANET that uses cluster-based services, network performance metrics such 
as throughput and delay are tightly coupled with the frequency of cluster reorganisation. 
Therefore, stable cluster formation is essential for scalable routing and even for better QoS. It 
should be achieved at minimal communication overhead and computational complexity. 
Consequently, in a highly dynamic environment, the algorithm should be distributed, operate 
asynchronously, and require minimal coordination among the nodes. Now let us explore each 
related work reviewed under section 3.3 in terms of its ability to create stable clusters while being 
mobility-adaptive. 
While many clustering techniques with CH selection have been proposed in the literature, almost 
none of them consider node mobility as a criterion in the clustering process effectively 
[42][45][48][50][54][91][93][94]. As a result, they fail to guarantee a stable cluster formation. 
The most popular clustering approaches in the literature are the lowest identifier (Lowest-ID) and 
maximum-connectivity [45][48][94]. But these two, along with others, do not provide a 
quantitative measure of cluster stability. In the former, a highly mobile lowest ID CH will cause 
severe re-clustering; in addition, if this CH moves into another region it may unnecessarily 
replace an existing CH, causing transient instability. In the latter, depending on node movement 
and traffic characteristics, the criterion values used in the election process can keep on varying, 
and hence may also result in instability. This is also the case in the Lowest Distance Value (LDV) 
and the Highest In-Cluster Traffic (ICT) approaches [54]. Another scheme referred to as (cc, t)- 
clustering focuses on mathematical characterisation of the probability of link and path availability 
as a function of a random walk based mobility model [44]. In the latter, it is considered that a link 
is active between two MNs at time tj + to (t, > 0) given that there is an active link between them 
at time to. This scheme leads to ambiguity as to how big tj is and also it does not consider events 
that might have happened in the interval (t1- to). A clustering scheme based on a mobility-metric 
is proposed in [47]. Since this bases the CH selection criteria on received power measurements, its 
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accuracy depends heavily on how well a varying channel condition is modelled and, as such, it is 
not optimal. 
Our strategy differs from other similar approaches in two important aspects: a cluster head is 
elected based on spatial-associativeness, and it is based on the introduction of geographically- 
oriented virtual-clusters. Location information may be obtained using the Global Positioning 
System (GPS), or a self-positioning algorithm as specified in [95]. Our leader election heuristic 
takes the importance of cluster stability into consideration, and tries to elect stable cluster heads 
and thus form stable clusters. Having taken into account the common deficiencies of other 
approaches, our algorithm selects a MN as CH, if it satisfies the following criteria: i) it has the 
highest spatial-associativity with respect to a specific virtual-cluster, in comparison to other MNs 
within the same cluster (see equation (3.7) below), and ii) it has the minimum distance from the 
respective virtual-cluster centre (VCC). The first requirement tries to ensure that a highly mobile 
MN is not elected as a CH. The second is to ensure that by being located very close to a VCC, the 
CH can have a uniform coverage over a specific virtual-cluster. This in turn ensures that in 
subsequent CH changes, the area covered would not be impaired. Our approach is motivated by 
the fact that in MANETs link bandwidth and MN transmission power are scarce, and any 
effective solution should take this into account and try to conserve them [3]. However, effective 
routing requires each MN to have up-to-date information on network topology, while keeping the 
control or signalling overhead as low as possible. In order to achieve a compromise between these 
two, accurate intelligent prediction of future state is necessary for the network control algorithms 
to keep pace with rapid and frequent state changes [48][58][59][60]. Hence, we propose a scalable 
mobility prediction scheme based on the physical associative nature of node with respect to its 
virtual-cluster. 
As mentioned before, since mobility of nodes is the main cause of uncertainty in MANETS, our 
strategy considers mobility as the main criterion in the cluster head election process [44][47]. For 
this purpose, our CH election heuristic makes use of the concept of spatial-associativeness of a 
specific mobile node with respect to a particular virtual-cluster. The concept of associativity was 
proposed and used as a routing metric for link reliability in [96]. In this work, the associativity. 
concept is used to reflect the degree of association stability between two mobile nodes over time 
and space. Nodes measure the connection stability by actively generating periodic beacons to 
signify their existence. In our scheme, however, every node tries to measure its spatial- 
associativity with respect to a specific virtual-cluster - as opposed to another node - by passively 
monitoring its presence in that cluster. It does not, however, involve periodic beacon 
transmissions. The CH election heuristic elects a node that has the highest associativity with 
respect to a specific virtual-cluster as the CH, as it will be explained in section 3.4. With this 
technique, stable clusters are formed, and as a result the frequency of cluster re-organisation is 
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minimal. This in turn conserves scarce bandwidth and battery energy. Also, stability is an 
important issue, since frequent cluster head changes adversely affect the performance of other 
protocols such as scheduling, routing and resource allocation that rely on it. The key objectives of 
our strategy are to achieve stable cluster topology with minimal communications overhead, and to 
operate asynchronously in a distributed manner. In our proposal, CH does not take any extra 
workload, as it will otherwise become the bottleneck of the network [41][44]. This clustering 
technique allows only a set of nodes (dominating-set) to handle the routing related information 
exchange in MANETs, and brings in a number of benefits as stated in [44][91][92][93]. 
The next section proposes a novel way of dynamically organising mobile nodes into clusters, and 
then electing a dominating-set (a set of cluster heads (CHs)) in a multihop large-scale MANET 
environment. 
3.4 The Proposed Clustering Framework 
The model to be presented has the following key ingredients: i) the concept of virtual-clusters, ii) 
mobility prediction based on the concept of associativity, iii) clustering algorithm and protocol. 
3.4.1 The Concept of Virtual-clusters 
a b c 
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Figure 3-2: Concept of a Virtual-Cluster. 
In order to make our mobility prediction viable, and our clustering and routing mechanisms 
scalable, we introduce the notion of virtual-clusters. The idea is that a geographical area (or even 
the whole earth) is divided into equal regions of circular shape in a systematic way so that each 
mobile node can determine the circle it resides in if location information is known. The virtual- 
cluster is ideally a circular region centred on a virtual-cluster centre (VCC) as depicted in Figure 
3-2. These VCCs are associated to a particular region in such a way that the resulting virtual- 
clusters are nearly overlapping. These circle area regions are our virtual clusters; a virtual-cluster 
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becomes an actual cluster if MNs exist in it. Unlike in other clustering scheme discussed in 
section 3.2, in our approach each virtual-cluster is supposed to have a unique identifier based on 
the geographic location, which can be calculated using a publicly known hash-function [2]. It is 
necessary that each virtual-cluster have a unique identifier for our concept of associativeness (and 
thus mobility prediction) to work in a scalable way. Each MN is supposed to have a complete 
picture of the locations of VCCs. This information can be either embedded into a mobile node 
either at the time of manufacture or any mobile node may grab such information by accessing a 
common location service [78]. In our context, each VCC is assumed to be away from each other 
by a fixed distance (which is not exactly true due to the earth's spherical shape), which is here 
taken as twice the maximum transmission range of an average mobile node. 
3.4.2 Associativity-Based Clustering Protocol and Algorithm 
Our clustering process does not involve any extra control signalling; instead, periodic HELLO 
dissemination - as in other similar approaches - is enough [29][44][93][94]. This clustering is to 
facilitate electing a dominating-set (CHs). In order to maintain stable clusters, a new associativity- 
based criterion is used to elect CHs [96]. Accordingly in our clustering scheme, a node is elected 
as a cluster head if it has the highest associativity-state with respect to its present virtual-cluster, 
and stays very nearer to its virtual-cluster-centre (VCC), when compared to other nodes in the 
same cluster. This implies a period of spatial, temporal, and connection stability. For this purpose, 
each MN periodically monitors its current speed, and whenever its speed is zero, it will start 
measuring its "associativity". This is because after an unstable migration period, there exists a 
period of stability, where a mobile node will spend some "dormant time, or "residence-time" 
within the virtual-cluster before it starts moving again [96]. 
When a MN is stationary, it passively measures its associativity with respect to a particular 
virtual-cluster by periodic "ticks" that takes place every ASSOCIATIVITY-TICK-PERIOD. 
This process does not however involve any transmission at all. In this way, any node X within the 
k`h virtual-cluster that has its total number of ticks (ne) greater than AhY, hld, will exhibit higher 
degree of "associativeness", and hence have greater "dormant time". If, however, the speed of the 
MN is monitored to be greater than pmf(a system parameter), its number of ticks will be made to 
zero. The heuristic that is used by our clustering scheme is given by equation (3.7). Any node X 
determines the criterion value (ll ) in 1t" cluster by calculating the following: 
f Each MN has to calculate its distance from the centre (VCC) of a particular virtual- 
cluster. Assuming node X, whose location co-ordinates at time t are (x(. ), yk(t)), in the 
kt' virtual-cluster, whose centre's Cartesian co-ordinates are (xk, yck), its distance at time t 
can be calculated by: 
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dxk(t) = 
V(Xk(t)_Xd2 
+(y (O -yck)2 3.4 
f Each MN is supposed to store the "residence-time" or "dormant- time" in the last m 
number of clusters it has visited. This is basically the time period from the instance at 
which the MN's velocity is zero within a particular virtual-cluster and the instance at 
which it is more than u7y. Then the mean "dormant-time" in terms of number of "ticks" 
(N111eanx ) is calculated as follows. Assuming that the "dormant-time" of node X in thefh 
virtual-cluster is Ri, . Then node X's mean "dormant-time" (R111eas) 
is determined by 
considering its "dormant-times" in the last m number of virtual-cluster as given by 
equation (3.5). Then the mean "dormant-time" in terms of number of "ticks" is derived 
from equation (3.6). With this, the clustering criterion value (4) for node X in virtual- 
clusterj is determined from equation (3.7): 
2RX, 
=1 J Rmeanx = 
m 
R, 
«X N'"e°"X - ASSOCIATI VITY TICK PERIOD 
Nmeann 
- %ixl 
d4 (t) 
A'. anx - %isl 
drain 
d4 (t) 
1 
dmjn 
Vd4(t): # O, n4 :# 0 
Vd, (t)=0, n, ß #0 
Vdv (t) # 0, n4 =0 
`ddj (t) = 0, n,. =0 
3.5 
3.6 
3.7 
Accordingly, any node X that has the highest value for the clustering criterion . is elected 
in 
either a centralised way or a distributed way depending on whether the present CH is available or 
not respectively - as will be explained later. The formula, given by equation (3.7), tries to ensure 
that the resulting clusters are more stable, and have uniform coverage by the respective CHs. If 
the CH lies very nearer to a VCC, it can have a uniform coverage, and hence ensures that all 
member nodes of a virtual-cluster are connected to this CH directly or via k-hops, where k is 
bounded by D/(2R), and D is the diameter of the virtual-cluster, RTx is the transmission radius 
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of a node (the value for D is chosen such that D-07x). P is proportional to expected "residence- 
time" or "dormant-time", and inversely proportional to distance from respective VCC. The system 
parameter dam;  (o 0) is the minimum value that d t(t) can take. 
Nodes run the CH election heuristic asynchronously; due to the large number of nodes involved, it 
is desirable to let the nodes operate asynchronously. With this the clock synchronisation cost is 
avoided. Each HELLO message, periodically broadcast by the CH - say every 
CH HELLO INTERVAL - carries the ID of the virtual-cluster (VID) it covers, the VCC, the 
cluster's radius and the neighbour-table, the latter being the set of cluster members [50]. 
Whenever a new MN receives this message from a CH, it can send a JOIN message immediately, 
if it is within the vinual-cluster. The new MN includes in the JOIN message its heuristic value (as 
given by equation (3.7)) with respect to its current virtual-cluster k, and its location information. 
Whenever a CH receives a JOIN message, it checks first if the MN is within its virtual-cluster. If 
it is, the CH includes it in the cluster, and appends its information to the neighbour-table. If, on 
the other hand, the MN is not within the virtual-cluster, it will simply not be included. In either 
case, the MN has to wait for at least the next two successive CH HELLO INTERVAL periods to 
check whether it has been included. If not, it has to re-transmit the JOIN message. From the 
periodic neighbour-table that a CH broadcasts, each member of a cluster can build its own 
neighbour-table. A MN can be a member of up to four maximum adjacent virtual-clusters. This 
specific MN would then behave as gateway or forwarder between those clusters [48][50][93][94]. 
Having become a member, each MN within a particular virtual-cluster is supposed to disseminate 
a HELLO message to its respective CH periodically - say every MN HELLO INTERVAL, 
where MN HELLO INTERVAL > CH HELLO INTERVAL. In the HELLO message, each 
member specifies whether it is acting as a gateway or as an ordinary node. These control 
messages are relayed by intermediate MNs only within the virtual-cluster. On the other hand, 
periodic HELLO messages by CHs are unicast by gateways between CHs of adjacent virtual- 
clusters to an extent that can be limited for scalability. This is to enable CHs to get the topology 
information of adjacent clusters. 
The unique aspect of our protocol is that, whenever a present CH knows that it is going to leave 
the virtual-cluster it is currently serving, it will select a member node that has the highest value 
for the criterion value as its successor, and inform about it to the cluster members through the 
SUCCESSOR packet. It will also select two assistant (deputy) CHs for reliability purposes - again 
based on fl-values. As soon as the new CH receives the SUCCESSOR packet from the outgoing 
CH (old), it will assume its status as the new primary CH and so will the two assistants. In this 
case, the CH is elected in a centralised manner. The present CH can decide that it is going to leave 
the cluster, when its monitored speed at a moment exceeds Pm. If, on the other hand, there is no 
CH in a specific virtual-cluster, because of abrupt failure or error in associativity-based 
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prediction, the cluster head election heuristic is executed in a more distributed way as follows. 
Accordingly, whenever the first assistant CH sees that it has not received a HELLO message from 
the primary CH during the last two consecutive CH HELLO INTERVAL periods, it will take 
over as the primary CH informing its deputy as its first assistant CH. If, however, the second 
assistant has not received any HELLO message either from the primary or first assistant during the 
last four consecutive CH HELLO INTERVAL periods, it will assume duty as the primary CH. In 
case an ordinary MN notices no HELLO message from any CH during six consecutive 
CH HELLO INTERVAL periods, the first MN to notice this will assume duty as the temporary 
CH, and it will immediately trigger the CH changeover event by broadcasting "CH Changeover 
Event" message. On seeing this event, each node calculates it current heurist-value within the 
present virtual-cluster and disseminate such information through HELLO packets. Accordingly, 
each MN will become aware of other MNs' 0-values. Each MN then compares its own value with 
that of each MN of the same virtual-cluster, and one that has the highest value for 0 will be 
elected as the new primary CH. Deputy CH election will follow and this information will be 
broadcast through a SUCCESSOR message. The new CH will then start broadcasting HELLO 
message as usual. 
In this algorithm, if more than two MNs have the same value for the CH election criterion, i2, the 
one with the lowest ID will be selected as the new CH. In other words, ties are broken by node id. 
Unlike in any other clustering algorithm, our algorithm has another unique feature in that 
whenever a CH leaves the virtual-cluster it has served, it will loose its CH status. In this way this 
algorithm ensures that no other visiting MN can challenge an existing CH within a particular 
virtual-cluster, and thus causing transient instability. All aspects of our strategy ensure that stable 
CHs are elected, and thus stable clustering is resulted in. This clustering scheme is thus fully 
distributed, where all the nodes share the same responsibility and act as CHs depending on the 
circumstances. 
Thus, the associativity-based clustering algorithm and protocol possesses the following three 
properties: 
Property 3.1: coverage of clustering - Let the ad hoc network be represented as an undirected 
graph G= (V, E), where V is the set of nodes in the graph, and E is the set of edges in the graph 
Let I Vj be the cardinality of the set of nodes V, and H denote the set of all the virtual-clusters 
located within the considered geographical area. The clustering ensures that the union of all 
clusters H, EH is upper bounded by I M. 
i. e., 
Y 
'viii s 
IVI 3.8 
/EIHI 
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Property 3.2: Cluster Overlapping - In the ad hoc network modelled as above, the intersection of 
any pair of clusters H, eH and Hj eH must be non-empty. 
i. e., 
H, n H, # (D 3.9 
Property 3.3: Unique identity of virtual-clusters - Each virtual-cluster in the considered domain 
has a unique virtual-cluster-identifier (VID) which can be derived by applying a well known 
hash-function related to the geographical position of that cluster. 
hf (Position of VCC) -+ Virtual-cluster-identifier (VID) 3.10 
3.4.3 Evaluation of the Proposed Clustering Framework through Simulation 
Parameter Value 
Speed Range 0- 10 ms . 
Transmission Range 71 m 
Radius of a Virtual-Cluster 142 m 
MAC protocol IEEE 802.11 
Simulation time 300 S 
ASSOCIATIVITY TICK PERIOD 0.1 S 
HELLO INTERVAL by a CH 3S 
HELLO INTERVAL by a non-CH 6S 
Table 3-1: Important Simulation Parameters. 
The scalability of our clustering protocol is assessed in terms of i) increasing node-count, ii) 
increasing average node-density, and iii) increasing average node speed. We chose Lowest-ID, 
maximum-connectivity (Max-Connect), LDV algorithms - the most popular clustering protocols 
found in the literature - in our attempt to compare the performance of our strategy. For this 
purpose, we implemented our algorithm along with the other three in G1oMoSim [62]. The 
distance between any two VCCs in our scheme is 200m, and the diameter (D) of a virtual-cluster 
is 284m. Each node moves using a random waypoint model, with a constant speed chosen 
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uniformly between zero and maximum speed, which is here taken as 10 ms-1. The pause time 
takes a value that is exponentially distributed with mean 30 seconds. Each scenario was run for a 
time of 300 simulated seconds. Lowest-ID, LDV, and maximum-connectivity clustering 
algorithms form 2-hop clusters. Since it was necessary to ensure that clusters formed by all the 
schemes cover approximately equal area, the transmission range of each MN is set to 71m. The 
link capacity takes a value of 2 Mbps. The important simulation parameters are listed in Table 
3-1. The simulation work attempts to compare the performance of our clustering algorithm with 
the Lowest-ID, maximum-connectivity, LDV clustering algorithms, in terms of the stability of 
clusters formed and control cost incurred. The cluster instability is measured by determining the 
number of times each MN either attempts to become a CH or gives up its role as a CH. 
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Figure 3-3: Cluster (In)Stability as a function of Number of Increasing Node-count. 
In the first-set of simulations, the scalability of the clustering protocols is measured in terms of 
increasing node-count. In order to properly see the effect of increasing network nodes on the 
clustering algorithms, the terrain-area is also increased with an increase in the number of nodes, 
so that the average node-density is kept constant in this set of simulations. The number of nodes 
in this case is varied from 25,100,225,400 and 625. The terrain-area size is varied such that the 
average node degree remains the same and accordingly 200X200 m2,400X400 m2,600X600 m2, 
800X800 m2 and 1000X1000 m2 are selected for each scenario. Figure 3-3 shows the frequency of 
CH changes by each MN, and hence measures the (in)stability associated with each clustering 
algorithm as a function of increasing number of nodes. (The lower the frequency of CH changes, 
the more stable the cluster is). As it can be seen from Figure 3-3, our clustering algorithm leads to 
more stable cluster formation. The average number of CH changes, which occurred per 100s, 
increases in the other three algorithms with the number of MNs. On the other hand, in the case of 
our clustering algorithm this increase is lower. Figure 3-4 tries to compare the Lowest-ID, 
maximum-connectivity, LDV and our clustering algorithms in terms of the control cost incurred 
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per node in kilo bytes, when the number of node increases. As it can be seen from Figure 3-4, the 
control cost incurred per node in all the schemes tends to increase with increasing number of 
nodes. But in our scheme this increase is very small, and lower than those of the other three 
schemes. 
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Figure 3-0: Average Control Cost Incurred per Node as a function of Increasing Number of Node- 
count. 
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Figure 3-5: Cluster (In)Stability as a function of increasing number of node-density. 
In the second-set of simulations, the scalability is measured in terms of increasing average node- 
density. In this case, the terrain-area is kept constant at I000X1000 m2, while the number of nodes 
in the given area is increased. The measure of clustering stability as a function of increasing node- 
density is shown in Figure 3-5. In all the four schemes, the cluster stability is very low when there 
is lower node-density. This can be due to the reason that when the node-degree is low, improper 
nodes are elected as cluster heads and as a result moving nodes may create transient instability. 
However, when the node-degree is moderate, all the clustering protocols try to converge quickly 
with the selection of proper heads. On the other hand, when the network becomes denser, the 
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clustering algorithms take longer time to converge due to increased control traffic, and hence this 
affects clustering stability. However, in our strategy, since the CH election heuristic takes 
associativity, and thus mobility, into consideration, only stable nodes are elected as CHs, and 
hence results in improved cluster stability. In addition, in our strategy, there is a limit for the 
number of messages sent between nodes, and it is bounded by e(D/2RT). This is due to the 
reason that our CH election heuristic ensures a node that lies very nearer to a virtual-cluster- 
centre (VCC) to be elected as a CH with high probability. This condition ensures that any node is 
away from its respective CH by only a maximum of D/2RTx- hops, and hence the number of 
messages sent from each node is limited to a multiple of D/2RTX in most cases. Messages are 
relayed by intermediate nodes only if they originate from the same virtual-cluster (i. e., relaying is 
spatially limited). Furthermore, unlike in other schemes, there is a control over the number of 
cluster heads elected in our scheme, and it is proportional to the number of virtual-clusters that we 
have in a given area. All these desirable features prevent arbitrary improper nodes to become CHs 
in our scheme, and thus help to improve cluster stability. 
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Figure 3-6: Average Control Cost Incurred per Node as a function of Increasing Node-density. 
Figure 3-6 shows the clustering cost incurred by a node when the node-density increases. As it 
can be seen, when the network is sparsely-connected, the average control cost incurred by a node 
tends to be high in all the four schemes. However it tends to decrease as the network becomes 
denser. While this control cost continues to decrease in our scheme, the same is not expected in 
the other three schemes. Instead, the control cost starts increasing after the node-density has 
reached a specific value (425 nodes per square km) in the network considered. The reason for this 
behaviour is again same as the one given for Figure 3-5. 
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Figure 3-8: Cluster (In)Stability as a function of increasing Pause-time. 
Figure 3-7 and Figure 3-8 show the stability and scalability improvement of our strategy in terms 
of node-mobility. In the case of Figure 3-7, the pause-time is exponentially distributed with mean 
value of 30 seconds, while the maximum speed of a mobile node is increased from 0 to 28 ms-1. 
As it can be seen from Figure 3-7, although the stability is impaired by increasing node speed, the 
extent to which it is affected is very low in our scheme. Figure 3-8 again tries to measure the 
stability of all four schemes in terms of node-mobility. However, in this case, the maximum speed 
of a node is kept constant at 10 ms', while the pause-time is increased from 0 to 300 seconds 
(exponentially distributed). As the pause-time increases, the stability of a cluster being formed in 
each scheme tends to increase in all four approaches; however the stability improvement is much 
higher as far as our scheme is concerned. 
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3.5 Chapter Summary 
The objective of this chapter is to explore how the adoption of clustering can contribute to the 
design of a scalable routing protocol in mobile ad hoc networks. Although this is to effectively 
manage the trade-off between optimality and efficiency of routing protocol, its importance has not 
necessarily been felt in this chapter, as the description on the design of scalable routing protocol 
for MANETs is deferred until the next chapter. However, the present chapter initially identified a 
general research motivation that justifies the research being undertaken in the field of clustering 
for MANETs. With this motive, it reviewed the emerging field of clustering in mobile ad hoc 
networks. After having reviewed the important related works appearing in the literature in section 
3.2, it identified the deficiencies of such approaches. Because of the shortcomings of related work 
as identified, the need to put an effort to devise an effective clustering algorithm and protocol was 
justified in section 3.2. Section 3.4 later presented the design and performance of our novel 
clustering scheme known as associativity-based clustering algorithm and protocol. 
Our clustering scheme is different from similar approaches in that ours' is geographically- 
oriented. To facilitate this, we introduced the virtual-cluster concept. This way of associating 
dynamic clusters to geographic locations results in the following benefits: i) It makes the task of 
mobility management easy, ii) We can predict a specific mobile node's future positions and 
packets can be forwarded continuously, iii) The identity of a cluster will not change in subsequent 
CH changeovers, iv) CH changeover is not frequent, and cluster set up time is minimal. We have 
demonstrated that this clustering scheme results in more stable clusters while incurring less 
control cost than those of other well-known schemes. The recent availability of small inexpensive 
low-power GPS receivers and techniques for finding relative coordinates based on signal strength, 
and the need for the design of power-efficient and scalable networks provided justification for 
applying location-based clustering in mobile ad hoc networks. A possible direction for further 
research would be to explore how context information can be used in the design of a scalable 
clustering mechanism that can facilitate even more stable cluster formation. 
In the next chapter we will use our clustering scheme to realise a more scalable location-service 
[78]. In this location-service, we use our CH election heuristic to identify a dominating-set (CHs) 
that performs periodic location-updates on behalf of others. This way of enabling only a set of 
nodes to handle location-updates minimises inevitable superfluous flooding by every node, and 
hence leads to less signalling traffic when compared to that of other existing location-service 
schemes. 
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Chapter 4. Scalable Routing 
Chapter 4 
4 Scalable Routing 
This chapter delves into the problem of devising a scalable routing mechanism for mobile ad hoc 
networks. The objective of this chapter is to provide a fundamental explanation of what scalability 
depends on and how it is affected by various factors. Our evaluation considers the impact of 
network-size, network-density, traffic intensity and node-mobility on routing protocols 
performance as well as on the relevant control cost. This chapter is organised as follows. As 
adopted in the previous chapters, section 4.1 explores why routing is difficult in multihop mobile 
ad hoc networks and identifies the reasons for it to be efficient and scalable. This is followed by 
an elaborate review of the state of the art in the field of ad hoc routing in section 4.2. Section 4.3 
provides the general motivation behind our strategy in the form of pinpointing the deficiencies 
and shortcomings of other similar approaches. Section 4.4 elaborates the design of our proposed 
routing mechanism while section 4.5 presents a comprehensive performance analysis, which 
provides a deep insight of scalability. Section 4.6 provides the chapter summary. 
4.1 Introduction 
Since each node in mobile ad hoc networks has a limited wireless transmission range, in order to 
communicate with nodes outsides its transmission range, it needs to enlist the aid of its nearby 
nodes in forwarding packets to the destination. Hence a routing protocol for ad hoc networks is a 
protocol will execute on every node and is therefore subject to the limit of the resources at each 
mobile node. In multihop mobile ad hoc networks, the routing protocol is the key to efficient 
operation, and this chapter considers the problem of routing in such networks of large-scale 
[26][27][100][102]. However, the design of a scalable, effective and efficient routing protocol in 
MANETs is extremely challenging because of node-mobility, limited battery energy, 
unpredictable behaviour of radio channels, and time-varying bandwidth as discussed in chapters 1 
and 4 [97]. The absence of fixed infrastructure means that the mobile nodes (MNs) communicate 
directly with one another in a peer-to-peer fashion and require routing over multihop wireless 
paths. The main difficulty arises from the fact that multihop paths consist mainly of wireless links 
whose endpoints are likely to be moving independently of one another. Consequently, node 
mobility causes the frequent failure and re-activation of links, effecting a reaction from the 
network's routing algorithm to the changes in topology, thus increasing network control traffic 
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and contributing to congestion. This routing task becomes extremely challenging when the 
network grows in size, and when two problems such as increasing node-density and large number 
of nodes have to be tackled. High node-density, where a node is within a radio-range of a large 
number of neighbours, often leads to superfluous forwarding of routing-related control traffic, and 
large network size necessitates the maintenance of large routing tables. These two features are 
interrelated, and often affect the routing protocol scalability. As a result, scalability issues in ad 
hoc networks have attracted increasing attention [97][98][100][102]. 
An important question that can arise intuitively in anybody's mind is as to which routing protocol 
scales best. The obvious answer is not straightforward, as it depends on several factors. For 
instance, a routing protocol that scales better with network-size does not necessarily perform 
better with increasing node-mobility. Although there have been activities in the research 
community to study the scalability feature of different routing protocols, most of them are limited 
in scope to specific scenarios. Therefore, we need to perform a proper analysis considering 
several factors and identifying trade-offs between different limiting parameters (extremes). This 
helps us to devise a single routing mechanism that scales with almost all the important metrics 
that are relevant to mobile ad hoc networks. 
As it will be seen succinctly, a considerable body of work has addressed general routing in 
MANETs - but only few works have attempted to address scalability of new routing protocol 
proposals in terms of number of important parameters. Since it has been widely recognised that a 
routing protocol that makes use of locations of participating nodes leads to better scalability 
[78][98][99][101][102][107][108], we try to exploit this in our attempt to devise a scalable 
routing protocol. This chapter thus deals with the problem of designing a location-update scheme 
in a scalable way to provide accurate destination information in order to enable efficient scalable 
routing in mobile ad hoc networks. Although this chapter mainly addresses a specific class of 
MANET routing protocol that makes use of location information in packet forwarding, the next 
section provides a basic introduction to all classes of routing protocols and their common 
deficiencies. 
4.2 State of the Art - Ad Hoc Routing Protocols 
Given that there exists a vast amount of routing protocol proposals for mobile ad hoc networks, it 
is nearly impossible to cover every single routing mechanism with minute details. Hence, this 
section provides a basic overview of main classes of MANET routing protocols with much 
emphasis given to key mechanisms of each class. In other words, it defines a taxonomy that is 
suitable for examining a wide variety of protocols in a structured way and exploring the 
scalability and performance issues associated with various key design choices. However, in order 
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to judge the merits of a routing protocol, one needs metrics - both qualitative and quantitative - in 
order to measure its suitability and performance. For instance, performance encompasses 
effectiveness, efficiency and route properties. It is hence appropriate to specify and define the 
important metrics before we move on to providing the basic operational features and meaningful 
comparisons between different MANET routing protocols [100][104]. 
4.2.1 Important Metrics 
Although the following definitions can be applied to a broad category of protocols and algorithms 
in nature, these are defined here in the context of MANET routing protocols. 
Definition 4.1: Scalability: it is the ability of a network to support the increase of its limiting 
parameters [100]. 
The limiting parameters of a network are parameters such as network-size, network-density, node- 
mobility, traffic-rate etc., whose increase causes the network performance to degrade. 
Definition 4.2: Routing Effectiveness: it measures the reliability of a particular protocol with 
which a given source node obtains routing information for the desired destination [104]. 
Definition 4.2: Routing Efficiency: it refers to the resource consumption required to obtain 
effective routing information [104]. 
The resource consumption in wireless networks is often associated with such scarce resources as 
bandwidth and energy. Although this chapter does not pay much attention to measuring the 
absolute consumption rates of these two resources, they are implicitly measured in terms of 
achievable network-wide normalised throughput and average end-to-end delays. Higher 
throughput and bounded delays for applications within the network as a whole are possible if 
protocols take measures to conserve these resources. More elaborate explanation on this will be 
given in the performance analysis section. 
Route properties in fixed networks in general and mobile networks in particular include route- 
optimality, route-stability, route-latency and route-diversity. Route-optimality, for example 
shortest-path routes, may be either a primary or a secondary objective in MANETs depending on 
the type of traffic. Route-stability in MANETs is related to the random mobility patterns of nodes, 
and hence relates to how long a found route will be available. (Detailed definitions for these two 
metrics are given in chapter 7, where we deal with routing algorithms). Route-latency refers to the 
time a routing mechanism takes for a given source to obtain initial routing information for its 
desired destination. Route-diversity relates to the fallback feature of a routing mechanism, and it 
means whether disjoint paths are maintained either partially or completely for a same flow or a 
given source-destination pair. 
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The following is a list of desirable qualitative properties of MANET routing protocols: 
i). Distributed operation - this is an essential property. 
ii). Loop-freedom - this is to prevent packets from spinning around in the network for 
arbitrary time periods. 
iii). Demand-based operation - if this is done intelligently, it can utilise network energy and 
bandwidth resources more efficiently, at the cost of increased route discovery delay. 
iv). Proactive operation - this is the flip-side of demand-based operation. If bandwidth and 
energy resources permit, proactive operation is desirable in these contexts. 
v). Unidirectional link support - bi-directional links are typically assumed in the design of 
routing mechanisms, and many MANET routing techniques are incapable of functioning 
properly over unidirectional links. In situations where a pair of unidirectional links (in 
opposite directions) forms the only bi-directional connection between two ad hoc regions, 
the ability to make use of them is important. 
vi). Adopting a single-path strategy - for scalability reasons [101]. 
With these definitions, the next subsection reviews the state of the art in the field of MANET 
routing protocols. 
4.2.2 Taxonomy of Ad Hoc Routing Protocols 
The routing protocols appearing in the MANET literature can be classified based on several 
criteria; for instance, whether the routing protocol requires every node to behave uniformly or 
non-uniformly - in other words, whether certain nodes take main responsibilities in the routing 
process, whereas the others remain inactive with respect to the routing protocol. Classification can 
also be according to the underlying architecture or depending on when a given source acquires 
route information as it initiates a traffic flow to its destination or based on the ways the protocols 
adapt to the dynamics of the network or based on the routing information used for packet 
forwarding [23][24][25][26][61][104]. Figure 4-1 shows the basic classification of ad hoc routing 
protocols together with some well-known examples in each type. Although our classification 
makes use of a number of criteria, the main criterion on which the first classification is made is 
based on what routing information is used in the forwarding process. Based on this, the MANET 
routing protocols are broadly classified into topology-based and location-based. The topology- 
based routing protocols use the information about the links that exist in the network to perform 
packet forwarding, whereas position-based routing mechanisms require the physical geographical 
positions of the participating nodes for packet forwarding [78]. We provide below a basic 
description of each category together with well-known examples of each type. As it can be seen 
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later, certain routing protocols adopt complex strategies such that they may appear to belong to a 
mixture of different categories. 
DSDV, OLSR 11 1 AODV, DSR 
FSR 
ng 
Routing 
HSR, CGRP 
ZRP 
Routing 
LAR, DREAM 
GPSR 
Figure 4-1: Taxonomy of Mobile Ad Hoc Routing Protocols. 
4.2.2.1 Topology-based MANET Routing Protocols 
In the case of topology-based routing protocols, the first major classification is made according to 
the structure of the routing protocol [61]. Accordingly, MANET routing protocols in this category 
are further divided into flat and hierarchical routing approaches. Flat routing approaches adopt a 
flat addressing scheme. Each node participating in routing process plays an equal role - and hence 
this classification is synonymous to "uniform" category as described in [ 104]. Under this, further 
categorisation is possible based on the ways routing protocols adapt to the dynamics of the 
network: proactive or table-driven protocols, and reactive or on-demand protocols. Pro-active 
routing protocols attempt to maintain consistent, up-to-date routing information from each node to 
every other node in the network. These protocols require each node to maintain one or more tables 
to store routing information, and they respond to changes in network topology by propagating 
updates throughout the network in order to maintain a consistent view. The areas in which they 
differ are the number of necessary routing-related tables and the methods by which changes in 
network structure are broadcast. This class of protocols have many desirable properties, especially 
for applications including real-time communications and QoS guarantees, such as low-latency 
route access (i. e., route-latency is low) and alternate QoS path support (route-diversity). 
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In general, the main drawback of this technique is that there are routing updates even when they 
are not needed. This leads to wastage of scarce channel bandwidth and battery power. It has poor 
route effectiveness and efficiency, as flooding may not work well in MANETS due to the presence 
of hidden- and exposed-node problems, and due to the inadequate bandwidth availability it may 
take long to converge. As a result, route-effectiveness suffers together with route-efficiency 
because of wastage of scarce resources. However, different protocols adopt different strategies to 
address these inherent problems. The typical examples of this category are destination sequenced 
distance vector (DSDV) routing protocol [23], fisheye state routing (FSR) [28] and its variant 
hazy sighted link state (HSLS), and optimised link-state routing (OLSR) protocol [105]. 
On the other hand, a general consensus has evolved in the MANET research community that 
proactive strategies may not be economical and may not be good enough to solve the routing 
problem alone. The arguments against proactive routing are strong - periodic unnecessary 
updating wastes limited resources such as bandwidth and energy, and such broadcasts may not 
work effectively in the presence of hidden- and exposed-terminals. The natural alternative is to 
design reactive (on-demand) routing protocols. Reactive routing is the new emerging class of 
routing philosophy in the ad hoc area. It differs from conventional routing protocols in that no 
routing activities and no routing information are maintained in network nodes if there is no 
communication, thus providing a way for a scalable routing solution. However, how scalable they 
are and whether scalability is achieved at the expense of compromising route-effectiveness or 
route-efficiency or route-latency needs a clear analysis. The well-know routing protocols of this 
class are ad hoc on-demand distance vector (AODV) [29] and dynamic source routing (DSR) 
[30]. 
Given that a hierarchical routing approach has proved to be scalable in wired networks, the same 
idea has been introduced to wireless networks with the objective to achieve scalability when the 
network-size increases beyond a point where it becomes unmanageable with a conventional "flat" 
strategy. In mobile ad hoc networks, hierarchical routing is based on the idea of dynamically 
organising nodes into clusters and then assigning nodes different functionalities. We have 
discussed in chapter 3 the key clustering mechanisms that were proposed with an objective to 
design hierarchical routing. While some of the cluster-based routing approaches like CBRP adopt 
pure reactive approaches using source routing principles, there exist some cluster-based routing 
frameworks such as the (cc, t)-framework with the objective to support hybrid (mixture of 
proactive and reactive) routing techniques. Hence, the second set of clustering frameworks 
provides a basic ground for toggling between proactive and reactive routing approaches. In both 
classes of schemes, each cluster has a cluster head that assumes a special role. The classical 
example of this hybrid routing strategy (i. e., implicit hierarchical) where the routing functionality 
toggles between proactive and reactive routing approaches is Zone Routing Protocol (ZRP) [31]. 
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4.2.2.2 Location-based Routing 
The recent advances in the development and the availability of small, cheap and low-power GPS 
receivers along with the demand for the design of power-efficient and scalable mobile ad hoc 
networks provided a major impetus toward the development of the emerging class of location- 
based routing protocols [78][98][99][101][102][107]. As we have seen in the previous section, 
topology-based routing protocols are not capable of solving the scalability problems in multiple 
dimensions. Location-based routing protocols, on the other hand, eliminate some of the 
limitations of topology-based routing by using geographical locations of participating nodes in the 
forwarding process. Hence, this type of routing protocols requires information about the physical 
geographical positions of the participating nodes be available. In case of outdoors, it is possible 
through the use of GPS. On the other hand, in case of indoors, there exists a number of 
mechanisms to find relative coordinates based on signal strength or other GPS-free positioning 
mechanism as described in [95]. 
Research has shown that geographical routing can improve performance in mobile ad hoc 
networks [61]. The amount of state information that needs to be stored by nodes in this case is 
minimal, because location-based routing does not use pre-computed routes for packet forwarding. 
As a result, nodes have neither to store routing tables nor to disseminate updates to keep routing 
tables up-to-date. This technique allows nodes to be nearly stateless. It has been experimentally 
confirmed that routing protocols that do not use location information in packet forwarding process 
are not scalable [101]. Although topology-based routing protocols - as discussed in section 
4.2.2.1 - merely keep the best neighbour information on a route toward a given destination, the 
communication overhead for maintenance of up-to-date topology amidst node mobility is 
quadratic in network-size. On the other hand, location-based requires accurate knowledge of one- 
hop neighbours and rough idea about the locations of the desired destinations. The need to 
maintain only localised information in location-based routing protocols is desirable, given the 
dynamic nature of MANETS and the limited availability of resources such as bandwidth and 
battery-energy. 
In this class of routing protocols, the forwarding decision at each node is primarily based on the 
position of a packet's destination and the positions of the node's immediate one-hop neighbours. 
The position of the one-hop neighbours is typically learned through one-hop broadcasts realised 
through periodic beaconing or HELLO transmissions. Position-based routing has two important 
ingredients, i) location service, and ii) forwarding strategy. The help of a location service is 
needed in order to learn the current position of a specific node. Mobile nodes first identify their 
location-servers, and register their current position with these servers through location-update 
packets. When a node needs to know the location of a desired destination, it contacts the 
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appropriate location-server and obtains this information. A location-query packet is used by the 
querying node, and results in a location-response packet. There are three main packet forwarding 
strategies for location-based routing: greedy forwarding, restricted-directional flooding, and 
hierarchical approaches. The details of these forwarding strategies are briefly described next. 
4.2.2.2.1 Forwarding Strategies 
The greedy-mode is used when a node currently holding the message may advance it towards the 
destination. In other words, when an intermediate node receives a packet, it forwards it to a 
neighbour lying in the general direction of the destination. The greedy-mode is both efficient with 
a much reduced communication complexity of (i. e., Ort4{II) where TI is the cardinality of set of 
nodes in the network), and has been shown to nearly guarantee delivery for dense graphs, but to 
fail frequently for sparse graphs [107]. Greedy forwarding in general ensures more distributed, 
single-path, loop-free, scalable routing. Cartesian routing, random progress method, most forward 
within radius (MFR), nearest forward progress (NFP), DIR of compass routing, GEDIR, nearest 
closer and its variants are some of the forwarding strategies that were developed keeping the 
greedy-mode in mind. In the MFR strategy, a node forwards a packet to the node that makes the 
most progress towards the desired destination. On the other hand, in the case of NFP, a packet is 
forwarded to the nearest neighbour of the sender that is closer to the destination. Compass routing 
adopts a slightly different strategy in that it selects a neighbour lying closest to the logical straight 
line connecting the given source-destination pair. Considering the fact that greedy-mode may fail 
in sparse networks when reaching a "local-maximum", there has been a number of recovery 
strategies proposed in the literature. Face routing (especially the FACE-2 algorithm) and 
perimeter routing of GPSR are currently the most advanced recovery strategies employing 
unicasting [78][107][108] (there are some recovery strategies that involve flooding but we avoid 
their discussion as we are interested in scalable techniques). Face routing on a planar graph 
theoretically (i. e., in ideal conditions) could guarantee that the message would arrive at the 
destination and terminates in 6 Vl). 
In the case of restricted directional flooding, the sender forwards the packet to all one-hop 
neighbours that lie in the general direction of the desired destination. A classic example of this 
category is the location-aided routing (LAR) protocol [32]. The LAR protocol however does not 
define a location-based routing strategy, but instead exploits the location information to improve 
its route search. Since it is based on DSR, the use of location information helps it to limit the 
search for a new route to a smaller "request zone" of the ad hoc network. The expected zone is 
defined as the region in which a particular node expects another node to be at a particular time, 
provided that the former knows the speed and earlier location of the latter. The route request 
would be broadcast only within a request zone. The request zone includes the expected zone as 
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well. With LAR, the sender explicitly specifies the request zone in its route request message. A 
node would forward a route request only if it belongs to the request zone as specified in the 
request packet. This, therefore, acts as a limiting boundary on the propagation of the route request 
message. According to this scheme, if a route is not discovered within a suitable time-out period 
of the first attempt, in successive attempts the size of the request zone should gradually increase. 
Although, LAR may have improved efficiency, effectiveness and scalability when compared to 
pure DSR, its adoption of limited flooding in general is not desirable. 
Position-based hierarchical routing is very much similar to those discussed in section 4.2.2.1.2 
and chapter 4. As in any other hierarchical routing (as exemplified by (oc, t)-routing framework), 
routing within a shot-distance makes use of proactive routing whereas long distance routing 
makes use of location-based reactive routing. "Terminode" routing is a typical example of this 
category [2][78]. 
4.2.2.2.2 Location Service 
The performance of location-based routing heavily depends on how well its location service 
operates. This chapter is therefore interested in devising a scalable location service. There are four 
key location-service strategies found in the literature: Distance routing effect algorithm for 
mobility (DREAM) approach, quorum-based location-service, grid location-service (GLS), and 
home-zone based location-service -a brief description of which is provided below. 
According to the DREAM approach, each node tries to maintain location information about each 
other node in the network. This approach can be regarded as an all-for-all approach, whereby all 
nodes are involved, and every node maintains the location of all nodes. Each mobile node (MN) 
periodically floods location-updates, and uses two mechanisms to control the accuracy of its 
location information available to other nodes: i) the frequency at which it sends location-updates 
and, ii) by specifying the "scope" of a location-update [61][78]. The frequency of location- 
updates is also coupled with the mobility rate of a node. Due to the communication complexity of 
location-updates, DREAM is considered the least scalable location-service technique, and thus 
inappropriate for large-scale MANETs [78]. In the quorum-based location system, a subset of all 
mobile nodes is chosen to host location databases. A virtual backbone is then constructed between 
the nodes of the subset, using a non-location-based ad hoc routing mechanism. A MN sends its 
location-updates to the nearest backbone node, which then chooses a quorum of backbone nodes 
to host the location information. Whenever a node wants to find the location information of 
another node, the former sends a query to the nearest backbone node, which in turn contacts the 
nodes of a (usually different) quorum. The quorum-based location approach typically works as a 
some-for-some approach, with the backbone being a small subset of all available nodes and 
quorum being a small subset of the backbone nodes. This scheme, however, does not specify as to 
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how the virtual backbone nodes are selected and managed. In addition, the quorum system 
depends on a non-location-based ad hoc routing protocol for the virtual backbone, which 
increases tremendously the relevant implementation complexity. 
In the case of grid location-service (GLS), the area that contains the ad hoc network is divided 
into a hierarchy of squares [103]. In this hierarchy, each n-order square contains exactly four (n- 
1)-order squares, forming quadtrees. To understand GLS, an arbitrary node v is considered. The 
set of nodes functioning as location-servers for v are based on the relation of their node ID to v 
and their location in the grid hierarchy. The density of location-servers for v in regions near v is 
high and low in the regions far from v. The frequency at which v updates location to nearby 
location-servers is high, while servers situated far from v receive updates at a low frequency. GLS 
ensures that for each grid-zone, a node can be selected unambiguously to function as the location- 
server for v. Since GLS requires all nodes to store information about some other nodes, it can be 
classified as an all-for-some approach. In GLS, the location-updates of a particular node have to 
traverse the entire network, as the location-servers of a given node are spread throughout the 
network. In addition, whenever a querying node contacts the nearest location-server of another 
far-away node, whose location information is requested for, that query needs to be forwarded to 
the node being queried. This forwarding is based on the location information maintained by a far- 
away server, which is nearest to the querying node. In this case, the freshness of the information 
obtained is questionable, as nodes are required to update far-away location servers less frequently. 
This greatly depends on how quickly a particular entry in the location-server times-out or 
becomes stale. In addition, due to mobility, the role of location-servers for a particular node will 
keep on changing, and as a result the location-update and query packets may find it difficult to 
detect the appropriate location-servers. In the case of the home-zone-based location-service, the 
position C of the home-zone for a node can be derived by applying swell-known hash-function to 
the node identifier. All MNs within a circle with radius R centred at C have to maintain location 
information for the nodes. The home-zone approach is also an all-for-some approach. If the home- 
zone is sparsely populated, R may have to be increased, resulting in several tries with increasing R 
for updates as well as queries. In this way, increasing or decreasing R depending on node-density 
is very complex when it comes to practical implementation. Although our scheme makes use of 
similar home-zone strategy, the way in which the location-service is realised is both simple and 
scalable, as it will be explained in section 4.4. 
4.3 Research Motivation 
As seen in the previous section, there has been lots of research interest on routing in MANETS, 
including a new generation of on-demand and efficient pro-active routing approaches [23][24]25] 
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[26][27][61][78]. These routing mechanisms, however, tend to use flooding or broadcasting for 
route computation. While they can operate well in small networks, they incur heavy control traffic 
for discovery and maintenance of end-to-end routes, which is a major bottleneck for large 
networks having node membership in the order of thousands over a large geographical area. In 
addition, flooding in mobile ad hoc networks does not work well due to the presence of hidden 
and exposed-terminals, and does not scale [92]. In recent years, a new family of protocols has 
been introduced for large-scale ad hoc networks that make use of the approximate location of 
nodes in the network for geography-based routing [78][98][99]. The amount of state information 
that needs to be stored by nodes in this case is minimal, because location-based routing does not 
use pre-computed routes for packet forwarding. As a result, link-breakage in a route does not 
affect the end-to-end session. The location-based routing strategy is chosen in order to improve 
scalability in our work. These protocols, however, often need proper location services, and hence 
location-management plays a vital role. Previous work in this area has shown that the asymptotic 
overhead of location-management is heavily dependent on the service primitives (location updates 
or registration, maintenance and discovery) supported by the location-management protocol of the 
location service [98][99]. However, the location-registration or update cost normally dominates 
other costs for all practical purposes, and thus novel schemes are required to limit this control 
traffic. In our location-management scheme, we try to achieve this with an introduction of stable 
geographically-oriented clustering protocol as we proposed in chapter 3. This we termed 
Associativity-based Clustering protocol. The adoption of a hierarchical strategy together with the 
use of a dominating-set demonstrates as to how the control traffic is minimised without 
compromising route computation accuracy. This protocol does not involve any extra control 
traffic, and only periodic HELLO messages as in AODV or other location service approaches are 
enough [29][61] 
We use the concept of virtual-clusters that was introduced in chapter 3, and each virtual-cluster 
functions as a home-zone for a set of nodes. Nodes that reside within a virtual-cluster thus 
maintain approximate location information of a set of nodes, which select that virtual-cluster as 
their home-zone, in a distributed fashion. Since mobility is the main cause of uncertainty in ad 
hoc networks, our clustering protocol and algorithm takes this as the main criterion in order to 
select a relatively long-lived cluster head (CH) in each virtual-cluster. Our strategy is to address 
the scalability issue in both dense and large-scale networks. Scalability in dense networks is 
addressed efficiently by allowing only a few dominating set of nodes to make "summarised" 
composite periodic location-updates on behalf of a set of dominated nodes (the dominating-set in 
our context does not strictly follow the graph theory principles, and it refers to a set of CHs that 
can be reached by other neighbours not necessarily by single-hop but by single or k-hops at most, 
and dominated nodes are simply the members of a cluster). This is to minimise superfluous 
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flooding by every node to the entire network, unlike in other location services [103]. Scalability in 
large-scale networks is addressed by strictly using geo-forwarding-based (location-based) 
unicasting as opposed to flooding even for the location-registration process, and preventing 
location-updates, queries and replies from arbitrarily traversing unnecessary parts of the ad hoc 
network. Hence, the performance of our geo-forwarding-based routing strategy is improved unlike 
other similar approaches where excessive control traffic, poor route convergence and routing- 
loops resulting from mobility degrade the performance. 
For analysis purposes, the ad hoc network is represented as an undirected graph G= (V. E), where 
V is the set of nodes in the graph, and Eis the set of edges in the graph. 
4.4 The proposed Location Service Framework 
4.4.1 Associativity-Based Stable Clustering 
The purpose of clustering is two-fold: the first is to create a network of hierarchy (2 levels), and 
the second is to select a dominating-set of nodes i. e., the cluster heads. Choosing CHs optimally is 
an NP-hard problem as we discussed in chapter 3. Thus existing solutions to this problem are 
based on heuristic (mostly greedy) approaches and none of them attempts to guarantee a stable 
cluster formation, as almost none of them consider node-mobility as the main criterion effectively. 
In mobile ad hoc networks that use cluster-based services, network performance metrics such as 
throughput and delay are tightly coupled with the frequency of cluster reorganisation. Therefore, 
stable cluster formation is essential for better Quality of Service (QoS). The most popular 
clustering approaches in the literature do not provide a quantitative measure of cluster stability. In 
chapter 4 we presented a new heuristic for cluster organisation and CH election, and compared it 
with similar approaches in order to demonstrate our heuristic's performance improvement. In 
order to make our clustering mechanism scalable, we make use of the notion of virtual-clusters, 
we introduced in chapter 3. The idea is that a geographical area is divided into equal regions of 
circular shape in a systematic way so that each mobile node can determine the circle it resides in 
if location information is available. In our location management scheme, we maintain a two-level 
hierarchical topology, where elected cluster heads at the lowest level (level-0) become members 
of the next higher level (level-1) [61][109]. CH election is not triggered in level-1, where only the 
cluster-membership detail is maintained. Level-O hierarchy is used for efficient location-updating, 
while level-1 hierarchy is used for resilience as it will be explained in the next section. 
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4.4.2 Homezone-based Hierarchical Location-Service 
We make the following assumptions in our model: i) the area to be covered is moderately 
populated with mobile nodes, so that there exists minimum connectivity among nodes (for 
example 300 per square km), ii) Heavy-traffic is potentially expected within the network (i. e., 
multiple simultaneous communications among nodes are possible), iii) Nodes are location-aware 
either through a GPS device - if outdoors - or through techniques such as GPS-free positioning - 
if indoors [95], and iv) there exists a universal hash-function that maps every node to a specific 
home-zone based on the node's identifier [98][99]. 
A home-zone is basically a virtual-cluster that has a unique identifier. Any node that is present in 
that virtual-cluster is responsible for storing the current locations of all the nodes that select this 
cluster area as their home-zone, and hence functions as a location-server. Since our location- 
management scheme requires that all nodes store the location information about some other 
nodes, it can be classified as an all-for-some approach, which can scale well [78]. The static 
mapping of our hash-function, as given by equation (4.1), is to facilitate simplicity and distributed 
operation. This hash-function has to be selected such that, i) all MNs should be able to use the 
same function to determine the home-zone of a specific node, ii) every virtual-cluster has the 
same number of nodes for which the MNs residing within that cluster should maintain location 
information, iii) and the mapping functionality has to be time-invariant 
hf (Nodeldentifier) -- Home - Zone 4.1 
In any location-service, nodes are required to update their location information depending on their 
mobility. In our scheme, the update generation is mobility-driven as well as time-driven. The 
time-driven approach is to make sure that even if a node is stationary, periodical update is made to 
its home-zone. The unique aspect of our location-management scheme is that it tries to minimise 
the location-update cost with the help of dominant-set elected at level-0 using our clustering 
protocol. Dominant-set is basically a set of CHs elected at level-0 using our virtual-clustering 
principles. Accordingly, each node maintains four different table types: neighbour-table, location- 
cache, location-register, and forwarding-pointer-table. Each node has two different neighbour- 
tables maintained separately at each hierarchy level, and one of each of the other three types of 
tables maintained at level-0 only. Only the CH at level-0 has entries in its neighbour-table 
maintained at level-I. Neighbour-table at level-0 is used by every node to maintain the members 
of a particular virtual-cluster together with its one-hop neighbours, irrespective of their cluster 
identity. The periodic HELLO messages within a specific virtual-cluster are used to maintain this 
neighbour-table at level-0. As proposed in chapter 4, nodes of a specific cluster can relay HELLO 
packets of another node only when the latter resides within the same virtual-cluster. However, 
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when a bordering node receives a HELLO from a node of a different virtual-cluster, the former 
maintains the details of the latter in the neighbour-table for geo-forwarding purposes. Periodic 
HELLO messages by CHs have to be unicast by gateways between CHs of adjacent virtual-_ 
clusters to an extent that can be limited for scalability. This HELLO dissemination among 
neighbouring CHs at level-0 facilitates maintenance of neighbour-tables at level-I. The location.. 
register of a node within a specific virtual-cluster has the location information of MNs whose 
home-zone is identical to the virtual-cluster of the former. The location-cache of a node is 
updated whenever that node happens to know the location information of another non-member 
and non-home-zone node, for example, during location-discovery or data handling. 
From the neighbour-table at level-0, any CH knows about its members, which may have different 
home-zones. In our scheme, the cluster head gathers the location information of its member nodes 
that have a common home-zone. Unless these nodes are highly mobile, the CH generates a 
"summarised" single location-update towards that common home-zone on behalf of its member 
nodes. As a result, the need for every node, especially in a high-density network, to generate 
individual location-update packets is minimised. On the other hand, any node with high-mobility 
has to take care of its own location-updates whenever its speed increases beyond arm. As 
specified in chapter 3, in addition to its mere presence in a virtual-cluster, any node has to be 
included in the neighbour-table of the respective CH for it to be considered as a member. In 
location-updates and data handling, the absolute locations of nodes are not needed; instead, the 
virtual-cluster id (VID) is enough. This is possible because of two reasons: i) since these IDs are" 
unique, from the VID any forwarding node can obtain the co-ordinates of the corresponding 
virtual-cluster centre (VCC), and use it for geo-forwarding, ii) only for inter-cluster packet 
forwarding location-based routing is used, while at the local cluster-level proactive distance 
vector routing is used. Whenever a node in a home-zone receives the location-update, which is 
meant for that home-zone, it can stop geo-forwarding that packet any further. Instead, it updates 
its location-register and informs other nodes within the same home-zone (i. e., virtual-cluster) 
through a periodic HELLO packet, which includes the location-register maintained by that node, 
so that other member nodes can update their location-registers. Within a virtual-cluster, efficient 
broadcast is utilised as opposed to flooding. This broadcast is based on reliable unicast realised 
through constant interaction between MAC-level and routing-level as used in "core-broadcast" of 
[92]. A node whose speed exceeds ur makes its on updates. As long as such a node's total 
number of virtual-cluster boundary-crossing so far is less than a threshold, it makes use of the 
"forwarding-pointer" concept for correct data forwarding [98][99](103). Accordingly, whenever 
such a node moves out of its present virtual-cluster, it leaves a "forwarding-pointer" in the 
previous cluster without initiating a location-update up to its home-zone. Hence, any packet that 
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has been geo-forwarded based on the old cluster ID can still traverse the chain of forwarding- 
pointers to locate the user at its present location in a different cluster. 
As in any location-management approach, whenever a node needs location information of another 
node, the former has to first find the location-server (home-zone) of the latter and initiate the 
location-discovery process. In our strategy, the querying node uses the same mapping hash- 
function as given by equation (4.1) to determine the home-zone of its desired communicating 
partner. It then geo-forwards the location-query packet to that home-zone. The location-response 
can be initiated by the node being queried or any intermediate node as long as it contains the 
"fresh" information about the node being queried, or any node in the home-zone of the node being 
queried. In order to enable "freshness" of location information, each entry in any of the four tables 
maintained by each node is subject to a time-out mechanism. The use of sequence numbers 
achieves the same effect, in addition to avoiding routing-loops that may be introduced by mobility 
[29]. In addition, due to the way location-servers (home-zones) are maintained in our location 
strategy, the location-update or location-query packets can be unicast using geo-forwarding 
principles as opposed to flooding which is used in other similar approaches (for example in GLS 
[103]). This, in turn, prevents location-update and query packets from traversing unnecessary 
parts of the MANET. This minimises the control traffic, and conserves scarce bandwidth and 
transmission energy. In the worst case, when a querying MN has not received any location- 
response within the LOCATION RESPONSE TINE 
_OU 
T period after having tried for 
MAX LOC QUERY RETRIES, it will start gradually flooding its location-query in the network. 
The maintenance of level-1 hierarchy is for resilience purposes. Accordingly, the level-1 cluster 
hierarchy members periodically update each other with the fresh location information of the nodes 
maintained in the four different tables. This update is subject to different scopes for scalability, as 
in the case of fisheye state routing (FSR) [28]. This is beneficial, in case there are no nodes in a 
specific virtual-cluster. The nodes that select such a virtual-cluster as their home-zone do not 
necessarily know about its emptiness, and they may continue to send location-updates either 
through their level-O CHs or by themselves. By exchanging such information by CHs (i. e., 
members level-1), adjacent clusters may maintain location-information (in location-cache) for 
nodes that select the empty virtual-cluster as their home-zone. With this approach, any location- 
query that is directed to an empty virtual-cluster for location information about nodes whose 
home-zone happens to be that empty virtual-cluster, it can still receive a location-response from 
adjacent clusters. 
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4.5 Evaluation of the Proposed Framework 
4.5.1 Mathematical Analysis 
In the case of location-based routing schemes, the total cost (Or) associated with the location 
management is due to three parts: i) location-update cost (mau), ii) location-maintenance cost 
and iii) location-discovery cost (). The location-update cost covers signalling traffic 
involved when nodes send updates to their home-zones periodically or depending on their 
mobility. In our strategy, "summarised" location-updates are sent to the home-zones of member 
nodes by the respective CHs, as long as these nodes belong to a particular virtual-cluster. The 
location-maintenance cost of a node generally involves the control traffic associated with the 
following: i) sending forward-pointer packets to the previous cluster whenever MNs depart from 
it, ii) informing the new cluster about its arrival, and iii) collect location-information of the nodes 
that have selected the virtual-cluster a node has just entered as their home-zone. Ignoring the 
generation of "forwarding-pointers", the location-maintenance process is carried-out through our 
associativity-based clustering protocol, and the cost involved as part of location-maintenance is 
thus the cost of maintaining the level-O cluster. In this analysis it is assumed that nodes at a 
moment are situated randomly throughout a fixed size area (A) in accordance with a two- 
dimensional uniform random variable distribution. Also, for the purpose of analysing the location- 
management cost as part of location-update events, the random waypoint model for node mobility 
with zero pause-time is assumed [109][110]. 
The scalability of a routing protocol can be assessed in terms of i) increasing node count (I ii), ii) 
increasing average node-density (0, iii) increasing average node speed (1u). In our scheme, the 
dominating-set (CHs) makes periodic location-updates on behalf of its member nodes, with only 
nodes of high-mobility making their own location-updates. The location-update packet is unicast 
up to the respective home-zone. Once the location-update has reached the respective home-zone, 
our clustering protocol ensures that all nodes in that virtual-cluster obtain the latest information 
about the node, and each member of the cluster updates its location-register. Hence, the location- 
update cost (4u) per node per second in our scheme is given by equation (4.2) [98][99][109]. 
(DLu 
H [u, NI. (fý<fýztr)+1"u"Pr(ýuz PM) iVi Ti4.2 
In equation (4.2) H is the total number of home-zones or virtual-clusters within the area A, u is 
the cost of sending a location-update packet to the home-zone (the unicast cost), n is the average 
number of nodes within any virtual-cluster (Hrl=1 TI), TLu is the location-update period, 
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Pr(p<pm) is the probability that the average speed of a node is so moderate that it will soon 
become member of any (level-0) cluster it visits within D/(2R) rounds of communication and f 
is the average frequency at which a non-cluster-member node with high-mobility (i. e., , u> m) 
moves into a new virtual-cluster (i. e., the boundary-crossing rate). It has been stated elsewhere 
that for random graphs, the average hop-count (h., ) between an arbitrary pair of nodes is actually 
OV [109][110]. We assume that each node selects its speed, chosen uniformly logIVý 
between [p-ß, p+ß for some time t, where t is distributed exponentially with mean r. Now the 
equation (4.2) can be written as. 
Hup,, ]+fu[1-/4 1 
Lu -Iy 
177L-UI[ 
4,6 4Q 
4.3 
We assume that a node moves around with a moderate speed, so that it is always a member of any 
level-O cluster. In this case, the respective cluster head makes a "summarised" update 
periodically. Hence, equation of (4.2) transforms into: 
HU IVI 
LU VI TTu 'IZTiuIogl V 4.4 
Equation (4.4) shows that our location-update cost, which is the dominant of the location- 
management cost, scales well with increasing number of nodes and increasing node-density (as 
average node-density yxr for a given geographical area), whereas in the case of non-hierarchical 
minimum cost routing-protocol, the total routing cost is shown to be O(( V I3 log IV 1) [3]. In 
case the mobile speed is so high that any node hardly becomes a member of any virtual-cluster it 
visits, the equation (4.2) transforms into: 
(DLU =f 
.u=O 'u 
IVI 
log IVI 4.5 
In equation (4.5), in order to arrive at a value for f, the shape of a virtual-cluster is assumed to be 
square and its geographical area is taken as `a' m2. As mentioned before, the location- 
maintenance cost is actually the cost involved in maintaining hierarchical clusters (especially the 
level-O cluster). Hence, 
cLM = (DHELLO + (D CL-F + (DCL-M 
4.6 
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In equation (4.6), Offo is the cost involved in HELLO packet transmissions in the clusters, 
is the cost involved in forming the hierarchical clusters, Otuf is the cost involved in the 
maintenance of the cluster-hierarchy. A, OU-F, and 1 are proved to be O(l), 
E4Iogj JJ/7V and O(logI Vjl)d per node per second respectively in [109][110], where TH is the 
period of HELLO transmission. Hence, the location-maintenance cost per node per second is: 
0 
logI YI dry, = TK 4.7 
The location-query cost is incurred whenever a node receives a data packet for transmission, and 
it does not have the location information of its desired destination in its location-database. In our'. 
strategy, a location-query packet is initiated towards the home-zone of the node, and hence the 
cost per node is given by equation (4.8). It is assumed that once the querying node receives the 
location-response, it will cache the location-information in its location-cache, so that it does not 
need to trigger the location-discovery process for the same destination. However, the destination 
should periodically update the source node about its current-location through a location. 
notification packet [99]. 
(DLQ =o 
IV4.8 
log t V, 
With the estimation of individual cost components, the average total cost of our location- 
management strategy can be determined using equation (4.9). It is assumed that any node initiates 
a new session to a new destination at a rate of % sessions per second according to a Poisson 
process. 
(DT = (DLU + (D1M + 2(DLQ 4.9 
Assuming a constant average speed (moderate) and a constant HELLO transmission interval (T', ), 
equation (4.9) is bounded by equation (4.8). However, considering the fact that the location 
discovery process is not triggered every time the network layer accepts data from the application- 
layer (i. e., A takes a very small value), the location-discovery cost (4v) is minimal when 
compared to that of the location-update process. As a result, location-update traffic - both time 
and mobility driven - can be considered dominant. Hence, equation (4.9) is bounded by equation 
(4.4), and this result demonstrates that our location-management strategy based on our 
associativity-based clustering is scalable in both dense and large-scale networks. 
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4.5.2 Evaluation of Scalability Improvement of Our Location Service 
through Simulations 
In this section, we evaluate the performance of our location service only. The scalability of our 
location service is assessed in terms of i) increasing node-count, ii) increasing average node- 
density, and iii) increasing average node-speed. We chose another similar location service 
approach known as the GLS together with two on-demand routing protocols such as AODV and 
DSR [103][29][30]. We used the simple greedy forwarding mechanism in both location service 
schemes. For this purpose, we implemented our location-management strategy based on 
associativity-based clustering protocol and GLS in GloMoSim [62]. The distance between any 
two VCCs in our scheme is 200 metres. Each node in this simulation has 100 metres radio range, 
and this smaller value is chosen to maximise the number of hops. With a larger number of hops, 
the effect of hops on the average response times is larger and helps us to investigate our algorithm 
in a realistic environment. Each node moves using a random waypoint model, with a constant 
speed chosen uniformly between zero and maximum speed, which varies from 0 to 20 ms 1. Each 
scenario was run for 300 simulated seconds. The important simulation parameters for this case are 
listed on Table 4-1. 
Parameter Value 
Node-Density (kept constant) 500 nodes per km 
Speed Range 0 -10 ms 
Transmission Range loom 
Radius from VCC 142 m 
MAC protocol IEEE 802.11 
Simulation time 300 s 
ASSOCIATIVITY TICK PERIOD 0.1 s 
HELLO INTERVAL for a CH 3s 
HELLO INTERVAL for a non-CH 6s 
Location Update Interval (periodic) 7s 
LOCATION RESPONSE TIME_OUT 4s 
MAX LOC QUERY RETRIES 8 
Table 4-1: Important Simulation Parameters. 
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Traffic is generated using random CBR connections having a payload size of 512 bytes. These 
CBR connections are randomly generated such that at any moment the total number of source- 
destination pairs is kept constant - and each session lasts for a time-period that is uniformly 
distributed between 40 and 50 seconds. We consider two performance metrics, which are 
normalised throughput per average control cost incurred (in per bytes) and the average end-to-end 
delay (in seconds). The normalised throughput is defined here as the total number of packets 
actually delivered to their respective destinations divided by the total number of packets generated 
within the whole network. The first metric is derived by dividing the normalised throughput by 
average routing related control cost incurred per node. The routing related control cost considers 
the amount of packets (non-data) generated or relayed by any node as part of an effort to route a 
data packet. 
4.5.2.1 Increasing Node-Count 
In the first-set of simulations, the scalability of our scheme is measured in terms of increasing 
node-count. In order to properly model increasing network sizes, the terrain-area is also increased 
with an increase in the number of nodes V so that the average node-density (y) is kept constant. 
The number of nodes is varied from 20,80,180,320,500 to 720. The terrain-area size is varied 
such that the average node-degree remains the same and accordingly 200X200 m2,400X400 m2, 
600X600 m2,800X800 m2,1000X1000 m2 and 1200X1200 m2 were selected for each run. In this 
run, the maximum speed and pause time of a node were kept constant and took values of 10 ms"' 
and 30s respectively. 
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Figure 4-2: Normalised throughput per average Control Cost incurred as a function of increasing 
number of Node-Count and increasing number of Sessions. 
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Figure 4-2 depicts our throughput metric of all the four routing approaches as a function of 
increasing number of nodes under different traffic scenarios. The routing strategy that leads to 
higher throughput delivery ratio while incurring less routing related cost would have a higher 
value for this metric, and hence the scheme that has higher value for this normalised throughput 
metric is preferred. As it can be seen from Figure 4-2, our location service with simple greedy 
forwarding works better as it minimises the occurrence of control message flooding to a greater 
extent, which in turn leads to better throughput performance. Although AODV and DSR perform 
well initially, their performance degrades as the network grows in size. This is specifically 
attributed to their reliance on flooding, which is used in the route (re)discovery process. Link 
breakage is possible in the scenario taken into consideration, as mobile nodes move at the speed 
of 10 ms'. GLS with simple greedy forwarding suffers due to its inefficient location-management 
approach as described in section 4.2.2.2.2. Although the throughput performance of our scheme is 
better for networks of larger size, the normalised throughput performances of all four approaches 
tend to decrease as the network size increases. This is due to the fact that the link capacity was 2 
Mbps, and it poses the main bottleneck in the scenario considered. 
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Figure 4-3: Average End-to-end Delay as a function of increasing number of Node-Count and 
increasing number of Sessions. 
Figure 4-3 depicts the end-to-end delay performances of AODV, DSR, GLS and our scheme (the 
latter two with simple greedy forwarding). Although the delay performance as expected tends to 
increase with network size in all four schemes, our location-management scheme with simple 
greedy forwarding has better delay performance. This is attributed to its efficient utilisation of 
bandwidth. The delay of GLS is unexpectedly high, whereas DSR performs well initially in a 
small network; however, it degrades in larger network environments. The AODV performs 
moderately well. Since we used DCF of IEEE 802.11 as the underlying MAC, unnecessary 
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flooding would result in unnecessary collisions, which in turn would lead to binary exponential 
backoff. The net effect of this phenomenon is the increase of end-to-end delay. Also, an important 
point to be noted at this juncture is that this delay is measured only for successfully delivered 
packets, and hence does not reflect the actual average delay, as in a number of instances packets 
are dropped due to buffer overflow or after a number of unsuccessful retransmission attempts at 
the MAC-level. 
4.5.2.2 Increasing Node-Density 
In this second set of simulations, the scalability is assessed in terms of increasing node-density. In 
this case, the terrain-area is kept constant at 1000 X 1000 m2, while the number of nodes in the 
given area is increased. In this run, the maximum speed and pause time of a node were kept 
constant and took values of 10 ms"' and 30s respectively. Figure 4-4 depicts our normalised 
throughput metric for all the four routing techniques, and our scheme performs well. This is due 
to its conservation of bandwidth through the use of dominating-set. Since the dominating-set 
performs "summarised" location-updates on behalf of cluster members, increase of node-density 
tends to improve the throughput performance. However, when the node-density reaches a certain 
threshold, the normalised throughput tends to drop. This can be attributed to IEEE 802.11 and is 
related to the fact that the wireless channel has a fixed capacity of 2 Mbps, which is saturated due 
to collisions when the node-density exceeds a threshold. The same explanation applies to Figure 
4-5, which depicts the average end-to-end delay. In this case, the location-updates generated by 
such nodes have to traverse a long distance, and hence this slight increase is inevitable as the 
node-count increases. However, with the selection of a proper hash-function, if it can be ensured 
that nodes select only the nearby virtual-clusters as their home-zone, this slight increase can be 
very small. 
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Figure 4-4: Normalised throughput per average Control Cost incurred as a function of increasing 
Node-Density and increasing number of Sessions. 
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The third set of simulations assesses the scalability in terms of increasing node-mobility. In the 
case of Figure 4-6, the pause-time is exponentially distributed with mean value of 30 seconds, 
while the maximum speed of a mobile node is increased from 0 to 20 ms"'. As it can be seen from 
Figure 4-6, although the throughput performance is impaired by increasing node-speed, the extent 
to which it is affected is very low in our scheme. In addition to the use of unicasting, the mobility- 
driven location-update mechanism as described in section 4.4.2 results in comparable throughput 
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increase in our scheme while incurring additional control cost. The same explanation applies to 
Figure 4-7, which depicts the average end-to-end delay. 
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4.6 Chapter Summary 
The main aim of this chapter is to design a more scalable mobile ad hoc network system. As it has 
been stressed a number of times, the routing protocol is the key to effective operation of multihop 
mobile ad hoc networks and as such, we approached the scalability problem from the perspective 
of routing design. In this respect, initially this chapter presented an overview of the literature 
related to genting in MANETs. It presented the vast amount of work on routing in a very brief and 
structured way. The main aim of this presentation was to show that the present topology-based 
routing protocols cannot satisfy the scalability problem in multiple dimensions. Hence, we 
adopted the location-based routing protocol as the viable choice for the design of scalable ad hoc 
networks. As identified, any location-based routing protocol needs two main components, namely 
the location service and the forwarding technique for its effective operation. As it was recognised 
that some research effort would be needed to make the location service scalable, we concentrated 
on the design of a scalable location service, while adopting a simple greedy forwarding strategy. 
Greedy forwarding was preferred to other forwarding strategies because of its promising 
characteristics that can facilitate more distributed, loop-free, single-path operation. 
As it could have been reasonably perceived, the main goal of our scheme, which employs 
hierarchical principles, is to minimise the control traffic associated with location-management. In 
location-based routing protocols, the control traffic is mainly due to location-updates, queries and 
responses. This chapter showed how our novel geographically-oriented mobility-based clustering 
framework that had been introduced in chapter 3, was used in order to address the scalability 
problem of routing in MANETs at least in two fronts. The two fronts are scalability with respect 
to increasing network-size and increasing node-density. Scalability in dense networks was 
addressed efficiently by allowing only a few dominating set of nodes to make "summarised" 
composite periodic location-updates on behalf of a set of dominated nodes. Scalability in large- 
scale networks, on the other hand, was addressed by strictly using geo-forwarding-based 
(location-based) unicasting as opposed to flooding even for location-registration process, and 
preventing location-updates, queries and replies from arbitrarily traversing unnecessary parts of 
the ad hoc network. By associating the mobility of nodes with clustering stability and using such 
concepts as "forwarding-pointer" and mobility-driven updates, we attempted to address the 
scalability with respect to node-mobility. Mathematical analysis and simulation results confirmed 
our home-zone-based location service's ability to tackle the scalability issue in multiple fronts. 
Although we have adopted simple greedy forwarding because of its desirable features, we will 
show in chapters 5 and 6 how our modified greedy forwarding can bring in significant additional 
benefits. 
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Chapter 5 
5A Viable QoS Architecture for MANETs 
There exists two main quality of service (QoS) frameworks in the Internet: IntServ and DiffServ 
as presented in chapter 1. Given the unique characteristics and challenges of mobile ad hoc 
networks (MANETs), this chapter is primarily interested in the design of a viable QoS framework 
for MANETs. In section 5.1, we will focus extensively on whether these two QoS frameworks are 
plausible in a MANET environment. With our justification that these models are not viable, we 
will introduce a scalable QoS framework that tries to capture the best aspects of these two 
frameworks. With this idea in mind, in section 5.2 we will review the state of the art from the 
perspective of supporting QoS in mobile ad hoc networks. Section 5.3 presents the problem 
statement together with our research motivation in the form of identifying shortcomings of related 
works. This is followed by the detailed specification of the design and performance analysis of 
our MANET QoS framework in sections 5.4 and 5.5 respectively. Section 5.6 concludes this 
chapter with the chapter summary. 
5.1 Introduction 
The eminent introduction of real-time applications in mobile ad hoc networks has fuelled an 
active research interest in the area of quality of service (QoS) support. However, quality of service 
(QoS) provisioning in mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs) is a challenging task. As discussed in 
the previous chapters, the unique features of MANETs, namely random mobility patterns of 
mobile nodes (MNs), their limited battery energy, unpredictable behaviour of radio channels and 
time-varying bandwidth pose numerous challenges, and hence require cost-effective solution for 
any QoS provisioning mechanism. This task becomes extremely challenging when the network 
grows in size, and two additional problems such as increasing node-density and large number of 
nodes have to be faced and tackled [3][4][5][69][77][111]. 
A considerable body of work has addressed the problem of supporting QoS in the context of fixed 
IP networks. The absolute service provisioning approaches such as the guaranteed service (GS) of 
IntServ [81 ] and the expedited forwarding (EF) of DiffServ [85] would not give the desired results 
in the case of dynamic MANETs, unless such approaches are at least improved with accurate 
mobility prediction mechanisms. This is due to the following two reasons, i) resource 
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provisioning (route reservation in the case of GS or resource provisioning in the case of EF) 
incurs considerable signalling cost, and if the reserved route is highly volatile (i. e. breaks in the 
next second), it would result to wastage of scarce resources, ii) in mobile ad hoc networks, 
mobility is the main cause of uncertainty, and hence paths with sufficient resources need to be 
constructed proactively in order for high-priority flows or classes to enjoy hard QoS guarantees 
[44][48][56][57]. In addition, in the case of EF, it has been shown that the use of aggregate 
scheduling can lead to quite large delay bounds, with significant buffer requirements 
[82][85][122]. On the other hand, the controlled-load service of IntServ and the assured 
forwarding (AF) of DiffServ only provide per-flow and per-class relative QoS guarantees 
(qualitative as opposed to quantitative) respectively [81][84]. It has also been shown that it is hard 
to achieve high service assurance and high network utilisation at the same time [122]. Although 
the research on DiffServ has proceeded in two directions, absolute (e. g. EF) and relative (e. g. AF) 
service differentiation (RSD), relative service differentiation is preferable in MANETs due to its - 
simplicity [113]. However as mentioned above its service assurance is limited. Hence it is clear 
that there is a trade-off between simplicity and strength of service guarantees [121]. More 
recently, some research studies have aimed to strengthen the service assurance provided by RSD 
while incurring low complexity. The proportional service differentiation (PSD) model is the result 
of such studies, and it involves no admission control. In addition, the ratios of loss rate and packet 
delays between successive priority classes in the PSD remain roughly constant irrespectively of 
network load [114][115][116][117]. 
The central premise of RSD is that the network traffic is grouped into Q service classes, which are 
ordered based on their packet forwarding quality: Class-i is better (or at least no worse) than 
class -j for i *j, 1 Si <Q and i <J SQ, in terms of local (per-hop) performance measures for 
packet loss and queuing delays [114][122]. Hence, the amount of service received by a class and 
the resulting QoS perceived by an application depend on the current network load in each class. 
The applications, in this context, are supposed to either adapt or switch to a better class if allowed. 
In this respect, either a pricing or a policy-based scheme is necessary in any RSD model to ensure 
that all users do not switch to the highest service class at the same time. An RSD model can 
become a PSD one, if it possesses the following two properties: i) controllability, meaning that the 
network operator should be able to adjust the quality spacing between classes based on some 
criteria, and ii) predictability, in that the class differentiation is consistent irrespective of class 
load [114]. Hence, in the PSD model, certain class performance metrics should be proportional to 
the quality differentiation parameters (QDPs) the network operator chooses [114][115][122]. 
If closely examined, the PSD model and location-based forwarding strategies in ad hoc networks 
work on the same principles, although these are two orthogonal aspects. In fact, they both use 
(per-hop) local behaviours to achieve a desired global objective. Motivated by this similarity, in 
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this work we combine the PSD model with location-based forwarding, and we show how our 
forwarder-node selection algorithm performs implicit admission control, and hence traffic 
regulation, without maintaining per-flow state information (unlike GS of IntServ). In addition, by 
employing distributed dynamic scheduling based on end-to-end delay violation of a packet 
(similar to the earliest deadline first (EDF) service discipline [127]) together with the use of our 
forwarder selection algorithm, we make an attempt to improve the end-to-end delay guarantees. 
These service guarantees are soft as opposed to hard guarantees [2][38][128]. Soft QoS means that 
there may exist transient time periods when the required absolute QoS guarantee is not possible 
due to non-availability of suitable forwarding nodes or network partition. However, this is 
minimised to a greater extent with our distributed forwarder-node selection algorithm in 
moderately-densed MANETs. 
After this brief introduction, we are now going to review the state of the art in the field of QoS 
both in MANETs and their wired brethren networks. 
5.2 State of the Art - Quality of Service Provisioning in IP Networks 
This section briefly reviews the general QoS provisioning mechanisms proposed in MANETS. It 
is then followed by related work on proportional service differentiation (PSD) both in fixed IP 
networks and mobile ad hoc networks. 
5.2.1 Network-Layer QoS Mechanisms in MANETs 
This section presents the already proposed quality of service frameworks in mobile ad hoc 
networks in a much-detailed manner depending on their importance. We have chosen five key 
proposals that are appropriate to be discussed here. 
5.2.1.1 INSIGNIA Architecture 
The first major work on MANET QoS was the INSIGNIA framework [36], where resources are 
reserved in an end-to-end manner through a resource reservation protocol (RSVP)-like signalling 
mechanism. This QoS framework is designed to support adaptive services as a primary goal in ad 
hoc networks. It allows packets of audio, video and real-time data applications to specify their 
maximum and minimum bandwidth needs, and plays a central role in resource allocation, 
restoration control, and session adaptation between communicating mobile hosts. Based on 
availability of end-to-end bandwidth, QoS mechanisms attempt to provide assurances in support 
of adaptive services. To support an adaptive service, the INSIGNIA framework establishes and 
maintains reservations for continuous media flows and micro-flows. To support these 
communication services, the INSIGNIA QoS framework comprises a number of architectural 
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components, namely in-band signalling, admission control, packet forwarding, routing protocol, 
packet scheduling and medium access control (MAC) units as illustrated in Figure 5-1. 
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Figure 5-1: INSIGNIA Quality of Service Framework. 
A key component of this QoS framework is the INSIGNIA signalling system - an RSVP-like 
signalling system that supports fast reservation, restoration and adaptation algorithms that are 
specifically designed to deliver adaptive service. The admission control module is responsible for 
allocating bandwidth to flows based on the maximum and minimum bandwidth requested. Once 
resources have been allocated they are periodically refreshed by a mobile soft-state mechanism 
through the reception of data packets. The packet-forwarding module classifies incoming packets 
and forwards them to the appropriate module (viz. MANET routing, in-band signalling, wireless 
packet scheduling modules). 
The working mechanism of INSIGNIA is described below. INSIGNIA uses a new IP option field 
to establish, restore and adapt resources between source-destination pairs (the various components 
of its IP option field are depicted in Figure 5-2). When intermediate nodes receive packets with 
the appropriate IP options set, they reserve resources if available and forward the data packet 
towards the destination. Flows are represented as having a discrete base-layer with a minimum 
bandwidth and an enhancement-layer, which requires the maximum bandwidth. This 
characterisation is commonly used for multi-resolution traffic (for example MPEG) and real-time 
data that has discrete max-min requirements. To establish adaptive real-time flows, source nodes 
initiate reservations by setting the appropriate field in the IP option in data messages before 
forwarding a "reservation request" packet toward destination nodes. A reservation request packet 
is characterised as having a reservation mode set to REQ (request), service-type set to RT (real- 
time), a valid payload (either base-layer (BL) or enhancement-layer (EL)), and a MAX MIN 
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bandwidth requirement (see Figure 5-2). Reservation packets traversing intermediate nodes 
execute admission control modules, allocate resources and establish flow-state at all nodes 
between a given source-destination pair. When the reservation request is received at the 
destination node, the INSIGNIA module will check the setup status. The status of the flow setup 
is determined by inspecting the IP option in the reservation request packet. If the bandwidth 
indication is set to MAX, all nodes between the source-destination pair must have successfully 
allocated resources to meet the base- and enhancement-layer bandwidth requirements. On the 
other hand, if the bandwidth indication is set to MIN, this indicates that only the base-layer can be 
currently supported. On reception of a reservation request packet, the INSIGNIA module resident 
at the destination sends a QoS report to the source node informing it of the status of the flow setup 
phase. When the source receives a QoS report that indicates that the resources have been allocated 
to transport the base- and enhanced-layers, it changes the reservation mode from REQ to RES 
(reserved) for all subsequent base- and enhancement-layer data messages sent toward the 
destination in "reserved mode". In other words, once the flow has been established, the 
subsequent reservation request will not execute admission control but simply refresh already 
existing soft-state reservations. 
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Figure 5-2: IP Option Component of INSIGNIA. 
QoS reports, sent periodically by destination nodes, are also used as part of ongoing adaptation 
process that responds to mobility and resources change in the mobile ad hoc network. Periodic 
QoS reports are used to inform the source to drop (for instance drop all enhancement-layer 
packets) or scale-up (i. e., transmit enhancement-layer packets) based on available resources. As 
stated above, the INSIGNIA system uses a soft-state approach. In a high mobility scenario, flows 
are often rerouted during the lifetime of sessions. Hence, it is required to re-establish reservations 
as quickly and efficiently as possible. Rerouting active flows involves new admission control and 
resource reservation for nodes that belong to the new path. When a reserved flow is re-routed to a 
node where resources are not available, the flow is degraded to best-effort service. Subsequent 
downstream nodes receiving these degraded (both base-layer and enhancement-layer packets) 
packets make no attempt to allocate resources or refresh the states for the flow whereas the states 
associated with the flow will time-out. The reservation may be restored if the resources free up at 
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the "bottleneck" mobile or subsequent re-routing may allow the restoration to complete. If the 
reservation is eventually restored, it is called a slow restoration. However, the degradation may 
not be recovered for the rest of the session. The enhancement-layer of a reserved flow may get 
degraded to best-effort service during flow restoration, if the nodes along the new path can only 
support the minimum bandwidth requirement. If the degradation of enhancement-layer packets 
persists, it may cause severe service disruption and triggers the destination mobile to invoke an 
adaptation procedure that force the source node to drop the packets rather than delivering late 
packets. Adaptation mechanisms active at the destination are capable of responding to changes in 
network resource availability through "drop" and "scale-up" actions in response to network 
conditions. 
INSIGNIA has been developed for layered media streams that have scaling properties. Its 
applicability to general applications has not yet been explored. Also, its performance is dependent 
to a greater extend on the underlying MAC protocol to be used and the mobility of nodes. In other 
words, although it resembles the guaranteed service (GS) of IntServ [81 ], hard QoS guarantees are 
not possible due to the MANET's nature, and hence applications are supposed to be adaptive. The 
scalability problem of IntServ is less of an issue in MANETs given the fewer flows a node will 
typically initiate or relay and the limited size of the network that does not have a "backbone" as in 
fixed networks. Hence, although an INSIGNIA-like model can work in a static MANET, it 
involves a high signalling cost in relatively dynamic MANETs. As a result, for highly dynamic ad 
hoc networks with time varying topology and link capacities, the cost of connection establishment 
and maintenance would be tremendous. As explained in section 5.1, unless such a model is 
enhanced with accurate mobility prediction mechanisms in order to perform proactive route 
maintenance and hence proactive flow management, the applicability of IntServ-like approach to 
provide hard guarantees is questionable in highly dynamic MANETS. 
5.2.1.2 Dynamic Resource Reservation Protocol (dRSVP) 
This is an extension to the resource reservation (RSVP) signalling protocol, taking into account 
the dynamic nature of mobile ad hoc networks [37]. This is obviously a resource reservation 
based approach to support QoS that fits within the Integrated Services (IntServ) architecture [811. 
In conventional RSVP, a reservation can be represented by a point in an n-dimensional space, 
with coordinates defining the characteristics of the service. On the other hand, with dRSVP, a 
resource reservation request specifies a range of values, and the network makes a commitment to 
provide a service at a specified point within this range. Applications request QoS by specifying 
the minimum level of service they are willing to accept and the maximum level of service they are 
able to utilise, and then adapt to the allocation within this range provided by the network, which 
may change with time. This approach is similar to INSIGNIA's signalling system, which is again 
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based on RSVP as discussed in section 5.2.1.1. In this respect, the dRSVP requires the following 
modifications be made to the standard RSVP. 
i). An additional flow specification (flowspec) in RESV messages, and an additional traffic 
specification (tspec) in PATH messages have been added, so that they would describe the 
ranges of traffic flows. 
ii). A "measurement specification" (mspec) has been added to the RESV messages, which is 
used to allow nodes to learn about downstream resource bottlenecks. 
iii). A new reservation notification (ResvNotify) message that carries a "sender measurement 
specification" (smspec) has been added. This is used to allow nodes to learn about 
upstream resource bottlenecks. 
iv). The admission control processing has been modified such that it would deal with 
bandwidth ranges. 
v). A bandwidth allocation algorithm has been added, and this divides up the available 
bandwidth among admitted flows, taking into account the desired range for each flow as 
well as any downstream or upstream bottlenecks for each flow. 
With this approach, an adaptive application running on the source node can generate data at rates 
within the range from, say, low to high. These values are communicated in PATH messages, 
which flow through the network hop-by-hop - following the same route as the data messages - to 
the destination. Upon receipt of the PATH messages, the receiving application on the destination 
node would request a reservation for this flow, with QoS range (low, high). The request is carried 
through the network in RESV messages that would reserve the route followed by the PATH 
messages. Each node, upon receiving the RESV message, performs an admission control check 
and computes the bandwidth, within the range (low, high), that it can allocate to the flow. Suppose 
the admission control test has got through properly, the RESV message would propagate upstream 
towards the source node. The RESV message also contains a "receiver measurement 
specification" value mr, which is initialised at the destination to high. But as each node propagates 
the RESV message upstream, in case the available residual bandwidth is less than the received mr 
value, it reduces the mr value to the allocated value m,. In this case, the application will receive ma 
indicating the bandwidth that has been reserved end-to-end through the network. The application 
must adapt to ma in order to receive the agreed-upon service. If the reservation successfully 
propagates all the way through the network, the source node would initiate a "ResvNotify" 
message. This contains a "sender measurement specification", denoted m;, initialised at the source 
node to high. This propagates towards the receiver and in a similar fashion each node limits the 
value of m; to the bandwidth that it is able to allocate for the flow. This algorithm takes into 
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account upstream and downstream bottlenecks for every flow, so that it avoids reserving 
resources for a flow that could not be utilised due to bottlenecks elsewhere in the network. 
This dRSVP, obviously, has some implications for applications, because it treats reservations as 
ranges. First, an application must have some notion of the QoS range within which it can operate. 
Applications must also be capable of adapting their behaviour based on the current allocation, 
which needs to be provided as feedback from the network to the application. Given that the 
working mechanism of dRSVP resembles partly that of the INSIGNIA (although INSIGNIA is 
broader in functionality), the drawbacks that we discussed in section 5.2.1.1 are also applicable to 
dRSVP. Hence, its applicability is very much limited as the cost of signalling without an aid of 
accurate mobility-prediction mechanism normally outweighs the quality of service that can be 
experienced in a highly volatile mobile ad hoc network. Finally, in order to support the inclusion 
of range-based reservations and adaptation to changing network allocation, the application 
program interface (API) must be extended to support this new paradigm and of course the 
application must be able to adapt. 
5.2.1.3 A Flexible Quality of Service Model for MANETs (FQMM) 
This work argues that most of the proposals to achieve QoS in MANETs only address certain 
aspects of the QOS support; for instance, QoS routing, QoS MAC, resource reservation and so on. 
None of them propose a general QoS model in a way that is similar to the two QoS models 
(IntServ and DiffServ) proposed for the Internet [130]. This approach tries to fill this gap by 
proposing a general QoS framework for MANETs. This framework is hybrid in nature such that it 
combines the advantages of per-flow provisioning schemes as in IntServ and per-class 
provisioning schemes as in DiffServ. 
Accordingly, with FQMM, every source node plays the role of an ingress node for the flows it 
originates. It is hence responsible for such processes as classification, metering and marking of its 
own traffic. The other intermediate nodes perform traffic shaping according to those marks. Like 
DiffServ, FQMM has service differentiation. However, the FQMM model tries to improve the 
per-class granularity of DiffServ to per-flow granularity for certain classes of traffic. Accordingly, 
high-priority traffic is given per-flow provisioning, while other lower priority traffic is given per- 
class provisioning. However, per-flow granularity is preserved for a small portion of traffic. The 
FQMM model proposes a relative and adaptive differentiation traffic profile. The goal of such 
traffic profile is to keep consistent differentiation among sessions, which could be per-flow, or per 
aggregate of flows. Since it is deemed that an absolute traffic profile is not possible due to the 
inadequate bandwidth availability, FQMM favours a traffic profile being defined as the relative 
percentage of the effective link capacity in order to keep the differentiation among sessions 
predictable and consistent. A token bucket is used as the traffic profiler, and hence the use of a 
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token bucket-metering algorithm allows packets to be marked as in-profile and out-of-profile. In 
case of network congestion, out-of-profile packets are discarded with a higher probability than in- 
profile packets. 
The FQMM further argues that best-effort routing is not sufficient, and hence additional 
constraints need to be imposed on routing. However, it needs to be ensured that the constraints to 
be imposed on the routing protocols should be consistent with the provisioning policy. For 
example, per-class provisioning requires that all routers along the determined path make sure that 
traffic of a particular class injected into a given route should not be greater than the total 
percentage of bandwidth assigned in the traffic profile. 
The concepts put forward in the FQMM are not, however, new, and are in fact a mixture of 
already existing techniques proposed in wired networks. Although it presents these concepts at a 
macro-level, it lacks any detailed evaluation. In this respect, it needs to be considered as another 
piece of work that simply proposes some concepts without properly evaluating them. It lacks clear 
explanation for various aspects adopted in the FQMM, and opens up a number of unanswered 
questions, for instance, how the parameters for the token bucket algorithms are determined for a 
particular traffic profile and consistently passed around the nodes of a selected route? How the 
differentiation among classes or flows is made predictable and consistent? 
5.2.1.4 Service-differentiation in Wireless Ad hoc Networks (SWAN) 
SWAN is a stateless approach dealing with service differentiation in mobile ad hoc networks - 
proposed by the same people who designed the INSIGNIA framework [112]. SWAN assumes the 
use of best-effort MAC (for example IEEE 802.11 DCF) and uses feedback-based control 
mechanisms to support soft real-time services and service differentiation in ad hoc networks. In 
order to ensure that the bandwidth and delay requirements of real-time UDP traffic are met, 
distributed rate control of TCP and UDP best-effort traffic is performed at every node. Rate 
control is designed to restrict best-effort traffic - thus yielding the necessary bandwidth required 
to support real-time traffic. In addition, SWAN uses an "additive increase multiplicative 
decrease" (AIMD) rate control mechanism to improve the performance of real-time UDP traffic. 
Unlike TCP that uses packet loss as a feedback to avoid network congestion, SWAN on the other 
hand uses MAC delay as a feedback to local rate controllers. 
The SWAN architecture consists of three key elements, namely admission controller, packet 
classifier, and rate controller as depicted in Figure 5-3. The classifier and the shaper operate 
between the IP and MAC layers. The classifier is capable of differentiating real-time and best- 
effort packets, forcing the shaper to process best-effort packets but not real-time packets. The goal 
of the shaper is to delay best-effort packets in conformance with the rate calculated by the rate 
controller. An admission test regarding whether to admit a new real-time session is made only at 
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the source node, and hence intermediate nodes do not perform admission tests. For this purpose, a 
given source is required to probe the network between itself and its desired destination in order to 
measure the instantaneous end-to-end bandwidth availability. Based on this probing, the source 
makes the sole decision. In case of false source-based admission control or traffic violations 
brought on by the re-routing of real-time sessions, explicit congestion notification (ECN) is used 
to control and regulate UDP real-time traffic. 
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Figure 5-3: Key Components of the SWAN Architecture. 
On its weak side, SWAN approach can only provide weak service guarantees. As will be 
explained in section 5.4, ECN based traffic control is ineffective in dynamic MANETS. Although 
the SWAN approach is claimed to be stateless, intermediate nodes may be required to remember 
whether the flows that traverse them are new or old in order to regulate traffic [112]. In addition, 
source-based admission control using probing-packets is again unrealistic and ineffective in a 
dynamic environment such as a MANET, as conditions and network topology tend to change 
fairly frequently. In addition, bandwidth calculations in SWAN do not take best-effort traffic into 
consideration, and hence may lead to a false estimation of the available bandwidth. 
5.2.1.5 Relative Service Differentiation 
Very recently, the FQMM model has been extended in one front in order to realise relative service 
differentiation in MANETs [113][130]. It is termed in [113] as the relative bandwidth service 
differentiation scheme, where a service profile (y) for a traffic session is defined as a relative 
target rate, which is in fact a fraction of the effective capacity of a link and ranges between 0 and 
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. 
for MANETS 
1. The relative target rate of a session is normalised over time according to the traffic distribution 
in the MANET. Let session i be assigned a relative target rate y,. At a certain time instance, 
packets of session i arrive at node M, which altogether handles m number of sessions. The relative 
target rate of session i at node M is then normalised as: 
rim = 
Y, 
m 2: Yk 
k=1 
5.1 
In equation (5.1), y is the relative target rate of session k. Each node uses a token bucket profile 
meter whose token rate p and bucket length f are adaptively adjusted according to the 
instantaneous value of the effective link capacity. In order to estimate the effective link capacity, 
it proposes two methods - parameter-based and measurement-based. 
Like its predecessor (i. e., the FQMM), the present model also has very serious flaws. In the 
present mode, as mentioned before, the service profile for a traffic flow is defined as a relative 
target rate, which is a fraction of the effective link capacity of nodes. This flow-based (as opposed 
to class-based) approach is ambiguous and unrealistic as service profiles are arbitrarily assigned to 
flows. It does not show how a target rate for a particular flow is arrived at in any node and passed 
to other nodes along a specific route. This approach is similar to capacity differentiation or 
weighted fair queuing (WFQ) where a fixed portion of forwarding resources (bandwidth or buffer 
space or both) is reserved for a specific class or flow. This approach has an important drawback, 
which becomes clear in shorter timescales, unless these target rates are adjusted dynamically 
based on performance measurements. Specifically, a higher class can often provide worse QoS 
than lower classes, invalidating the main premise of relative service differentiation. The reason for 
this behaviour is that the service quality in each class depends on the short-term relation between 
the allocated services to a class and the arriving load in that class [114], In addition, the evaluation 
as presented in that paper does not reflect realistic mobile ad hoc networks - as the simulation is 
performed in relatively a small terrain with each node having relatively a big transmission range, 
and it is very difficult to judge how mobile each node is in the considered network due to the fact 
that the mobility parameters for the random-waypoint model are not presented. This model has 
not still even addressed our previous question as to how each node determines token rate and 
bucket length and how these parameters are consistently maintained for a given flow along a path 
between a particular source-destination pair. 
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5.2.2 Proportional Service Differentiation (PSD) 
The proportional service differentiation (PSD) model was originally proposed in [114] as an 
effective solution for providing a quantitative service differentiation in IP networks. This model 
states that certain class performance metrics (delay, jitter, packet loss etc. ) should be proportional 
to the differentiation parameters the network operator chooses. The basic idea is that, even though 
the actual quality level of each class will vary with the class load, the quality ratios among classes 
will remain fixed and controllable by the network operator, independently of the class loads. In 
order to provide differentiated services, two key modules are needed in routers: the packet 
scheduler and the buffer manager. The common approach is to use scheduling algorithms for 
achieving delay differentiation, and to use buffer management algorithms for performing loss 
differentiation. In this respect, the model of a forwarding engine that implements the proportional 
differentiation is shown in Figure 5-4 [114]. 
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Figure 5-4: Key Components of a Forwarding Engine in the PSD Model. 
The buffers for a particular output interface are organised into a set of N logical queues - one for 
each class. These N queues share the link bandwidth and the physical buffer space using a packet 
scheduler and a buffer manager respectively. 
With this general description of PSD, this section reviews the related works that employ different 
scheduling techniques in order to achieve delay differentiation and those that employ various 
buffer management schemes to achieve proportional loss differentiation. 
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5.2.2.1 Related Work in Fixed IP Networks 
5.2.2.1.1 Algorithms Dealing with Proportional Delay Differentiation Only 
Out of many scheduling mechanisms that have been proposed in the literature, only some of the 
rate-based or fixed-priority algorithms are specifically designed to realise proportional delay 
differentiation. The classical one is one that uses a time-dependent priority scheme as described 
next. 
5.2.2.1.1.1 Schedulers Employing Waiting-Time Priority (WTP) 
The packet scheduler that was used to approximate the proportional delay differentiation in short 
timescales under certain network-load conditions in [114] is the waiting-time priority (WTP) 
scheduler. WTP implements a well-known scheduling algorithm with dynamic time-dependent 
priorities. In this scheduler the priority of a packet increases proportionally with its waiting time. 
Specifically, the priority of a packet having a waiting time w, (t) in queue i at time t with a delay 
differentiation parameter (DDP) 4. is: 
F (t) _ , 
(t) 5.2 
The DDP 6 associated with class-i determines the rate at which the priority of a packet belonging 
to class-i increases with time. The main finding of this work [114] is that the WTP scheduler 
approximates the proportional delay differentiation in heavy load conditions only. On the other 
hand, under lower or moderately loaded conditions, the deviations of WTP from the proportional 
differentiation model are significantly higher, especially during periods where the average delays 
are on the order of one or two packet transmission times. Another finding of [114] with WTP is 
that as the required delay spacing between classes is increased, the deviations from the 
proportional model will also increase, given the same load conditions. 
There exist different variations of schedulers that employ a time-dependent priority scheme. 
Mean-delay proportional (MDP) [133] and hybrid proportional delay (HPD) schedulers are the 
typical examples of these variants [120]. MDP scheduler makes use of estimates of the average 
delay of a class as opposed to using the delay of a head-of-line packet in order to determine the 
priority of that class. This ensures a simple packet forwarding mechanism at a router that achieves 
average packet delay for a delay class inversely proportional to the delay weight of the flow. 
Based on this, MDP facilitates an end-to-end delay adaptation mechanism that dynamically 
adjusts the delay class of a flow in order to match its end-to-end delay requirements [133]. HPD 
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uses a combination of waiting-time and average experienced delay to determine the priority of a 
given packet. 
Given that the WTP scheduler and its different variants can approximate proportional delay 
differentiation only under heavy loaded conditions, there was a research activity that 
demonstrated how WTP control parameters should take different values depending on network 
conditions in order to achieve the desired delay differentiation among traffic classes [124]. Since 
this work argues that the WTP parameters should depend on the distribution of traffic loads, it 
raises the following questions: 
i). Given the desired waiting-time ratios for Q traffic classes, under what conditions can 
feasible WTP control parameters be found in order to achieve the waiting-time ratios? 
ii). Given that the waiting-time ratios are feasible, how can one efficiently obtain WTP 
control parameter values that will achieve the waiting-time ratios? 
iii). Given the obtained control parameters, can we maintain the waiting-time spacing at 
different time scales? 
iv). Given that traffic workloads are time varying in practice, how can we adapt to the time- 
varying traffic and still be able to maintain the waiting-time ratios? 
In order to address the above questions, [124] presents a model called time dependent priority 
(TDP). The TDP model is very similar to WTP in that both use time-dependent priorities - but in 
TDP the parameters are changed dynamically depending on the network load. TDP first considers 
a two-class WTP, and obtains a necessary and sufficient condition for a given delay spacing to be 
feasible. For the general N-class WTP, it presents a set of necessary conditions and gives their 
physical meanings. Using these conditions, the TDP model easily decides whether a given 
proportional delay differentiation can be achieved or not. Then it moves onto presenting an 
efficient iterative algorithm for finding values of the WTP control parameters that will realise a 
set of specified waiting-time spacing, provided that these parameters exist. Since the arrival rates 
of flows are time varying, TDP presents a dynamic measurement and adaptation technique so that 
the system can track the arrival rates of each flow and adjust values of the control parameters so 
as to maintain the target waiting-time spacing. With this approach, the evaluation demonstrates 
that the TDP model can obtain waiting-time spacing that is closer to the given target waiting-time 
ratios. However, the TDP approach is too complex to be adopted. 
5.2.2.1.1.2 Rate-Based Schedulers 
This type of scheduler dynamically adjusts service rate allocations of classes in order to meet their 
goal. The typical examples of this category are proportional queue control (PQCM), backlog- 
proportional rate (BPR), distance-based priority (DBP) assignment, and joint buffer management 
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and scheduling (JoBS) mechanisms. The details of PQCM and BPR are provided in this 
subsection, while the details of DBP and JoBS are given in subsection 5.2.2.1.2. 
The PQCM mechanism handles two classes of service (best-effort and high-priority) and reduces 
the transfer delay for the high-priority class [131]. In fact, the semantic of the high-priority class 
is defined as a proportional function of the best-effort class. The following control parameters are 
considered in PQCM and are associated with each queue as follows (see Figure 5-5): 
o Let C+ (t) and C- (t) respectively be the output rates of high-priority (HP) and best- 
effort (BE) queues at time t, and C be the maximal output rate of the link. 
o Let e+ (t) and e- (t) be HP and BE queue lengths at time t respectively. 
E3 Let d4 (t) and d(t)be the waiting delays of the HP and BE queues at time t 
respectively. 
,o 
Let 1` be the length of the head-of-line packet of queue i (t = +, -), and D 
'be the 
cumulated duration to serve queue i with an output rate of C'. 
Now, d+ (t) and d- (t) are related to each other by equation (5.3) as follows, where a (0 < a<]) 
is the proportional delay differentiation factor. 
d+(t)=a. "d-(t) 5.3 
Transmission of a packet from queue i 
D'= D'+ 
r 
(D` >D-)&&(1- >0) 
No I Wes 
10, +>0 
No es 
I IF 
End Serve file + Serve file - 
Figure 5-5: Key Components of a Forwarding Engine in the PQCM Model. 
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The optimisation of the scheme requires that: 
C-(t)+C+(t)=C 5.4 
The parameters such as d+ (t) and d- (t) are now determined as follows: 
d+ e+ t) 
C+ (t) 
d- (t) =e 
-(t) 
C-(t) 
From equations (5.3) and (5.4) => 
C+ (t) =C" 
e+ (t) 5.5 
e(t)+a "e-(t) 
D' and D- are determined every A seconds as follows: 
D+ _ 
1+ 
C+ 
D- = 
1- 
C- 
The flowchart as depicted in Figure 5-5 illustrates the possible way in which PQCM operates. 
This PQCM model ensures that by allowing a to take an infinitesimally small value, the desired 
proportionality will be approximated while avoiding starvation of best-effort traffic. 
The backlog proportional rate (BPR) scheduler is very similar to the PQCM described above. The 
basic idea of the BPR scheduler is to use the bandwidth distribution model of a generalised 
processor-sharing (GPS) server, but with the following modification: dynamically readjust the 
class service rates so that they are always ratioed proportionally to the corresponding ratios of 
class loads. The BPR work in [132] argues that the relation between class loads is reflected on the 
relation of the class backlogs, since if a certain class has received a small amount of service with 
respect to the amount of arrivals in recent time interval, then that class will also have a relatively 
larger backlog. Now let rift) be the rate at which class-i queue is serviced at time t. If the queue of 
class-i is empty at time t, r; (t) = 0. For two backlogged queues i and k, having backlogs of q; (t) 
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and qk(t) at time t respectively, the service rate allocation in BPR satisfies the following 
proportionality constraint: 
r, (r) 
_ 
a, q, (t) 
rk(t) °k qk(t) 
5.6 
In equation (5.6), the parameters {o; } are the scheduler differentiation parameters (SDPs) that the 
network operator selects, and are shown to be the reciprocal of the DDPs under heavily loaded 
conditions. The service rate r, (t) allocated to each class-i at time t is subject to work-conserving 
mechanism, and hence if there exist Q number of service classes and queues, the following will be 
satisfied: 
ýr, 
(t)=R 
t=ý 
5.7 
The main finding of [132] is that the BPR scheduler approximates the proportional delay 
differentiation under heavily loaded conditions only. 
The downside of the PQCM and BPR approaches is that when the relative backlog of a particular 
class queue is quite small, the relative service rate given to that class will also be small. As a 
result, the last few packets in a queue either before the queue becomes empty or before new 
arrivals occur can experience a much larger delay than their predecessors. This causes significant 
variations in the queuing delays of consecutive packets, and especially when the traffic is bursty 
in nature. In addition, like WTP, both schedulers approximate proportional delay differentiation 
only under heavily loaded conditions. In other words, their performance is significantly worse 
under lightly and moderately loaded conditions. Furthermore, the achieved delay ratios depend on 
traffic load distribution among classes. This is against the basic tenet on which PSD is built - i. e., 
the service differentiation should be independent of class loads. 
5.2.2.1.2 Algorithms Dealing with Proportional Loss Differentiation Only 
Typically it is the different buffer management policies that achieve various mechanisms for 
proportional loss differentiation. The two important ingredients of any buffer management 
mechanism are the backlog controller and the dropper. The objective of a backlog controller is to 
specify the time instance at which traffic should be dropped, while the goal of any dropper is to 
specify the traffic to be dropped. Random early detection (RED), random early marking (REM), 
and RED in and out (RIO) are the typical key examples of backlog controllers for IP routers. On 
the other hand, the simplest and most widely adopted dropping policy is drop-tail, which discards 
arrivals to a full buffer [120]. 
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This subsection is, however, specifically interested in buffer management policies which are 
specifically designed to support proportional loss differentiation. The piece of work presented in 
[122] extended the proportional differentiation model in the direction of loss rate differentiation. 
Accordingly, two dropping mechanisms were proposed and evaluated, which closely approximate 
the proportional loss rate differentiation model. They are proportional loss rate (PLR) droppers 
PLR(oo) and PLR(M). PLR(M) considers the last M arrivals for estimating the loss rate of a class, 
whereas PLR(oo) has no such memory constraints. In this model, as depicted in Figure 5-6, the 
backlog controller monitors the aggregate backlog of waiting packets in the forwarding engine, 
and decides whether a packet should be dropped. In other words, it is the backlog controller that 
controls the aggregate backlog in the forwarding engine, while the dropper controls the loss rate 
differentiation among classes. 
--------------------------------- 
Packet Buffers 
I 
Input Output 
Proportional 
Delay 
Scheduler 
"' 
Drop 
Signal 
Proportional Loss Rate Aggregate Backlog 
Dropper Controller 
----------------------------------- 
Figure 5-6: The Model of a Packet Forwarding Engine in the Proportional Loss Rate Mechanism. 
The dropper in this scheme simply follows the drop-tail policy. The objective of PLR is to make 
sure that the normalised loss rate is equal for all classes, where 9, is the loss rate 
differentiation parameter and 1, represents average loss rate for class-i, i. e., the long-term fraction 
of class-i packets that have been dropped. The basic idea in the PLR droppers is to keep a running 
estimate 1, of the loss rate in each class, and when a packet needs to be dropped, to select the 
backlogged class with the minimum ratio. i. e., to drop a packet from a backlogged class k with 
k= argmin, { .! }. Dropping a packet from class k reduces the difference of 
9 
from the 
19, 
normalised loss rates of the other classes, tending to equalise them. In order to address a general 
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question as to how the estimate 1, should be defined and measured, two different variants 
PLR(M) and PLR(oo) were considered. Given that PLR(oo) estimates the class loss rates based on 
a quite long history of packet arrivals, PLR(oo) is less adaptive to changing the class load 
distributions. However, PLR(M) tackles this problem to an extent which is dependent on the size 
of M and the burstiness of traffic distribution. For stationary traffic situations, where the average 
arrival rate in each class remains constant, PLR(oo) has been shown to perform better than 
PLR(M). On the other hand, in the case of non-stationary traffic situations, the performance of 
PLR(M) has been shown to be better [122]. 
5.2.2.1.3 Algorithms Dealing with Both Delay and Loss Differentiation 
A scheduler which is similar to backlog-proportional rate (BPR) was presented in [120], where 
the rate allocation considers the current state and past history of an output link to make 
predictions on future delays. This mechanism utilises a dynamic time-dependent service rate 
allocation and dropping algorithm for a single output link in order to provide loss and delay 
differentiation. This is known as joint buffer management and scheduling (JoBS), which is 
capable of supporting a wide range of relative, as well as absolute, per-hop and per-class 
guarantees for loss and delay. The JoBS mechanism operates as follows: 
i). Upon each arrival, a prediction is made on the delays of the currently backlogged traffic. 
ii). Then the service rate allocation to each class is adjusted to meet the delay requirements. 
iii). If necessary, traffic from certain classes is selectively dropped. 
iv). The algorithm provides delay and loss differentiation independently at each node. 
v). End-to-end delays and end-to-end loss rates are thus dependent on the per-node 
guarantees of traffic and on the number of nodes traversed. 
The service rate allocation is viewed in terms of an optimisation problem. The objective function 
of the optimisation aims at: 
i). Minimising the amount of traffic to be dropped. 
ii). Maintaining the current service rate allocation - this is to avoid frequent fluctuations of 
service rate allocations. 
Although our scheme bears similarity to the JoBS model, it is substantially different as it will be 
explained in section 5.4. 
Another similar mechanism that enables proportional delay and proportional loss differentiation in 
a single algorithm is the class-distance-based priority delay-loss (C-DBP-Delay-Loss) scheduler 
as described in [116]. This adopts the (m, k)-model and the distance-based priority (DBP) 
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scheduling algorithm that was originally proposed in [117][118] for scheduling real-time streams 
(flows). The packet stream is said to have an (m, k)-firm guarantee requirement if at least m out of 
any k consecutive packets from the stream must meet their deadlines in order to ensure adequate 
service differentiation. In the DBP algorithm, a state machine, as depicted in Figure 5-7, is 
associated with each flow/class at each node along the flow'stclass's path. The states represent the 
transmission status of the last k packets. The DBP value of a flow/class is the number of 
transitions required to reach a failing state, where failing states are those in which the number of 
transmissions is less than the number of drops. The lower the DBP, the higher the priority would 
be. The packet from the flow/class with the highest priority is selected for transmission. The DBP 
mechanism, hence, aims at minimising the transitions to a failing state. Figure 5-7 shows the state 
diagram associated with a flow/class with a (2,3)-firm guarantee, wherein T and D are used to 
represent transmission and dropping of packets respectively. This way, the DBP scheme provides - 
a method for evaluating the history of a flow/class based on the transmission status of the last k 
packets of the flow/class. This history is then used to prioritise the flow/class in the form of 
assigning a DBP value to it. 
T 
Figure 5-7: An example Illustration for Various (m, k) States for a flow with parameters (2,3). 
In the proposed generic class scheduler (C-DBP) of [116], the number of queues is equal to the 
number of differentiation classes as opposed to the number of flows, and hence in C-DBP the 
state history is maintained at a class level. With the C-DBP mechanism, each class in the 
scheduler is differentiated based on the (m, k) parameters associated with a given class. In order to 
distinguish the loss and delay differentiation behaviours, [116] uses two sets of DBP histories 
one for loss differentiation (DBPLossHistory) and the other for delay differentiation 
(DBPDelayHistory). The loss history is concerned only with the successful inclusion of a packet 
in the class queue versus an unsuccessful inclusion (dropping the packet). The delay history is 
concerned only with the successful transmission of a packet versus dropping the packet (due to 
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buffer overflow). When buffer overflow occurs, the buffer management algorithm selects an 
appropriate packet for dropping from the class with the maximum C-DBP loss value obtained 
form DBPLossHistory. On the other hand, the scheduler algorithm selects the class that has the 
lowest C-DBP delay value for transmission. In the C-DBP scheme, the loss history is adjusted 
when a new packet arrives at the router, whereas the delay history is adjusted when either a packet 
is transmitted or a packet is dropped due to buffer overflow. 
5.2.2.2 Related Work in Wireless IP Networks 
A proportional delay differentiation model supporting a certain number of service classes 
relatively ordered in terms of average queuing delays in multihop wireless LAN (WLAN) was 
proposed originally in [135] and then was extended in [125]. This proportional delay 
differentiation (PDD) model operates based on the WTP principles. In this PDD model, an 
application chooses a service class to serve its packets and each node handles an incoming packet 
based on its class. Its objective is to propose an end-to-end QoS assurance framework that is 
independent of end-to-end route dynamics, free from explicit resource reservation and class 
provisioning, and able to provide a wide range of assurances. It finds two main challenges being 
posed in a multihop WLAN environment. They are i) node mobility which changes the number of 
nodes, the amount of traffic and the network topology, and ii) the shared medium and 
decentralised access. 
Delay feedback 
from receiver 
Delay overhead 
from transmitted 
packets in 
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Delay bound with tolerance Packet from f 
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Figure 5-8: DCS-NPDD-MAPS framework for End-to-End Delay Assurance over multihop WLAN. 
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The proposed solution is based on neighbourhood proportional delay differentiation (NPDD) 
model that provides globally consistent proportional delays at all nodes in the network. This 
model is realised with a work-conserving proportional scheduler and a collaborative medium 
access priority selection (MAPS) mechanism. To choose the right class that meets a specific delay 
bound, each application adopts a dynamic class selection (DCS) mechanism to select the lowest 
(presumably cheapest) satisfying class. Let an application f at a node M form a delay-sensitive 
connection with a remote destination. The application requires an assured maximum end-to-end 
delay bound Df for all its packets. The network strives to meet this bound. The network, 
however, provides no hard guarantees. Figure 5-8 illustrates the DCS-NPDD-MAPS framework 
proposed in [125][135]. To realise the global NPDD service, nodes are arbitrated in their medium 
access with multiple MAC priorities. For this purpose, MAPS monitor each node's average 
NPDD delay and selects the MAC priority such that NPDD holds. 
A similar mechanism where the proportional service differentiation model works in conjunction 
with the prioritised MAC in single-hop WLAN was presented in [126]. Based on the cross-layer 
architecture, this piece of work introduces a distributed waiting time priority (DWI? ) scheduling 
algorithm. DWTP consists of two tiers - an intra-node WTP scheduling algorithm at the network. 
layer and an inter-node priority-based distributed coordination at the MAC sub-layer. 
Accordingly, at each node WTP is used for intra-node packet scheduling. It selects the packet 
with the longest normalised waiting time and sends it to the MAC sub-layer. At the same time, it 
notifies the MAC about the normalised waiting time of this packet. At the MAC sub-layer, the 
packet with the longest normalised waiting time will be transmitted via distributed coordination 
among nodes. One way to achieve such transmission is to achieve priority-enabled MAC, where 
packets with higher priorities will be transmitted before packets with lower ones. However, given 
that a priority-enabled MAC supports only a small number of priorities, there may exist packets 
with different normalised waiting times that are assigned with the same priority. In this case, the 
packet with the largest waiting time may be assigned to the same priority as packets with smaller 
waiting times, and may be transmitted at a later time than those packets - thus causing a problem 
of priority-reversal. Although this issue has been raised in [126], realising an ideal mapping is 
difficult in practice. 
As mentioned above, both works presented in [125] and [126] bear similarity, as both use the 
WTP schedulers at the network-layer together with a distributed coordination at the media access 
control (MAC) sub-layer. While the proposed work in [125] targets a multihop wireless network 
having limited mobility, the work in [126] targets a single-hop WLAN environment. However, in 
these works the control parameters of WTP schedulers do not vary depending on the network 
loads, and hence these non-adaptive WTP schedulers employed in these works will not give the 
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desired proportional delay differentiation [114][124]. A pure MAC-level distributed scheduling 
mechanism that piggybacks the priority tag of a node's head-of-line packet onto handshakes and 
data packets in the case of IEEE 802.11 distributed coordination function (DCF)-based operation 
was proposed in [127]. This is to identify a node that has the highest priority packet among a 
contending node-set. 
5.3 Problem Statement and Our Motivation 
The proposed model attempts to improve proportional and soft absolute service guarantees 
(absolute is used here in order to differentiate the service guarantee from proportional service 
differentiation, and it is used throughout this chapter to necessarily mean a soft guarantee and 
hence should not be mistaken for a hard guarantee) over multiple QoS metrics both in a single- 
hop and end-to-end manner. This model assumes no communication (i. e., RSVP-like signalling) 
between different nodes with regard to achieving optimal rate allocation and service guarantees. 
These tasks are performed independently at each node with sufficient information carried in each 
packet and with the use of location-based forwarding strategy. No explicit admission control or 
traffic policing is assumed, but similar effects are achieved using our forwarder selection 
algorithm that will be explained in section 5.4. As before, limited physical layer impairments are 
taken into consideration. In other words, although perfect channel condition is assumed during the 
estimation of rates of individual classes, the estimation of time-varying link capacity available at 
any node (at MAC-level) captures the effect of fading, interference and hidden-terminal problems 
as it will be described in section 5.4.3. 
5.3.1 Problem Statement 
Suppose the system has Q classes of service which are ordered, so that class-i is better than class -j 
for i ; ýj, 15i <Q and i <j SQ. Suppose that q, (t, t+ r) is a performance measure for class-i in 
the interval (t, t+r), where r>0 is the monitoring timescale. For all pairs of classes i and j, and 
for all time intervals (t, t+r), the following needs to be satisfied independently of available 
bandwidth and class loads. 
7, (t, t+r) 
_ 
c, 
' (t, t+ r) cj 
5.8 
In equation (5.8), c, > c2 > ... > cQ are the generic quality differentiation parameters 
(QDPs). In 
case the average queuing delay of packets of a specific class that departed in the time interval (t, 
t+-) is considered as the performance measure, the following should hold: 
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d, (t, t+z) 5.9 
dj (t, t+z) 
S are the delay differentiation parameters (DDPs), being ordered as Si < ý2 < ... < j, In case of 
loss rate differentiation, for the fraction of packets of a specific class that were backlogged at time 
t or arrived during the interval (t, t+r) and were dropped in this same time interval (l, (t, t +v) ), 
the following proportional loss rate differentiation should hold: 
I, (t, t+ z) at 
lý(t, t+z) a, 
5.10 
o are the loss differentiation parameters (LDPs), being ordered as a, < QI < ... <QQ. Assume 
each packet of class-i, where 1 Si SQ, has an end-to-end deadline of D,, i. e., packet generated at 
time t has to reach its destination by time t+D,. In this case, the absolute delay measure should 
take the following form. 
Class-i end-to-end delay S D, 5.11 
The above absolute performance measure can be expressed in a per-hop or end-to-end manner. 
Likewise, the set of performance requirements are expressed as a set of QoS constraints [120]. 
This set generally consists of relative as well as absolute QoS constraints. Hence, the problem is 
to develop scheduling (service rate allocation) and buffering management policies that each node 
can use to service multiple competing classes in order to satisfy the above QoS and system 
constraints. The system constraints we consider are maximum available buffer and time-varying 
link capacity at each node. Hence the task is to find new service rates and the optimal number of 
packets that need to be dropped per class. We will later formulate this as a constrained linear 
optimisation problem, and then describe a heuristic that approximates this optimisation problem 
[128]. 
5.3.2 Our Motivation 
In section 5.2, we reviewed related work and clearly pointed out the shortcomings of every Qos 
mechanism that had been proposed for mobile ad hoc networks. The first relevant approach in the 
MANET literature considered an IntServ-like architecture, employing already existing soft-state 
signalling for per-flow QoS guarantees [36]. Since mobility is the main cause of uncertainty in 
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MANETs, without accurate mobility prediction the IntServ-like mechanism to provide a 
reasonable QoS guarantee will not bring in the desired results. On the other hand, recent work on 
MANET QoS has utilised a class-based service architecture with relatively lower overhead [112]. 
However, the latter approach can only provide weak service guarantees. The proportional delay 
differentiation models as proposed in [124][125][135] use a WTP mechanism without varying the 
control parameters depending on the network load condition. As argued before, such a WTP 
mechanism can approximate proportional delay differentiation under heavily loaded conditions 
only, and hence its applicability in low or moderately loaded situations is questionable 
[114][120][124]. Also, the PSD models that have been proposed in wireless networks consider 
only delay differentiation in a single-hop [125] (multihop [124]) WLAN environment where node 
have limited mobility. However, it should be mentioned that while there exists research work on 
proportional service differentiation in fixed network and single-hop WLAN environments, there 
has been no proper attempt to apply it to the domain of multihop mobile ad hoc networks in the 
manner proposed here. 
As mentioned in subsection 5.2.1, the objective of our model is to ensure per-hop proportional 
differentiation and to improve absolute soft per-class guarantees in a per-hop and end-to-end 
manner. Having noticed that both the PSD and location-based forwarding strategies work on the 
same paradigm - simple local behaviour achieves a desired global objective - we try to combine 
them with a view to enhance the overall performance. This combined model is augmented with 
our forwarder-node selection algorithm, which involves relative mobility prediction and dynamic 
load calculations. This aspect allows previous hop nodes to perform implicit dynamic admission 
control during the forwarder selection process. This is performed using locally available 
information without maintaining any per-flow state (unlike in the guaranteed service of IntServ). 
This feature enables implicit traffic regulation in the network and minimises the occurrence of 
congestion in moderately dense ad hoc networks. Together with our forwarder-node selection 
algorithm, location-based forwarding enables distributed dynamical scheduling at each node for 
higher priority class packets to improve their condition of meeting their end-to-end delay 
requirements. 
In addition, our framework avoids the use of ECN for traffic regulation, as the latter typically 
works for TCP traffic only. Moreover, the use of ECN is meaningless in a highly dynamic 
environment, where the topology varies all the time, and hence packets of a now do not 
necessarily follow the same path or traverse the same intermediate nodes. In addition, we refine 
the JoBS approach and adopt it in the domain of mobile ad hoc networks with significant 
modifications [120]. Given that the topology may vary randomly, the available bandwidth on the 
output link of a mobile node varies, and hence our model attempts to estimate this dynamically. 
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Also since an ad hoc network possesses typically a mesh topology, nodes are free to select 
appropriate forwarding nodes. These unique aspects of MANETs are exploited in our model. 
5.4 Our System Model 
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Figure 5-9: Our proportional service differentiation system framework. 
5.4.1 Formal Description of the Optimisation Problem 
The ad hoc network is represented as an undirected graph G= (V, E), where V is the set of nodes 
in the graph, and E is the set of edges in the graph. The network is assumed to be time. 
synchronised. Let A1(t), l, (t), 
1, (t) and A (t) denote traffic arrivals, the amount of dropped traffic, 
the fraction of dropped traffic as at time t (similar to that used in equation (5.10)), and the service 
rate allocated at time t respectively - all pertaining to class-i. It is assumed that p, (t) 0 only if 
there is a backlog of class-i traffic in the buffer, otherwise it is zero. It is also assumed that the 
scheduling is work-conserving. In other words, 1u, (t) = 
BW 
.a ran<<e M 
M, if there is at least 
one backlogged class at time t, where BW. h,,,, lable , 
(1) is the time-varying link capacity available 
at any mobile node M at time t. 
It is further assumed that each output link performs per-class buffering of arriving traffic. The 
buffer is logically separated into queues where each queue represents the buffered packets for a 
certain class, and all queues share the buffer space. Either the earliest deadline first (EDF) or the 
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first-come-first-served scheduling policy is used, depending on whether there are absolute delay 
constraints or no such constraints respectively, in order to transmit traffic from the same class. A 
rate-based scheduler that allocates dynamic, time-dependent service rates to different traffic 
classes in order to improve proportional and absolute (soft) service guarantees is used to transmit 
traffic from the buffers. The set of performance requirements - as stipulated in section 5.2.1 - are 
specified in our system depicted in Figure 5-9 as a set of per-class QoS requirements, in addition 
to the system constraints. 
The dynamic rate allocation process of our system works as follows. For each packet arrival, new 
rates are calculated for each traffic class while satisfying the QoS and system constraints. In case 
there exists no feasible rate allocation that meets all the constraints, traffic is dropped with a 
careful selection of classes. Since the service rate allocation is viewed as an optimisation problem, 
the objective function aims at minimising the average queuing delay and the number of packets 
being dropped per class. For any node M having a maximum buffer of BM and available output 
link bandwidth of B WAvQj bM (1), our optimisation problem can now be formulated as follows: 
QQ 
Minimise f(xa) = dj (A (1)) + L91 
i, (u, (t)) 5.12 
1=t t=i 
Subject to: B, (t) S BM (where B, (t) z 0) 
r=i 
5.13 
, u, 
(t) S BWAva, ýbý, ý (t) (where µ, (t) z 0) 
5.14 
and other QoS constraints as stipulated by equations 
(5.9), (5.10), and (5.11) 
The optimisation variable xr is a time-dependent vector given by equation (5.15), and contains the 
average queuing delay and the fraction of traffic dropped as a function of service rates. The first 
objective ensures that average queuing delay pertaining to each class is kept as minimal as 
possible, while the second is to ensure that traffic is dropped only if there is no alternative way to 
satisfy the constraints. A constant 9 is added to the objective function of (5.12) in order to vary 
the extent to which the packet loss component plays a significant role in our system. Also, since 
the maximum bandwidth available at any node M varies depending on its own and the traffic in its 
neighbourhood, in subsection 5.4.3 we explain how we can determine this dynamically: 
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xT = 
((pl(t))... 
Q(pQ(t))(pl(t».. 
IQ(pQ(t)) dy 5.15 
The structure of the constraints and the objective function renders this a constrained linear 
optimisation problem. This can be solved using the available numerical methods (Dantzig's 
simplex method and its variations are the classic ones [128]). Since these techniques are 
computationally expensive, we resort to a heuristic that can approximately solve it. The next 
subsection presents a basic description of our system model together with our heuristic. 
5.4.2 The System Model and Our Heuristic 
Our scheduler is rate-based, and is augmented with a mechanism in order to make delay 
predictions. Hence, it is termed here as prediction-based delay proportional (PDP) scheduler. PDP 
scheduler is based on a fluid traffic model. As defined in [120], the arrival curve (A, ), input curve 
(R') and output curve (R°u') for traffic class-i in the time interval [0, t] are defined as follows 
in order to assist making delay predictions: 
rr 
A; (t) = J21(x)dx, R, 'n (t) =A ; (t) - 
fl1(x) dx 5.16 
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Figure 5-10: Example of Arrival, Input and Output Curves. 
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The output curve R, "t of class-i is the transmitted traffic in [0, t]. As illustrated in Figure 5-10, 
the vertical and the horizontal distance between the input and output curves from class-i are the 
backlog B, and the delay D, respectively, hence, 
Rout (t) 5.18 
The delay of a packet in general is the difference between the time (1) at which it is served and the 
time (S) at which it originally joined the queue, hence, 
Rin-'{Riur(t)} 5.19 
In order to satisfy system and QoS constraints, the ideal PDP scheduler has to make a prediction 
(projection) of the delays of all backlogged traffic upon each traffic arrival. For this purpose, it is 
assumed that i) the service rate of a specific class is unchanged until the packet is dequeued at 
time q, ii) the packet under consideration is not dropped by the dropper, iii) the packet loss rate 
(1, (t)) of the specific class is unchanged, and iv) perfect channel condition is considered - i. e., 
although the scheduler is dependent on the channel state, it is not taken into account, because 
correct channel modelling is beyond the scope of this work. Consider the output curve of Figure 
5-10. If we project the output curve assuming p, 
(t) for class-i is unchanged, then the projected 
output curve is a straight line extended from any time instance r at which a prediction is made. 
Thus the expected delay of they" packet' (Pa) in the class-i queue can be expressed by (5.20): 
J 
length(pik) 
5.20 j ýlJ l_ kýl 
G[ 1 
ýý (t) 
Most of the time-dependent priority schedulers, especially WI?, consider only the delay of the 
head packet in a queue, which is not fair to the other packets [114]. On the other hand, instead of 
considering only the delay of the head of the class-i queue, our PDP scheduler tries to predict the 
average delay of all the packets. Since this is time consuming and necessitates high processing 
overhead, we only consider the average delays of the head and tail packets in our heuristic for 
N 
convenience. Hence, the average predicted delay (Dl) for class-i queue is: 
' Here j is counted from the head of the queue. 
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B1(1)1-l, (t) 
Di= +d(p, l 2 5.21 fl, 0 
As long as the predicted delays for any two classes i and j, where i -J, I Si <j SQ, satisfy the 
system as well as the QoS constraints (as stipulated by equations (5.9), (5.10) (5.11), (5.13) and 
(5.14)), the service rate or the loss rate for any class-i will not be altered. On the other hand, as 
mentioned in subsection 5.4.1, if the predicted delays do not satisfy any constraint, then either the 
service rate or the loss rate need to be altered for each backlogged class until the constraints are 
met as explained below. If there are no buffer overflows, the projections for delay violations are 
made in our heuristic only once for every Y packet arrivals (not upon every arrival). The 
selection of Y represents a tradeoff between the runtime complexity and performance' 
improvement with respect to satisfying the constraints. On the other hand, when there is a buffer 
overflow, packets need to be dropped while still maintaining the constraints. Since certain 
absolute constraints may lead to an infeasible system, some constraints need to be relaxed in a 
specific precedence order until the system becomes feasible. For this purpose, system constraints 
have priority over absolute constraints, which in turn have priority over relative constraints [120]. 
In our heuristic, the new service rate of each class-i is estimated either in one step or two steps, 
depending on whether any absolute end-to-end delay constraint as stipulated by equation (5.11) 
needs to be satisfied. The step-I strives to ensure that the per-hop proportional (especially delay) 
constraints of the optimisation problem are satisfied. Accordingly, in order to find a new service 
rate p »(t) for class-i, where 1 Si SQ, we introduce a delay weight parameter Wj for each class- 
i, and its value is determined by the following to make the delays of different classes comparable: 
w1D1=W2D2=... =WQDQ 
5.22 
In this way we are able to compare the weighted delay of each class. We average the weighted 
delay of every class-i, where 1 Si SQ, to get a predicted mean-weighted-delay value as follows: 
Q 
dweighted = 
1: 
WkDk 
k=1 
5.23 
With this mean-weighted-delay, we can predict the weighted-delay-error of each class-i as 
follows: 
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NN 
ei =d weighted - wi Dr 5.24 
The predicted weighted-delay-error estimation process provides PDP with enough information as 
to how it needs to adjust each class's service rate. If the weighted-delay-error value for a 
particular class is positive, the PDP scheduler should reduce the service rate of that class, 
otherwise it should increase it. The new service rate , u; 
'»(t) can be determined from the old 
service rate fit, (t- ) from equation (5.25): 
fei1)(t) = 
w, B, 
5.25 
et + 
p1(t ) 
But, this , u7 
(t) of step-I is not the final solution, instead, it is subject to equation (5.14) and the 
accuracy of the associated link capacity estimation. In the process of estimating new service rates, 
the summation of , u, 
")(t)s might sometimes exceed the maximum available link capacity. This 
happens when the weighted-delay-error for many classes takes a big negative value. In this case 
the PDP scheduler decreases p; '»(t)of all classes, until the constraint stipulated by equation 
(5.14) is satisfied. Another possible trouble in this process is that of any class-i may get a 
negative value, when the denominator of equation (5.25) becomes negative. This means that the 
delay of this particular class is too large to meet the proportional differentiation. When this 
situation happens, the PDP scheduler allocates as much bandwidth as possible to that class. The 
step-I of the new service estimation process ends at this point. 
The step-II of the estimation process for t 2)(t) begins only if does there exist any end-to-end 
delay absolute QoS constraint to be satisfied as part of the optimisation problem. If such 
constraints exist, each node should check whether the delay of a packet belonging to any of the 
delay-sensitive classes (denoted by a subset QH) has already exceeded its delay bound (i. e., 
violated). If it is the case, then that packet needs to be dropped, as forwarding it is meaningless. In 
this process, not only does each node check whether the packet has already been violated, but also 
predicts whether the delay would be violated by the time it reaches its destination. As shown in 
Figure 5-9, the location-based forwarding mechanism provides our PDP scheduler with enough 
information to make this type of prediction. In the case of location-based routing, forwarding 
decisions at any node M are made based on the location information of node M, packet 
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destination Z and a set of one-hop neighbours of M. Consider a case where a source node A sends 
delay sensitive packets to its destination node Z via an intermediate node M. At M, the delay 
prediction unit of Figure 5-9Figure 5-9 estimates the shortest distance between the destination Z 
and itself ( distM_>z ) from the destination location it can find in the location-header of a packet 
(location-header is added in location-based forwarding schemes). If the node M knows the 
approximate transmission range of itself and other nodes, it can determine the above distance in 
terms of hop-counts. This is the minimum number of hop-counts the packet under consideration 
may traverse when travelling from M to Z (h 
n-'Z ). The denser the network, the more accurately 
the actual values taken by this distance measure ( ham 
L) approximate h 'Z . In this local 
independent estimation process, each transit node M uses its own transmission range, with an 
assumption (assumption 1) that it is equal for all the downstream nodes that a given packet will 
traverse before reaching the destination, in order to determine the minimum distance in terms of 
the number of hop counts only. 
Let us now consider how an intermediate node M estimates within how much time 
(DTotal Avat/able a delay sensitive packet belonging to class-i, where ie QH, should reach the 
destination for it to be considered valuable. For this purpose it is assumed that the source node 
inserts the packet creation time (tcrearion) in either the IP header (unused bits can be used) or 
location-header [66]. If M knows the end-to-end deadline (D, ) of a class-i packet (each node is 
expected to know the deadline values associated with each higher priority class), the amount of 
time left for such a packet to reach the destination can be determined by deducting the amount of 
delay that has already been incurred, when traversing from source A to node M, from the end-to- 
end delay deadline. 
D Total Available 
_A Dr -= Icreation + Di -'current 
5.26 
'current in equation (5.26) is the current time instance, and equation (5.26) estimates the total 
time available (maximum limit) for class-i packet to reach its destination Z. Since M knows the 
minimum number of hops the packet needs to traverse for it to reach the destination, M can 
roughly estimate how quickly (maximum limit) that packet needs to be served at M using 
equation (5.27). In this estimation process, it is fair to consider that the burden of handling the 
given packet should be equally shared among the present node M and the subsequent downstream 
nodes that the packet will traverse on its way from M to Z. Ire other words, let us consider the case 
that the node M and the subsequent downstream nodes should allocate the minimum same service 
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rate to the given packet depending on its critical nature, and hence the given packet is considered 
as incurring the same amount of delay in M and the subsequent downstream nodes. This 
consideration along with the assumption-I stated above are made in local computations only and 
does not necessarily introduce any significant undesirable effect, as they are used to judge as to 
how quickly a given packet needs to be serviced primarily in the current node. Even if one transit 
node introduces an error with these considerations, it will be subsequently corrected, as the packet 
traverses towards its destination, to a certain extent by other downstream nodes - as each transit 
node estimates this independently using its local information. Note that the nearer the given 
packet to its destination, the more accurate the local information regarding the given destination, 
the lower the errors being introduced by each node and the more accurate the local estimation 
would be. On the other hand, in the absence of very accurate information regarding delay being 
available in each node due to bandwidth-constrained nature of MANETs, such assumptions are 
inevitable and reasonable for any node to make in its local computations. As mentioned before, it 
is the effective operation of the underlying location service that provides accurate location 
information of desired nodes - this in turn enables each transit node u to perform highly accurate 
local estimation. However, care has been taken to adjust the inaccuracies associated with these 
assumptions using equation (5.28). Accordingly, the maximum service time of the given packet in 
the current node M is: 
A Total Available 
DM 
_i- i =hM->z+j, ý 
min ' Tolerance 
5.27 
The DM value measures the critical nature (the smaller the value that Dir takes, the more 
critical the packet will be) of the given packet belonging to class-i, where ie QH, provided 
that D; ' >0. In equation (5.27), 
hTolerann 
is added so that, 
hu-, z huz +jý actual min ' Tolerance 
5.28 
Adding tolerance (hrolerance- a system parameter) to equation (19) partly adjusts the inaccuracies 
associated with our previous assumptions. This information is passed to the proportional policy 
executor as illustrated in Figure 5-9, which in turn enables the packet scheduler to estimate the 
new rate allocation p; 2) (t) to each class-i as follows (while satisfying other system and QoS- 
constraints). Let the set of classes Q have a subset QH of higher priority classes that have end-to- 
end delay constraints to be satisfied. Let QL be another subset of Q that does not have such end-to 
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end delay constraints (I QLI +I QHI = IQI)" The new service rate fit, 2)(t) for class-i, where ieQ, is 
given as follows: 
ý(2) _ /1, * 
DM 
, where 
iE QX 
5.29 D, 
(2) = µkl -; 2) - A(l) 
l/ wk 
, where i#k, iE QH and k r= QL 5.30 
(1/wk) 
k=1 
Since this prioritised scheduling is performed independently at each node with the locally 
available information in a more distributed way, this process is called EDF-based distributed 
priority scheduling. The values estimated by either equation (5.29) or (5.30) need to be used in 
equation (5.25) for p, (t-) in case step-II is performed. As explained before, since certain 
absolute constraints may lead to an infeasible system, some constraints need to be relaxed in a 
specific precedence order so that the system would become feasible. 
In addition, in order to allow for this type of EDF-based service discipline, each node should 
maintain sorted transmission queues for each class-i, where ie QH. The sorting is performed in 
such a way that the head-of-line of each such high-priority queue has the highest priority packet. 
Note that the highest priority packet of class-i at node M has the lowest value for D; f of equation 
(5.27) when compared to other packets of the same queue. In our heuristic, this sorting is 
performed for every Y packet arrivals only when step-II is performed. The selection of Y again 
represents a tradeoff between the runtime complexity and performance improvement with respect 
to satisfying the constraints. 
When initiating time-sensitive flows, each source performs two operations: i) checking its own 
bandwidth availability, i. e., a source node should measure its bandwidth availability using a 
mechanism to be discussed in section 5.4.3 in order to decide whether it can accommodate its own 
time-sensitive traffic (i. e., source-based admission control). If there is non-availability of 
sufficient bandwidth, any time-sensitive flow should not be accommodated, and ii) class selection, 
i. e., the source should make the above end-to-end delay prediction for each available priority class 
in order to decide the selection of the appropriate class to satisfy the end-to-end requirements of 
its flows. This end-to-end delay prediction by any source is made based on the average queuing 
delay incurred for each traffic class in its own queues (i. e., based only on the local information) 
with an assumption that approximately the same delay for each class would be incurred in any 
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other node of a saturated MANET. Having selected the appropriate class and initiated a flow, if 
any source node A decides that it is impossible for a packet to meet its end-to-end deadline, then 
A should adaptively select a higher priority class so that the end-to-end delay is satisfied as shown 
in Figure 5-9. If, however, the priority class selected is the highest available class, then packets 
that are not expected to meet their deadline need to be dropped. On the other hand, if a source 
node perceives that selecting a lower priority class is enough to satisfy the flow's end-to-end 
delay requirement, this flow could be moved to the appropriate lower class [125]. 
Packet drops are inevitable when buffer overflow occurs. The proportional loss rate dropper we 
used is a simple dropper having two objectives: i) try to minimise the number of packets being 
dropped, and ii) when there needs to be a packet drop, pick a packet from a certain class in order 
to keep the loss rate proportional, while satisfying the other constraints. The concept of weighted 
loss rate is used for comparison in order to make the packet dropping decision. Whenever a packet 
tries to join an already full buffer, the packet dropper is triggered. Instead of just dropping the 
incoming packet, the packet dropper makes a decision as to which priority packet it should drop to 
keep the loss rate proportional. For this purpose, weighted loss parameters are used in order to 
determine the weighted-loss-rate of each class. A value for each of these parameters is chosen so 
that equations (5.10) and (5.31) are satisfied: 
w; 1, = w212 = ... = wQ IQ 5.31 
The weighted-loss-rate of each class-i, where I Si SQ, isw, l, (t). Similar to the operations we 
performed for the delay case, we average the weighted-loss-rate of every class-i to get a mean- 
weighted-loss-rate value as follows: 
=Q lý weighted wi li 
Q 
i=1 
5.32 
With this mean-weighted-loss-rate, we can predict the weighted-loss-rate-error of each class-i as 
follows: 
~1 
0--. 0 
£i ='weighted - Wwli 5.33 
As in the case of our PDP scheduler, the predicted weighted-loss-rate-error estimation process 
provides the dropper with enough information as to how it needs to adjust each class's dropping 
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rate. If the weighted-loss-rate-error value for a particular class is positive, the dropper should 
increase the dropping rate of that class, otherwise it should decrease it (until equation (5.31) and 
other constraints of the optimisation problem are satisfied). 
The next two sections will describe the other necessary components of our framework as 
identified in section 5.2.2. 
5.4.3 Dynamic Bandwidth Estimation at Any Node 
Z¢'$+ 
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j ýI 
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Figure 5-11: IEEE 802.11 unicast packet transmission sequence. 
In this measurement-based bandwidth estimation process, we assume the usage of RTS and CTS 
frames to minimise the hidden- and exposed-terminal problems [123]. If time instances tj and t5 
and frame size (fs) of the data of Figure 5-11 are known, then any node M can predict the 
available bandwidth using equation (5.34) [119]. 
Predicted Bandwidth Availability (CM(t)) = 
FrameSize 
is -tl 
fs 
At 5.34 
This link layer measurement mechanism captures the effect of contention on available bandwidth. 
If contention is high, tJ - tj would increase, and the available bandwidth would decrease. This 
mechanism also captures the effect of fading, interference, and the hidden-node problems, since if 
RTS or CTS get lost, they need to be re-transmitted. This increases At of equation (5.34), and 
hence would result in lower bandwidth. It should be noted that the available bandwidth is 
measured using only successful link layer transmissions. However, this estimation process based 
on past successful data transmissions would not necessarily give the currently (or future) available 
bandwidth at any node. Hence, we try to determine this by making predictions based on the way 
the DCF-based IEEE 802.11 MAC operates. 
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The bandwidth available to a node can be estimated using equation (5.34) only if tj and is of 
Figure 5-11 are known. Any node can determine the exact time (ti) at which a packet becomes 
ready for transmission. Once an RTS is initiated, it may be difficult for any node to determine the 
exact time at which it would receive ACK in return. In other words, it is difficult for it to 
determine is for it to predict the bandwidth availability. Hence, we have to determine a value for is 
empirically as follows: 
t2 = t1 + DIFS + 51 
5.35 
t4 = t2 + tRTS + SIFS + tcTS + SIFS + tDATA 5.36 
t5 =t4 +SIFS+tACK +S2 5.37 
SIFS of equations (5.36) and (5.37) is short inter-frame space, DIFS of equation (5.35) is 
distributed inter-frame space, tRIS, tc7s, tDATA and tACK are the transmission times for RTS, CTS, 
DATA and ACK frames respectively. 81 is added to (5.35) in order to take care of an extra time 
involved to access the channel due to the binary exponential backoff mechanism of the DCF, and 
52 is added to (5.37) in order to take care of an extra time involved if data needs to be re- 
transmitted due to collisions or channel errors [51][119][123]. In order to find values for Bi and 
52, we need to first analyse the binary exponential backoff mechanism of the DCF-based 
operation of the IEEE 802.11 [123]. In the following analysis, we denote by p., the probability that 
an arbitrary packet transmission results in a collision. The lower and upper bounds on the 
contention window associated with backoffs are denoted by CWmin and C,,. and we use the 
notation m= log2(CW,  / CWi, j. In addition, we consider a saturated network case (worst case) 
where each node has always a packet to send, and each incoming packet is immediately 
backlogged. Let Ini be the cardinality of a contending node set within an interference range 
(normally the interference range is twice the transmission range [129]). The nodes are assumed to 
be operating in discrete time where the packet arrival rate at any node M is AA, packets per slot- 
time while the packet service rate of the considered contenting set is denoted by A packets per 
slot-time. Continuing along these lines, the average backoff window (W) in the saturated case 
has been proved to take the form given by equation (5.38) [123]: 
W=In 
12M (1Pc - pc (2p,, )' CWm; n 5.38 
PC 1-2pC 2 
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It can now be proved that the packet collision probability can be obtained by solving the 
following equation (5.39) [123]: 
(l - 2pe) 2 
IvI-i 
Pý 1 
PC 1- loo - PC (2Pc )m CWT 
5.39 
The 8i and 52 are thus given by equation (5.38), and for simplicity it is assumed that 8, = 52. 
Hence, 
C 
8nI 
Am 11_pc_pc(2pc)mW 
Win 5.40 2 PC 1-2pc 2 
Hence, equations (5.38) and (5.39) represent a nonlinear system with two unknowns W and pc , 
and such a similar system is shown to have a unique solution [127]. Using equations (5.34) - 
(5.40), any node M can predict its own bandwidth availability (BWAyaj bk). In our heuristic, 
however, we use the average bandwidth estimation based on successfully transmitted past packets 
and present service rate estimation based on equation (5.34) (i. e., historical data transmission 
information) in order to estimate the current bandwidth availability as formulated in equation 
(5.41), and it has been proved feasible and robust [119]. In other words, in order to smooth-out 
small-scale traffic variations, we use running average (e. g., weighted moving average) of these 
measures. Accordingly, the bandwidth availability of node M at time tt (BWAvanabk j, 
(ti)) when 
the current packet has been successfully transmitted is related to equation (5.34), the number of 
packets successfully transmitted so far by M excluding the current one (PM) and the bandwidth 
availability at time tp (< tj BWAvalrabk (t p) when the previous successful transmission attempt 
was made as follows. 
BW 
BW 
Available M 
(te) = 
PM +1 J 5.41 
5.4.4 Forwarder-node Selection Algorithm 
Traffic regulation is essential in a network that needs to satisfy absolute QoS guarantees. This is 
normally achieved with admission control and traffic policing, which necessitate maintenance of 
per-flow or per-class state information. On the other hand, traffic can be regulated dynamically 
Available m 
(t 
p) 
* PM + CM (tc)) 
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using a congestion control mechanism - as in the case of TCP [115]. Admission control and 
policing lead to better performance in the case of fixed IP networks, where routes taken by 
packets are not volatile. On the other hand, they may not bring a tangible improvement in the case 
of dynamic MANETs, as routes taken by packets of the same flow tend to vary heavily with time. 
Traffic can be regulated in such situations in a proactive manner by selecting proper non- 
overloaded forwarding nodes, which is possible in a mesh-like network. 
n 
MI 
LETMI * BW Available I 5.42 
dMl + dlz 
Let N(M) be the neighbour set of node M, and M currently have a packet to be forwarded, d,,, 1 be 
the distance from node M to any of its one-hop neighbours I (I e N(M)), d17 be the distance from 
any node I (I e N(M)) to the packet's destination Z, LETAII be link expiration time of M with 
respect to I (I e N(M)), and BWAvrrabre be the bandwidth available at node I (I e N(M)). The 
criterion used in the forwarder selection algorithm is given by equation (5.42). The selection 
algorithm considers the currently available bandwidth to a neighbour, link expiration time (LET) 
and relative locations of the node-pair under consideration. Any neighbour I of node M that has 
the highest value for . f&Ir of equation (5.42) can be chosen by the algorithm as a forwarding-node. 
This way of proper forwarder-node selection is essential in MANETs due to the following two 
reasons, i) node mobility may lead to a situation where the selected forwarder would soon move 
away from the sender so that the packet transmission will fail, if LET is not considered, and ii) the 
selected forwarder is so busy that the forwarded packets face long delays or get ultimately 
dropped, if bandwidth availability is not considered. The consequences of the above aspects are 
undesirable, so that proper selection of forwarding nodes is important. This selection algorithm 
has an effect of implicit admission control by the previous-hop nodes, and hence, helps to 
minimise the occurrence of intermediate nodes from getting overloaded. Further, by selecting 
non-overloaded nodes as forwarder-nodes, our forwarder selection algorithm tries to balance the 
network, which in turn validates our previous assumption that load in each node is approximately 
equal in a saturated network. On the other hand, our scheme also makes use of source-based 
admission control, whereby any source of a time-sensitive flow needs to check its own bandwidth 
availability before accommodating any of its time-sensitive traffic as described in section 5.4.2. 
Also, since a location-based forwarding mechanism is adopted, there needs to be a recovery 
mechanism to resolve the "local-maximum" problem. As governed by the denominator of 
equation (5.42), in case of a "local-maximum" problem, forwarding would follow the least- 
backward-progression technique (LBP), and hence will tackle this problem [78][98][101]. In 
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addition, our forwarder selection algorithm involves relative mobility prediction and dynamic 
bandwidth estimation as described below. 
5.4.4.1 Relative Mobility Pattern Prediction 
In this section, we are not proposing a new method for predicting link expiration time (LET); 
instead, we are trying to use already existing methods with slight modifications. In the literature, 
there exist two main approaches that use different methodologies to determine LET; i) one that 
utilises location and mobility information provided by GPS [57], and ii) one that uses received 
signal strength without making use of GPS [134]. Both approaches make unrealistic assumptions 
as described below, and hence the prediction accuracy of each of them is questionable. In our 
scheme we try to calculate the LET individually using both methods, and try to consider the 
value, which is the minimum of them in our calculations. 
The first method assumes a free space propagation model, where the received signal strength 
solely depends on the distance from a transmitter. Also, it is assumed that all nodes in the network 
have their clock synchronised. More importantly, another unrealistic assumption is that between 
subsequent motion parameter updates, the node-pair concerned maintains constant velocity and 
does not accelerate. Assume that any two nodes I and J are within the transmission range r of each 
other. Let (x,, y, ) and (xj, yj) be the coordinate of mobile nodes I and J respectively. Also let a and 
wy be the speeds, and 0, and 01 (0 S 0;, 6<2; r) be the directions of motion of nodes I and J 
respectively. Then, the amount of time mobile nodes I and J will stay connected, LET, is given by 
equation (5.43) [57]: 
LET = 
-(ab+cd)+ (a2 +c2)r2 -(ad- bc)' 5.43 method 1a 2+ c2 
where, 
a= co, cosO, -w, cosO, 
b=x, -x, 
c=w, sin g, -w, sin O, 
d=Y, -y, 
The second method bases its calculations on the assumption that a sender power level is constant, 
so that the received signal strength is indicative of the relative distance. It considers two-ray 
ground reflection approximation as radio propagation model. As in the first method, this also 
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assumes that between subsequent motion parameter updates, the node-pair concerned maintains 
constant velocity and does not accelerate [134]. 
Figure 5-12: Relative movement of node B with respect to node A. 
Assuming a flat terrain area with a real constant k, the received signal power (P, ) is related to 
transmitted power (Pt) and the distance between a transmitter-receiver pair (c) as given by 
equation (5.44): 
P, =k dP 5.44 
Let the relative velocity of node B with respect to A be VZ( D. Assuming that A and B arc 
originally separated by distance do (< r) at time t=0, then the received power P, by node A from 
node B is given by (5.45): 
P =k 
P4 
do 5.45 
In order for the prediction to work, A needs to receive at least three packets from B. Hence, let the 
received power by A from node B at time instances t2 and tj be P, and Ps respectively. Also let the 
distances from B's location to A's location at time instances tI and tj be d2 and d, respectively 
[134]. Hence, 
P, P, PZ =k d2 =k ado + (vt2 )2 - 2d,, 142 cos 0)2 5.46 
PP5.47 P3 =k d4 =k (d2 + (W3 )2 - 2dovt3 cos 0)2 
From equations (5.45), (5.46) and (5.47), we can derive v as follows: 
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F 
1- 
p 
t3 + 
FT-1 
t2 
2 
t2t3[t3 -t2l 
Also, from equations (5.45), (5.46) and (5.47), we can derive the following: 
1- 
P 
t3 +P- t2 T2 
-t2 
P73 
dö 2dovcos0 = t2t3 [t3 J 
5.48 
5.49 
Let the time instance till which node B is within the transmission range of A be t (= LET). Since 
node B is moving at a constant velocity, v, with respect to A, the distance it would cover at t is cit. 
Using the cosine rule, we would get the following relationship between t and r from Figure 5-12. 
r=d- 2dovt cos 0 2ö+ [vi]2 
v2t2 -2dovtcosq-[r2 -d2 ]=05.50 
Equation (5.50) is quadratic in variable t, and hence solving for t yields, 
2dovcos0± 4döv2 cost 0+4v2[r2 -dö 
2v2 5.51 
Since r zdo and t>0, 
2dovcosq$+ 4döv2 cost 0+4v2[r2 -dö ] LET,,,,. = 2v2 5.52 
The LET value that we consider in the forwarder selection algorithm as expressed by equation 
(5.42), is basically the minimum of those calculated using method I and 2- as given by equation 
(5.53). 
Hence, 
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LET = min(LETmethod 1ý LETmethod 2)5.53 
The LET measurement serves the purpose of finding the relative mobility patterns of nodes with 
respect to one another. In other words, the node-pair that has a higher value for LET indirectly 
means that such pair is relatively immobile with respect to each other, and hence any node of such 
a pair can be a potential candidate for forwarder of the other -. however, subject to other 
conditions as specified by our forwarder selection algorithm. 
5.4.4.2 Information Regarding Bandwidth Availability at Each One-hop 
Neighbour 
The bandwidth availability at any node M can be calculated or predicted as described in section 
5.4.2. However, any node M should be aware of the bandwidth availability of every one-hop 
neighbour I, where IE N(M), for it to use that information in the forwarder-node selection 
process (i. e., in equation (5.42)). In our framework, each node has to predict its own bandwidth 
availability (for this purpose each node uses equation (5.41) to determine a running estimate of its 
bandwidth), and disseminate such information to its one-hop neighbours by inserting such 
information in its regular HELLO message transmissions. This enables every neighbour node to 
be aware of the bandwidth availability information of each other. 
5.5 Evaluation through Simulation 
We used the GloMoSim simulation package [62] to evaluate how well service differentiation and 
absolute (soft) performance assurances are improved in our model. We considered four service 
classes 1,2,3 and 4- class-1 having the highest priority. Proportional factors for packet loss rate 
and delay were chosen as 1: 2: 3: 4 in our simulations. The routing protocol used was a location- 
based one, which had been augmented with our forwarder selection algorithm. Traffic was 
generated using random CBR connections having a payload size of 512 bytes with packet 
generation rate of 100 packets per second and as a sinusoidal function of simulation time with 
synchronous traffic sources. In the case of CBR, connections are randomly generated so that at 
any moment the total number of source-destination pairs is kept constant - and each session lasts 
for a time-period that is uniformly distributed between 40 and 50 seconds. Each class contributed 
equally to the total traffic in the network (i. e., 25 %). We considered two relative QoS-constraints, 
as proportional loss rate and proportional delay constraints, for all traffic classes and an absolute 
end-to-end delay constraint for class-1 traffic. Metrics such as packet-delivery ratio, loss rate and 
delay were considered in our evaluation, and the average delay and loss performance were 
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measured using a sliding window size of 0.5 second. The important simulation parameters are 
listed on Table 5-1. We evaluated the per-hop and end-to-end behaviour of our service framework 
under different operating and network load conditions as described below. 
Parameter Value 
Link Capacity 2 Mbps 
Transmission Range 100 m 
MAC protocol IEEE 802.11 
Simulation time 300 S 
Buffer Size 500 packets 
Mobility Model Random-waypoint 
Node Speed Range 0- 30 ms' 
Pause-time 30 Seconds 
Location Update Interval (Periodic) 7 Seconds 
Slot-time 20 microseconds 
Parameter Y 100 
Table 5-1: Important Simulation Parameters. 
5.5.1 Per-hop Performance Measure 
In this case the per-hop absolute loss rates of each class and per-hop delay ratios among classes 
were measured under different network load conditions. Total network traffic was generated at the 
rate of 60%, 80% and 100% of maximum radio bandwidth (2 Mbps). For this case, a 600X 600 
m2 area was considered with 80 nodes moving at a maximum speed of 10 ms' and initiating 10 
sessions at any instant. 
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Figure 5-14: Absolute Loss Differentiation for a dynamic traffic case as function of simulation time. 
Figure 5-13 and Figure 5-14Figure 5-14 show the per-hop absolute loss rates of all classes 
averaged over time intervals of length 0.5 s. Figure 5-13 depicts the loss rates when the average 
aggregate link utilisation was 100%, while Figure 5-14 depicts the loss rate when the traffic was 
generated as a sinusoidal function of simulation time. In this case traffic sources were 
sychronised. In both cases, our model maintains a consistent ratio between classes irrespective of 
different traffic patterns and network load conditions. 
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Figure 5-16: Proportional Delay Differentiation when the link utilisation is 80% as a function of 
simulation time. 
On figures 5-15,5-16,5-17 and 5-18, we try to measure the ratios of average queuing delay of 
packets of different classes for different link utilisations. As expected the delay ratios of class-2: 
class-l, class-3: class-2 and class-4: class-3 should take approximate values of 2,1.5, and 1.33 
respectively. In addition, our rate-based scheduler tries to achieve consistent average queuing 
delay ratios among classes irrespective of the network utilisation - this is not true in the case of 
typical pure WTP schedulers, as WTP schedulers approximate proportional delay performance at 
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higher network utilisations only [114][124]. As it can be seen in Figure 5-18, due to the fact that 
the traffic sources are synchronous, long delays (spikes) of packets belonging to certain classes 
are inevitable. This is attributed to the fact that at the time of congestion packet losses are 
unavoidable and hence the lost packets need to wait in the queues for long time, which is 
governed by the binary exponential backoff mechanism of the DCF-based operation of IEEE 
802.11. 
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Figure 5-17: Proportional Delay Differentiation when the link utilisation is 100% as a function of 
simulation time. 
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Figure 5-18: Proportional Delay Differentiation for a dynamic traffic case as function of simulation 
time. 
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5.5.2 End-to-End Performance Measure 
In this case, we measured the end-to-end performance of different priority classes in order to 
study the effect of per-hop on the end-to-end behaviour. In this experiment, we ran three sets of 
simulations in order to assess the scalability of our system in terms of i) increasing node-count, ii) 
increasing node-density, and iii) increasing node-speed. In all three simulation-runs, at any 
moment 24 randomly chosen nodes sent CBR traffic to a set of randomly chosen destinations. The 
number of sessions in the network was kept constant throughout the simulation. 
5.5.2.1 Increasing Node-Count 
In this set of simulations, in order to properly model increasing network sizes, the terrain-area is 
also increased with an increase in the number of nodes IVI so that the average node-density is kept 
constant. The number of nodes is varied from 20,80,180,320,500 to 720. The terrain-area is 
varied such that the average node-degree remains the same, and accordingly 200X200 m2, 
400X400 m2,600X600 m2,800X800 m2,1000X1000 m2, and 1200X1200 m2 were selected for 
each run. The end-to-end (absolute) delay constraint for class-1 traffic took a value of 0.15 
seconds for the terrain area of 200X200 m2, and this value increases proportionally depending on 
the area for other terrain sizes considered. In this run, the maximum speed and pause time of a 
node were kept constant and took values of 10 ms 1 and 30s respectively. 
Figure 5-19 depicts both the absolute and proportional measures of average end-to-end delay of a 
packet as a function of increasing number of nodes for different priority classes. In this process, 
four different schemes - including ours - were compared. They were namely CBQwithAODV, 
CBQwithGeoforwarding, OurSchemeWithPSD, and OurSchemeWithEDF. The CBQwithAODV 
scheme uses strict priority scheduling with class-based queuing (CBQ), and uses AODV [29] as 
the underlying routing protocol. The CBQwithGeoforwarding is slightly different from 
CBQwithAODV in terms of the routing approach used - the former uses a simple geoforwarding 
(greedy) mechanism as opposed to AODV [3]. The other two schemes are ours - 
OurSchemeWithPSD considers only relative constraints for the optimisation problem as 
formulated in section 5.2.1, whereas OurSchemeWithEDF considers absolute delay constraint in 
the optimisation process in addition to other relative constraints considered in 
OurSchemeWithPSD. OurSchemeWithPSD calculates service rates based on proportional 
constraints, whereas OurSchemeWithEDF makes use of the EDF service discipline. Both schemes 
make use of our forwarder-node selection algorithm. From Figure 5-19(a), it becomes clear that 
OurSchemeWithEDF leads to a better average end-to-end delay performance for class-1 packets 
when compared to others. In addition, the delay is well within bounds and has the tendency to 
increase with the increasing node-count as expected. Figures (b), (c) and (d) of Figure 5-19 show 
that the proportionality is roughly maintained among different priority classes even for the end-to- 
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end delay. This illustrates as to how simple local (per-hop) behaviours manage to achieve a 
desired global objective. 
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(a) depicts the absolute end-to-end delay of class-1, whereas (b), (c), and (d) depict the end-to-end 
delay ratios of different priority classes. 
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Figure 5-20 depicts the total number of delivered packets of each class to their respective 
destinations as a ratio of total amount of packets generated in each class (again for 
OurSchemeWithEDF). As it can be seen, the delivery ratios for higher priority classes are greater 
than those of lower priority classes, although all classes tend to have lower delivery ratio as the 
network size increases. This is due to the fact that as the network size increases, the propagation 
of routing related control packets also increases. Since we considered a DCF-based operation of 
IEEE 802.11 as the underlying MAC on a2 Mbps radio link, the delivery ratio would decrease 
with the increase in node-count for each class because of increased contention and limited 
bandwidth. 
5.5.2.2 Increasing Node-Density 
In this case, the terrain-area is kept constant, while the number of nodes in the given area is 
increased. A fixed area of 1000X1000 m2 was considered while the number of nodes was varied 
from 100,200,300,400,500 to 600. 
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(a) depicts the absolute end-to-end delay of class-1 for four different schemes, whereas (b), (c), and (d) 
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Figure 5-21(a) depicts the absolute end-to-end delay of class-I packets. As far as 
OurSchemeWithEDF is concerned, the end-to-end delay tends to decrease as the network 
becomes denser, and finally tends to increase beyond a certain threshold that a node-density takes, 
This is due to the fact that as the network becomes denser, nodes will tend to have many 
neighbours. As a result, our forwarder selection algorithm is able to find non-overloaded 
forwarding nodes, and hence the chances for a packet to get delivered to its respective destination 
are high. However, the same behaviour cannot be expected once the node-density reaches a 
certain threshold. In addition, from (b), (c), and (d) of Figure 5-21, it becomes clear that our 
distributed scheduling and forwarding strategy maintains consistent end-to-end delay ratios, and 
this in turn reflects the scalability improvement of our model. The average end-to-end delivery 
ratio of each class as a function of increasing node-density follows the same pattern as in Figure 
5-20. The reason for this behaviour is roughly the same as before. 
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Figure 5-22: End-to-End Delay for different priority classes as a function of increasing node-speed: 
(a) depicts the absolute end-to-end delay of class-1 for four different schemes, whereas (b), (c), and (d) 
depict the end-to-end delay ratios of different priority classes. 
In this case, the pause-time is exponentially distributed with the mean value of 30 seconds, while 
the maximum speed of a mobile node is increased from 0 to 30 ms-1. The number of nodes was 
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kept constant at 80 within a constant terrain area of 600X600 m2. From figures 5-22 and 5-23 it 
can be concluded that the average end-to-end delay and delivery ratio of each class do not vary 
much with increasing node-speed. This is partly attributed to our forwarder-node selection 
algorithm that takes relative node mobility into consideration. As before, 
Figure 5-22 compares the delay performance for four different schemes, while and Figure 5-23 
show the performance of OurSchemeWithEDF. 
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Figure 5-23: End-to-End Packet Delivery Ratio for Different priority classes as a function of 
increasing node-speed. 
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5.6 Chapter Summary 
The objective of this chapter is primarily to design a viable QoS framework for MANETs. Since 
QoS provisioning is an important area to be tackled, we approached this problem while 
considering the unique characteristics of mobile ad hoc networks. Although the importance of 
quality of service is really felt in the MANET research community, as it has been described in 
section 5.2, research in this area is still in its infancy. In the outset of this chapter it was hence 
important for us to explore the viability of two important QoS frameworks proposed in the case of 
fixed IP networks. After having justified their non-suitability, we argued how a MANET could 
benefit from the adoption of the proportional service differentiation model. Given that the relative 
(proportional) differentiation models that have been proposed for wireless networks have serious 
shortcomings, the need to develop a more realistic proportional differentiation model that works 
independently of network load while being robust to node-mobility was justified. 
In this respect, this chapter presented the design and performance of a localised distributed 
scheduling mechanism that works in conjunction with our forwarder-node selection algorithm in a 
novel way. It supports proportional service differentiation, and enables improved per-hop and 
end-to-end per-class soft service guarantees in terms of packet loss and delay in mobile ad hoc 
networks. Our service architecture makes use of a novel PDP scheduler, and it does not 
necessitate maintenance of per-flow state information in any mobile node, and does not require 
any RSVP-like signalling. As argued before, in a more dynamic environment such as an ad hoc 
network, interactions between different layers and protocols are necessary and inevitable. In our 
framework, we give much attention to proper forwarder selection, and our selection algorithm 
involves relative mobility prediction and dynamic load calculations. This mechanism thus 
indirectly performs load balancing, and hence leads to traffic regulation and optimisation while 
minimising the possibility for network congestion. Such traffic regulation, which is applicable to 
any type of traffic (both TCP and UDP) and that does not demand maintenance of per-flow or per- 
class state information, is essential in order to satisfy absolute QoS guarantees. As claimed in 
chapter 4, we have shown in this chapter how our modified greedy forwarding can bring in 
significant additional benefits. 
In our framework, our proposed PDP scheduler works by predicting the delay of each class only. 
It would be interesting to analyse the performance by predicting the loss rate of each backlogged 
class. In addition, it is also interesting to include loss rate as one of the absolute QoS constraints. 
These are the possible directions for future work. 
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Chapter 6 
6 Quality of Service Routing 
Constraint-based (or quality of service (QoS)) routing is an invaluable part of a fully-fledged QoS 
architecture as identified in chapter 1. Unfortunately the MANET research community currently 
lacks a realistic and viable QoS routing strategy that considers multiple constraints. Our aim and 
hence the objective of this chapter is to delve into this research area by exploiting the experience 
we gained in other areas particularly in the design of scalable routing and rate-based scheduling. 
After a brief introduction, this chapter first reviews the state of art in the field of QoS routing in 
section 6.2. Although this review is brief due to space constraints, it considers related work both 
in "matured" fixed IP networks and in "immatured" mobile ad hoc networks. This is followed by 
section 6.3 which is keen to provide the motivation for our effort in the form of identifying the 
shortcomings and drawbacks of related works, especially in the MANET area. Section 6.4 
presents the problem formulation and our system model. 
Section 6.5 proposes a practically efficient solution for the simultaneous optimisation of 
constrained path computation and scheduling for connections with end-to-end delay requirements 
in the domain of mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs) that use IEEE 802.11 DCF as the underlying 
MAC. Accordingly, this work studies the NP-hard delay-constrained least-cost path problem and 
presents a more distributed on-line heuristic solution that uses only local information. The 
heuristic is termed stabilised on-line constraint-based unicast routing (SOCUR). SOCUR is 
motivated by the fact that there is a need for fast deployment of delay-guaranteed services with a 
consideration that there is no priori knowledge regarding future traffic demands. Unlike most of 
the QoS routing approaches that require each node to maintain full or limited accurate global state 
information about the network, SOCUR tries to compute constrained paths while optimising 
resources using local information only. SOCUR achieves this by exploiting location-based 
forwarding, which is one of the unique tools available in MANETs, in the construction of a loop- 
free, constrained path within finite time, if such a path exists. Although resource reservation is 
orthogonal to QoS routing, our mechanism enables link and hence path resource reservation, 
which is vital for the provision of guaranteed end-to-end delay. This is achieved in a more 
distributed fashion without employing any signalling mechanism, and we also show through 
simulations that end-to-end path reservation through a signalling mechanism does not lead to 
improved performance in highly volatile ad hoc networks. Section 6.6 provides a comprehensive 
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evaluation of our framework. It builds a mathematical model to analyse the loop-freeness of the 
paths chosen, the time-complexity and scalability issues related to our routing strategy. The 
simulation results show the performance improvement of our scheme in terms of its ability to 
satisfy the QoS requirement of each flow, conserving energy and bandwidth, and hence achieving 
traffic optimisation. Section 6.7 concludes this chapter with a chapter-summary that highlights the 
unique aspects of our QoS routing framework and provides a discussion on possible future work. 
6.1 Introduction 
The demand for supporting time-sensitive multimedia applications over mobile ad hoc networks 
(MANETs) has triggered a spur of research on how to satisfy the quality of service (QoS) 
requirements of these applications in terms of bandwidth, delay, jitter, packet loss and reliability. 
One of the key issues in providing QoS guarantees is how to determine paths that satisfy QoS 
constraints, and solving this problem is known as QoS routing or constrained-based routing. This 
is often termed as the problem of finding a multi-constrained path (MCP). Routing in general 
involves two entities, namely the routing protocol and the routing algorithm. The routing protocol 
- as seen in chapter 4- manages the dynamics of the routing process: capturing the state of the 
network and its available network resources and distributing this information throughout the 
network. The routing algorithm uses this information to compute paths that optimise a criterion 
and/or obey constraints. The chapter however concentrates on the second aspect - the routing 
algorithm. The typical goal of any QoS routing algorithm and hence ours is twofold: i) selecting 
network paths that have sufficient resources to meet the QoS requirements of all admitted flows, 
and ii) achieving global efficiency in resource utilisation. 
QoS routing takes into consideration multiple QoS requirements, link dynamics, as well as the 
implication of the selected routes on network utilisation, turning QoS routing into a notoriously 
challenging problem even for fixed IP networks. However, the unique features of MANETS 
namely random mobility patterns of mobile nodes, their limited battery energy, unpredictable 
behaviour of radio channels and time-varying bandwidth exacerbate the already complicated 
problem. More importantly, node mobility causes frequent failure and reactivation of links, 
effecting a reaction from the network's routing protocol to the changes in topology, thus 
increasing network control traffic and saturating the already congested links. Hence, all these 
aspects necessitate a cost-effective solution for any QoS routing protocol and algorithm. The 
routing task becomes extremely challenging when the network grows in size, and when two 
problems such as increasing node-density and large number of nodes have to be tackled. In 
general, the MCP problem is an NP-complete problem if we consider more than one additive 
routing metric [140][149]. Hence, MCP is considered to be intractable for large networks. 
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Accordingly, the objective of this work is to propose mainly a heuristic that attempts to solve an 
NP-hard problem as formulated in section 6.4 in the domain of mobile ad hoc networks in a cost- 
effective and scalable manner. 
As stated in chapter 4, much work has been done on routing in ad hoc networks, including a new 
generation of on-demand and efficient pro-active routing approaches. However, most of them deal 
with best-effort data traffic, and in general tend to use flooding or broadcasts for route 
computation. While they can operate well in small networks, they incur heavy control traffic for 
discovery and maintenance of end-to-end routes, which is a major bottleneck for large-scale 
networks. In addition, flooding in MANETs does not work well due to the presence of hidden and 
exposed terminals, and does not scale [92]. On the other hand, there has been a considerable body 
of work on QoS algorithms in fixed wireline IP networks. Recent work in this domain can be 
classified into three different categories: centralised, distributed and hierarchical approaches. This 
classification is based on how the state information is maintained and how the search for feasible 
paths is carried out. In the case of a centralised approach, each node maintains an image of the 
global network state, which is based on a routing path that is centrally computed at the source 
node. The global network state is typically updated periodically by either link-state or distance- 
vector routing protocols. On the other hand, in distributed routing algorithms, the path is 
computed by a distributed computation by each node, during which control messages are 
exchanged among nodes. For this purpose, each node maintains a limited knowledge of the global 
network information in terms of the metrics that the algorithm is interested in (for e. g. cost-vector 
or delay-vector for each node of a network) using a distance-vector-like protocol. The state 
information kept at each node is collectively used in order to find a feasible path(s). In the case of 
hierarchical algorithms, the network graph is clustered into groups, which are recursively 
clustered into higher-level groups, hence creating a multi-level hierarchy. In every level of 
hierarchy, either a centralised or decentralised routing algorithms is used [140][143]. 
Each routing strategy has its own weaknesses and strengths. The main drawback of centralised 
routing is that the path computation is performed in a centralised manner, probably through a 
route server. This aspect contradicts the basic notion based on which the ad hoc concept has 
evolved. On the other hand, given that a centralised strategy requires the maintenance of accurate 
network-wide topology and state information, due to the nature of MANETS, maintaining 
accurate information about the network topology is difficult, and this process would incur 
substantial amount of control cost. Hence, our routing algorithm tends to be distributed, and uses 
only local information. In other words, our routing algorithm requires each node to maintain 
information pertaining to it and its one-hop neighbours only. In addition, since the MANET 
topology can vary unexpectedly and hence it is very difficult to maintain prior knowledge of a 
traffic demand matrix, path computation needs to be on-line. 
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6.2 Current State of the Art - QoS Routing Algorithms 
Most existing QoS routing algorithms have been proposed for wireline networks. Therefore, this 
section first briefly reviews the QoS routing algorithms proposed for fixed wire-line IP networks. 
It is then followed by related work in the MANET literature. 
6.2.1 QoS Routing in Fixed IP Wire-line Networks 
Many published works in the case of wired IP networks assume the availability of accurate full or 
limited global state information at each node in the case of centralised or distributed algorithms 
respectively. A related work in [140] studies the complexity of finding paths subject to multiple 
constraints and the selection of metrics for QoS routing, and then presents QoS routing algorithms 
both for centralised and distributed path computations. The centralised algorithm tries to find a 
bandwidth-delay constrained path through a "filtering" process, whereas the distributed algorithm 
tries to find a shortest-widest path. Both the centralised and the distributed algorithms assume the 
maintenance of global state information in every node, and the former considers bottleneck 
bandwidth and propagation delay as the metrics while the latter considers only the bandwidth as 
the only metric of interest [140]. The time complexity of the centralised algorithm is 
o(I VI log IVI+IE () while the time complexity of the distributed algorithm is 0(1 V 11 E 1), where 
is the number of nodes and JET is the number of edges in the network considered. 
A distributed heuristic for the NP-complete delay-constrained least-cost (DCLC) routing problem 
is presented in [141]. This algorithm requires that each node maintain a limited global state about 
the network in terms of cost-vector and delay-vector through an underlying distance-vector-like 
protocol. A control message is sent from a source toward a destination to construct a delay- 
constrained path. In this scheme loops are more likely to occur, and if any node along a partly 
constructed path detects a loop it will initiate a loop-removal operation. This procedure is costly 
in terms of bandwidth, memory usage and incurs high latency. It is shown that the worst-case 
message and time complexity iso(l v 1'). A similar heuristic which actually improves the worst- 
case message complexity of [141] is proposed in [142]. It improves the performance by avoiding 
the loop-removal procedure of [141]. With this modification, the message and time complexity 
drops down to 0(1 v 1). A practically efficient solution for the DCLC problem is presented in 
[147]. This is the Lagrangian-based composition approach, whereby the algorithm combines 
linearly the delay and cost of each link and tries to find the shortest path with respect to the 
composite (aggregated) metric. Lagrange relaxation is used to estimate the optimal multipliers for 
each element of the composite metric. The time complexity of this heuristic is00 E I' 1og4(l E 1)). 
Another heuristic for an NP-complete multi-constrained path (MCP) problem is proposed in 
[143]. The objective of this heuristic is to use bounded finite ranges to approximate QoS metrics, 
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and to reduce the original NP-problem to a simpler one. This is based on the idea that when all 
metrics except one take bounded integer values, the MCP problem can be solvable in polynomial 
time. It is also proved that a feasible path of the new problem must also be a feasible path of the 
original problem. The time complexity of this heuristic has been proven to be O(X I VII EI), where 
X is a constant. Two heuristics - limited granularity (LG) and limited path (LP) - that follow the 
same principle as that of [143] are proposed in [146]. The time complexities of LG- and LP- 
heuristics are o(1 V I') E I) and 0(k' IV II E I) respectively, where m is the number of QoS constraints 
and k is the queue size. The performance of both heuristics is comparable as long as m S2. On the 
other hand, when m>3, the LP-heuristic performs better than the LO-heuristic. Although the LG- 
heuristic bears exact similarity with the heuristic of [143], the LP-heuristic improves the worst- 
case time complexity by limiting the number of optimal QoS paths stored in each node. The 
heuristics of either [143] or [146] use either an extended Bellman-Ford (EBF) or an extended 
Dijkstra's algorithm (EDSP). However, since these are classified as centralised algorithms, they 
require global network state information to be known. 
Another related work in [145] proposes an c-optimal algorithm for the constrained shortest-path 
problem. This work considers connections with end-to-end delay requirements in a network that 
employs rate-based schedulers. In order to reach an efficient and computationally tractable 
solution, it elaborates on two approximation schemes based on quantisation: i) rate-quantisation 
and ii) hop-quantisation. By exploiting the underlying structure of a network, the c-optimal 
algorithm is shown to offer improvement in terms of scalability with the use of underlying link- 
state or distance-vector routing protocol [145]. Although the above work assumes the availability 
of accurate network state information, [144] studies the bandwidth-constrained and delay- 
constrained routing problems with imprecise state information. It establishes that the impact of 
uncertainty is minimal for flows with only bandwidth requirements, whereas it makes path 
selection intractable when end-to-end delay requirements are also considered. The model of 
imprecision is based on the probability distribution functions, and is shown to be more suitable for 
hierarchical routing. 
A piece of work that argues that both Dijkstra's algorithm and hop-by-hop routing have 
limitations for QoS support, and hence construes the application of algebra to hop-by-hop 
routing, can be found in [148]. It shows that isotonicity is both the necessary and sufficient for a 
generalised Dijkstra and any hop-by-hop routing algorithm to yield optimal paths. Another related 
work in [150] argues that the MCP problem is not strong NP-complete, and suggests that in 
practice an exact QoS routing algorithm may work in polynomial time, making guaranteed QoS 
routing possible. It provides properties, an approximate analysis and simulation results to indicate 
that the NP-completeness of MCP hinges on, i) the topology, ii) the granularity of link weights, 
iii) correlation among link weights, and iv) the constraints [ISO]. 
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Likewise, the QoS routing algorithms proposed in the case of fixed wireline networks heavily 
depend on the maintenance of accurate global state (full knowledge in centralised schemes or 
limited knowledge in distributed schemes) at each node. 
6.2.2 QoS Routing in MANETs 
As mentioned before, most ad hoc routing algorithms support only best-effort traffic. QoS routing 
subject to multiple constraints is a relatively new problem in the case of MANETs. The first major 
work on MANET QoS was the INSIGNIA framework [36], where optimal paths are found first 
and then resources are reserved along the path in an end-to-end manner through an RSVP-like 
signalling mechanism. It considers bandwidth as the only QoS metric. Hence, although an 
INSIGNIA-like model can work in a static MANET, it involves a high signalling cost in relatively 
dynamic MANETs. As a result, for highly dynamic ad hoc networks with time varying topology 
and link capacities, the cost of connection establishment and maintenance would be very high. As 
already stated in chapter 5, unless such a model is augmented with accurate mobility prediction 
mechanisms in order to perform proactive route maintenance and hence proactive flow 
management, the applicability of INSIGNIA-like approach to provide hard guarantees is 
questionable in highly dynamic MANETs. Our simulation results show later how the INSIGNIA- 
like model, which requires a source flood during the route discovery process and involves 
resource reservation, leads to increased signalling cost and degraded performance. 
Another old piece of work that considers QoS routing to some extent - but mainly concentrates 
mostly on backbone creation is the core extraction distributed ad hoc routing (CEDAR) 
mechanism [91][92]. As mentioned before, the basic objective of the CEDAR mechanism and its 
predecessors [91][92] is to construct a dynamically organisable virtual backbone infrastructure 
called core or spine for performing route computations and topology management in ad hoc 
networks. These core or spine nodes may then function as route servers for their dominated nodes. 
Although these two pieces of work introduce the idea of maintaining a virtual backbone dedicated 
for control plane tasks in mobile ad hoc networks, the sheer amount of updates (in the form of 
flooding) they need in order to maintain a global topology and state information makes these 
approaches undesirable, especially in the light of nodes' random mobility patterns. It is still not 
clear how adaptive the virtual backbone mechanism is to node-mobility and whether the virtual 
backbone creation approach takes mobility into consideration at all. In the CEDAR, nodes that 
have higher connectivity with other nodes are likely to be elected/selected as dominator nodes, 
and since this criterion varies mainly due to node mobility in the same way as in the max- 
connectivity clustering mechanism, this may trigger core extraction all the time and the relevant 
control traffic will be significant. 
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A distributed routing framework to study DCLC and bandwidth-constrained least-cost (BCLC) 
path problems based on selective probing is presented in [38]. Each node maintains such end-to- 
end state information as delay, bandwidth and cost for every possible destination through the use 
of an underlying distance-vector protocol. In this framework, when a connection request arrives, 
probes are flooded selectively throughout the network along the paths that satisfy the QoS and 
optimisation requirements. Each probe arriving at a destination detects a feasible path. The path 
establishment process, restoration process in case of link-failures, and the need to maintain state 
information with a use of distance-vector protocol lead to very high signalling cost, and hence 
will affect routing performance. The need to maintain redundant paths for the same flow affects 
badly the scalability of this framework. In addition, this work considers only the type of ad hoc 
networks whose topologies are not changing drastically and unpredictably, and hence the 
proposed mechanism is mostly applicable to semi-stationary ad hoc networks. Another unrealistic 
feature of [38] is its assumption that the underlying MAC is contention-free. This work is later 
extended by adopting fuzzy logic to model the imprecise state information in [39]. Accordingly, a 
rule-based fuzzy logic control model is employed in order to determine the maximum number of 
probes that can be used in the feasible path discovery process between a given source-destination 
pair. 
A feasible path selection based on route discovery mechanism very similar to that of AODV, and 
virtual circuit establishment in system using slotted channels is proposed in [136]. It uses a 
combination of time-division multiple access (TDMA) and code-division multiple access 
(CDMA) as the underlying MAC, and hence requires accurate network-wide slot-synchronisation 
and conflict-free code assignment - both these tasks are extremely difficult in a highly volatile ad 
hoc networks. It considers available bandwidth in the route selection process. A similar scheme is 
presented in [137]. Since these schemes heavily depend on such processes as flooding, slot- 
synchronisation and code-assignment, their applicability in large-scale highly volatile MANETs is 
questionable. 
An adaptive QoS routing mechanism based on predicting the local performance of each node in 
ad hoc networks is presented in [138]. The route discovery mechanism is very similar to that of 
dynamic source routing (DSR), although additional fields are added to the route request and reply 
packets to ensure finding feasible routes that satisfy bandwidth and end-to-end delay 
requirements. Hence, it inherits the drawbacks of DSR, namely use of flooding in the path 
discovery, need to store path details in packet headers, and high latency involved in the path 
construction process. In addition, since it is very difficult for any node to have up-to-date 
information of its neighbours, paths may tend to break due to mobility and hence there would be a 
need to repair and reconstruct paths. This process would again lead to increased packet loss and 
latency. A QoS routing mechanism based on optimised link state routing Protocol (OLSR) is 
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presented in [139]. This falls under the category of centralised algorithms, and uses the Dijkstra's 
algorithm for delay-constrained path computation and a modified Dijkstra's algorithm for 
bandwidth-constrained path computation. Hence, this algorithm requires each node to know state 
information related to the entire network, and maintaining up-to-date global state information in a 
highly dynamic MANETs is extremely challenging and incurs substantial control cost. Since 
bandwidth and battery energy are scarce in such networks, the increased signalling (control) 
traffic will have adverse impact on the QoS perceived by data traffic. A QoS-aware routing 
mechanism which considers only the bandwidth constraint and is built on AODV is presented in 
[129]. Hence, this scheme inherits some of the drawbacks associated with AODV as discussed in 
chapter 4: the use of flooding in the route discovery; the construction of end-to-end paths being 
non-effective in highly volatile MANETs unless augmented with accurate mobility predictions; 
and route repair (reconstruction process) that incurs latency and leads to packet drops. 
It should be finally mentioned that while there exists research work on QoS routing algorithms in 
either fixed network or (less-volatile) mobile ad hoc network environments, there has been no 
proper attempt to apply it to the domain of multihop mobile ad hoc networks in the manner 
proposed here. 
6.3 Research Motivation 
This section basically summarises the drawbacks associated with other similar mechanisms, and 
explains how the proposed strategy tries to address the challenges posed in MANETs. In general, 
QoS routing algorithms proposed for fixed IP wireline networks cannot be directly applied to the 
domain of ad hoc networks. As explained in subsection 6.2.1, most QoS routing algorithms 
proposed for the fixed IP networks assume the availability of accurate global state information at 
each node (full in the case of a centralised approach or limited in the case of a distributed 
approach). In addition, most of such algorithms work in conjunction with either a link-state or a 
distance-vector routing protocol. On the other hand, maintaining up-to-date global state 
information in the case of MANETs is extremely difficult, and would incur substantial control 
traffic. This traffic itself is enough to saturate the ad hoc networks, where the bandwidth and 
battery energy are scarce. This partly suggests why most of the routing protocols and algorithms 
proposed in MANETs tend to be best-effort. 
On the other hand, the QoS routing mechanisms proposed in the case of MANETs tend to find 
feasible paths through flooding, and try to construct and maintain end-to-end paths. Unless such 
mechanisms are augmented with accurate mobility prediction models, constructing and 
maintaining end-to-end paths will not be effective in a highly volatile environment. This is mainly 
due to the fact that mobility is the main cause of uncertainty in MANETs, and hence network 
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conditions may vary due to node-mobility or neighbourhood traffic. The effect due to the latter is 
significant as we use DCF of IEEE 802.11 as the underlying MAC. Our own experience has 
shown that maintaining an end-to-end path proactively through a mobility-prediction mechanism 
(using a RSVP-like signalling mechanism) in a highly volatile MANET would not bring sufficient 
performance improvement due to, i) there may be errors in the mobility prediction scheme, and ii) 
if the predicted information is not disseminated on-time, proactive path maintenance will not 
work - even when the mobility prediction is sufficiently accurate. The latter is due to increased 
contention when we use DCF of IEEE 802.11 as the MAC (see also section 6.6.1). In order to 
effectively tackle these problems, we propose a distributed hop-by-hop multi-constrained path 
computation process, which does not rely on flooding. To cater for this, we exploit the unique 
facility available in MANETs in the form of a location-based forwarding technique with the use 
of our location service that we proposed in chapter 4. Our location service does not use flooding 
at all, and we have proved that it is scalable. Hence, it is always better to use relatively accurate 
local information to perform a more distributed hop-by-hop routing as opposed to utilising 
inaccurate global-state information in constructing and maintaining end-to-end paths. In other 
words, our strategy uses (per-hop) local behaviours to achieve a desired global objective - which 
is more suitable for ad hoc networks. As mentioned above, since battery energy and bandwidth 
are scarce in MANETs, we use an aggregate cost as one of our QoS metrics that take such scarcity 
of resources into considerations. In addition, the typical goal of any QoS routing algorithm and 
hence ours is twofold: i) selecting network paths that have sufficient resources to meet the QoS 
requirements of all admitted flows, and ii) achieving global efficiency in resource utilisation. 
Generally, a resource reservation mechanism working together with admission control is vital for 
the provision of guaranteed end-to-end performance (bounded delay, bounded delay jitter and 
bounded packet loss ratio), but our work considers and achieves this in a more distributed way 
without employing any signalling mechanism [151]. QoS provisioning in networks is mainly 
governed by such network operations as scheduling, buffer management and routing. Because of 
its nature, the design of any QoS mechanism in MANETs should consider the constant interaction 
of these components for effective operation, and the proposed routing algorithm works in 
conjunction with the rate-based scheduling mechanism in an attempt to satisfy, in particular, the 
end-to-end delay guarantees [145]. These service guarantees are soft as opposed to hard 
[3][38][129]. Soft QoS means that there may exist transient time periods when the required 
absolute QoS guarantee is not possible due to non-availability of suitable forwarding nodes or 
network partitioning. However, our approach minimises this to a great extent by resorting to a 
more distributed forwarding strategy in a moderately-densed graph as explained in section 6.5. 
The whole process however does not involve any RSVP-like signalling mechanism, but instead 
uses promiscuous listening to enable crank-back functionality. Admission control typically uses a 
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stateful approach for making its decision and for the residual bandwidth calculation. Adopting a 
stateful approach (i. e., maintaining per-flow state information at any node) is less of an issue in 
MANETS given the fewer flows a node will typically initiate or relay and the limited size of the 
network that does not have a "backbone" as such. Moreover, even most of the best-effort routing 
protocols in MANETs use and maintain state information in the route construction process for 
effective operation (in order to minimise routing-loops and broadcast storm problems). 
Hence, our scheme is the first to introduce more distributed hop-by-hop routing in constrained 
path computation problem in the domain of MANETs. It follows single-path routing strategy and 
hence improves scalability in a number of ways. 
6.4 System Model and Problem Formulation 
6.4.1 System Model 
The ad hoc network is represented as a directed and connected graph G= (V, E), where V is the 
set of nodes in the graph, and E is the set of edges in the graph. Each link e= (u, v) eE has a 
capacity C(e), where (C: E-, º r), cost c(e), where (c: E- 9t), and stability r(e), where (r. E-ýº j, 
and a delay d(e), where (d: e-49t) associated with it. The delay d(e) is a measure of total delay 
that a packet would experience when traversing the link e. Although ideally it is a combination of 
the propagation delay, queuing delay and packet transmission time, this work considers the effect 
of queuing delay only since the others are negligibly small. Assume that network traffic is 
grouped into Q service classes which are based on their packet forwarding quality: class-i is better 
(or at least no worse) than class -j for i 0j, I Si <j in terms of certain performance measures. 
In addition, assume that there exist two main priority classes to be considered in this work. 
Accordingly, let the set of classes Q have a subset QH having higher priority classes that require 
an end-to-end delay constraint Dk to be satisfied, where te QX and k represents flow-id, and the 
other subset QL having no such delay deadline guarantee such that IQLI+IQnj = IQI" Let each flow 
k be represented by a triplet (sý , t; , 
D; ) where s; , t; 6V are the source and the sink 
respectively, and D; >0 only Vi E QH, and Dk <0 (i. e., this does not carry any information) vi 
e QL. This work assumes that each flow arises one-by-one and there is no priori knowledge of the 
characteristics of future demand. Assume that each packet of flow k represents some unsplittable 
information so that it needs to be routed along a single path. In other words, a given packet cannot 
be split across multiple paths. 
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A flow is a non-negative link functionf. Each flow fk of flow k belonging to class-i, where !E 
Q, is a flow obeying conservation constraints and satisfying its end-to-end delay deadline 
b, * Z 0, 
if any. We define the total flow f(u, v) on a link (u, v) =ecE by: 
.f (u, V)= .fk (U, v) iEQ, k 6.1 
Depending on the context, the symbol f represents both the (multi)flow (fI, f, =,.., jk,.. ")and the 
total flow f1 +f2 +" " "+ f'ý +... summed link-wise, where ieQ. Let the congestion of link e 
(u, v) be Se = f(e)/C(e), and the congestion of a flow be CýEj = max1(. ]. With a slight abuse of 
notation, let 4'e be the bandwidth weight of link e= (u, v) e E. 
Let the aggregated cost metric to be used be derived as follows. The first objective of this 
derivation is to keep the load of each link within its capacity to avoid congestion, while the 
second is to prolong the lifetime of each node with a fair use of battery energy. Let ß, t and ß, (m) 
be respectively the initial battery energy and the remaining battery energy of node vEV at time 
when a packet m to be forwarded arrives. We assume that the energy consumed in the 
transmission partly depends on packet size. In this respect, let the energy consumed for 
transmitting a unit message along a link (u, v) EE be A., hence, the energy consumed for 
transmitting a message of length 1. along (u, v) would be Also let 4e the energy weight of 
link e= (u, v) e E, and y be a general weight factor that can be any real number. The energy 
weight 4e of link e= (u, v) eE at the time of packet m arrival at node uEV is assumed to be of 
the following form [152][153]. 
(1_ß(m)1 
e- 
(u, v) =f 
uv 
xl 
Qim: J_16.2 
In equation (6.2), x is a constant chosen appropriately. The aggregate cost metric associated with 
link e= (u, v) eE is now given by [153]: 
f(u, v) 1 Aýýý 
- Cost(e) = c(u, v) _+ ßu, 6.1 C(u, v) 
c(e) = c(u, V) = Ce +7e6.3 
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The weight factor yadded to equation (6.3) determines the relative importance of battery energy 
in the aggregate cost metric c(e). 
A directed path P is represented by a sequence of nodes zy forming links e, (=e) such that P(tb, 
vd = (vo-4v, -... -44_1-4vj, where teV and e, = (v, _,, vd. 
For a given source node s, eV 
of now k belonging to class-i, where ieQ, and destination node tk e V, P(sk, tk )= {P1,..., P} 
is the set of all possible paths from s; to t; . The cost of path Pj (for any traffic class in general) 
is defined as: 
Cost (Pj) = c(e) 
eePj 6.4 
Similarly, the end-to-end delay along the path Pi (for any traffic class in general) is defined as: 
Delay (P1) _Zd (e) 
eePj 6.5 
The objective of this work is to study the unicast routing of real-time traffic subject to an end-to- 
end delay constraint in mobile ad hoc networks. The problem is formulated as a Stabilised Delay- 
Constrained Least-Cost (SDCLC) path problem. Let the link expiration time (LET(e)) of a link e 
EE be defined as the amount of time two mobile nodes making the link e will stay connected. 
Definition 1: the stability of a link (u, v) =eeE, z(e), is associated with link expiration time 
(LET) of e, and hence is defined as r (e) = LET(e). 
In reality, the physical proximity does not necessarily mean that the links would be stable, as it 
also depends on other factors namely channel conditions, interferences, transmission power, etc., 
however, in this work we relate stability to the duration of physical proximity. 
6.4.2 Problem Formulation 
With the notations defined in section 6.4.1, the SDCLC path problem in MANETs is defined as 
follows: 
Definition 2: SDCLC Path Problem in MANETs: Given a directed, connected graph G(i , E), a 
non-negative stability r(e), cost c(e) and delay d(e) for each link eeE, a source node sk of flow k 
belonging to class-i, where ie QH, a destination node tk, and a positive stability constraint e, F, 0 
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delay constraint f), , the constrained minimisation problem 
is to find a forwarding path for each 
packet of flow k without requiring any priori knowledge of traffic demand (and hence needs to be 
on-line) such that: 
min c, (e) S 
PEP (Sl 't1 
) 
1EQH, eEP 
6.6 
In (6.6), P'(sk, t; ) is the set of path from source sk to t, for which the end-to-end delay is 
bounded by f) ;k and has the minimum stability. Therefore, P'(s, , t; ) s P(sk , t; ) . Namely, a 
path pe P(s, , t, )will be in P'(s; , t; 
) if and only if, 
z(u, v) ý OLET `d eep, and 
6.7 
1: dk(e) D"'' 6.8 
IEQH, e¬p 
f3, (m) >_ where jE {u, v} 6.9 
The remaining battery energy A. of any node j is a subjective measure, and it actually depends on 
various factors namely its processing power, current load, typical transmission power and 
transceiver power [152]. This measure is in general proportional to the remaining lifetime of a 
node. Since it is very difficult to measure this accurately in practice, it is important to associate a 
minimum threshold with this measure as a precautionary step. Inequality equation (6.9) provides 
this threshold based on the minimum power required to transmit a packet of length 1, . Inequality 
equation (6.7) ensures the minimum stability required for correct operation - as it will be 
explained in section 6.5.4. Note that inequality equations (6.7) and (6.9) are common to any 
traffic class, and flow-conservation constraints are also implicitly assumed in this formulation. 
6.4.3 Computational Complexity of the SDCLC path Problem 
Theorem 1: the SDCLC path problem as formulated in section 6.4.2 is NP-hard. 
Proof: the proof is derived based on deduction. In the case of fixed IP networks, this problem is 
equivalent to the DCLC path problem, which is NP-hard as it contains two additive metrics 
[141][142]. Since the SDCLC contains one more additive metric - stability - which is taken as a 
concave metric in our problem formulation, the SDCLC problem remains NP-hard. This proof 
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benefits from the fact that the all the link-costs and link-delays are not equal, and hence cannot be 
solved in polynomial time [140][148], and so that SDCLC path problem is NP-hard. 
6.5 The Quality of Service Framework 
Since the problem formulated in section 6.4.2 is NP-hard, this section proposes a distributed 
heuristic solution termed stabilised on-line constraint-based unicast routing (SOCUR) to be used 
in multihop mobile ad hoc networks. As mentioned before, this enables more distributed hop-by- 
hop routing using the local information maintained at each node. This section first explains how 
LET is estimated in MANETs, and then explains the minimum information to be maintained at 
each node for the SOCUR to work. This is then followed by a full description of SOCUR. 
6.5.1 Link Expiration Time (LET) Estimation 
In this section, we are not proposing a new method for predicting link expiration time (LET); 
instead, we are trying to use already proposed method as described in subsection 5.4.4.1 of 
chapter 5. Accordingly, the LET is estimated using the equations (5.42), (5.51) and (5.52) of 
chapter 5. 
-(ab+cd)+ V(a' +c2)r2 -(ad -bc)2 LETmethod 1-a 2+ c2 
2dovcoso+ 4döv2 cost 0+4v2[r2 -do ] LETmejs = 2v2 
LET = min( LET method 19 LETmethod 2) 6.10 
6.5.2 Routing Information 
As mentioned before, each node uses only the local information for SOCUR to work. In this 
respect, let N(u) be the one-hop neighbour set of node u. The local routing information that needs 
to be present at any node are i) the bandwidth availability, ii) current velocity, and iii) remaining 
battery energy (Q, (m)) of node u when a packet (say) m to be forwarded arrives. The above 
information is maintained by any node ueV pertaining to itself and every one-hop neighbour ve 
N(u). Any node u learns the above-mentioned information pertaining to its one-hop neighbour vE 
N(u) through periodic HELLO packet transmissions, and for this purpose every HELLO packet 
should accommodate this three-piece information. Any node can measure its residual bandwidth 
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availability using a more distributed method presented in subsection 5.4.3 using equation (5.41) of 
chapter 5. Each node ueV maintains this information for every v r= N(u) in the form of 
bandwidth-vector, LET-vector and cost-vector. The cost-vector is created and maintained from 
the bandwidth utilisation and battery energy information (using equation (6.3)). Each node ueV 
calculates and maintains in the LET-vector the LET,,,, for each ve N(u) from the motion vectors 
of u and v using equation (6.10). 
In addition to the above information maintained locally at each node, certain information carried 
by each packet relating to the type-of-service, packet creation time, packet generation rate, 
minimum rate to be allocated, and details in the location-header are used for our QoS routing 
framework. This information can be inserted in either the IP header (unused bits can be utilised) or 
location-header [78][99][101]. This is similar to the idea of dynamic packet state (DPS) where per- 
packet processing is performed in order to enable hard-guarantee without any state being maintained 
at any intermediate node [66]. Constrained path computation and subsequent resource reservation 
is required for class-i only, where iE QH, and such processes are not needed for class j, where jE 
QL. The type-of-service (tos), packet creation time (t, o ) and packet generation rate (b; ) for the 
flow of flow k belonging to class-i, where Ie QH, are inserted only by the source node s; of now 
k, while the minimum rate to be allocated is determined and inserted by both source and the 
intermediate nodes the packet traverses - the details follow later in section 6.5.4. In the case of 
traffic class j, where js QL, only the tos and packet generation rate (b 
j) 
are inserted by a source 
node for admission control purposes only, while other fields such as packet creation time and 
minimum rate to be allocated are kept empty. The location-header is added to each packet, since 
our framework makes use of location-based forwarding strategy for scalability reasons. 
It is assumed that the contents of the bandwidth-vector, LET-vector and cost-vector do not change 
during the execution of the routing algorithm at each node. In other words, combinatorial stability 
is assumed to be met in order to minimise possible race-conditions in the constrained path 
computations process [3][38][129]. 
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6.5.3 SOCUR: Stabilised On-line Constraint-based Unicast Routing 
P 
...... _... 
i.......... X ...... .... 
Üýr1 
si s 
it k 
Figure 6-1: An illustration of first filtering process of SOCUR. 
SOCUR does not assume the use of any special control (signalling) packet to find or construct 
constrained paths. Instead, it assumes that each data packet belonging to class-i only, where iE 
QH, carries enough information in order for each node to make decision regarding the suitable 
next-hop using the local information maintained at each node. SOCUR uses a location-based 
routing strategy because i) of scalability reasons, ii) more importantly, location-based forwarding 
enables a more distributed hop-by-hop routing, and iii) it enables more robustness to node- 
mobility [78][99][101][102]. With this strategy any node u is able to choose its next-hop node 
from its one-hop neighbour set N(u) depending on the critical nature of packet that u needs to 
forward. We consider modified greedy forwarding, and in order to enable this SOCUR performs 
the first filtering process. Consider the example illustration of Figure 6-1, where source 
Sinitiates a flow k belonging to class-i, where iE Qy, with end-to-end delay requirement Dk > 
0. Let node u currently hold a packet of flow k to be finally routed to tk, and further assume that 
the source sk has selected node c as its next-hop, and c has selected u as its next-hop. Now let us 
see how node u selects its next-hop. The circle ring around node u represents its transmission 
range. Also assume that the minimum service rate to be supported as indicated in the packet is 
satisfied by u- this aspect will be elaborated later in this section. Since greedy forwarding 
normally tries to achieve shortest-path routing in a connected graph unless there is a local- 
maximum, node u considers nodes that are in the general direction of node tk . Let the angle 
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LPut; = LTut k= q' be the forwarding-angle. In the first filtering process, node u would 
consider nodes out of nodes belonging to N(u) (cN(u)) that are within its transmission range r 
and within the angle ZPuT (=2qß) for forwarding purposes. Note that the angle LPuT is 
symmetric with respect to straight line ut, . The set N(u) consists of nodes that satisfy the 
following requirement: 
N(u) = 
{v IvE N(u) and v# c} 6.11 
LetNW'W (u) be the new neighbour set of tagged node u after this first filtering process. If the 
reduced new neighbour set is null (i. e., NW'W (u) = 0) the angle LPuT will be gradually increased 
from q slat to until the new neighbour set contains elements (i. e., N(')(u) x CD). Let the 
forwarding-angle to be considered per any node u be (C njtjd, 2p, r,., ... c q,, d, with i- log, 
(ý 
. 1ýýý l 
When the forwarding-angle is increased given that the reduced neighbour set is null, it is 
increased in this order for K maximum times. The values for Ojjjj (> 00) and gfl. i are selected so 
that SOCUR will keep the possibility for routing-loop occurrences as low as possible. For this 
purpose, the value (<180°) takes is dependent on node density. If the reduced neighbour set 
N(') (u) is still null even when qp has taken its final value (rq; ý) SOCUR would stop at this stage. 
This may be due to the reason that it cannot find any feasible link (next-hop node) and hence any 
feasible route. If it is not null, it will proceed to the next step. 
Assume thatN(')(u) ý CD, and SOCUR proceeds to the second filtering process. The second 
filtering process takes the mobility of nodes and the underlying MAC into consideration. Unlike 
in fixed networks, in mobile ad hoc networks stability of links is important for successful data 
delivery. Since MAC needs an acknowledgement (ACK) frame from the selected next-hop for 
successful data delivery (otherwise it leads to unnecessary retransmission attempts, and hence 
energy and bandwidth wastage), a relatively stable neighbour node needs to be selected as next- 
hop. Now assume that N(»(u) # CD, so that SOCUR proceeds to the second filtering process. This 
process enables it to find stable links in a more distributed hop-by-hop manner with a view to 
have stable routes - although no attempt is made to maintain end-to-end routes through any 
signalling mechanism. The link expiration time (LET) is used to find stable links, and it is 
estimated using the method described in section 6.5.1. Hence, a node u that tries to send a packet 
needs to first consult its LET-vector to identify each of its one-hop neighbours ve ffl)(u) for 
which the constraint given by equation (6.7) is satisfied. This way node u filters out unstable 
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links, and hence unstable nodes with respect to itself from itsNM(u). LetN(2)(u) be the new 
neighbour set of tagged node u after this second filtering process. We will later explain the factors 
that govern and determine the optimal value ofe,, of equation (6.7). Hence, the second filtering 
process using LET results in a reduced neighbour set N(2) (u) whose nodes form stable links with 
the tagged node u. Now this reduced neighbour set N(2)(u) is subject to our third filtering process 
governed by equation (6.9). Through this filtering, the neighbour nodes that have reached a 
critical condition in terms of the remaining battery energy available will be removed from N (2)(U). 
Let N(3 (u) be the new neighbour set of tagged node u after the third filtering process, and assume 
that it is not null. 
SOCUR now proceeds to the fourth filtering process, and only this part interacts closely with the 
rate-based scheduling mechanism. In this process, the information stored in the bandwidth-vector 
is going to be used. The critical nature of the current packet to be forwarded is considered in this 
process, provided that it has not violated its delay deadline. We explain next as to how the critical 
nature of a packet is defined, how it is determined, and how the rate-based scheduling works in 
conjunction with the constrained path computation. As mentioned before, in highly volatile 
MANETs, a hard guarantee is difficult to achieve in certain situations. Hence, before forwarding, 
each node normally checks whether the delay of a packet belonging to QH class-set has already 
exceeded (i. e., violated) its delay bound. If this is the case, then that packet needs to be dropped as 
forwarding it is meaningless. In this process, not only does each node check whether the packet 
has already been violated, but also predicts whether the delay would be violated by the time it 
reaches its destination. It is the location-based forwarding mechanism that provides the SOCUR 
and the rate-based scheduler with enough information to make such prediction. At u, SOCUR 
estimates the shortest distance between the destination tk and itself (distu-+tk) from the 
destination location it can find in the location-header of a packet. If the node u knows the 
approximate transmission range of itself and other nodes, it can determine the above distance in 
terms of hop-counts. This is the minimum number of hop-counts the packet under consideration 
may traverse when travelling from u to z (h n). The denser the network, the more accurately 
hmin approximates the actual values taken by this distance measure (hu-',; ). In this local 
independent estimation process, each transit node u uses its own transmission range, with an 
assumption (assumption 1) that it is equal for all the downstream nodes a given packet will 
k 
traverse on its way from u to 
ti 
, in order to 
determine the minimum distance in terms of the 
number of hop counts only. 
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Let us now consider how the tagged node u estimates within how much time (1D; " -"-"") a delay 
sensitive packet of flow k belonging to class-i, where iE QH, should reach the destination for it to be 
considered valuable. The packet creation time (t, ý, ) inserted by the source s't is used in this 
process. If u knows the end-to-end deadline (D, ) of a class-i packet (each node is expected to know 
the deadline values associated with each higher priority class), the amount of time left for such 
packet to reach the destination can be determined as follows. 
DTotal 
_ 
Available 
_t+Dk-t6.12 
A 
creation i current 
t,,,,,, e,, in equation 
(6.12) is the current time instance, and equation (6.12) estimates the total time 
available (maximum limit) for class-i packet, where ie QH, to reach its destination t; . If this 
estimate is less than zero, the packet will be dropped. If it is not very small, node u proceeds to 
forward the packet. Since u knows the minimum number of hops the packet needs to traverse for it 
to reach the destination, u can roughly estimate how quickly (maximum limit) that packet needs to 
be served at u and in subsequent hops downstream using equation (6.13). In this estimation process, 
it is fair to consider that the burden of handling the given packet should be equally shared among 
the present node u and the subsequent downstream nodes that the packet will traverse on its way 
k 
from u to 
ti 
. In other words, let us consider the case that the node u and the subsequent 
downstream nodes should allocate the same minimum service rate to the given packet depending 
on its critical nature, and hence the given packet is considered as incurring the same amount of 
delay in u and the subsequent downstream nodes. This consideration along with the assumption-1 
stated above are made in local computations only and does not necessarily introduce any 
significant undesirable effect, as they are used to judge as to how quickly a given packet needs to 
be serviced primarily in the current node. Even if one transit node introduces an error with these 
considerations, it will be subsequently corrected, as the packet traverses towards its destination, to 
a certain extent by other downstream nodes - as each transit node estimates this independently 
using its local information. Note that the nearer the given packet to its destination, the more 
accurate the local information regarding the given destination, the lower the errors being 
introduced by each node and the more accurate the local estimation would be. On the other hand, 
in the absence of very accurate information regarding delay being available in each node due to 
bandwidth-constrained nature of MANETs, such assumptions are inevitable and reasonable for 
any node to make in its local computations. As mentioned before, it is the effective operation of 
the underlying location service that provides accurate location information of desired nodes - this 
in turn enables each transit node u to perform highly accurate local estimation. However, care has 
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been taken to adjust the inaccuracies associated with these assumptions using equation (6.14). 
Accordingly, the maximum service time of the given packet in the current node u is: 
DTotal - 
Available 
D _° - t, k - hu->z + min 
"Tolerance 6.13 
The Au value measures the critical nature of the packet of flow k belonging to class-i e QH in 
hand, provided that D0>0. In equation (6.13), hT.,,. is added so that: 
hu-+z hu"+jý 
actual min 'Tolerance 
6.14 
Adding hroierance tolerance to equation (6.13) partly adjusts the inaccuracies associated with our 
previous assumptions. Now, the minimum rate at which the considered packet belonging to class- 
i, where te QH, needs to be served at node u and its subsequent hops until it reaches the 
destination t; ` is given by: 
k 
jUlk 
47# ke 1mm >_ max jý U ýf min L/f, k 6.15 
In equation (6.15), the extra parameters N`I" and Qk denote respectively the minimum service 
rate estimated and inserted by the previous transit node c, and the maximum packet size of flow k 
belonging to class-i, where Ie QH. Let b, denote the packet generation rate of flow-k belonging 
Sk 
to class-i. It should be noted that the source S; inserted b; as its . 
I' in the packet's header. 
Hence, in this fourth filtering process, the one-hop neighbours of node u out of N(') (u) will be 
filtered-out based on whether they do have enough residual bandwidth available to support the 
current packet or not. If any node ve N(') (u) does not satisfy equation (6.15) with its residual 
bandwidth, such a node will be filtered out. For this purpose, node u uses its bandwidth-vector. 
Let N(`) (u) be the new neighbour set of tagged node u after the fourth filtering process. If this 
new neighbour set is not null, selecting any v 16N(4) 
(u) would result in a link, and hence a path, 
that can satisfy the given delay-constraint of the packet to be forwarded, provided that our 
predictions are correct. Since our objective is to find a delay-constrained least-cost path, node u 
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should now look for a possible next-hop v eN(" (u) that can result in a least-cost (LC) link. It is 
important to note that the resulting LC link is not necessarily the global optimum; instead it can be 
a local optimal solution. Nevertheless, at this stage node u can choose one of two alternative 
outgoing links: the next-hop that can facilitate the LC path from u to t; , or ii) the next-hop that 
can facilitate the least-delay (LD) path from u to tk (i. e., selecting the widest link). Let us now 
consider the case that SOCUR at this stage is interested only in finding a next-hop that can lead to 
a feasible LC link, since any possible next-hop candidate vE N(4) (u) can satisfy the given 
delay-constraint. Although this may limit its ability to find the optimal path, this process 
considerably reduces the amount of computation required at each node [141 ]. Now SOCUR looks 
for a possible candidate node v EN(4)(u)for which the cost given by equation (6.3) is the 
minimum. 
ATimeout «C 
'. ' 
«< ALET 
6.16 
This way, promiscuous listening helps to achieve the crank-back operation. If, on the other hand, 
the selected next-hop h forwards the packet within 
O 
Timeout period, then the previous hop node 
u would no longer need to maintain the forwarded packet in its memory, and hence it can drop it. 
Note that if for any reason the original or the reduced neighbour set of tagged node u at each 
filtering process - N(u) or N(') (u) or N(2) (u) or N(3) (u) or N(4)(u)- is null, SOCUR will 
return to the first filtering process and will try to increase angle Lop as explained before. After 
each increase, other filtering processes are performed to check whether the resulting new 
neighbour set of each filtering process is not null. The detailed SOCUR algorithm is presented in 
the Appendix. On the other hand, even after the maximum increase of angle Lip, if the resulting 
neighbour set of any subsequent filtering process is null, SOCUR will stop at the respective 
filtering stage. If this happens, the previous hop node c will initiate the crank-back operation 
facilitated through promiscuous listening as explained before. The value to be chosen for the step 
size &p in SOCUR measures the tradeoff between the run time complexity and the accuracy of the 
optimal path. 
By taking the constraint imposed by inequality equation (6.7), an optimal value for yfor equation 
(6.3) can be determined based on Lagrange relaxation (147). However, SOCUR assumes the 
value of I for y for convenience. 
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6.5.4 Admission Control and Resource Reservations 
Although this is not part of the constrained path computation, and hence an orthogonal aspect, 
admission control is one of the key components of any architecture that attempts to provide a 
guaranteed service. As mentioned before, although this guarantee in MANETs is soft as opposed 
to hard, still the admission control functionality is needed to ensure that the network resources are 
not over-committed. 
Residual bandwidth u,, of any node heV in dynamic MANETs can be calculated in a more 
distributed way as presented in subsection 5.4.3 of chapter 5 (using equation (5.41)). This 
measurement-based bandwidth estimation process assumes the use of request-to-send (RTS) and 
clear-to-send (CTS) frames of IEEE 802.11 MAC to minimise hidden and exposed terminal 
problems. This link layer measurement mechanism captures the effect of contention, fading, 
interference, and the hidden-node problems on the available bandwidth. The details are not 
presented due to space constraints, and the reader is referred to chapter 5 for more details. The 
admission test of our framework is very simple. In the case of flow k belonging to traffic class-i, 
where te QX, the , u; 
Imp inserted by the previous hop node is compared against the residual 
bandwidth, and if uk I Su,, that traffic flow will be admitted by node h. In the case of flow k 
belonging to traffic class j, where j6 QL, the current node heV would consider the packet 
generation rate bý inserted by the source node in the admission test. Once admitted, link 
bandwidth needs to be reserved for each flow. For this purpose each node needs to keep soft-state 
associated with each flow. As adopted in [36], a soft-state approach to state management at 
intermediate routing nodes is suitable for the management of reservations in dynamic MANETS. 
Accordingly, soft-state relies on the fact that a source sends data packets along an existing link 
and hence path. If a data packet arrives at a mobile node heV and no reservation exists, the 
admission control unit of h admits the flow depending on its resource availability. If the 
admission test is successful, node h will reserve resources as explained before, and this resource 
reservation attempt will establish soft-state. Subsequent reception of data packets at that node h 
are used to refresh the existing soft-state. On the other hand, if a new packet is not received within 
the soft-state timer interval, then resources will be released together with flow state removal in a 
fully decentralised manner. As argued before, in MANETs keeping a soft-state per flow will not 
create scalability problems. This is due to the reason that MANETs lack "core" nodes as such, and 
each node normally handles a few flows only. 
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6.6 Evaluation of the Proposed Framework 
6.6.1 Evaluation through Mathematical Analysis 
Lemma 1: The computational complexity (m, ) of the SOCUR algorithm for an end-to-end path 
computation is ®(K 
IV 10.5 log" IV 1). (Note that we use log(n) for (log(n))k). 
Proof: Let the set of nodes within a one-hop neighbourhood of any node u be V, and its 
cardinality be N, i. e., IN(u)l =Iv 1= N, and the set of edges within the on-hop of neighbourhood of 
u be E. SOCUR involves a number of filtering processes, and the filtering process related to 
forwarding-angle may take a maximum of K number of iterations. Once the final filtering process 
is finished, SOCUR will look for a link that will lead to a least-cost path, provided that the final 
reduced neighbour set is not null. It has been stated elsewhere that for random graphs, the average 
hop-count (hag) between an arbitrary pair of nodes, and hence between any source-destination 
pair, is actually O lo 
V, I [109][110]. Hence, the upper bound for the computational 
g 
complexity of SOCUR to find an end-to-end path is 
O((filtering + fininding LC--link) *K*h,,, 
), hence, 
`Dcc=e (aPI2+IEI)K 
IV16.17 
log IVI 
Let us assume for our analysis that nodes at a moment are situated randomly throughout a fixed 
size area in accordance with a two-dimensional uniform random variable distribution, such 
thatI V 1= log VI. Since the one-hop neighbour set of each node u is considered in our analysis, we 
can assume a star-like topology, and hence Iv1.1 E I. With these assumptions, equation (6.17) is 
reduced to the following form: 
OCc=O(K(logIVI+1) IVIlogýVi) 
o(K IV 10.5 log'. s Iy 1) 
0 
Lemma 2: The message complexity of SOCUR is zero. 
Proof: Since SOCUR is an on-line algorithm and does not employ any signalling or special 
control message in the link and hence the constrained path computation process, its message or 
communication complexity is zero. D 
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Lemma 3: Let us consider a saturated network case (worst case) where each node always has a 
packet to send, and each incoming packet is immediately backlogged. The nodes are assumed to 
be operating in discrete time where the packet arrival rate at any node h is 'h packets per slot- 
time while the corresponding packet service rate is ^ packets per slot-time. In such a network 
condition, for a correct crank-back operation through promiscuous listening, 0T,, eout of inequality 
(6.16) should take the form given by the following inequality (6.18): 
Timeout 
Z DIFS +3 SIFS +tR7S +tCTS + tDATA +tACK +2S 6.18 
Where, 
AA 
S. _V( 
A'h I Vc -Pc(2pc)4 CWmin 
and 
Ph 1- 2pc 2 
=1- 1- 
IVI Ah (1- 2p, ) 2 IvI-I 
ýo 
Pb 1-Pc -p (2p )9 CWmin 
where SIFS is the short inter-frame space, DIFS is the distributed inter-frame space, 47S, tom, 
tDATA and tecK are the transmission times for RTS, CTS, DATA and ACK frames respectively, and 
p, denotes the probability that an arbitrary packet transmission results in a collision. The lower 
and upper bounds on the contention window associated with backoffs are denoted by CW, r and 
CWmax, and we use the notation q =1og2(CW-V CWm,, J. 
DIFS + 
Backoff 
period (S) 
Packet Ready attI 
I Iý II DATA III Iý I 
Time 
t2 It3 
ACK Received at 
is 
Figure 6-2: IEEE 802.11 unicast packet transmission sequence in DCF-based operation. 
Proof: The distributed coordination function (DCF) of IEEE 802.11 is considered as the 
underlying MAC, and hence each successful data transmission requires a four-way handshake, 
i. e., RTS-CTS-DATA-ACK [51][123]. Hence, any previous hop node u has to wait until its 
selected next-hop node h has forwarded the given packet and received a corresponding ACK for 
node u to delete the copy of the packet from its memory. Assume that node u forwarded the given 
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packet m to node h at time t,, and h got the corresponding ACK for m from its selected next-hop 
at time ts, and consider Figure 6-2. 
t2 = tl + DIFS + S1 6'19 
t4 =t2+tR +SIFS+t +SIFS+tDATA 6.20 
is = t4 +SIFS+tACK +(52 6.21 
S, is added to (6.19) in order to take care of an extra time involved to access the channel due to 
the binary exponential backoff mechanism of the DCF, and 52 is added to (6.21) in order to take 
care of an extra time involved if data needs to be re-transmitted due to collisions or channel errors 
[51][123]. In order to find values for Si and 52, we need to first analyse the binary exponential 
backoll mechanism of the DCF-based operation of the IEEE 802.11 [51 ]. Continuing along these 
lines, the average backoll window (w) in the saturated case has been proved to take the form 
given by equation (6.22) [123]: 
W 
I nl 
fah 
- pc 
(2pc)9 CWmin 
2pe 2 6.22 
It can now be proved that the packet collision probability can be obtained by solving the 
following equation (6.23) [51][123]: 
day =1- 1-1n11,, 
(1-2p, ) 2 ivt-i 
6.23 
The parameters - 81 and 52- are thus given by equation (6.24), and for simplicity it is assumed 
that 8i = 52. Hence, 
nA, 
(i-pa pc (2pc )9 L'Wmin 
lSl=(S2=S= 
A 6.24 
dC,, 1-2p 2 
Hence, equations (6.22) and (6.23) represent a nonlinear system in two unknowns Wandpo. and 
a similar system is shown to have a unique solution [123]. Now the minimum value that dn,,,,,, r 
can take can be determined from equations (6.19), (6.20) and (6.21) as follows: 
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ATimeoul Z 
`t5 - 
tl) ' DIFS + 3SIFS + ZRTS + tC7S + tDATA + tACK + 2q 0 
Theorem 2: Under combinatorial-stability conditions with mobility predictions being accurate, 
consider a moderately dense ad hoc network, where there is little likelihood for a "local. 
maximum" to occur. In such a network, by letting the routing angle cp take an infinitesimally small 
value, and by taking the smallest possible optimal values for 'nmeOVJ and ALE, -r, SOCUR 
forwards a data packet that belongs to class-i, where ie QH, along a path that does not contain 
any loops, provided such a path exists and the following condition is satisfied: 
(pfia, < min 
rA 
, is Radians ýVIr 6.25 
In equation (6.25), r is a constant that takes a subjective value based on what extent least- 
backward progress as opposed to greedy forwarding is allowed in order to minimise or completely 
avoid a local-maximum problem. 
Proof: If V takes an infinitesimally small value (i. e., tp a 0°), then SOCUR will consider greedy 
forwarding provided that the reduced neighbour set after the fourth filtering process is not null. 
Under combinatorial-stability conditions [3][38][129], the network topology will not vary too 
much for node-mobility to introduce loops. Under such circumstances, greedy forwarding tries to 
avoid loops at the expense that it may lead to a "local-maximum" problem [101]. Under 
combinatorial-stability conditions, SOCUR's ability to avoid loops hence depends on i) the value 
each forwarding node chooses for cp and ii) SOCUR's strict requirement that does not allow any 
forwarding node to select its previous hop node as the next-hop. Inequality (6.25) clearly shows 
the major factors that govern the optimal value of cg z at any moment. For example when e,,,. = 0, 
SOCUR will consider strict greedy forwarding, and under combinatorial-stability this will make 
sure loop-free operation. But note that in this case inequality (6.16) will not be satisfied, and 
hence the crank-back operation through promiscuous listening would be disabled for correct 
operation. In this way, by making p take infinitesimally small value, we can conclude that 
SOCUR would compute a shortest-widest path. Assuming a negligible contribution of battery 
energy on aggregate cost (i. e., y 0) as formulated by equation (6.3), SOCUR prefers to find a 
path that has the maximum residual bandwidth required. This is because its objective is to find a 
least-cost path, and due to the way we model the cost, the more residual bandwidth a link has, the 
less the cost it will incur. Now we can use the same techniques used by theorem 5 of [140] to 
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show that a data packet under SOCUR scheme follows a shortest-widest path, and hence it is 
loop-free. 
6.6.2 Evaluation through Simulations 
0 
The performance of our routing framework is analysed in three main stages. The objective of the 
first-stage (assessment of scalability) is to assess the scalability of the whole SOCUR framework 
in terms of i) increasing node-count, ii) increasing node-density, iii) increasing node-speed, iv) 
increasing number of sessions (i. e., increasing network-load), and v) increasing amount of initial 
battery energy (J;, ) of each node. The objective of the second-stage is to analyse the different 
desirable features and robustness that SOCUR possesses (analysis of the desirable features of 
SOCUR). The aim of the third- stage is to analyse the performance between per-packet processing 
and per-flow processing in routing in terms of tradeoffs (tradeoff analysis). 
We will to compare SOCUR's performance against a modified INSIGNIA-like routing 
framework that we proposed in [154], the Shortest widest path (SWP) [140], and the Widest 
Shortest Path (WSP) [155]. In the case of the INSIGNIA-like approach as presented in [154], each 
source tries to perform bandwidth-constrained stable end-to-end path computation, end-to-end 
resource reservation using a soft-state signalling mechanism and proactive route maintenance 
based on bottleneck LET. Unlike the method proposed in [154], we use the method as described 
in subsection 6.5.1 to estimate LET in our simulations. This LET is then used for constructing 
longevity paths and proactive route maintenance. SWP and WSP were built on the AODV routing 
protocol, and hence were made reactive as opposed to proactive. However, SWP and WSP were 
made energy-aware in that any node in those schemes will not transmit if equation (6.9) is not 
satisfied. In other words, same as in SOCUR, if nodes do not have sufficient residual energy to 
transmit the current packet, they would simply drop the packet in hand. In the case of SWP, after 
a destination receives the first route-request (RREQ) packet, it has to wait for di (2.1) seconds 
before initiating the route-reply (RREP). For comparison purposes, the cost of a link in terms of 
residual battery energy is modelled using equation (6.2). Although SWP and WSP are inherently 
load-aware, they were made energy-aware as well in this work. AODV was selected to implement 
SWP and WSP, as it is the mostly renowned best-effort routing protocol found in the literature. 
Since our forwarding mechanism is location-based, a more scalable location service as proposed 
in chapter 4 was adopted. We considered two traffic classes: class-1 (high-priority) belonging to 
QH and class-2 (low-priority or best-effort) belonging to QL. Both classes contributed the same 
amount of traffic. Class-1 uses SOCUR, whereas class-2 uses simple greedy forwarding in our 
scheme. Traffic was generated using random CBR connections having a payload size of 256 
bytes, and a packet generation rate of each flow (session) was 10 packets per second. These CAR 
connections were randomly generated such that at any moment the total number of source- 
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destination pairs was kept constant, and each session lasted for a time-period that is uniformly 
distributed between 25 and 30 seconds. 
Each node is assigned equal battery energy (Jrt) of 1000000 units at the start of the simulation, 
and the parameter R, v of section 6.4.1 is divided into two components 
in the case of simulation: i) 
the energy needed for transmitting a unit-length packet (ß `), and ii) the energy needed for 
correctly receiving a unit-length packet (ß' ). ßTx and ß took 5 units and 2 units respectively. 
Bandwidth at each node is estimated using equation (5.41) of chapter 5, and this value is 
considered as the present residual bandwidth of that node. Each node moves using a random 
waypoint mobility model. Other simulation parameters are exactly the same as those of our 
location service scheme proposed in chapter 4. Five performance metrics are considered in our 
analysis: i) relative normalised throughput per average control cost incurred, ii) average end-to- 
end delay (in seconds), iii) average cost incurred by each successfully received data packet, iv) 
packet delivery ratio and v) average energy consumed by each successfully received packet. The 
packet delivery ratio is defined here as the total number of packets actually delivered to their 
respective destinations divided by the total number of packets generated within the whole 
network. This packet delivery ratio is then subject to a division by the average routing related 
control cost incurred per node, and this is then again normalised with respect to that of the pure 
best-effort AODV routing scheme in order to derive the final value of the first metric - 
normalised throughput per average control cost. Hence, the first metric is a relative rather than an 
absolute value. The routing related control cost considers the amount of packets (non-data) 
generated or relayed by any node as part of an effort to route a data packet. The routing 
algorithms associated with INSIGNIA, SWP and WSP incur certain control cost in addition to the 
overhead incurred by the underlying routing protocols employed by these algorithms. On the 
other hand, the SOCUR algorithm does not involve any control packet dissemination, and hence, 
it does not incur any control cost. However, since SOCUR and INSIGNIA were built on our 
scalable location-based routing protocol as described in chapter 4, we consider the cost associated 
with this location-based routing protocol for fair comparisons with SWP and WSP. 
In other words, the routing related control cost considers overhead incurred by both the respective 
routing protocols and algorithms. The first metric is inherently a representation of capacity of the 
network, and for this purpose it is assumed that the network capacity is defined to be the total 
amount of data packets that is successfully carried by the network [153]. The third metric - 
average cost incurred by each successfully received data packet - is estimated based on our 
aggregate cost function, as formulated in equation (6.3) with x and A, taking values of 2 and 1 
respectively for every (u, v) e E, over each link along a path taken by each successfully routed 
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packet. The fifth metric is derived by dividing the total battery energy consumed by the total 
number of packets received within the whole network. 
6.6.2.1 Assessment of Scalability 
As mentioned before, this section analyses the scalability of our approach by making comparisons 
to other similar approaches. As it will be seen, the main objective of the first four subsections 
underneath is not to show the critical impact of battery energy on routing performance, hence the 
initial battery energy is taken to be arbitrarily high in these cases. However, the final subsection 
assesses the criticality of battery energy on routing by varying the initial battery energy (ý). 
6.6.2 1.1 Increasing Node-Count 
In this set of simulations, the scalability of all the four routing strategies is measured in terns of' 
increasing node-count. In order to properly model increasing network sizes, the terrain-area is also 
increased with an increase in the number of nodes I Vj so that the average node-density is kept 
constant. The number of nodes is varied from 20,80,180,320,500 and 720. The terrain-area size 
is varied such so that the average node-degree remains the same and accordingly 200X200 m2, 
400X400 m2,600X600 m2,800X800 m2, I000X1000 m2 and 1200X1200 m2 were selected for 
each run. In this run, the maximum speed and pause time of a node were kept constant and took 
values of 10 ms' and 30s respectively. The network has 24 sessions in total at any moment, and 
each session generates packets at the rate of 10 per second. 
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Figure 6-3 and Figure 6-4 respectively depict the normalised throughput of all the four routing 
approaches for class-1 (high-priority) and class-2 (low-priority) traffic as a function of increasing 
number of nodes. The routing strategy that leads to higher value for the throughput delivery ratio 
- especially for the higher priority class - and satisfying the end-to-end 
delay requirement, if any, 
while incurring less routing related cost would have a higher value for the normalised throughput 
metric, and hence the scheme that has higher value for this metric is preferred. As it can be seen 
from Figure 6-3, SOCUR framework works better especially for high-priority traffic due to the 
following reasons namely, i) nodes in SOCUR make an efficient forwarding decision based on 
relatively accurate local information without causing excessive congestion on links, ii) its use of 
soft-state timer based admission control and resource reservations, iii) its ability to enable 
distributed hop-by-hop forwarding operation which is well suited to dynamic MANETS, iv) its 
efficient utilisation of scarce resources - analysis of this feature will follow in section 6.6.2.1.5, v) 
SOCUR does not make use of control packets in route construction and does not resort to any sort 
of flooding, and vi) SOCUR considers mobility in the forwarding process, as mobility is the main 
cause of uncertainty in MANETs. Since Figure 6-3 shows the relative performance of the four 
routing schemes with respect to the corresponding performance behaviour of pure AODV, within 
a small network SWP and WSP do not achieve anything better than what the best-effort AODV 
could achieve by itself. On the other hand, as the network size increases the relative performance 
of SWP and WSP improves to a certain extent. Although SWP and WSP - which were built on 
AODV - perform well initially, their performance degrades as the network grows beyond a 
certain limit. This is specifically attributed to their reliance on flooding, which is used in the route 
(re)discovery process. Link breakage is possible in the scenario taken into consideration, as 
mobile nodes move at the speed of 10 ms 1. On the other hand, although the INSIGNIA-like 
mechanism's performance is better than that of SWP and WSP due to its use of unicasting in the 
path construction process, it suffers due to increased control packets in a dynamic environment. 
Although the throughput performance of our scheme is better for networks of larger size, the 
normalised throughput performances of all the four approaches tend to decrease as the network 
size increases. This is due to the fact that the link capacity was 2 Mbps, and it poses the main 
bottleneck in the scenario considered. 
In the case of low-priority traffic - as depicted in Figure 6-4 - SOCUR performs moderately, as it 
always gives much attention to high-priority traffic in order to improve the end-to-end delay 
performance. Given that in a dynamic environment like MANETs, it is always difficult to ensure 
a bounded delay performance, SOCUR has to devote much of its resources for high-priority 
traffic and hence may not be able to perform equally well in the case of low-priority traffic. Since 
in WSP and SWP high-priority traffic incurs higher latency than low-priority (best-effort) packet 
due to the time involved in finding "widest" paths in a dynamic network, the throughput 
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performance of low-priority traffic is better than that of high-priority traffic under these routing 
schemes. 
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Figure 6-4: Normalised throughput of Low-Priority Traffic as a function of increasing number of 
Node-Count. 
As it can be seen from Figure 6-3 and Figure 6-4, as far as the first throughput metric is concerned 
the behaviour of INSIGNIA both in the case of class-I and class-2 traffic resembles that of 
SOCUR. This is due to the fact that both of them were built on our location service and hence 
both use a location-based forwarding strategy. The only difference being high-priority traffic flow 
in INSIGNIA constructs and maintains end-to-end resource-reserved longevity paths facilitated 
through an RSVP-like signalling mechanism, and such constructed paths are subject to proactive 
route maintenance. 
The end-to-end delay performance of class-1 traffic under different routing strategies - 
INSIGNIA-like framework, WSP, SWP and SOCUR - is depicted on Figure 6-5. In the case of 
SOCUR the end-to-end deadline (D, 'F ) of class-1 traffic of any flow k was set to I second. The end- 
to-end delay performance in general and especially for class-I traffic is excellent in the case of 
SOCUR due to the same reasons as mentioned for Figure 6-3; however, the main reason for the 
nearly-bounded delay performance (although it fluctuates by a smaller degree) is that in SOGUR an 
end-to-end delay requirement is mapped onto the rate, and each node tries to find a next-hop node 
that satisfies this rate. Although the relative performance of INSIGNIA-like mechanism which 
adopts location-based forwarding in path constructions when compared to SWP and WSP is 
moderately good, the end-to-end delay of class-I traffic is unexpectedly higher than that of class-2 
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traffic. This is due to the reason that the path construction incurs latency and necessitates control 
traffic. As explained in section 6.3, the dynamic nature of MANETs often triggers a route (re)- 
discovery process, and the control packets themselves are enough to saturate the network. This in 
turn has a transient effect on QoS. In the case of class-2 traffic, nodes simply follow greedy 
forwarding, and since this process does not rely on the construction or maintenance of end-to-end 
paths, class-2 traffic does not suffer as much as class-1 traffic does. Since we used DCF of IEEE 
802.11 as the underlying MAC, unnecessary flooding would result in unnecessary collisions, and 
which in turn would lead to binary exponential backoff. The net effect of this phenomenon is the 
increase of end-to-end delay. In addition, in the case of SWP, WSP and INSIGNIA, the end-to- 
end delay of high-priority traffic was often higher than that of low-priority traffic (although not 
shown) due to the fact that the high-priority traffic involves the construction of time-consuming 
bandwidth-guaranteed end-to-end paths in a dynamic environment like a MANET. Also, an 
important point to be noted here is that this delay is measured only for successfully delivered 
packets, and hence does not reflect the actual average delay, as in number of instances packets are 
dropped when buffer overflow occurs or after a number of unsuccessful retransmission attempts at 
the MAC level. This is the main reason as to why the end-to-end delay performance especially in 
the case of SWP and WSP does not show a uniform behaviour - although it is relatively higher 
than those of the INSIGNIA-like and SOCUR mechanisms. On the other hand, SOCUR performs 
per-packet processing and maps end-to-end delay of each high-priority packet to a rate. Also, in 
SOCUR each intermediate node tries to discard high-priority packets that have violated their end- 
to-end delay deadline. These aspects of SOCUR try to ensure uniform behaviour of end-to-end 
delay in the case of high-priority packets. 
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6.6.2.1.2 Increasing Node-Density 
In this set of simulations, the scalability is assessed in terms of increasing node-density In this 
case, the terrain-area is kept constant at 1000 X 1000 m2, while the number of nodes in the given 
area is increased. In this run, the maximum speed and pause time of a node were kept constant 
and took values of 10 ms" and 30s respectively. 
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Figure 6-6 and Figure 6-7 respectively depict our normalised throughput metric for high-priority 
and low-priority traffic under all the four routing techniques and SOCUR again outperforms the 
rest. Although the same explanation as applied to Figure 6-3 is relevant for this behaviour of 
SOCUR, its ability of not resorting to flooding does not overload the already congested links in a 
densed network, and hence leads to a performance improvement. Note that at any moment, the 
network has 24 sessions in total, and each session generates packets at the rate of 10 per second. 
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Again from Figure 6-6 and Figure 6-8, it is clear that SOCUR performs substantially well in terms 
of our normalised throughput metric and end-to-end delay due to the reasons mentioned in the 
previous paragraph and due to the way the underlying location service works as we presented in 
chapter 4. However, as it can be seen from Figure 6-8, the achieved end-to-end delay for class-1 
traffic under SOCUR is sufficiently smaller than the delay deadline of 1 second even in a highly 
dense network. In a sparse network, lower delay is achieved because of less contention. On the 
other hand, as the network becomes denser, the end-to-end delay is normally expected to increase 
due to increased contention. However, according to Figure 6-8 the end-to-end delay increases 
only slightly with the node-density. This is due to the fact that as the network becomes denser, 
->z hmin of equation (6.14) is approximately equal to 
hu 
actual , and hence the addition of 
ýIII 
IIkY (which takes the value of 4 in our simulation setup) attempts to overestimate the critical 
nature of a class-I packet. This partly attributes as to why the delay achieved is well within the 
delay requirement. In addition, the use of admission control and the load-balanced forwarding 
aspects of SOCUR framework contribute their part in achieving this delay bound for the high- 
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priority traffic class. In addition, our scalable location service enables SOCUR not to resort to any 
sort of flooding, thereby conserving bandwidth and energy. It needs to be noted here that Figure 
6-6 and Figure 6-7 show the relative performance of different routing schemes with respect to that 
of AODV. Hence, they do not really represent the real absolute behaviour of the routing 
algorithms under consideration. However, when the node-density reaches a certain threshold, the 
absolute normalised throughput tends to drop together with the general increase of end-to-end 
delay for class-1 and class-2 traffic in all schemes except in SOCUR for class-I traffic This 
general behaviour is again attributed to the working mechanism of the DCF of IEEE 802,11 In 
addition, it is also related to the fact that the wireless channel has a fixed capacity of 2 Mbps, 
which is saturated due to collisions when the node-density exceeds a threshold. However, in the 
case of SOCUR, such adverse behaviour is minimal (although it is very difficult to perceive from 
Figure 6-6 and Figure 6-7). 
6.6.2.1.3 Increasing Node-Speed 
This set of simulations assesses the scalability in terms of increasing node-mobility. In this case. 
the terrain-area and the number of nodes are kept constant at 1000 X 1000 m2 and at 300 
respectively, while the maximum speed is allowed to vary. Accordingly, the maximum speed of a 
mobile node is increased from 0 to 20 ms', while the pause-time is exponentially distributed with 
mean value of 30 seconds. 
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Figure 6-9 and Figure 6-10 depict the performance of different routing algorithms in terms of the 
throughput metric per average control cost - being normalised with respect to that of AO[)V for 
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high- and low-priority traffic respectively under different network-load conditions (either 24 or 48 
simultaneous sessions within the considered network at any moment). 
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As it can be seen from these figures, although the throughput performance is impaired by 
increasing node-speed, the extent to which it is affected is very low in SOCUR. The consideration 
of relative mobility - in addition to other factors - in the packet forwarding process enhances the 
robustness of SOCUR. Another possible reason is that unlike in other QoS routing approaches, in 
SOCUR each node helps in the constrained path computation using its local information in a more 
distributed way. Moreover, SOCUR does not rely on the maintenance of end-to-end paths, and 
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hence a routing table. Because of its dynamic nature, maintaining end-to-end routes is expensive 
and is not viable in MANETs. However, the performance is slightly impaired by mobility even in 
SOCUR. Although this may be attributed to errors in the mobility prediction, in a high mobility 
scenario it is very difficult to find a next-hop that satisfies all the requirements imposed by the 
SOCUR algorithm. The same explanation as applied to Figure 6-9 also applies to Figure 6-I 1, 
which depicts the average end-to-end delay of high-priority traffic under different routing 
algorithms. 
6.6.2.1.4 Increasing Network-Load 
The ability of different routing schemes to handle increasing network-load is analysed in this set 
of simulations. This set inherently assesses the scalability of all the four schemes in terms of an 
increasing number of sessions. In this case, the terrain-area, the number of nodes and the 
maximum speed of any node are kept constant at 600 X 600 m2,100 and 10 ms" respectively, 
while the number of sessions is allowed to vary. The pause-time is exponentially distributed with 
mean value of 30 seconds, and this value is kept constant. In this case, the number of sessions is 
increased from 8 to 128. All session attributes are similar and follow the specification as 
described in the second paragraph of section 6.6.2. 
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Figure 6-12 depicts the performance of all the different routing schemes under consideration in 
terms of our normalised throughput metric as a function of offered load. Throughput in the casc of 
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SOCUR is higher for a given load because of its desirable features. However, as the network-load 
increases, the relative performance of SOCUR with respect to that of pure AODV drops due to the 
following reason. Since the considered network is relatively small and almost every node starts 
sending traffic, the improvement that SOCUR achieves with respect to the performance of AODV 
is not very high as far as the throughput metric for class-1 traffic is concerned. Under increased 
network-load conditions, SOCUR finds it difficult to satisfy the end-to-end deadline requirement 
of class-I (high-priority) traffic and hence is urged to drop packets. In other words, SOCUR tries 
to achieve the bounded delay requirement of high-priority traffic at the expense of throughput 
degradation. This is partly attributed to the admission control built together with SOCUR, and this 
plays a significant role in throttling traffic, so that demand can fit into the available capacity. 
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Network-Load. 
Figure 6-13 shows the average end-to-end delay performance of the high-priority traffic class, and 
again SOCUR outperforms the rest in this respect. Although the end-to-end delay deadline in this 
case is I second, SOCUR may find it difficult to achieve a hard guarantee in terms of bounded 
delay performance. Although intermediate nodes attempt to drop violated packets, the destination 
nodes (in our present implementation) do not drop the received packets that have already violated 
their delay deadline. This violation would have probably taken place at the last hop (the last 
downstream transit node located just before the destination). This is the reason why the end-to- 
end delay performance of high-priority traffic as shown in Figure 6-13 is slightly higher than the 
delay bound requirement as the offered load and, hence, contention increases within the 
considered network. It should also be noted that each session generates packets at the rate of 10 
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packets per second in a small network having a link capacity of 2 Mbps that is subject to the Il l+ 
802.11 DCF-based operation. 
Figure 6-14 shows the instantaneous (not average) end-to-end delay performance of a flow 
originating from node 0 and belonging to class-1 traffic when the routing scheme employed was 
SOCUR. The end-to-end deadline (D"` ) of class-I traffic of any flow k was again set to 1 second. 
The purpose of this experiment is to demonstrate how capable SOCUR in terms of achieving a 
bounded delay for class-1 traffic even when the network load increases. It is obvious from Figure 
6-14 that when the network is moderately loaded, SOCUR tries to achieve bounded delay 
performance for this particular flow belonging to class-1. In addition to SOCUR's ability of 
optimising scarce resources in packet forwarding, the main advantage comes from its addendum - 
the admission control. However, when the offered load is increased arbitrarily, even SOCUR finds it 
difficult to keep the end-to-end delay within the bounds due to the following reasons, i) the link 
capacity of the considered network was 2 Mbps, and the packet generation rate of each session 
(flow) was 10 packets per second having a payload of 256 bytes - obviously, the link capacity poses 
the main bottleneck, when the offered load increases beyond the network capacity, ii) as mentioned 
previously, although under SOCUR scheme every intermediate node attempts to discard the already 
violated packets, the destination nodes simply accept the received packets irrespective of' whether 
they are violating packets or not; if long delays are incurred at the MAC level due to increased 
contention in the previous hops, it may be difficult to guarantee hard delay bounds, iii) in SOCUR 
end-to-end paths are not maintained due to the reasons mentioned in section 6.3, and hence hand 
delay bounds are difficult to achieve. 
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6.6.2.1.5 Increasing Amount of Initial Battery Energy (jjt) 
This set of simulations assesses the impact of residual energy on routing performance. The main 
objective is to see the effect on network capacity for a given amount of energy. Accordingly, the 
initial battery energy (ßßr) of each node is increased from 5000 units to 160000 units. ß, and 
/j, r are allowed to take constant values of 5 units and 2 units respectively. In this case, the 
terrain-area, the number of nodes and the maximum speed of any node are kept constant at 600 X 
600 m2,100 and 10 ms-' respectively. The pause-time is exponentially distributed with a mean 
value of 30 seconds, and this value is kept constant. The number of sessions in this case is 24 - 
which is again kept constant. As expected and shown in Figure 6-15 and Figure 6-16, the 
throughput increases with ß, ;, for a given load - however its increase is higher in the case of 
SOCUR especially when compared to those of other similar routing schemes. 
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In addition to lots of other desirable features of SOCUR being attributed to this behaviour, the 
consideration of' network load, mobility, and energy-awareness makes SOCUR perform better. 
Figure 6-16 depicts the normalised throughput per average control cost of all the four routing 
schemes (with respect to that of AODV) as a function of increasing initial battery energy. It, 
hence, shows the relative behaviour of each routing scheme. As far as the class-2 packets of 
SOCUR are concerned, the plot exhibits a strange behaviour. When 0; n;, is very low (i. e., 20000 
units) the performance of AODV is not as good as that of SOCUR, because random flooding in 
AODV will easily deplete battery energy of nodes. However, when 3jfljt is 40000 units, AODV's 
performance is relatively better when compared to the previous case, although the performance of 
SOCUR does not vary much. This trend would not be expected any longer when the battery 
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energy is increased, because of increased contention caused by arbitrary flooding of AODV. As a 
result, the relative performance of SOCUR exhibits this unique behaviour when the initial battery 
energy is increased. Figure 6-17 depicts the average end-to-end delay incurred by each 
successfully routed packet. As it can be seen, when each node is assigned a little amount of initial 
battery energy, it will run out energy very soon and hence there will not be much contention in the 
network. Under these circumstances, it is very easy to satisfy the delay requirement of each 
successfully transmitted packet, provided that there exists an intermediated node with sufficient 
energy. On the other hand, when the initial energy assigned to each node gradually increases, 
network contention will also begin to build up. As a result, the achievable end-to-end delay of 
each high-priority class packet tends to increase gradually - but very slightly in the case of 
SOCUR. 
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6.6.2.2 Analysis of the Desirable Features of SOCUR 
SOCUR's ability to improve bounded delay guarantee is to certain extent closely attributed to its 
close interaction with the scheduling mechanism. First, we analyse how much SOCUR benefits by 
mapping the end-to-end delay requirement onto a minimum rate as described as part of the fourth 
filtering process in section 6.5.2. For this purpose, we implemented a different version of SOCUR 
(SOCUR-B) that performs the first three filtering processes as SOCUR does, but not the fourth 
one. The simulation setup is similar to that of section 6.6.2.1.4 - except that the initial battery 
energy of each node (ß, ) was sufficiently made large and kept constant at 1000000 units (as the 
main intention here is not to analyse the energy-effect). Figure 6-18 depicts the instantaneous end- 
to-end delay performance of both schemes - SOCUR and SOCUR-B - under different network- 
load conditions. The end-to-end delay performance of a class-1 traffic flow under SOCUR 
scheme when the total number of sessions was either 8 or 16 is excellent when compared to that 
of SOCUR_B. This explicitly exhibits how SOCUR's hop-by-hop routing benefits by working in 
conjunction with the rate-based schedulers in a dynamic MANET environment. Figure 6-19 
shows the normalised throughput performance of both schemes as a function of increasing 
number of sessions. As it can be perceived, sometimes it becomes inevitable for SOCUR to drop 
high-priority packets in order to guarantee bounded delay, and this requirement is minimal for 
SOCUR-B. 
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The second part of this subsection analyses how varying the end-to-end deadline (Dk ) of class-I 
traffic affects the performance of SOCUR scheme. The simulation parameters were similar to those 
of Figure 6-19 except the number of sessions. Accordingly, Figure 6-20 shows the packet delivery 
ratio of SOCUR for class-1 traffic as a function of increasing value of end-to-end deadline (Dk ) of 
class-1 traffic under different network-load conditions (i. e., 8,16 and 64 simultaneous sessions). 
The packet delivery ratio is actually the total number of packets delivered to their respective 
destinations out of totally generated packets within the whole network. 
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The general conclusion that we can make from Figure 6-20 is that although SOCUR tries to 
maintain a consistent packet delivery ratio irrespective of the value of the end-to-end delay deadline 
for class-1 packets, the packet delivery ratio in fact depends a lot on the offered load, the link 
capacity and the working mechanism of the underlying MAC. However, under moderately loaded 
conditions (when the total number of sessions is 8 or 16), it is clear that the more stringent the delay 
requirement is, the lower the throughput will be. Figure 6-21 depicts the instantaneous end-to-end 
delay performance of class-1 traffic packets when the end-to-end deadline takes different values and 
when the total number of sessions is 8. Under such moderately loaded conditions, it is evident from 
Figure 6-21 that SOCUR strives to achieve the end-to-end delay bounds. On the other hand, Figure 
6-22 shows the same instantaneous end-to-end delay performance of class-1 traffic packets (under 
different network-load conditions) when the delay deadline for class-1 packets takes different values 
and the total number of sessions is kept constant at either 8 or 16 or 64. It is evident from Figure 
6-22 that although SOCUR tries to achieve bounded delay performance under moderately loaded 
situations, it finds difficult to achieve hard delay bound when the network-load is arbitrarily high 
(for example when the number of sessions is 64). This inevitable behaviour is not due to SOCUR's 
inability, but instead it is more attributed to the fact that the generated network load was well above 
the limited link capacity (2 Mbps) of the relatively smaller network considered and the underlying 
MAC was the IEEE 802.11 DCF. It should be noted again that each session generates packets at the 
rate of 10 packets per second. In this respect, the same explanation as applicable to Figure 6-14 also 
applies here. 
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Figure 6-23 depicts the average end-to-end delay achieved by each successfully received class-1 
(high-priority) packet under varying network-load conditions as a function of b. As it can be seen 
from Figure 6-20 and Figure 6-23, SOCUR tries its best to guarantee a bounded delay at the 
expense of dropping packets. In other words, the more stringent the deadline requirement, the 
greater the rejection rate and hence the achieved throughput. 
The third part of this subsection analyses SOCUR's ability to optimise traffic - this is another 
goal of any QoS routing algorithm as mentioned in section 6.2. In this analysis, another version of 
SOCUR (SOCUR-C) was implemented. SOCUR-C is similar to SOCUR in that both perform all 
the four filtering processes - except that SOCUR-C resorts to LD-link selection as opposed to LC- 
link selection after the fourth filtering process. SOCUR-C thus does not have the chance to make 
use of our cost function as formulated by equation (6.3), and hence to optimise traffic. Figure 
6-24, Figure 6-25 and Figure 6-26 respectively depict the average cost incurred by each 
successfully received packet as a function of increasing node-count, node-density and node-speed 
under both the SOCUR and SOCUR_C schemes. In all three cases, the total number of sessions 
was kept constant at 24. As formulated by equation (6.3), our cost function reflects how much 
congested each path a packet traverses in terms of bandwidth consumption and how much 
criticality a node along a path traversed by a packet attains in terms of the remaining battery 
energy. In SOCUR each packet strives to take less congested paths which consist of nodes that 
have sufficient amount of battery energy. In this respect, the scheme that enables its packet to 
incur minimum cost as formulated by equation (6.3) is preferred. 
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As it can be seen from Figure 6-24, Figure 6-25 and Figure 6-26, under all the three different 
circumstances, SOCUR performs better than SOCUR_C due to its inherent use of our cost 
function. As such, the feature of SOCUR to use our cost model gives it a definite advantage, and 
this is reflected in these three figures. 
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6.6.2.3 Tradeoff Analysis 
Since SOCUR exploits a location-based forwarding strategy due to the reasons mentioned in 
section 6.3, its path computation is performed in a per-packet fashion. This is similar to per- 
packet processing that has been adopted through the DPS mechanism in fixed IP network [66] and 
any location-based routing protocols [78][101][102]. Per-packet processing gives SOCUR an 
ability to be robust and resilient mainly to mobility, which is the main cause of uncertainty in 
MANETs. As a result, SOCUR does not maintain end-to-end paths, and hence the need to 
maintain a routing or forwarding table is avoided. The benefit of per-packet processing in the case 
of SOCUR is explicit from sections 6.6.2.1.1 and 6.6.2.1.2, where we compared SOCUR's 
performance against per-flow processing mechanisms such as SWP, WSP and the INSIGNIA-like 
approach. These results demonstrated that although per-packet processing does consume 
processing power and hence battery energy, such careful computation avoids unnecessary 
flooding, which on the other hand depletes greater amount of battery energy - not only in a single 
node but also throughout the network. Since the overall performance of the network as a whole is 
paramount, any one will easily come to the conclusion that the SOCUR's approach of per-packet 
processing is important and, in fact, inevitable in highly volatile mobile ad hoc networks. 
However, the purpose of this section is to analyse whether there is any way to minimise such a 
processing burden. In order to assess this requirement, we developed another variant of SOCUR 
(SOCUR-D) that is very much similar to SOCUR in terms of next-hop node selection. However, 
SOCUR-D maintains a forwarding table, which is subject to a time-out. This time-out is 
estimated based on the LET associated with the node-pair concerned. Accordingly, when a packet 
of flow k arrives to a node u for the first time, node u under SOCUR-D performs the same 
operations as SOCUR. Once an optimal next-hop is determined, node u will make an entry in its 
forwarding table and use such an entry for subsequent forwarding for the given flow until that 
entry becomes stale. This way per-packet processing is minimised to a certain extent. Let us 
assume that per-packet processing consumes 1 unit of energy. We consider class-1 traffic in this 
analysis. In this case, the terrain-area, the number of nodes and the initial battery energy of any 
node are kept constant at 600 X 600 m2,100 and 100000 units respectively. The pause-time is 
exponentially distributed with mean value of 20 seconds, and this value is kept constant. The 
number of sessions in this case is 48 - which is again kept constant unless stated otherwise. The 
packet generation rate of each session is 0.2 packets per second. Figure 6-27, Figure 6-28 and 
Figure 6-29 respectively show the packet delivery ratio, average energy consumed per each 
successfully routed packet of class-1 traffic and the total energy consumed by each node as a 
function of increasing node-speed. The maximum speed of each node was increased from 5 to 30 
ms 1 in step-size of 5. These results demonstrate the importance of per-packet processing in highly 
dynamic MANETs at the expense of small additional energy consumption. 
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As it can be seen from Figure 6-27, the packet delivery ratio - which is a ratio of total number of 
packets delivered successfully to their respective destinations to the total number of packets 
generated within the whole network - of SOCUR is nearly three times as high as that of 
SOCUR_D. This clearly demonstrates the need for per-packet processing in a highly volatile 
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network that requires each node to maintain little routing state. Figure 6-28 and Figure 6-29 
respectively depict the average amount of energy consumed per successfully received packet and 
the total amount of energy consumed by each node as a function of increasing node-mobility 
under both SOCUR and SOCUR_D. Although each node in SOCUR consumes on average nearly 
1.125 times as high energy as that of SOCUR_D, the energy consumption per each successfully 
received packet is roughly three times higher in SOCUR than that of SOCUR_D due to the high 
packet delivery ratio of SOCUR. Since this represents the tradeoff between utility and energy 
consumption, there exists a need to find an optimal balance. 
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Figure 6-30, Figure 6-31 and Figure 6-32 respectively measure SOCUR's robustness in terms of 
packet delivery ratio, average energy consumed per each successfully routed packet and the total 
amount of energy consumed on average by each node as a function of increasing number of 
sessions. In this simulation setup, the maximum speed of a node is kept at 20 ms' while the 
number of sessions was increased from 8 to 128. All the other simulation parameters are similar to 
the previous case. Again these results demonstrate the inevitable need of per-packet processing in 
dynamic MANETs. 
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6.7 Chapter Summary 
In this chapter we have presented the design and performance of a complete QoS routing 
algorithm and framework in MANETs. With this we brought the concept of multi-constrained 
path computation problem into the domain of mobile ad hoc networks for the first time. We first 
showed that the problem in hand was NP-hard, and then presented a heuristic termed SOCUR. It 
is performed on-line, it is distributed, and takes the main challenges posed by MANETs into 
consideration. More importantly SOCUR works in conjunction with the scheduling mechanism, 
and we demonstrated relevant benefits through simulations. In addition, it has the ability to 
optimise traffic and resource usage facilitated through our aggregate cost model. The latter takes 
the scarcity of such resources as bandwidth and battery energy into consideration, and enables 
SOCUR to conserve such resources. SOCUR does not make use of any control packet or 
signalling mechanism in the constrained path computation process. At the same time it does not 
resort to any sort of flooding. It also ensures that every packet at any moment follows a single 
path - this aspect is important for scalability reasons. 
In addition, this chapter argued that it is essential for each node in MANETs to have a good 
knowledge of mobility patterns and current load conditions of its one-hop neighbours in order to 
make a good forwarding decision. Hence, in the constrained path computation process, SOCUR 
has given much importance for proper forwarder selection, and it involves relative mobility 
prediction and dynamic load calculations. SOCUR uses promiscuous listening to trigger a crank- 
back operation, and tries to ensure guaranteed packet delivery as long as it has not violated its 
deadline requirement - if any. Overall, the ultimate goal of SOCUR is to make the routing loop- 
free, more scalable, robust to mobility, and more bandwidth and energy efficient, and hence to 
guarantee bounded end-to-end delay performance and ensure guaranteed delivery. Mathematical 
analysis and simulation results confirmed the performance advantages of our scheme. These 
results are encouraging and provide a valid ground for anyone to explore further whether SOCUR 
will lead to on-line traffic and resource optimisation. This can be one of the directions in which 
SOCUR can be extended in the future. 
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7 Conclusions 
Mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs) are rapidly evolving and the concept of mobile ad hoc 
networking has become one of the most challenging research areas of wireless communications. 
This type of network offers unique benefits and versatility for a variety of applications and 
situations, and hence is going to play a vital role in future leisure, commercial and military 
scenarios. However, this comes at the expense of overcoming extremely difficult challenges 
posed namely due to the absence of fixed infrastructure, bandwidth- and energy-constrained 
operation and random mobility patterns of nodes, which are unique to such networks. These 
challenges cannot simply be solved through traditional approaches to medium access control 
(MAC), routing and quality of service (QoS) provisioning. Irrespective of the open challenges, the 
rising popularity of multimedia applications among end users in MANETs has stimulated a spur 
of research in providing QoS support in such networks. However, despite recent advances in the 
development of algorithms and protocols specifically designed to address the challenges in MAC, 
routing and QoS support, it is not certain that any of the currently proposed mechanisms is 
sufficiently scalable while being effective, efficient and robust to node-mobility in order to meet 
the future demands of large-scale mobile ad hoc networks. Most of the proposed techniques have 
been designed to function efficiently under limited circumstances, and cannot necessarily 
conserve scarce resources and even satisfy minimal QoS requirements of real-time applications 
(especially the end-to-end delay bound). The question, therefore, arises as to how to design any 
viable QoS framework and what the necessary building blocks of such a framework are. Devising 
such a framework is fundamental to the success and widespread acceptance of future ad hoc 
networks. 
Given that quality of service (QoS) provisioning is an extremely challenging task and it is 
modelled as a multi-layer problem in mobile ad hoc networks, the thesis took a holistic view to 
the issue of QoS provisioning by identifying the required components of an overall MANET QoS 
framework. It investigated the problem of QoS provisioning not only from the perspective of 
network layer but also from the perspective of medium access control (MAC) sub-layer. Unlike 
similar QoS provisioning mechanisms that have only identified and understood the major 
challenges of mobile ad hoc networks, different architectural components of the QoS framework 
proposed in this thesis attempt to exploit some of the unique desirable features of MANETs, 
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namely the use of location-based forwarding and promiscuous listening. The employment of 
location information becomes more and more realistic with the increasing availability of 
inexpensive positioning systems. 
Since medium access control (MAC) has been identified as a component that plays a vital role in 
QoS support, the thesis initially concentrated on this to devise a QoS-aware MAC. In this respect, 
it first proposed a new QoS-aware medium access control (MAC) protocol which was based on 
the legacy IEEE 802.11, and thus could be relatively easily integrated into existing systems. This 
is adaptive and network-aware depending on the type and intensity of traffic, and relative mobility 
patterns of nodes. In addition, it makes use of the point-coordination-function (PCF) of IEEE 
802.11 in a distributed fashion for the first time in multihop MANETs. This QoS-MAC model 
enables two-way admission control for improved performance. 
Given that the routing protocol is the key to the efficient operation of multihop mobile ad hoc 
networks, research on scalable routing was required as a prerequisite for attacking the problems of 
QoS routing and QoS provisioning. A class of routing protocol that uses geographical locations of 
the participating nodes has been chosen as the best candidate, because of its robustness to 
mobility and for scalability reasons. Our task was to devise a scalable location management 
scheme for this location-based routing protocol to work effectively. The main goal of our scheme, 
which employs hierarchical principles, is to minimise the control traffic associated with location- 
management. In location-based routing protocols, the control traffic is mainly due to location- 
updates, queries and responses. Our scheme employs a novel geographically-oriented clustering 
scheme in order to minimise control traffic without impairing performance. In our location 
management scheme, nodes are assigned home-zones, and are required to send their location- 
updates to their respective home-zones through a dominating-set. This strategy, unlike similar 
location-management approaches, minimises inevitable superfluous flooding by every node, and 
prevents location updates and queries from traversing the entire network unnecessarily, hence 
conserving bandwidth and transmission power. 
The next task was to devise a viable QoS provisioning mechanism for MANETS. This thesis 
introduced a service architecture that attempts to support stronger notion of per-class service 
guarantees in terms of packet loss and delay in ad hoc networks. The architecture relies on 
distributed priority scheduling enabled proportional service differentiation (PSD) model. 
However, it does not involve explicit admission control, traffic policing or maintenance of per- 
flow state information in any intermediate nodes. It uses (per-hop) local behaviours to achieve a 
desired global objective. Motivated by this aspect, we combined this PSD model with a location- 
based forwarding strategy in an attempt to improve the end-to-end delay of higher priority traffic 
classes. This guarantee is soft as opposed to hard due to the unique nature of MANETS. This 
combined model was enhanced with our forwarder-node selection algorithm that allows previous 
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hop nodes to perform implicit dynamic admission control using locally available information 
without maintaining per-flow state. In addition, this model regulates traffic in a dynamic 
environment such as a MANET in a proactive way, by selecting non-overloaded forwarding 
nodes. Hence, the overall framework strives to improve per-hop as well as end-to-end soft service 
guarantees. 
Finally, given that one of the key issues in providing QoS guarantees is how to determine paths 
that satisfy QoS constraints, this thesis proposed a practically efficient solution for the 
simultaneous optimisation of constrained path computation and scheduling for connections with 
end-to-end delay requirements in the domain of mobile ad hoc networks. Accordingly, this thesis 
studied the NP-hard delay-constrained least-cost path problem and presented a distributed on-line 
heuristic solution that uses only local information. The heuristic is termed stabilised on-line 
constraint-based unicast routing (SOCUR). SOCUR is motivated by the fact that there is need for 
fast deployment of delay-guaranteed services with a consideration that there is no priori 
knowledge regarding future traffic demands. Unlike most QoS routing approaches that require 
each node maintain full or limited accurate global state information about the network, SOCUR 
tries to compute constrained paths while optimising resources using only local information. With 
this strategy, the thesis brought the concept of multi-constrained path computation problem into 
the domain of mobile ad hoc networks for the first time. 
In this way, this thesis contributed in a number of vital areas spanning the MAC and network 
layers. A novel clustering algorithm and protocol, a QoS-aware MAC, a scalable location service, 
a new scheduling and buffer management strategy, and an effective strategy for QoS routing and 
load balancing are the key outputs of this research work, resulting in a scalable QoS framework 
for ad hoc networks. All these areas have been addressed in the process of building our overall 
QoS framework. 
7.1 Future Work 
Each chapter of this dissertation made an attempt to evaluate each key building block of the 
proposed QoS framework either through mathematical modelling or through simulations or using 
both techniques. Potential directions for extensions to the research work were presented at the end 
of each chapter. Although every model that this thesis came up with works well with CBR traffic, 
it is necessary to analyze their robustness with different traffic mixes, namely with the aid of 
variable-bit-rate (VBR) and Pareto on-off sources. As stated before, the thesis explored the 
problem of QoS provisioning in ad hoc networks mainly from the perspective of the network layer 
and MAC sub-layer. Although a limited account of the underlying channel impairments is taken 
into consideration in the time-varying link bandwidth estimation process, it has been inevitable 
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for it to assume that the underlying physical channel is perfect to some extent in most cases. On 
the contrary, in reality this assumption is no longer valid. It is, therefore, necessary for every 
model the thesis has proposed to consider the physical channel impairments, and in this respect 
correct channel modelling becomes paramount. Hence, considerable attention is required in this 
direction. Also, although a QoS-aware MAC was proposed in chapter 2, it has not been used in 
any of our later work. This is mainly because the DCF-based operation of IEEE 802.11 is the 
predominantly used MAC mechanism. The performance of our proportional service 
differentiation model and QoS routing algorithm would have benefited to a great extent if the 
underlying MAC were our QoS-aware MAC. It will thus be fascinating to see the actual 
performance of our complete QoS framework by integrating every model that thesis came up 
with. 
Once the above tasks have been completed successfully, it would be interesting to implement the 
complete model in an experimental testbed to see its practical viability. With the availability of 
advanced and cheap positioning systems, this task appears feasible. In addition to the other 
possible directions of future work identified at the end of each individual chapter, I am also eager 
to extend my research carrier in practical implementations (prototyping). This would finally 
enable me to find a suitable business model for practical mobile ad hoc networks. 
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At any node u for any fresh packet M (Si , 
ti 
, 
bj ) 
main SOCUR(tos, Sk , 
t, 
, 
bk ) 
Repeat 
Start listening promiscuously 
next-hop t-- NULL 
if (u is source) or (u is an intermediate node and first attempt) or 
(not first attempt) and (t > and (has not heard 
promiscuously)) 
if (u == S, of flow k with tos) 
if (tos E QH) 
insert tos and b, 4 
if (enough bandwidth available only) 
next-hop E- FindNextHop(tos, b,, N(u), M) 
end if 
else 
drop the packet 
end else 
end if 
else if (tos E QL) 
next-hop4-FindNextHop(tos, 0, N(u), packet) 
end else if 
end if 
else if Cu * tý and first attempt) 
timeout period t-0 
if (tos E QH) 
if (enough bandwidth available only) 
next-hop t- FindNextHop(tos, b,, N(u), M) 
end if 
else 
drop the packet 
end else 
end if 
else if (tos E QL) 
next-hop. -FindNextHop(tos, 0, N(u), M) 
end else if 
end else 
else if (u and not first attempt) 
if (t > and has not heard promiscuously) 
Perform crank-back operation 
end if 
else if (t and has heard promiscuously) 
delete the copy of M from its memory 
end else 
end else 
end if 
if (next-hop * NULL) 
t-0 
forward the packet M to next-hop 
keep a copy of M in its memory 
end if 
else 
drop the packet 
end else 
until the packet M reaches tk or is forwarded by h or is dropped 
Main Body of SOCUR Algorithm 
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iv 
Appendix 
FindNextHop(too, b;, N(u), packet) 
next-hop E- NULL 
i E-- tos, j 
j 4- 0 and cp E- (Pinitial 
if(N(u)0 4') 
Repeat 
N(»(u)a {vl vE N(u), and distance, " 5 r,, and within angle 
ZPuT } 
if (N('"(u)*c) 
N«>(u) _ (VI VE N°D(u), and LET, v 
if (M2)(u)*(D) 
N(3)(u)= (v IvE N(=)(u), and Q. ZQý. ý. y } 
if (N(')(u) * (D) 
if (tos e QH) 
^Total Available D, U D _,, k - hu->z j, min "Tolerance 
hu-ºz hu-ºz + actual minolerance 
ýk 
ý(u) _ (V IVe N(3)() and 1. [k 
Imin z max b; Ný' DIk 
if (Ný'ýýu): m) 
next-hop +- find vE N(4)() for 
which link cost is minimum 
admit the flow of commodity k 
return next-hop 
end if 
end if 
else if (tos e QL) 
next-hop E- find v EN(O)(u)for 
which link cost is minimum 
return next-hop 
end else if 
end if 
end if 
end if 
(p (- 2J *9Initial 
until (j > K) 
Finding the Next-Hop - SOCUR Algorithm 
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